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ABSTRACT
The aim of this thesis has been tp present a detailed 
linguistic study of all the dialect inscriptions from 
Gyrene which have been published. The introduction con­
tains a brief history of Gyrene and a description of the 
dialect material. In the following chapters oh Phonology, 
Morphology and Word Formation, all dialect features have been 
noted, with a full discussion of the more important and 
disputed questions. To this has been added a study of 
various proper names which are of interest, and a chapter 
on certain notable features of syntax.
On the basis of this descriptive survey, it has been
attempted in the final chapter to trace the historical 
development of the dialect spoken at Gyrene, as far as it 
can be judged from the epigraphical material available, from 
the fifth century BG till the third century AD. This has 
mainly entailed tracing the gradual process by which the 
dialect was modified by the Koine, and giving an evaluation 
of how far the written material represents the spoken
language. For these important questions, and many problems
of phonology and morphology, the Cyrenean material is of conG 
siderable interest and value.
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Introduction
A . A brief History of Cyrene and the Cyrenaica from the 
Foundation of the Colony till the third century AD.
1. Under the pressure of economic necessity and v/ith the
encouragement of oracles from Delphi, the people of Thera
1)
sent colonists to Libya in about 6pO BC. After a preliminary
settlement at Plataea off the coast of Libya, further colonists
were sent out from Thera a year later under the leadership of
one Aristoteles, who became king with the title of Battus.
Matters went ill with them at first; consequently, in obedience
to a further oracle, the colonists moved to the mainland,
finally settling on the site of Cyrene. Here the small band
of immigrants from Thera lived uneventfully under the first
two kings. Battus the founder and his son Arcesilaus.
In the beginning, the colonists appear to have been on good
terms with the Libyans, who, according to the tradition, had
suggested the site of Cyrene, and to have intermarried freely.
2)
Herodotus may well be right in saying that Battus, the name 
adopted by the founder Aristoteles, was the Libyan word for 
'king ^ . This would perhaps imply fairly close political as 
well as social relations between the two peoples.
1) 651 BC is the latest date given by Eusebius for the 
foundation. CF. Chamoux Cyrene sous la Monarchie /Off for a 
full discussion. For myths relating to the foundation 
ibid. yoff.
2) IV 155
2.
2. In the reign of the third king. Battus II Eudaimon,
again under the auspices of the Delphic oracle, the Cyreneans
opened their doors to new settlers from the Peloponnese,
Crete and the South Aegaean. Henceforth the population of
Cyrene was to become more and more heterogeneous, but it
would appear that the Theran element formed the aristocracy
1)
there for a considerable space of time.
5. Their numbers strengthened by the fresh immigrants, the 
Cyreneans seized land from the Libyans, who appealed to 
Apries King of Egypt. But the Cyreneans defeated the 
^ Egyptian troops sent against them (c.5?0 BC). Cyrene had now 
gained considerably in size as well as prestige. Not until 
there was a dispute between King Arcesilaus II and his 
brothers, did the Libyans have an opportunity to rebel; when 
the younger brothers left Cyrene and founded the city of 
Barca with the aid of subject Libyans, it was largely due to 
the latter, who formed the main body of inhabitants, that 
the new t o m  successfully resisted Arcesilaus' attack.
4. In the reign of Battus III the Lame, since the power of 
the royal house had been sapped by internal feud and the 
defeat of Arcesilaus by the Libyans, the decision was made 
to reform the constitution. At the Cyreneans' reçuest, one
Bemonax of Mantinea - the Delphi oracle had advised them to 
seek a reformer from Mantinea - undertook the task. The 
information Herodotus gives concerning the constitution of
1) Probably even in the reign of Arcesilaus III; cf.Chamoüix 
op.cit. 14^.
5.
Demonax throws interesting light on the relative proportion of 
settlers from Thera and elsewhere. Demonax reorganised the body 
of citizens into three tribes: à) Therans and Perioeci, who
may have been poor Greek settlers or Libyans, b) Peloponnesians 
and Cretans, c) settlers from the islands. It becomes clear 
from this arrangement that the Therans formed a comparatively 
small, albeit influential, section of the population. The 
royal power was diminished, the kings only retaining certain 
priesthoods. Mliile Battus III accepted the situation without 
demur, his son Arcesilaus III tried to restore the powers of 
the old kings. After one unsuccessful attempt, he made his 
way to Samos, ruled at that time by a kindred spirit, the tyrant 
Polycrates. With the army he raised there, attracting the 
Samians by promises of land, he reconquered his kingdom. Soon 
forced to retire from Cyrene to Barca, he was eventually 
assassinated there. On his death, his mother Pheretime who 
had acted as regent during his exile fled to Egypt where she 
appealed to the satrap Aryandes. Barca was finally captured 
by Aryandes' army, and the rest of the country as far west as 
Euesperides reduced to subjection.
The Persians had thus made good use of the opportunity 
offered to extend their sphere of influence along the African 
coast. But the next king, Battus IV, vfhose reign seems to have 
been very prosperous, was apparently given control of all the 
cities of the Cyrenaica (Cyrene, Euesperides, Barca, Taucheira).
4-
5. The last king, Arcesilaus IV, was an ambitious monarch 
who, bent on prestige and fame beyond his own realm, won 
victories in the chariot races at Delphi in 462, at Olympia
in 460, the former event celebrated by Pindar in the fourth and 
fifth Pythian odes. After his Pythian victory, Arcesilaus 
appealed to the rest of Greece for settlers, and those he was 
able to collect he brought back to Euesperides, this with a 
special purpose in mind. For Arcesilaus had foreseen the 
revolution instigated by the oligarch nobles which followed 
a few years later, and apparently fled to his new-found 
supporters in Euesperides, but was murdered.
The death of Arcesilaus marks the end of the Dattiad
I
dynasty. A period of confusion follows of which little is 
known.
6. V/hen Alexander conquered Egypt, the cities of the 
Cyrenaica submitted to him. In 331> Alexander visited Ammon, 
whereupon the Cyreneans sent him an embassy, thus entering
the Macedonian alliance. |
7. Soon after (in 323), a Spartan free-lance named Thibron i 
with a following of 7,000 mercenaries, succeeded through the 
assistance of Cyrenean exiles in capturing Cyrenefor a time, I
but very soon involved the city in civil war. Many were forced!
I
to flee. When some of the exiles came to Egypt, Ptolemy |
seized the opportunity for power, sending one Ophelias to :
5.
1)
subdue the country. (522 BC). Thibron was killed. It was 
probably at this time that Ptolemy set up the new 
constitution a record of which has been brought to light by 
recent excavations (SEG IX l). A liberal oligarchy was 
established in which, amongst other modifications of the 
constitution, the politeuma of the citizens with full citizen 
rights was increased from 1,000 to 10,000.
8. In 515  ^ the Cyreneans rebelled unsuccessfully against 
Ophelias, who in his turn broke his loyalty to Ptolemy and 
ruled independently for three years till his assassination. 
Further unrest seems to have broken out in the Cyrenaica after 
his death until in 5OI Ptolemy appointed his stepson Magas 
governor of the region. However, in 274 Magas made himself an 
independent ruler; defiant of Egypt, he confirmed his 
position by forming an alliance by marriage with the Seleucid 
house, and is also knovm to have struck treaties with the 
cities of Crete. Nevertheless, after the death of Magas (in 
258 or 251?) the Cyrenaica inevitably returned to the control 
of her powerful neighbour Egypt. The matter was arranged 
smoothly, fôr Magas' daughter Berenice married Ptolemy III 
soon after his accession. Under the new ruler, Euesperides 
was renamed Berenice, Taucheira Arsinoe, and Barca Ptolemais. 
At this time too, apparently, the constitution was again 
remodelled, on this occasion by two philosophers (Ecdelus and 
Demophanes) from Mantinea, who seem to have introduced a 
federal government.
1) cf.V. Ehrenburg, P-W Ouhellas  ^ Thibron.
6.
9. Ptolemy VII Euergetes II, to whom the Cyrenaica had been 
assigned as a separate kingdom by his brother Ptolemy VI 
Philometor in 165 BC, re-united the area with Egypt, but caused 
the Cyrenaica to be separated from Egypt once more by 
bequeathing it as a separate kingdom to his illegitimate son 
Ptolemy Apion. He in his turn bestowed it by his will on the 
Roman people. So it was that on the death of Ptolemy Apion
in Q6 BC the Cyrenaica came under the wing of Rome, with whom 
Cyrene had already established friendly relations four years 
previously. The royal land became the property of the Romans, 
but the cities were declared free. In 74 BC the Cyrenaica was 
made a regular province administered by a quaestor, but was 
later united with Crete, the two areas being governed by one 
propraetor. In general, the administration of the Cyrenaica 
before Augustus seems to have been bad and the Roman 
governors negligent. The continual political unrest also 
hastened economic decline.
10. Under Augustus the penal code was revised to give greater 
justice to the Greek community who had been unfairly treated 
by the Roman authorities, and generally bring security and 
order to the area. But in a region peopled by so many races 
vith conflicting interests peace could not last for long.
11. Under the Empire, both the subject Libyans and the Jev/s 
gave trouble from time to time. Under the Ptolemies Jews had 
immigrated to the region in large numbers, and lived in 
independent communities; as elsewhere, they were never absorbed
7-
into the local population. Handled with consideration under 
Augustus, they later again became discontented. After the 
razing of Jerusalem, further resistance against Rome was put 
up from Cyrene; hence the revolt under Vespasian.
In 115-6 AD they rebelled again and more violently under 
Trajan, when he was occupied with the war against the Parthians 
and the military garrisons in many provinces had been reduced. 
The trouble at Cyrene coincided with a similar Jewish revolt in 
Egypt, which, spread to Cyprus, Syria and Mesopotamia. The 
Trajan revolt was severely repressed.
12. During the trouble the cities of the Cyrenaica were 
seriously depopulated, the Roman government neglectful; more, 
the valuable silphium, formerly one of Cyrene's chief sources 
of wealth, had virtually died out by the reign of Nero. 
Henceforth the Cyrenaica, now merely an insignificant appendage 
to Egypt, seems to have never really recovered its former 
prosperity. Many public buildings damaged during the revolt 
were restored by Hadrian, who also tried to revive Cyrene's 
failing strength with fresh blood, by introducing new settlers 
from other parts of the Empire and founding a nevf city 
(Hadriane or Hadrianppolis).
15. There is very little evidence for the period from Hadrian 
to Diocletian. In the third and fourth centuries, the 
Marrnaridi, barbarous tribes from the interior, were a serious
8 .
threat to the towns of the Cyrenaica. That the task of 
keeping them at bay was entrusted to the troops and prefect 
in Egypt, reflects the close ties maintained between the two 
regions. Diocletian made the Cyrenaica a separate province, 
under the title of Libya Pentapolis, but reaffirmed its 
connections M t h  Egypt. Yet nothing could hold back the 
steady trend of decline in the area. Impoverished Cyrene 
was never to regain the prosperity and prestige she had enjoyed 
in the Greek world in the days of the last kings of the 
Battiad line, when the Greek colony still had a Greek ruler.
B . Races and Race-Relations in the Greek Communities of the 
Cyrenaica.
14. It has seemed vvorthwhile to give a short study of the 
relations between the Greeks and other races of the Cyrenaica, 
since this has some bearing on the degree to which the dialect 
brought from Thera was modified by the speech of Greeks from 
other aréas and of barbarians.
It V v i l l  be seen from the sketch given above of the 
history of Gyrene, that although the settlement was founded 
by Therans, within fifty or sixty years the original colonists 
and their descendants formed only a minority of the population, 
judging by the constitution of Demonax only about one fifth 
or sixth of the total. Nevertheless, since all the kings of 
the Battiad line succeeded by direct descent, they must have 
been at least partly of Theran stock. This fact no doubt
ocontributed to the prestige of the citizens of Theran 
descent, a prestige retained apparently at least till the 
fifth century BC (see sect. 2).
15. Although new settlers were introduced from various 
parts of Greece on more than one occasion (e.g. C.58O, c.460, 
and under Hadrian), there is no evidence that new immigrants 
and old did not live together amicably enough. But the 
relations of the Greeks in the area with the Libyans, 
Egyptians, Romans and Jews were less straightforward.
16. In the early days, Herodotus tells us, the colonists 
intermarried pTreely with the Libyans and were on good terms 
with them. But that this was perhaps merely a matter of 
necessity while underlying hostility was mutually repressed, 
is suggested by the fact that as soon as nevf colonists had 
been brought from Greece, the Greek settlers seized land 
from the Libyans. Thenceforth there was trouble from time 
to time between the Greeks and the indigenous tribes, 
especially under the Battiad house when royal feuds gave them 
an opportunity to interfere, and in imperial times when the 
prosperity of the Greek communities in the Cyrenaica vms 
fast declining, and control from Rome vms inefficient.
17. Cyrene's first known contact with Egypt was in the 
early sixth century BC, when the Libyans appealed for aid 
against the Cyreneans to King Apries (this rather suggests 
some kind of alliance between Libya and Egypt. ) Nevertheless, 
on that occasion the Greeks made short work of the
10.
Sgyp'tian troops.
V/hen Pheretime, mother of Arcesilaus III, on his 
death fled to Egypt for aid, the Persian satrap Aryandes 
was in control. Aryandes seized the opportunity to subdue 
the whole Cyrenaica, but the Battiad kings were apparently 
left in power. When Alexander in his turn conquered Egypt, 
the Cyrenaica yielded to him. During the civil war caused 
by the activities of Thibron, some fled to Egypt. Whereupon 
King Ptolemy promptly sent Ophelias to take control. But 
this time Egypt did more than merely reduce the country to 
subjection; a new and more liberal constitution was set up. 
Henceforward the Cyrenaica remained in subjection to Egypt 
until the death in 36 BG of Ptolemy Apion, who bequeathed 
the Cyrenaica to Rome. This did not entirely end the 
Cyrenaica’s connections with Egypt, since in later imperial 
times at least (see sect. 13) the Cyrenaica was under the 
control of the Roman governor in Egypt.
18. The relations between Rome and the Greeks in the 
Cyrenaica seem to have been fairly peaceful if not warm.
On the whole, the Roman administration was neglectful and 
did not generally think it worthwhile to pay much attention 
to this out of the way district, unimportant for their own 
interests both politically and economically. They only 
interfered when trouble flared up from time to time because
of the Libyans or Jews.
11.
19" Jews iiïiigrated to the Cyrenaica in considerable 
numbers from the time of the Ptolemies onwards. It is 
probable that they did not have a great deal to do with the 
Greek communities, although they were the cause of consider­
able political unrest in the latter part of the first century 
AD and later after the destruction of Jerusalem.
20. Thus it transpires that on the whole close and friendly 
relations were never maintained between the Greeks in the 
Cyrenaica and the non-Greeks. This will no doubt explain the 
fact that there is no trace of influence by the barbarians
on the Greek spoken at Cyrene as far as we know it from 
inscriptions (see further, chapter t7).
/
C . The Nature of the Dialect Material.
21. The numerous dialect inscriptions from Cyrene are of 
many different types. The numerical system used in this 
thesis has been based on a rough classification according 
to subject matter. The most important stones both from the 
point of view of the subject matter and the linguistic 
material they provide are Ml-4 (M = Tituli Miscellanei).
22. Ml(4a) contains part of the sacred law code of Cyrene. 
Its clauses over many situations, including sections on 
persons or property ’subject to a tithe’ K'rXtTos)^
a woman newly wed or pregnant or who has just delivered a 
child, a man guilty of murder etc., with details of the
12.
ritual purification required of persons in each group.
The much discussed M2 (4a) records a decree reaffirming the 
right of new settlers from Thera to become full citizens at 
Gyrene, a right they had had ever since Thera first sent out 
the colony in the seventh century. But it would appear that 
this privilege had been denied them at about the time this 
decree was passed (early 4th cent. EC). By way of emphasising 
that this right had always belonged to Theran immigrants, a 
copy of what purports to be the original agreement made at 
the time of foundation (p^ vcio\/ \ between the
colonists and those staying behind in Thera, has been added 
to the fourth century decree (11. 24-40) . The is
generally agreed not to be the actual decree passed in the 
seventh century, but based on (oral?) tradition. No one 
seems to have noticed that the actual oath sworn by the 
original colonists is in fact the curse contained in line 
46 ff. Possibly this is only the end part of the oath and 
was preceded by a statement in the first person e.g.
”I promise to abide by the agreement... etc.” M3, a hitherto 
unpublished inscription also from the fourth century BO, is 
difficult to understand in detail. It clearly concerns 
money paid out as (fcXoVto persons in various places on the 
Greek mainland. Of considerable historical importance is the 
inscription recording the gifts of corn granted by the
people of Gyrene to the cities of the Greek mainland in time
13.
of famine., probably the famine of about 330 B C . By far
the largest amount was given to Athens. This stone shows
that the Cyrenaica must have been a very prosperous
agricultural region at that time.
M5 is the latter part of the decree of Ptolemy I laying
down a new constitution for the Cyrenaica (see sect.7).
Although this inscription belongs to the latter part of the
fourth century, the main part of the decree (lines 1 - 72)
is in the Koine except for a few word-forms (see sects.183,
212). But the list of officials at the end (lines 72 ff) is
in the dialect, and here not only the forms of the proper
names, which is to be expected, but also the inflexional
endings. M6 is a decree passed by the Cyreneans to state
formally the organisation of a festival in honour of Ptolemy 
1)
(VII or X ? ) and Cleopatra. The festival itself was held
in recognition of their acts of kindness to the city. It
is followed, after a passage at the beginning of column II
of uncertain meaning in the Koine, by a reply from Ptolemy
and Cleopatra also in the Koine.
M8-11 are records of the restoration of temples in the
reigns of Hadrian (M9), M. Aurelius Antoninus and L. Aurelius
Comodus (M8) and M. Aurelius Antoninus (MIC,11). The temples 
had been destroyed in the Jewish revolts in the reigns of
1) Cf. Roussel REA 41 (1939) 9 ff.
14.
Vespasian and Trajan (see sects. 11, 12).
M13-28 are inscriptions on coins. These usually have
the name of the eponymous priest on one side, on the reverse
the name of the place of minting.
M7 is termed in 8EG (IX 186) as a "graffito in columna".
the significance -of this inscription is uncertain, though
it might be votive. M12 (SEG IX 10 "stipes") is so
fragmentary that the nature of the text cannot be established.
23. Tituli ad Demiour^os Pertinentes.
A fairly large and important group of stones from
Gyrene are those containing the accounts of the hemiour^i.
Although many of these texts are fragmentary, they all seem
to adhere to the same general pattern: first, the name of
1)
the Demiourgi in office, then the eponymous priest of Apollo;
a list of produce, including olives, grapes, c o m  etc.
followed by a number after each item which probably denotes
the market value or sale price fetched for each (this section
is prdceded by a phrase or (TiS) ;
. ^
next the gross income for the year is stated (To TL'lv M i o v  T>-o
G \ / , followed by the total expenditure (t c
G\/1 ; then the net income (Ao^ rcov/), and finally the
fee for the Demiourgi to be deducted from this. In two
cases at least details are given of the expenditure
(D3.11 ff. Dll), which seems to consist entirely of expenses
1) On the Demiourgi at Gyrene, see Oliverio DAI I Gir.I lOlf.
15.
incurred by the festival.
The form of the accounts changes in the second century 
BC, when the year is divided into two six-monthly periods 
for the purpose of reckoning the market value of the crops, 
although the totals are still calculated for the whole year. 
Indication of weights, measures and currency by shorthand 
signs resembling monograms (cf. SEG IX 39) also malce their 
first appearance at this time.
24. Tituli Votivi.
There are many votive inscriptions from all periods, 
both public and private. The vast majority were dedicated 
by private citizens: Vl-15, 17, 20-25, 28, 30-34, 39, 42, 43, 
45-57, 59, 70-4, 75, 78, 79, 81-110, 112-15, 118-21, 124, 
125-8, 130-1. Of the dedications by public officials, 
most are offered by priests : V29, 35-8, 40, 41, 44, 58, 75,
1)
77, 80, 111, 117, 122, 123, 125, 129; a few by nomophylakes :
1)
V50-54, and by the telesphoroi; V55-9. In two cases a 
tithe of v/ar-spoils has been dedicated: V.l5, 18. There 
are two dedications by Roman officials : V35, 45, and one 
honorary dedication by the Cyreneans (V19).
25. Tituli Honorarii.
Here are included all inscriptions whose purpose is to 
do honour to an individual, whether in the form of an
1) Nothing is known of the function of these officials at 
Cyrene.
16.
of an honorary decree or of a dedication. Most of.the 
honorary inscriptions have been set up by the people of 
Cyrene, generally for individuals who have been benefactors 
of the state (but this is not stated in H5 and 8): HI, 2, 
5-10,22, in honour of Cleopatra III; H13, Ptolemy: H21, the 
emperor Hadrian: Hll, in honour of a propraetor: H12. One 
stone was dedicated by a priest in honour of a fellow 
priest: H 3 ; also set up by priests is HI5. H14 was dedicated 
by the people of Arsinoe in honour of a benefactor. There 
are three honorary inscriptions by private individuals:H17-19 
HI6 only records the name of the person honoured.
Fragmentary texts which seem to be honorary are: H4, 20,22.
26. Tituli Sepulchrales.
The many sepulchral inscriptions, mainly from the first 
century AD where they can be dated, scarcely call for 
comment: 81-157.
27. Tabulae Sacerdotum, Militum etc.
There are several lists of names of priests : T2-5, and 
priestesses : T5-8, soldiers and military officers : T9-12. 
in some of the lists the calling of the persons named is 
uncertain: Tl, 13-18.
28. Peregrinatorum Tituli.
Inscriptions are classified under this heading of which 
the purpose is clearly not to record an offering made
only to indicate that a person has visited the
17.
place, usually phrased in the form; "such and such a person 
came to the shrine" etc. : Pl-2, 13. Most of the inscriptions 
included here only have a man^s name and may possibly be 
records of dedications, but as they are not written near 
shrines but on the rocks alongside the road, they are 
probably only meant to record that the people mentioned 
passed that way: P3-12, 14.
D. The Text.
29. In general, I have adhered to the text given in the 
standard editions of the inscriptions : GDI III 2.4833-4870 ;
SEG IX 1 f f ; Dittenberger OGI 767, and finally, Chamoux^s 
text of the rfvXcv inscription (M3) which will be given below. 
Since I have not seen the stones I am not in a position to 
check the readings of the epigraphists. But where photographs 
have been given (there are many extremely good photos in 
Cliverions editions), I have used these to check the 
transcribed versions ; in a few instances, corrections are 
needed here. In some cases it has seemed to me that the 
conjectural parts of the text, must, on syntactical or 
linguistic grounds be incorrect. I have ventured therefore 
to propose the following amendâtions and corrections of 
the standard texts :
1) M4.2-4a: ifJocroiS Gitov U tccXis oi
d IT  C '^Ov GTo C-V T IxXXcK^Si .
It would seem impossible for a sentence of this form to be
18.
introduced by an interrogative. In Oliverio's Photo (plate V, 
DAI II Cir. I, 1933); the letter before £oi S. is not clear.
As it need not be O  and could be I propose to
read 0^"zc> i ^  . One would expect oGGos notoGcs in Cyrenean,
and likewise : t c o'To i S would be a Koine form.
c
Grammatically, Vfould be more satisfactory than c(S'<S"oLS,
but there is not room for more than two letters before
2) M2.20: “To KoC n"0 (? 5 GS
•Toly k r ^ T c ' l ^ ^ ^  01 (rJZi 6\^U\/ 'C<^S G  a: I T o i
6 " o<!tCo t<^v «J^â:cAX^>\aoS 
None of the editors seem to have noticed that vCoi is needed 
virithTo&u|v not ivith to oLvc^Xco^W. ... ddiSi_xjv. Thus
iCU must have been displaced by an error of the stoner*cutter.
The text should therefore be read: oiv"^XL^v^ T o
< K<y^> é G-t'|( ^ ^ ^ tTov^TdIGocov . . .
3 .)ibid. 49:ToicSi 6 e ev^'sA^voiGv v . ..
Toi^i has been wrongly transcribed for f I 01$ A .(2 is
clearly the reading in Ferfi’s photo (Abh.Berlin I923 V.
Plate II 2.).
 ^ i4) M3.16-4a: o^ /CeA^ VA.<r V CO V  .
,^ToX^’m>(-vo5 instead of olÂioXovG^vci is linguistically 
inexplicable error and is very likely an engraver's error. 
Probably the reading should be yc^v.
19.
5) HI. 12 ff-la: <5e oloTov c k \ G i T o o ^  y v  Ko^ ii
 ^ ) ? o _
Jj7ZC> X, G ^  y  T ' - O V '  7 v ç > o  S y c ^ v u ^ r ^ v  C < v / > L O J V  X o lv T C iV
Obviously the meaning is: "he is to be free from liturgies and
all work concerning the village". The correct reading is
probably/' iCoc * c ^ A G / v  Kcxi t <ooV> eov' (for
the syntax of this phrase, cf. sect. 256) .
6) Ml.fl/2—4a: " C o S  ^  j ^  .
The omission of -o$ at the end of posited by some
editors seems so unlikely an abbreviation that it is preferable
1)
to read as Oliverio does , thus taking
paragraph 7 as the end of the last sentence in the previous 
paragraph (on the otherwise unattested compound 
see sect. 255)»
7) Ibid.45-6: . cu<(C f jc
I think one must retain the reading of the stone here, since 
there is no convincing reason for the supplemented letters 
having been omitted by error (on the syntax, see sect.250).
8) Ibid. 47.6Lj(TG(<Lc^L5> 62 72
Not only in line 47 is the actual reading of the stone ,
but also in line 62 (the stone is broken off after at the
end of the line), and no less certainly in line 72, where it 
is clear beyond a shadovf of doubt that the stone is blank 
after i till the end of the line, a space of more than
20 letters.
1) Followed by Buck GD^507
20.
Therefore, in spite of in line 39 of this same text,
in lines 47, 62, 72, not é must be read (on the
alternation of the active and middle here, see sect.144).
9. Ibid. 57 ff : G vcT(j^ oi.<S'Gyri S x  <Sxoo i^ r..
Since is indicative, it is impossible to read K3/ in the
restored part of the text. It seems to me that the only 
possible reading is: oxjo6‘6'oo' ,
10) Ibid. 68 ff: T o v  <Sg JcsC>v
To <$ 5 Gv SoSei T ^ v _
The reading^kr^Su^^c causes two ssyntactical difficulties: 
a) with an infinitive used for imperative, one expects an 
accusative not a nominative of the subject: vjhat then of
oLoTos u L>txs\/ 2 It is easier to explain away
T<ov... jcTcrv as a sort of accusativus pendens, b) This reading 
involves a very avfkward reversion to the nominative C^:^Xo|£)Gs) 
vfith the future indicative (Bo>TGL) after without any
transitional particle; c^o^ t T o u ( 9 e r S T C C o X 2)^ r is needed .
I would therefore suggest reading: t o v  Je Jc^ov
c>Co T^ 3n/| oCT ( TO V é  ^ , 9 o  dG i KTtA.
"but as to the live son, he, having purified himself with
blood and the temple separately, (and) having been sold....
shall sacrifice..." For the conjecture olv^ v^ otTi, cf. 11. 33-4:
iC=iS2p-^S <5(^J-ncS i r o v  otc^oiXe. The unusual construction
of two participles following one another in asyndeton is also
21.
found in the preceding paragraph (line 58 ff). For further 
discussion of the syntax of this sentence, see Sect.249.
11) Ibid. 88-9: G 1*^0 To iCov vov'.
Some editors read e 1 e ^  T o v/. It seems to me
from Oliverio’s photo that there is probably room for hièi 
(perhaps b/T^t e |£ T J o ) here ; certainly there is space for 
at least one letter after I at the end of line 88. If so, 
then this reading is on syntactic grounds definitely preferable 
to the reading of SEG.
12) Ibid. 92 cTe o v
The use of here seems to me peculiar, and would at least 
require the order: cLx cTe (^CU I would therefore
prefer the reading of De Sanctis : foD/j X oocov.
1) De Sanctis RF NS.V (1927) 199.
C H A P T E R  I I .
PhonoloCT
In each section of this chapter, after starting from 
the proto-Greek sound or sound-cluster in every case, the 
Cyrenean form(s) have been discussed; the variant developments 
in other dialects have also been added and discussed where 
necessary.
30.
Retained without change.
For loss through assimilation ©CrEKc-X-oS )
and secondary - arising by assimilation etc.),
see sect.100.
u
31. L
Retained without modification. appears once in
Ml. 2-4a, but this is only at most a spasmodic example of 
dissimilation, if not an engraver’s error (v.sect.100).
32. Ü
Retained ; before the Koine pronunciation came in, 
probably a labialised back-vowel, not a labialised front
i i
vowel as was Attic u (- CL ), but there is no evidence for 
this point.
33. ^
Retained. 6 seems to have never become closed and 
spelt c as happened in man^' other dialects (Aeolic,
23 .
Arcado-Cyprian, Cretan, Laconian, Heraclean, and in part 
Argolic and Corinthian ). For loss of e In (?u(^^XoS etc.
and secondary G in A o s e e  sect. 100.
Cyrenean shares the common WG form i^^oS(also Boeotian),
c A
by contrast with Attic-Ionic, Arcado-Cyprian Lesbian
^  /  c /  c  /
^0 O S  , Ionic  ^ and beside 4G Ç 0 S •
I Gpc?  (also i ^ p o S )  in Thera and Cos is due to Ionic 
2)
influence. The form S'cannot be explained as due to
/
a secondary phonetic development from ‘■-G^os. if a direct
5)
connection of the Greek forms with Skt. isirah is admitted, 
of would be the normal Greek development from the same IE
ystem, i.e. is-aros. But to explain Greek i C ^ 0 ^ ^ ,  an
alternant suffic -eros/-ros beside --«)ros would have to be
posited (of. /rudhirah "red", Mandrah/mandhirah
"agreeable"). But since an alternation -"^ros/-( e) ros seems
4)
unparalleled for Greek  ^ it is preferable to posit only a
1) Cf. Buck 21-2, Bchwyzer I 242.
2) Cf. Bechtel GD II 577.
3) Cf. Palmer Er. 53 (1955) 4 ff, with a full discussion of
the meaning of isirah. He would also postulate a verb
stem ^is- "consecrate, sacrifice", preserve^^^n Greek 
only in Mycenean i.jeto (aorist middle), from /^->A.c<us-e-mi, 
This was accepted by Burrow BSOAS 17 (1955) 345 in his 
discussion of the Skt. root is- "prosperity" etc. But see 
also Boisacq s.v. , Schwyzer I 483 with
bibliography, Kretschmer GI.30 (1943) 88.
4) Cf. Chantraine Formation 226 ff: in principle, all adjs. in 
-C3CÇOS must be traced to -^rqs or be treated as secondary, 
in some cases with anaptyxis. So instead of
is due to Î cxl g  . '
24 .
c /
suffix -eros/-ros for the Grk. forms, and to explain i c S  
as secondary, due to the analogy of ; conversely,
late yLxL G ^ ^05 (Callim. ) is probably due to iG-^ o S  •
The dialect form of this word was retained for a very 
long time, perhaps because it was a religious term; but 
Koine l G appears in some late inscriptions: c G cTTG-l-^ 
V36-2a, V125-lp, c^4.^ovT^H3.1/2-lp?,
D28.2-2a, S155, i G V 6 2 . 1 - l a ,  P3, H.ig.l-2p,
c g ^G x a j v'V35* 2-la, teç 4. fern. sing. S148, oi. neut. pi.
D33.28-2a.
c
For assimilation of G to c in L(TT t ^  characteristic 
of all dialects except Attic, see sect. 100.
34. O
Retained. For compensatory lengthening to , see 
sect. 41. Loss of o after - G - and before - v T -  in 
A G  v T  t e krTtjUoiGGvTt etc. is discussed in sect .60,
and 110. X g ^ o S (gen.) instead of is an analogical
form (sect.110, 159).
The spelling o  instead of which appears 
occasionally in late texts (1st. cent BC onwards) should in 
general be traced to the loss of distinction in,vowel 
quantity and the replacement of pitch accent by stress accent, 
a development for which variations in spelling give evidence
25-
in various parts of the Greek world from about 200 BC.
For details, see sect. 41#
35.
This sound is normally retained, developing to 
only in Attic-Ionic. Attic-Ionic was one of the
last dialèct features to disappear, being retained at least 
in the spelling even at the dawn of the Christian era. 
Therefore the one early occurrence of iq for in a 
Cyrenean dialect inscription, viz. M2.13/14-
4a, requires a special explanation. This form should 
probably be explained as a loan from Ionic rather than be 
attributed to Koine or Attic influence, which is not otherwise 
reflected in this inscription (see sect. 270).
("I instead of cxf sometimes appears in proper names; 
t 718.4-3a, V63.4-la (also acc.
sing. T p^v'), v[c>5t o  P2-lp (beside nom. Ocro^v^^S),
G 0  S145“lp (l<^4oS tc o  ^^
799, A  osj 7115.2. Perhaps
' T E ç - V <^^o5 ( 3rd cent. BC) hails from Attica or Ionia, 
but in all the other inscriptions which are late, the 
spelling v/j probably reflects the pronunciation of ol by that 
time becoming current in Cyrene through the influence of 
the Koine. Nevertheless the old pronunciation seems to 
have persisted at least till the first century BC.
26
The forms of G attested in Cyrenean (only in
proper names) are as follows: 354, ^  i o  s V86
(uncertain example, perhaps *^ 9 ?), vc< T8-la?,
S127-lp, S53, 3 1 5 7 p*-! S 3143-lp* There are many dialect
l')  ^ /
variants of this word: Attic-Ionic , Delphian
N\V G-reek P , Aeolic (and grammarians)
p/ W D ^
G  Thessalian i ^  GLVcvl, G o r ty n  once , Doric,
Boeotian, Arcadian The various dialect forms
cannot all be traced to one common basic fo rm , but must in
part be explained as h a v in g  been loaned from one dialect to
a n o th e r . p i p -  in all the Cyrenean forms, except once
2)
is probably to be traced to the Koine, Indeed,
in ^ and even (with i t a c i s m ? ) , it is likely
that Koine has been taken over as a whole with
artificial restoration of final -o^ • This word has probably
the same (p re -G re e k )  suffix as that seen in but the
relation of Doric to Attic is unclear since we
would e x p e c t Attic -^ dV(/^ ( o f .  also and TTg  beside
o u ts id e  Attic-Ionic. K re ts c h m e r thought Doric
4)
was a hyper-dialect fo rm ,  but could hardly
be so e x p la in e d  - or, alternatively, was due to the
analogy of in etc.
1) Of. Frisk, s.v. P  / p  n \y w .
2) Of. V/ackernagel 11^25 (1909) 327
3) For Bibliography, cf. Schwyzer I 189 - 190.
4) KZ 31 (1892) 288.
27-
1)
On the other hand, De Saussure explained Attic 
by early Attic-Ionic dissimiliation of open ¥ -original T ) , 
when also followed by secondary It is perhaps possible
that all the forms in in Attic have been borrowed
from Ionic.
36. 0
L alv/ays retained its original pronunciation, but in 
the later period from about 200 DC onwards, when ec had come 
to be pronounced as a long close monophthong, eventually 
identical with L, the spelling Pi is often used to denote even 
original i and vice versa (itacism). In the later inscriptions, 
G L for original t appears frequently, especially in the 
spelling of proper names: proper names in NGuC- T17o45, 72,
148-2/la (alsoNiKiS ib.ll6), 17.5, 8-102p, 394-lp, S88-2p,
V45, 29-2p,\/G(Kd9 mi.2/3-2p, V77.3~lp, IVI10.3-2p, names
- TI7 .47, 81,93,94,130,144,151,152, 2/la, T7.22-102p, 
H2.16-la, 3156a,AorCrij-ouoj H6A6-lp,
£  KTovcp iXU; Slll-lp, C'Ct-o<-~JvK10.6-2p,
V111.2-lp, V123-lp, mi.4-2p,tc-f>er<.rc-oc^v'V36.2-2a, 
tc^c-<.rt-uoi<r^ V44«6-3p , m0.7-2p, 3148, s T17.37-
2/la,'*fl^0<o><fti.-Cc^v V62.16-la, TTge'«J" tc>^V77.6-lp (Priscus), 
A t  I cl 5 V85.1/2.
The form q>AGicl6iOtS (M4.39-4a), has the form of this 
ethnic normal in the fifth cent. BC and later; in the fourth
cent. C|>/Vpc|'^6'ioS and (once) c f  make their appearance.
1) M3L 7 (1892) 91, followed by Vendryes (Ivi3L 22 (l;922) 64 ff).
28 o
. , 1) 
q)/Vi- with itacism in unlmown till imperial times .
For beside v. sect. 43.
ip-^«D3ol6“4a. ^L^oS appears in Doric texts
from the 5th cent. BC onwards (e.g. IG IV 1.144G5a,
Epidaurus), beside A e o l i c ^ d ^ o i ^ o s  (gloss), Attic
y 2 )
To explain A t t i c W a c k e r n a g e l  supposes that in
words borrowed from other parts of Greece, Attic spelt Z
as <cL, because a close _e before^ was heard as £  in Attic,
but as i elsewhere. Hov/ever, whatever the origine of
4)
this word, it is equally possible that Doric borrowed it 
from Atticrlonic rather than vice versa. Attic-Ionic ei very 
probably sounded like L to other Greeks, as the vowels have
in general a closer character in those dialects than
5)
elsewhere.
37. . Ü
Retained v/ithout change, eg. A  lovocf o S , u(5lC)T
38. €
Always retained in preconsonantial or final imposition 
etc.), and spelt v^ .
1) CfoDaux REG 58 (1945) 180-3 for details of the occurrences 
of these forms; also Bejeune REA 48 (1946) 203 ff, esp.205 
note 5 .
2) IF 25 (1925) 326 ff.
3) Schwyzer I 471, note 12.
4 ) is obscure; Pisani Rev. St. Balk. 1.255 ff.
surests Macedonian origin (for the suffix cf., Thrac.
i T d y  and connection with kx p u .
5) For the open pronunciation of 6 before g  (xo^/Vg-^u etc.)
in WN Grk. andc after g in Aeol., occasionally elsewhere 
cf. Buck p p . 23ff., 25 ff.
: 2 9 .
As in other dialects, in prevocalic position was
probably always shortened even after loss of intervocalic t 
and - p  thus (subj. GTt X.cy.^ '^Suitîvîl.lll-4a,
L ibol29), »'^o> G O  G<sy (gen. sing, of -C-oS nouns), 
> Geo (gen.pl. of -C'os nouns), see sects. 69,79. The 
development is less clear with the sequence and the
evidence will be discussed here. In 4th. cent, inscriptions, 
i-| is sometimes retained before a follov/ing (d : (SdCT% X
M2.27-4a, a c c . p l S 3SG IX 1.24-4a (on occasional 
dialect forms in the Koine part of this inscription, cf.sect. 
284), .16-4a, T9«12-4a. There is
contraction in the following forms: y M5o80-4a,
M3.21-4a, T17ol20-2/la, V41.2-1&, T8.10-la?, T5.5-lp,V125-lp, 
T7o28-102p, S21, S45, S.153, S35, acc.pd(riX4^ V19.6-2a.
But the following have G ^  : in the acc. sing, of -G-oS nouns: 
TTt o X c-,vv^ G c^ H14«2-la, also vGdcL'S V85-2/3P, V44-3p.
Since was shortened before ij and o / « ^  , the same development
should probably be assumed for although it is not
impossible that contraction to took place without previous
shortening of vq-d to G d .  The accusative TTt o X e i s  to
be attributed to the Koine (cf. sect.157). The spelling 
suggests that this name is based on |Cc.^pv i^io5 
not o S  , since it is difficult to explain i| in
ICdg'v as a spelling for as early as the
4th. century BC^^. The usual form in the classical period
1) Buck (OP 41 (1946) 131) seems to regard as the
earliest form, from which cf ^  «g , but is apparently
unaware of ^c^S'; of also Pindar O ^ U S .
30.
is with contraction. As only accurs
in two very latq ..inscriptions, thus must he a Koine form.
c X  c
On iü i Cr,'A<_ (D3.12-4a, Dll.3-4a) from 
X'c _  J
not of. sect. 75.
V/hether Tb^-X-C-ooc, X"C-Ve-ov (liL-4a) are from an earlier
/ ,  X  . ^  / .  X
from TG'/VCr6Po5, or from T G A G t o S ‘< , is
very uncertain (a full discussion in sect. 75)*
)<To0C-vdic^Ol*5 (late) may he an error or connected with
the late loss of distinction in vowel length.
On g e n .  ft6'rCdA?Co etc., cf« sect. 41.
By a hyper-Doricism we find 369.
For this type of hyper-Doricism, v. Schwyzer I 185, Wahrmann,
Prolegomena 13-14.
39o e by compensatory lengthening.
Y/hen the loss of a sonant or _s causes lengthening of 
the preceding vowel, the result is a long open vowel ( )
in Cyrenean. Hence e is lengthened to n  in such cases
\ I
as; r|OvGv< L <  o G A V -  Â  toi <  ^  Gd'A
J qv'cx'ToS A  G v  p -  ^ Y
For details concerning these consonant clusters, v«, sects.
82,83,84,92,97.
MkjXtY ios will be best discussed here since the 
consonant lost after which caused compensatory lengthen-
31.
1)
ing is uncertain . is also the form found in
Thera, in Boeotia (> tcS) and Crete; Lesb. has
MeXX\^(oS; Att-Ion. show KlC-iAi^toS beside M ( A ( ^ ( o 5 ,
the latter also Koine. There are occasional examples of
outside Att .-Ion., i . e .  a t  Nisyros (late), in
Boeotia at Enidaurus, Megara, Selinus. Most of these, except
the last, a re  probably due to Attic influence; in any case 
2) /
Wackernagel is no doubt right in supposing M  iAi /i To be
! ^  
assimilated from or, in later examples, possibly
due to itacism. The origin of this epithet of Zeus is entire­
ly obscure, but Was no doubt connected in the popular mind 
with LA. G ( Xi^ I o S , as Chantraine (loc. cit.) says.
For rj by c o n t r a c t io n  from (toL and G G  v. below.
40 o original £  .
Retained, spelt oo, except in the earliest inscriptions: 
e g o  Vl-11, all 5a, and before the introduction of the Ionic 
alphabet.
41. secondary £
Secondary long £  arising by compensatory lengthening 
gives a long open vowel, as in m ost Doric dialects, just as 
s e c o n d a ry  £  gives Thus : Pcxj-X- <  ^ q A v -  < oXp-.
CaJ is also the result of contraction f ro m  d t o  5
etc. ) , from o-kG S ), and o  -G o  -< — 00
attested, cf. sect. 97*
2 ) IP 25 (1 9 0 9 )  326 f f .
32.
(gen. of -£- stems etc.). In one 5th cent. BC text (TI3)
£ by contraction from ££ is denoted o  , but original £ by 
though in all the later inscriptions was used in Cyrenean 
for both; thus, gen. c\rc A5 etc., but
A A 8 , / B8,C8, AicoJ t 7C/C05 BIO, A 10 j w ^ c y
09, XX((ScxjvcJDB, A B I O .  Here, o  by compensatory 
lengthening is also spelt 0 0 : B o o X d C l , as also o  by 
contraction of oCo> : D2, CçcJScx>5 C5, B5,
Ircxos B 6 . The same distinction is observed in early
Theran and elsewhere. However, in Cyrenean at least, these 
facts are probably to be explained as due to a fashion in 
spelling ( o  in final position spelt o, o th e rw is e  uu), rather 
than to any distinction in pronunciation, since there would 
naturally be some uncertainty and fluctuation in the use 
of H , .0 . at the time of the introduction of the new 
alphabet.
_  2)^
In some late inscriptions, £  is written o  : ^îTdÀKXî (gen. )
To808-la?,pbX 761-la ( c f  « n o rm a l gen. ;
this example could r e f l e c t  the influence of the type
o v'c g ) ; T17.112-2a/la, K\<j(>To (nom.)
8I45 .l/2-lp, ZoLio (g e n . ) ibid., f o l lo w e d  by g e n . Ic-o .
These examples, few as th e y  are, reflect the popular tendency 
in the later period to shorten 00 in final syllable, a
1) Cfo Thumb, Handbuch 174-5.
2) Schwyzer I 180.
33o
development related to the shift from pitch to stress 
accento Compare conversely M28 (coin). On o  for
if I
L.U but not c u  in late inscriptions, cf. also sect. 278.
Note also the spelling in 326: C p i ( l i n e  8),
A t ( l i n e  10), (line 12), no doubt as
Bechtel says (apud GDI 4859.8): "sine eigenthümliche 
Verbindung der vulgaren Form mit der dialektischen".
42 o  d  C
In general retained v/ithout change. Monophthongisation
in the later period is shown by the spelling G for U l in one
late inscription: S95~lp• Signs of this phonetic
development first appear in Hellenistic literature from the
3rd. century BC, in Egypt in the 2nd. century BC, but the
change only seems to be evidenced in Attic, at least in the
1)
spelling, from the first century AD on.
For loss of the second element in the diphthong before
a vov/el, the result of the consonantal pronunciation of
2)
intervocalic - L -, see under sect. 75.
43. (G-L
Preserved in the spelling at least until the later 
period, when its monophthongisation and closure until it 
eventually became identical v/ith i , v/as a development 
characteristic of Grk. in all areas c.200a, which frequently
1) Cf. Schwyzer I 194 ff, 233, for the diphthongs in general. 
Lejeune 197 ff.
2) Of. Buck 32.
3) Cf. Schwyzer I 195 , 233, Meisterhans-Schwyzer 34-5.
34-
led to the spelling of original et with t and vice versa (v. 
also sub sect. 36)« Ydience the following instances of c for 
inherited et : names in - K.A»cS<dS'’(X • P3-2a, 346,
S122-lp, 3152-la, 364, V93, dat. sing. HlO.l-lp,
3148, (?Gc)y4Tc\/c$3124-lp, 860.
Probably the form 355 also belongs here; the
true dialect form is KXt^yc- from \ < X ( r beside Koine 
K  X 6 i r-. icXie- here probably represents itacism from 
Koine (tAgcC-.
y. ^ J>
vd5 3.143-lp beside G i V - / G t - (Sect.35)
is presumbaly an itacised form here, but this is not certain,
> T )
as I p  are attested much earlier elsewhere.
 ^ 2)
Wackernagel thought Attic was due to borrowing from
another dialect, Bechtel, too, considered that fp -  was the
3) ^
more original form . On the other hand, it has been
?
supposed that /^as earlier , the rest being
hyper-dialect forms. All these views are no more than 
hypotheses; one must be content with admitting that there is 
no clear way of relating the various forms of this word.
It is noteworthy that nearly all these examples of 
itacism occur in private, mainly sépulcral inscriptions, except 
Cju6'i in HIO, beside in T6-lp/2p: the
1) e.g. Thebes, 5th cent. BC, for references, cf.Bechtel loc. 
cit. belov/. /
2) IP (1909) 326 ff, cf. on /.co^WpoS above, sect.36.
3) GD I 54 ff, II 556. ^
4) Of. Schwyzer I 189.
-35.
Vspelling Lr-Vj also appears only in a private
inscription (v.above). This is due to the fact that the 
spelling of the less educated will tend to adhere more 
closely to their own natural pronunciation.
For loss of before a follov/ing vowel, cf. sect. 75.
44 • uL
  •;>
Retained: l o c , o^tcoS, etc. For loss of second
element of the diphthong before a vowel v. below, sect .75.
45 • o i
CL C
Remains unchanged; O i o S  (e .g .v,,ov M2.28-4a, etc.)
46.
Retained, eg. o  5. Greek never became
monophthongised as happened for instance in Latin, but the
second element became a fricative, hence pronounced in Mod.
1)
Grko av or af.
47. G o
Retained etc.). For &-g from G o  from the
4th cent, on, a development also characteristic of Ionic and
2)
Aegaean Doric, see sect. 60b. In K:Gd^JLv(from
y K ) V77-lp, - u - was lost after consonantalisation
between vowels (an earlier example of the same kind of
c /  ;> X  ^
development is Attic P o ù L  from (<T ausos) attested in
Aeolic.
1) Buck 33: for c/o, Go, o u ,  cf. Schwyzer I 197 ff.
2) Of. Buck 33.
3) Cf. Buck 34 for similar forms in late inscriptions elsewhere; 
also Schwyzer I 198-9.
36.
4-K e u
48. Retained in the spelling, hut very likely monophthongised 
early as in at least the majority of dialects; e.g. p o u Ç
D3. 14,15-4a, (SocDoCTioiv D1.17-4a, ^U.\^D6.2-5a
(cf. sect. 160)•
49.
was retained in final position in all periods, eg.dat,
sing, of -<d stems, and in the subjunctives: yuivdi Ml. 87 ff :
'l ' Ml.112 ff-4a. In the retention of the long diphthongs
before the period of Koine influence, Cyrenean conforms v/itli
other Y/G dials. However, in some EG areas monophthongisation
with loss of the second element, or shortening of the first,
appears as early as the fifth cent. BC (Lesbian, Thessalian,
2)
Cyprian, E.Ionic).
50. vy
In final position iqt was retained: M2.37-4a,
likewise in medial position before a consonant, thus v
(or pronounced as a trisyllable? - Buck loc. cit.) M2.39.
- 11 1 - is generally retained before a vowel in early inscript­
ions: K u X X  i Dll .l-4a, TLcX ITi|ic^ vM2.5,12-4a,
-KeXi Tcy M2.32, S M l . 2-4a, ] (/| i cx: u S' Ml.2-3,
o V lbo26, lb .91, g.T15 .l8-4a, T9.44.
k:iyci5 M4.45,51,53,lC'/^i<--)\/M4.55-4a.
1) V. Buck 33; Schwyzer I 191 ff.
2) For long diphthongs, cf. Buck 34 ff, and Schwyzer I 200 ff.
37.
The increasing spread of the alternative suffix -(rCos at 
the expense of -v^loS, can be attributed, in a large degree 
to Koine influence, but there may have been a tendency to 
shorten prevocalic -iqc- in Cyrenean and elsewhere as v/ell as 
in Attic. An early instance of loss of the second element 
without shortening in Cyrenean is (&TcAi^'-|c^9M2.16-4a (see 
sect. 38,75).
51.
Retained in final position in dative of stems, -coC
also appears in the nominative of - w -  stems; M1.16~4a,
T7.31,32-102p,tf'^c^oot ib.36,RKe<r«^t 872,
350, S66,f^fe^o^i S82,TfeXe^^l 39, 348, 324.
]But forms in -c^ are also attested in similar numbers:
T8.10-la?, T7.10-102p,2o-u^g'cuT8.9-la?, T7.10-102p, 
M^^c^T8.3-la?, T6.3-l/2p, T7.16-102p,Mu^%ixjS130-lp,
(sic) S145-lp, K C o ç > ^  T7.l8,Tc-^c-7foo ib.19,
323, M  325. The nominative of -Lo~ stem nouns is -co
even in the earliest inscriptions of many dialects, but 
is frequent in Ambracia (never -co, but sometimes - o c  ),
Crete (also - oo ), and Gyrene (also -ovj); occasional 
examples of -cof also in Cyprus, Megara, Selinus, Melos, 
Epidaurus, also one example each of -cot in Chalcis, Paros 
and Athens. The ending - oc which occurs on early Corinthian 
vases may stand for -00 c, but - o( is also found in later
inscriptions froyi Ambracia, Epidaurus (once) Messene (once)
38.
1)
where - oi cannot he a spelling for -ooc. According* to
Schv/yzer, -ooc in the nominative is secondary and due to
vocative - o c  . But this is doubtful as long as the genesis
of this inflexional class remains obscure.
The fluctuation between -cot and -oo occurring in such
a late inscription as T?-lp may be related to the later Koine
simplification of -cue to -co . This change had taken place
by the end of the first century BO, but seems to have started
much earlier, if the isolated instance of co for ooi in
(dative) V75.3-3& is not an error. There are a few examples
2)
in Attic from about 400 BO. Fluctuation in the spelling
of and CO is found in several late inscriptions : in ÏÏ2, the 
spelling of the gen. and dat. of £- stems is confused; gen . 
Too ib. 9, ib.10,35, but also: G)(Kvy(^k|(y-cc^( ib.6,
ib.8,Too( ib .19, 30, 31, 33 > 46, U Ç O O  c ib.50, perhaps
ib .18, dat. : ib .3,yc//\K:(^L ib .22,
ib.22, but also c/oTco ib .16, 26, ib . 21, o x A o o  ib .
21, G ib. 21. Elsewhere Too M c
H5 .A7-8-lp, Gc; d 9 ib .ill6 (beside many advbs. in-w^etc. ) ;
V38.7-107p (mixed dialect).
52. cL-t
There do not appear to be any certain examples of 
contraction of (from K X e v  ? ) is an uncertain
example ( .X o v  M l . c -4a, k o/Aovi ib . 9 ) .
1) Frazer and Rdnne, Boeotian and West Greek tombstones (1957) 
169-7). Of. Buck 92, Schwyzer I 478 f f .
2) cf. Meisterhans-Schwyzer p.67.
3 9 .
5 3 o iX t- G
There are two examples v/here ckG has arisen secondarily
after loss of c/G M1.120-4a, oL Q k. ib .126. These
instances, however, do not show decisively that c/G was not
y
contracted after loss of may have evaded contraction
because of the smallness of the v/ord, and in conscious­
ness of the etymology may have also prevented contraction.
The rarity of the sequence is due partly to -c^ /ov vbs.
being partly transferred to the - G L j  class at Gyrene. In
Attic-Ionic gave U. even after the loss of F , but n  in
 ^ 1 )
other dialects as far as there is evidence (see sect.54, end).
54. t O
(kc regularly gives lo in Cyrenean as in all other
dialects, (in Boeotian o r i g i n a l s o m e t i m e s  retained) except
r -  2 )
that in Boeotan and Homeric from was retained, thus
at Cyrene^Rj^oo^/Uc^^o5' (< possibly from an earlier
-, cf. Frisk, GEW p.12); names in v  ;
T9.46-4a, Tl8.24-3a,''A(.'>i6^TGC^-^v M5.79,87-4a,
Til .46-4a, Rvr»cpo>Jv ^14.45, names in ^ (-<->- from ^ kj-o - ;
T13D4-5a, T10.27-4a, V83, S95,^i-^KXGo5 T13 D7-5a,
£ooKi.çkrCGoyT6.9-'lp, ê^G9ev-|^P4, V62-la
(cf. Cyprian K, Boeotian ^o<LovC|OkTjS) .
P^(?>oov'GrK. M2.29-4a, see below.
1) Buck 37, Bejeune 234, Schwyzer I 248.
2) Buck 37, Be jeune 234, Scjawyzer I 250.
3 ) Cf. Beumann Xoipv\/ II 8 ff.
4-0.
Forms like TL,>c^'v(?^^voM2.47-4a, ib.42, and
ib.44/ 45, are not evidence for the development
of do at Gyrene, but related to the spread of -(rcoverb forms
to verbs of the -^co class found in many WG dialects and Ionic,
but not Attic. Generally the sor-called transfer of verbs
to the - G-t—> group is attributed to an actual phonetic change of
cXc to 6 o  . As most of the evidence for this development
consists of forms from contract verbs, it is difficult to
challenge this, but Heraclean has and
there are many examples of verb-forms v/ith kc as well as
with ci-o from various dialects: e.g. Boeotian has both.
Beside the verbs the only other class of words which apparently
shov/s this supposed change of to Go is the noun class of
the type These nouns in Homer and Ionic
have gen. -GoS, dat. -C-L . But the original inflexion
must have been: nom./aLCc. -oLS , gen. - cx^oS'^-'^sCif not
>  - G 0 5  ), dat. -ckc , nom.pl. -cdoL'^-u. or (Attic-Ionic) - iq ,
an abnormal declensional type. Thus the oblique forms - G o 5
etc. are in any case secondary and are to be explained as due
2)
to imitation of the -_s- stems) . It has also been suggested
that - G c  - forms from verbs are due to the fact that
both U.G and G G give in most dialects, but this seems to
me invalidated by the fact that Ionic has but Gi
1) 3o first Schmidt, Pluralbildung 326 ff, supported by Schwyzer 
I 242 ff, 728.
2 ) For the verb forms, of. Buck 125, Schv/yzer I 728-9.
41.
<  G €  and Boeotian X d , but G  ( <  GG. I suspect 
that the - G o  - forms from verbs have a rather different
cause. If the inflexion of the two classes is compared in the 
various dialects, we reach the follov/ing results:
verbs.
3 sing.
1 pi.
Boeotxân, Boer. 
3 sing.
1 pi.
Attic.
a o r e t c .
- G t o  verbs.
3 sing.
1 pi. 
Ionic 
3 sing. 
1 pi.
— I' I i
— cv y
— iXc
*“ 6o V
* - M (TX etc.
— Cr-OvACr-5 ( often b> -*Cry^ AGy
or )
-  rd Cd
-  i j  SU
'-{di
- . y
- Gi
“ G ojlaA.- '5
- ec
-  C -c
-  Sc'i.
leaving aside Attic, it will be seen that the - g w  class 
has elsev/here the strong morphological advantage over the 
- class that G  or G is preserved in all forms, whereas in
the - J.LO class is lost throughout the present and imperfect
inflexion including infs, and participles (except for Ionic 3 
sing. - ), although it reappears in aor. G etc.
42.
(but Attic-Ionic -/"jdlX ). In dialects other than Ionic the 
contraction of dG to may also have been a contributory 
factor in -Gc-j forms tending to replace - cXco forms. As 
might be expected, the class with its clearer
morphological pattern to some extent replaces forms where,
in the present, accidents of contraction had obscured the 
formation. Converse extension of - d w  forms Is very unusual.
It is generally assumed that d G  gave in Attic-Ionic, 
but in WG and Boeotian . The only evidence on which this 
is based is the contract verb forms such as i (which
could strictly speaking show transfer to the - class).
But it is confirmed by the fact that Locrian, Boeotian and 
Argo lie have -fy forms from dG (verbs), but - G c - < G G  .
Cyrenean vTci and also show
partial influence of the type. Although
and are the only examples which have appeared of the
active participles of the - ‘X«^ class, the - 6 ^  class alv/ays 
has ( T'C-XGt^ 0^ 0 ^  G\/'irG5 etc. ), except for ✓^c-o G ' C -
(not TL/XorUVT-), cf. sect.6p. is best explained as
one of the Theran forms in this text (L^< and no transfer 
to the - 0C/U class). It seems likely that \/xM
(present participle of - p ^ o u ) ,  is a hybrid form with uj from 
ixLc (f^o^o/T - > v^H-) and secondary addition of G .
43.
CM is no doubt likev/ise from < -  -
yi^Grv o 5 •
See further sect. 60d, 143, 144.
55 . (S t  oL
GoL normally gives , unless from earlier : thus in
_s-stems acc. sing, masc. V68-3a,acc.pi. t ^
V16.3-4a, C-tK S' Vig .8-2a, nom./acc.pi. neut:
D2.7-4a, D3.5-4a, D5.9-4a, D1.8-4a, DIO .6-4a,/^çi^
lv:1.121-4a, S144-lp, M2.35-4a, V85 , ia.l40-4a.
Perhaps ^ S 6 V v  in the phrase ^ 6 ^ 5 o c /  (of uncertain
meaning) in D1 .l?-4a, if contracted from
(G'oL also gives 6^  in other dials., including Attic,where
hov/ever contraction does not take place when |1 has been lost
between G  and oL . Thus this contraction must have ceased
1)
before the loss of p  in that dialect. In some WG dialects
including Delphi., Rhod., Goan, and, interesting from the
c
point of view of Cyrenean, also Theran (/CX^yQ^kf, ),
even G^(^< d^Z^) is contracted to . Where Cyrenean is 
concerned, the question seems a little less clear: there is 
never contraction of G  (^  )e?c in the proper names, hence 
always (4a onwards), - (not attested
before la): on the other hand, we find in the acc. sing, of
the -c=rus stems the forms : V19 • 6-2a, beside (%(<f
M2.27-4a and the Koine form (( H14.2~la. These facts
1) Buck 39, Lejeune 233-4.
44.
suggest that ( p  ) ^  may have given - /j without shortening 
to - , although on general grounds it is perhaps preferable
to assume a development: . sect.38). The absence
i» '
of contraction i n / c T T k ^ ^ o S  is to be attributed, hot to the/
earlier p , but to consciousness of the etymology, or perhaps/
to the fact that here ck is in closed syllable. (CA
only appears late and so is probably a Koine form.
Before leaving this question, some mention must be made
of the form G  . The reading of some editors in
M2.16-4a is uncertain: Buck and others read A certain
>
instance of appears in SEG IK 1.32-4a. Although the
dialect of this inscription is almost pure Koine up to 
line 72, this insolated form must be regarded as one of the 
few Cyrenean elements in this part of the text (cf. sect.284), 
as the Koine form would be The f o r m  in M2,
if correct, is best explained as due to contamination of 
native v/ith Ionic GvvGc/ (cf. sect. 183) . is not
actually attested at Thera, but would be the expected form.
Not much weight can be attached to the gloss in Hesychius:
1)
G ' Ko>-ç V. v/hich was correct by M. Schmidt to
(J - c, an emendation accepted by Schulze.
1) Qu. Ep. 373.
2) KZ 42 (1909) 113, cf. Bechtel GD II 554.
2)
45.
On the whole, then, it seems that GJ. underwent 
contraction at Gyrene even after the loss of P  ; but it
does not necessarily follow that both loss of p and
contraction of e (p ) x  took place before the colonisation
of Gyrene in the seventh century. It is quite possible that
both developments took place at Gyrene independently of Theran.
56. e - t ü
Q d, whether inherited or from earlier G o  , regularly
remains uncontracted in Cyrenean; Q / G d p ^  Vl8.4-3a,
X -  1) ^
(<. ^A-\^6gGo(T12.1-3a (gen.),M'/cl^Gcj. H2.
8/9, 43-la (name of field), H5B7-lp, V106 (nom.)
HI.21-la is a mixed form, 9 gcajç> - instead
of 9 G being due to the Koine.
Only in Ionic is there consistent contraction of QoL
(i.e. > (r^"[ >  ^p, with occasional examples in Rhodian and
Theran, these undoubtedly due to Ionic influence, in spite of
2)
Buck’s doubts.
57. e d- e
G €  is regularly contracted in Cyrenean to a long open 
vowel denoted n : fut. ind. Ml38-4a, (<j e k | )
names in ( <  K À G p e c- five examples: tv/o in T8-c2a,
two in V64-lp, once T7-102p). The instances of names in
1) Cf. Szemerenyi Cl. 35 (1956) 204.
2) GD^ 39, Bejeune 233, but his exposition of this point does 
not seem entirely clear.
45.
are all rather late and those from the first and 
second centuries AD can be taken as typical instances of 
proper names preserving a si^elling which does not necessarily 
reflect the current pronunciation (by that time (ECoine) was 
probably pronounced 'I ), but that of an earlier period. Thus 
to this extent they represent evidence of a change of e o  to 
V] (and not to Gc ) in earlier pure Cyrenean, since it is very 
unlikely that all these instances are to be attributed to 
external influenceo On the other hand, H^dKXiVJi S55 is 
clearly a late Koine form since it shows itacism and so proves 
nothing for the dialect. For names in kAt-'^ v^ (xi ^ (cA tr pt|\/-<  
^C/Vc-rpG (Sv-) V. sub sect. 58.
The examples of from G  G are to be attributed to
external influence. Thus ypc-yuLGvcg" M1.3-4a not only shov/s
contraction to close vowel, but also, instead of the expected
grade, has the -_e- grade of the participial suffix
(usually attributed to the analogy of the infinitive), a feature
characteristic of WH Greek and Boeotian, but otherwise
unknown in Cyrenean. Devote rightly attributes the form
which appears in what is apparently a quotation from an
(alleged) oracle of Anollo at the head of the Lex Sacra, to
1)
Delphian where not only the type of formation but also the
1) RF (1928) 392-3 ) so also Kretschmer Gl. 18 (1930) 211.
47.
contraction to a close vowel is characteristic (cf.sect,135).
Further examples of G i from de are: /cciei M2.13-4a,
ih.40. These are to be attributed to Theran (under 
Ionic influence) rather than to the Koine (cf. sect.270).
58. G-te ^  e dr GL
The sequence cr?(c) gives Cyrenean < 5 c Ivll.38-4a, 
(StqS'ei ib. 47, 62,72, subj. Xi^( ) M2,37-4a,
(^-^KzXepL^v-C'KÂGpez^VL) T6.20-lp/2p, S87, 318, S44, and the
many names in -KT/Vt-jS' , from an earlier -fcAc p^'|5’.
“ KrAc'pGS is retained in Cyprian, - kcA with loss of p
in Att. (beside  ^ Boeot. (-KÀGijS^^ -kzAi^.S') and
Euboean. It is clear that in the area comprising Attica,
Boeotia and Euboea contraction of eé ceased before the loss
of p , whereas elsewhere, including Gyrene, this contraction
must have taken place later or at least continued after the
1)
loss of digamma.
59. GfGi
Contraction of is to be posited for M2.2-4a
and QOv^Cri ib.25. Future forms in -(f) G( (3rd sing., for 
examples see sect. 113) probably also belong here, since 
the future is usually of the contract type in WG (see also
sect.114).
2 ) ^
Schwyzer remarks that Cyrenean « k g  (< g - g i ,
dissimilated from a reduplicated aorist of the
1) Buck 39-40, 90.
2) I 654.
48.
X
stem F g Ft- < wek"d/wok^-, cf. Lat. vox, Skt. vac- "Word”)
y
shows the regular development, and compares Rhodian
with simplification of the diphthong. He adds that forms
—- ?
such as Attic G i/cov instead of e i /^cv are secondary after
cA k g a \/ etc. But for Greek it v/ould he most unusual,
probably unprecedented, for the finite stem to be modified on
the analogy of the infinitive. There is in fact, however,
no need to assume such a development, for in Attic G or o
before Gc or oc regularly gave Gc (G f Gi ) or oi(Crd-oc,
1)
C d - e c  , O  d- G L  ), according to Be jeune, with a kind of
hyphaeresis. One might also wonder, since Attic Gi does not
represent a diphthong, but a long close monophthong (^), hov/ 
else Attic could denote £i except as G i . The earliest 
(proto-Greek) type of contraction was to an open vowel 
(e.g. ), but contractions arising after
loss of intervocalic -w- are much later and result
in a close vowel in Attic.
The form ^^Cyceand perhaps the contract futures, show 
clearly that after the loss of intervocalic -y;-, GGi etc. 
gave G  L in Cyrenean (or more probably in "pre-Cyrenean” 
Theran already), but when much later GcrC arose through loss 
of intervocalic - p  -, this gave iq as inipiÂT-.
60 . G -r C)
The development of G o  in Cyrenean is rather complex.
There appear to be four distinct ■ÿpes of treatment :
1) Traité 220, but see sect.Ho.
49.
a) C'O retained, b) c)c-c><rw, d)C'c’> t  before -v^C-.
a) In (nom.sing.) M2.1-4a, D21.1-3a, V19.8-2a, !T8.1-2a?,
T2.1-la, T3.1-la, T6.1-l/2p, Ï7.l-102p, Go is always retained
without raising of the second vowel on the analogy of other
1)
thematic stems not ending in the sequence Go.
In one early inscription (T13-5a), we find G o  preserved 
in stem genitives: - k K g o S' A3, D3, D7, but otherwise
G u  : kXc-u B3, (cXe^9cp^c5'A5. There are
two other instances of -_s- genitives in - G o 5  in 4th cent, 
inscriptions: k:Ao-o 5 Dl8.6-4a (otherwise no Koine forms),
and^R^i G t o  )L.^ <^ ûGq^ ]\'il4-5a/4a (coin). It appears from the 
distribution of G o  and G u  in T13 that the raising of o  after 
G was resisted for a time in the genitive by the analogy 
of stem classes where gen. - o5 was not preceded by G and 
so remained unchanged.
-Go - is also preserved in certain participial forms 
in M2: 41, cTi^KG^^TG:^ 43,
GvC I 5 14/15 (the reading is perhaps doubtful in 
this word). As will be seen below, participles of -GcJ verbs 
in Cyrenean usually show - G v H -  not - Go\XC-. In this case, 
the anomalous forms should no doubt be attributed to Theran. 
(see sect. 270). But with regard to the forms from x:A G c ^ , 
the fact that the stem is monosyllabic must be borne in mind,
1 ) in Callimachus (hynn.6*.57) may be artificial nr-
possibly represents the Cyrenean pronunciation of t’his word.
50.
'/There - e o -  appears in late inscriptions, this must be 
attributed to Koine influence; thus: V62.5-la,
ctgoA'^Ç^o S ib.8, A^Gv'Go S 3117 • 3/5-lp, jpy v G ç ^ G o ^
(or -Gcyp , beside gen.) T5 .4-lp, 0Gojuv\x^>o5' P2-lp,
lQyu/.DcvcXGc:,5 S 1 3 3 -lp ,IC ^ G r:)7 C Æ (.k ï7 .2 -1 0 2 p ,
M7.2-2p, Tk^>c--oS V44-3p,"'fi Jx & G vcAGo S 389 (beside G c E ) ,
337, (PGo j Vlo6, C^GocTt^^^ P I , It is impossible to
C -
tell whether G c  in Gsvco:: V31 .l-3a is due to external
(Koine?) influence, or whether the o_-coloured vowel is retained 
here on the analogy of the long o_ in the nom. - .
In those cases where G o  is contracted to o o  Koine 
influence cannot be doubted: V62.11-la, (beside
T 7 . 1 2 - 1 0 2 p ,
(beside two forms with Go from eo, and twice 9 g u -)
|GvÿoT( 4y/^ \/CoS V79-lp, iG^ ç>Ti Go<Voo5- V73-Ip .
b) Prom the fourth cent, on, the stones normally show G o  
from earlier Go (except before -vH-, v. below sub. sect .60d) . 
Thus in the gen. of stems in proper names:
-cÿoLxGo $ , 8 instances: T14.42-4a, T2.3,5-la, V62-2-la, 
(beside -c^cXve u  S', , uGo-), H6.2-lp, T.ll-102p,
H21.2;
- V G v G w y ,  7 instances: T10.27,35-4a, V128-4a, T17.134-
V
2a/la, S95.3-lp, T16.27, Pl*6j
'gl.
-L<\/^(yKJS, 10 instances: M21 (coin)~5a/4a, D2.4-4a, 
T10.12-4a, T11.29-4a, T14.25, 48-4a, T17.20, 11?, ll%-2a/la, 
T6,6-lp/2p;
-LvC-veos'j 10 instances: Dl.?/4-4a, T14.?l-4a, Til.?, 
19-4a, H14.1-la, Sll7-lp, S88.?-I12p, 889.?, 842.1, 2,
T16.25;
4 instances: T?.?-la, T6.9-lp/2p, TIP.4,
821.25
-irCiX(^T^S, 1 instance: T9.4ll4a^
-TC-tXC'OS, 5 Instances: T9.?4-4a, V60.?-la, 887.2;
-«S-Sc-v toS, ? instances: T10.2?-4a, TI8 B20-?a, T4.2-lp; 
-KXf-oS., 27 instances: Til.2,2?,?0-4a, M2.2,?-4a, 
D?.?-4a, T10.28-4a, V7?.4-?a, T17.1J2, l?0-?a, V61.8,9-la, 
V60.6-la, T6.14,15-lp/2p, V104 M s ,  T16,24,26, 828.2, 879.7, 
T8 .17, V 20.1,2, S78.?/4, 816.2, 812.2;
, 2 instances: T9.32-4a, 84:
MlBj. ?a/4a, M16a-5a/4a: Dl.6-4a;
Mc-v.<(^c-o5'si9.2/Af Mrc-oy S129.?/4-lp;Tpc^C-<-'rS58, 859;
A  Xc7 L T7.26-102p; Xcj^o o S  Tl8B21-?a;
1 { S Tl8A8-?a; ftvTn_<C?<$C-oS T17 .lG-2a/la; —jAtvj5
D26.4-2a; Dl?.4-4a:
Likewise in the gen. of stems in - G U S ,  thus showing that 
raising of Go to C-o took place (or continued?) after the 
loss of p" in this dialect (cf. sect. 157d) Gjy
M6.12-2a,G4'i Aetj; V19_2a, M(OC-o; Dl?.6-4a, V60.2-la,
V61 . 2-la _____ ___________________________________________
52.
The change Cro to G-o is also attested in the final
syllable in accusative TgXc-ov M1.?1,42,45,52,60,70>88,105, 
TgA|cJuv ?6/?7-4a,. For a full discussion of the stem of 
tgXc-uv cf. sect.7 5.
eo from c-o in the first part of compound names is 
also normal at Gyrene:
60 examples: M16-5/4a, M17-5/4a, TIO.5,16,17 bis. 
1 8,1 9,20,21,-4a, Til.12,14,39,41,44,49,50-4a, T9.9,48,52-4a, 
T14.46-4a, V124-4a, Dl7.2-4a, V150-4a, M5.74,77 bis-3a. 
V75.1-3a, Vl8.6,7-3a, D31.5-2a, TI7 .14,38,40,50,92,96,100,101, 
146(?),1 49,159-2a/la, H2,6,24,27-la, 8124.3/4-lp, 8119.4/5-lp, 
(4'Xo-G-v_j-k:A-^S') 8 1 3 4.2/3-lp, T7.4,10-102p, M8.4-2p, 
87.1, 860, P4.2/3, T16.7,16, 856, 883. 1, 843, 887.6, 847,
TI9 .4, 8 3 9.6, V129al/2, G & o  - V9 0.I:
1)
KrXiru-) 18 examples: TI3A5, B3-5a, M4.10-4a (Queen of 
Epirus), TIO.1,3 bis. 4,9-4a, M2.3-4a, T9.10(?), 42-4a,
T11.5-4a, M5.77-3a, T6.19-l/2p, 7116.3(?), 5, 832, 860.
. , 1) 
also N c-o (S6o 5‘ T13D5-5a.
1) For genitives in -C-ojin the same inscription,cf.sect.60a.
53-
The phonetic change G o  to G o  is only characteristic
of two main areas: the Ionic-speaking islands and coast of
Asia Minor v/here this development was shared by or spread
to the Doric-speaking islands of the South Aegaean,
l)including Rhodes, Cos, Thera (whence also Cyrene) A  where
G O  is attested on the stones from the fourth cent. on.
The other area showing the same treatment of Go is Corinth
(early here, apparently, since G o  also at Corcyra), and
2)
Megara.
c) In M2-4a there are a fev/ instances of G«uu in participial 
forms where (after partial transfer to the class from the
conjugation) G o  from G o  was to be expected in view of 
the evidence set out in sect. 606 above. The forms concerned 
are: v t u  4%, 42, 44, 45.
These forms are analogical, as has been shown, I hope,i in 
sect.54 above, and can in no way be regarded as evidence 
for a change of G o  to at Cyrene.
1) I do not mean to imply that this change took place as
early as the yth. cent. BC, before the foundation of Cyrene.
though this is not impossible (cf. Szemerenyi, Gl. 55 (I956) 
195 ff. esp. 204, who thinks the change took place in Ionic 
around 700 BC). If this change took place later than the 
7th. cent., then G o  at Cyrene is probably to be attributed 
to the later influx of colonists from Thera and the 
Aegaean, and to general contact v/ith the mother-island, 
since it does not seem very likely that the change G o  to Go
took place independently at Cyrene (cf. sect. 4).
2) See in general. Buck 40, Schwyzer I 247-8.
54
Instances of the genitive sing, in of -j,- stems
C -
and - eoS stems are to be attributed to the Koine:
V62.1-la, H19«l-2p, PJ-late, V55“la* (also with
Koine
d) It is alleged that e o  did not give e u  before 
but by a kind of hyphaeresis was simplified to at Cyrene, 
thus: a) in the present participle of contract verbs: 
é C: D2. 2—4a, D1 # 2—4a , D12 • 2—4a, c-^ ^  G v
D15.5-4a,[^hx^^t|(^)fG VctMv/ D10.1-4a, vfc^^D21.1-5a,
GWXD22.2-5&, T12.1-3a,
X  ^(?v v>\|vJd27 • 3—2a, CGS HI • 21—la, c gXgts o Gifs
V65.4: b) once in the third pi. of the future: Gk:r y^oCKGn/T(
M1.57-4a; c) in the name A.C'VXi^oS' from an earlier
Ac->ovtry/o3 v/ithout doubt: A.(S/Ttyo; Tl8B6-3a, M5.7^-59.; 814.2,
and perhaps in[/\G^ oS V66.1-3a.
Since this treatment of cho> before \rT is not found 
elsewhere in Greece it requires perhaps to be examined with 
some caution. Most of the forms listed above could be 
explained in Qi.her ways. Thus it seems to me possible that the 
participles in -GxiT- are really not from - G-cv v: but
are either due to the analogy of Crwv/Gv'coS ( G V C  - forms 
in the participle of the verb * to be* are not attested at 
Cyrene, but appear in several WG dialects), or possibly show the
55=.
non-thematic inflexion which is characteristic of "contract" 
verbs in Aeolic and Arcado-Cyprian, where in fact one has a
/
non-thematic inflexion throughout, i.e. for wciaX G w
etc. Nor is it certain whether these forms in Arcado-Cyprian 
and Aeolic represent an innovation as is generally assumed;^^ 
Risch may be right in preferring to treat the inflexion of 
stems as reflecting an (inherited?) archaic type. '
At Cyrene, the forms in - G v r - >  if not analogical, may have 
been brought by Arcadian colonists, see further sect.153.
The form / V e w t y o S  from A  Go \xT also deserves further 
discussion. First it may be noted that the suffix 
is typical of hypochoristics.^^ Secondly, (Ho and OG are 
frequently simplified in hypochoristics (cf. Ionic O o v c X o y ,  
Megarian etc). Thus it seems legitimate to
explain Agvti^o5 instead of 05 as due to the same
phenomenon. This leaves , which is not sufficient
by itself to prove a sound change c-o to G before V T ,
The form might conceivably be an error or due to some kind of 
analogy (see also sect.11?). A full discussion of hyphaeresis
1) V. Schwyzer I 729, who thinks that only in the -rl- stems the 
inflexion may be the more archaic type.
2} A  12 (1955) 71-2.  ^  ^^
3) For the formation in general, cf. e.g. Locker G1.22 (1954)
46 ff. especially 56 ff.
56
v/ill be foimd in sect. 110.
If the forms in vT- do, at least in some instances,
represent a real sound cliange after all, and are not to be
explained in other v/ays, then the apparent exception
D5.4-4a is easily explained as retaining
because of the nom. It is clear that, generally
speaking, the normal development of G o  to G o  at Cyrene,
with possibly, but not necessarily, as we have seen, an
exceptional change to G before v"C. The latter development
would be on a par v/ith the general Greek tendency to shorten
1)
vowels before this consonant cluster. For the distribution 
of G o  from Go in Greek, see on sect.60a.
61. e t o
This sequence is regularly retained uncontracted as in
2)
all other dialects except Attic (><-^), hence: Xt-cov 
M2.40 (but contraction in a monosyllabic stem is in general 
not to be expected), v g -v^  Ml. 12%-4a, Groovo ib.l36,
G - w v  ib.53,58,63 (on this beside Attic cov, see sect.132), 
y  ferA «rvu v  V 66 -3a ,5~ ^ A -G vS '< ^ a>^ C —izvv V 6 7 - 3 a ,
MI.32, TG Xc-T^\ ib.lOO, yvXtcC-v-n H2.22-la, ib.ll,
(C-fC-w\/ V35-la, HI.21-la. Admittedly,C-i-j in all
these forms could be attributed to analogy, except
1) See also the sect. on Hypaeresis below Sect.110.
2) Buck 41, Bejeune 232, Schwyzer I 249-50.
57.
and there G is secondary, being from an earlier
(v. sect.56), and incidentally, the stem here shows the
o
Koine form beside dialect The two instances of
contraction ofCEw to ^  are to be attributed to the Koine:
(gen.pl. of pronoun) H5A14-lp, G K t G v o o S ib.AG, 15/16. 
Like C cl/Ooovjv is a mixed form, in such a late
inscription as H5 probably artificial (cf. sect.162).
62.
OiX is apparently contracted to co even after loss of
intervocalic f- ; the only evidence is provided by the proper
names T1 , both attested from the
fourth cent. on. The same result seems to be common to all
dialects if it is correct to regard Rhodian etc.,
as reflecting an -a- stem instead of an -o- stem in the first
■  1)
member of the compound.
65* O G d
Remains uncontracted in Cyrenean as in most dialects, 
if the form the only evidence, can be regarded as
sufficient proof. This name is only attested twice: 
^Rp'SiV'GoLV E9.1-la%R(^ G 4 S 860. In Ionic is 
contracted to c^ , in Lesb. to ) and likewise
perhaps in Goan and Rhodian (i> but this may show
l) Buck 153^ Le jeune 293> 8chv/yzer I 250.
58.
the usual "hypochoristic" simplification of vowel clusters
(see on Hyphaeresis sect.llo), since Rhod. also has 
. 1)
64. O t G
CO- is regularly contracted to cj: 0 5  M1.12-4a
(here after loss of p) . Here, as in other dialects v/here 
is contracted, the result is identical v/ith the sound 
which arises from 0 0  (see belovv, sect. 66).
M4.26-4a is interesting since there is
)
no certain example in Locrian before about 200 BC:0/Xovr(Oi
appears 4 times in the fifth cent. BC, once in the fourth
cent., 0 7 goQ:vC( is attested once in the fifth century on
the same stone as O t o g vX coi,  ^ and also once G t g o G vTbL in a
matrical inscription from the time of the war between Aetolia
and Macedonia. The uncontracted form seems to have been
retained longer in the place-name than in the ethnic.
O tcovT- must be the archaic spelling for later O/coovL-,
> ^
after the introduction of the Ionic aplhabet. O t t o v C- should
5)not be treated as a case of hyphaeresis.^'
6 5.
00 also results from contraction of O G  : 0 (oT)vho>1T<Ka 
M3.5-4a. It is interesting that Attic too has 00 from O G , but
1) Buck loc.cit., Schv/yzer loc. cit.. Le jeune 235*
2) Buck, No.57.
5) So Schv/yzer I 255^ Buck 42.
59.
V 1)
from O G  . For in Attic a close vowel results if,
and only if both the uncontracted vowels were close in 
timbre also. However, in dialects like Cyrenean where 
secondary changes produce only vowels open in timbre ( , l o ),
it is to be expected that both o g  and o e  when contracted 
should give a long open cJ . Theran probably has co from OGt 
v^/, (Ionic influence) but the result of 0 6  
there is uncertain.
66. c i - o
0 0  gives a long open vowel in Cyrenean, denoted co.
It seems unnecessary to catalogue the very numerous examples 
of -cu from - 00 < -osyo in the gen. of the thematic stems.
All the exceptions are to be attributed to external influence: 
(X.UTDw M2.38-4a beside T^j ib .11,17, t t o  too ib .18,
ib.33 is certainly due to Theran admixture in 
this inscription. All the other instances of 0 0  from 0 0  are
o  __
to be attributed to the Koine: GduTro H17.3-lS' beside 
(Rvto^oo ib.2, r/io(j\xO<o A" 6 ^rcAcx ^ 00 1%^ vCAc Acx^Sl]?
(this is. the whole inscription)^»XiG rCoo H7.1-lp beside
ib . l / 2 , ^ ^ < S - o Ç O  <0 S119-lp,
P4-lp/A X G (also ?3-lp/3a, T O c
Pl-lp/3p beside locX^oo ib .2, © çBo <^ o j ç >cxj ib .2, Xioc FtvT-
Cvjv'GlVOC (TGpo(6TOU Mll.l-2p, Noov^i 6 lOc voCVCU
1) Graimnont 367-8, he jeune 231-2, Schwyzer I 249.
2) Of. GDI IV p 805.
50 •
T c o  K(^6<W-rouib.6/7 beside Too ... OvVCoO ib.3/ 4,
looM10.9-2p, N 10 w  ib .10, Kl(X0k:GrVX^ckvoO ib.ll,
T O O  i/cç-kT(6Hroo ib.11, ;CoTC^o ib.ll beside
ib.2, o4oxbo ib.5, otio^ ib.5, c r i r P I 3 , v o o
V122,TTov/xrirCoo (also AcX^coS) P9, A.coÇ o Ô G o o  (also 
329.
There is also contraction of 00. arising in compounds: 
/^0 ooç>o(.S D3 *16-4a 7CÇO-l'voç o  - Attic c ^ p c o ^ o S ) ?  
ir^v^g>c;5-T11.20,55-4a, M5o86-4a, Tl8All-3a, 342,365,
TIyL.— oj ( G T c s )  V5-5a, T11.42-4a, D15.4-4a.
In two cases (proper names) contraction of 00. ioes not 
take place: T9 .21-4a,f£XAoo\vouo 31. in the second
case lack of contraction may be due to a desire not to obscure 
the f o r m a t i o n w o u l d  no doubt be unrecognisable and 
strange-sounding) . The simplex vooj was left uncontracted to 
avoid a monosyllabic stem and the unusual declensional type 
in -CoS'.
In the earliest inscriptions before the introduction of 
the Ionic alphabet both primary and secondary were spelt 
everywhere (e.g. VI), but at Cyrene in one (late) 5th. cent, 
inscription (TI3), original £  is spelt co, secondary o_ (all 
examples are genitives of thematic stems) still o (see sect.41 
for examples and discussion). But this is rather to be 
treated as a temporary fashion in spelling than as reflecting
any phonetic difference at that period between primary and
61.
secondary 5. It is, hov/ever, conceivable that the stone­
cutter in II3 used the Theran way of spelling (secondary £ 
is a close vowel in Theran) regardless of its incongruousness 
in viev/ of the fact that there is no distinction here in 
pronunciation in Cyrenean.
It is noteworthy that in Theran, by contrast with 
Cyrenean, contraction gives close vowels ( G i , c u ). It would 
be very rash to conclude that the contractions concerned only 
took place after the colonisation of Cyrene, although this 
possibility must be borne in mind. Certainly there are no 
grounds for Devoto's statement that ,uu was the original 
result of £6, 0£  in early times throughout Greece, and that 
the close pronunciation later, but still in prehistoric times 
spread from the central area and was only resisted in later­
al areas, Cyrene thus preserving an archaism by reason of her
1)
isolated position. Now as the close vowel type of 
contraction appears only in dialects stretched across the 
middle of Greece : Locr., Phoc., Cor., in part Argol., Meg.,
Att., Ion., and Aegean Dor., it seems to me likely that 
contraction to a close vowel was from the beginning* character­
istic of Att. and NW Grk. whence it spread to nearby Doric 
dialects, and of Ionic, whence also in Aegaean Dor., including 
Ther., Rhod., and Coan. That the close vowel treatment was
1) RF (1928) 374.
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due to secondary Ionic influence in Theran has some support 
from the divergent Cyrenean development, hut since the vowel 
contractions were in general a comparatively late phenomenon, 
a fact that Devote seems to rather overlook, it is not 
impossible that these changes took place independently in 
Gyrene and Thera.
67. 5
Generally contracted to as in all Doric dialects.
Thus the gen. of masc. -ol- stems is always in -ol*
Exceptions are to be attributed to special factors. Thus as
elsewhere 0^0 is maintained in dissyllables without change :
^o(ov M2.20/21-4a, v-oios M6.16-2a, yblcxr V79.4-lp,V73.4-lp,
M8.2-2p, IÆllo4-2p. -oo instead of -ji_ in gen.
V101-2p/3p is a form characteristic of the literary.Koine.
The spoken Koine adopted V/G (etc.) was contracted
to even when of secondary origin after loss of p  , so
(ÀS *until* from (Attic (A-oS*) in Cyrenean (KI1.48~4a)
and other WG dialects (cf. sect.173)* In Attic-Ionic o^o
gave which in Attic was metathesised to G-w( ),
while in Ionic was shortened before the following
vowel (> Gro ). Attic - ou Ionic - G w  in the gen* of
1)
masc. -c/ - stems is not derived directly from -(Xlcx. .
1) Buck 37-8, Leje^me 234/5, Schwyzer I 250; on the Attic- 
Ionic gen. of -ol- stems, cf. Szemerenyi G1.35 (1956) 195
f f .
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The sequence too, g a v e i n  all WG dialects,
Arcadian, generally also Thessalian (hut Or anno n Tc/v
etc.), and sometimes in Boeotian ( g e n . h u t  olo usually
retained) ; hut in Attic-Ionic became vnoo> Ionic G iu,
1) ‘ 
in Attic contracted to to. Thus the gen.pl. of masculine
- ^ - stems in Cyrenean is nearly always - Exceptions
are : TbJv ( xrç>^-6"o5oo\^) M2.22-4a, Se7^yMoo8eîUvM3 <>12-4a;
is probably the Attic form taken over, since
these officials are otherwise only known in Athens and
Amorgos. In M2, the whole phrase Too\r ^(ToJwv was
probably borrowed from Ionic into Theran (cf. sects.152g,165p,
270). Other examples of gen.pl. -oo/from -oLoov appear only
in late texts and are to be attributed to the Koine:
uuv (sc. V73.3“lp, V79.4-lp, V74.4,
(/ C g c r i T o c r ) M10.8-2p, Mil.5-2p. In tv/o cases, for
obvious reasons, cjois left uncontracted: T17o25-2a/la,
(gen.) S103-lp. In the first case the shortness
of the word and in the second the rest of the paradigm and
the clear connection with the simplex / V d o S  have prevented
contraction.
68. G t- d
The regular development seems to have been contraction 
to probably with previous shortening of the first vowel
1) Buck 37-8, Be jeune 234/5, Schwyzer I 250.
1)
(i .e . ) , A full discussion v/ill be found
in sect. 55-
^9 • G *t' G
In the sequence G G  , the first vowel was shortened,
with subsequent contraction to ^ H ^ ^  ^ in the
3rd sing, of the aorist passive subjunctive : G/Ci <
Ml.Ill—4a, v<s<lI { ib .129 (<C — (Bc— i -<r — ) .
See also sect. 125.
70 c G -t G ir  S
In the gen. sing, of nouns was shortened
to -Go5, whence -G~u5 : S M6.12-2a, ÀGivil
V19.3-2a, D13.6-4a, V60.2-la, V61c2-la, V77.5-lp.
On the Koine gen. -e-oS, in late inscriptions, see
sects. 61. 157.
In n^J also the first vowel was shortened, giving - 6z^ :
c ' o
I c^^(rvovH2.11-la, v V35.2-la (this evidence is late,
but there is no reason to doubt that this represents the
, 3)
normal Cyrenean development). Since 6%^ was not usually 
contracted in Cyrenean (see sect. 61,Gco'><^ only Attic), 
one apparent example of UJc^Goo<hco demands a special 
explanation: 3rd. sing, aorist passive sub j . : d y J c - J M2.35- 
4a) I think^must be an analogical form with s/n replacing
1) Buck 41, Schwyzer I 244.
2) Schwyzer I 249.
3 ) Buck 41, Schwyzer I 244 (on both and Kg ).
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- B g —j ) because of -c)uq5, - 9 <-^t x-
c T - O cB k|( (-0 L%| j-; -Oi/jTG are not attested in 
Cyrenean, but on -Bc^r , of. sect. 69).
71. O - k G
Subjunctive^cvjj bEL.64-4a must be contracted from c^ok-ji, 
thus with the same result as in Attic.
72. O  -ko
That 2 was shortened in hiatus in Cyrenean, at least 
before £, is suggested by^ooN/ tIlo68-4a, a derivative of 
the stem ^o>y- (cf. sect. 146). But as is characteristic
of Ionic, it is quite probable that this form at Gyrene is a 
loan from Ionic by way of Theran (cf. sect « 270).
73. The Aspirate^^
Although a separate sign was not in use to denote the 
aspirate in Cyrenean, except in one early inscription before 
the introduction of the Ionic alphabet: VI : kovrt XdTT p o  “ o  
^ / C o l C 0*^ > It is clear from Sandhi phenomena and verb 
compounds that this dialect was not p silo tic. Some of the
1) Be jeune 232; the occasional instances of 5oa«qi elsewhere 
may be influenced by morphological considerations (e.g.
IG XII (8) 262-5a Thasos, Schwyzer Bel. 339.5 etc. Delphi).
2) Schwyzer I 244.
3) Buck 52 ff., Schwyzer I 218, 303 ff.
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forms which are shown in this way to have the aspirate in 
Cyrenean conform in this respect with the other non-psilotic 
dialects also ; Ivïl.29-4a, K:G-Tc?oe\/ib .132, -
I Kc-T'<kooL-!^c?vovib .138, ib.108, M2o7-4a,
OTC-J0  ocÿo5 Ml.84, îCoS 'o4/^-çbiv D3 . 1 7 - 4 a , V 3 8 . 7 - 1 0 7 p ,
SI56 late. The last two instances,
/
being late, are probably Koine forms and prove nothing for
the dialect. Earlier wGg and K:6^^Lo$are probably also
borrowed from the Koine. (v . sect.108).
In a few cases Cyrenean seems to have an aspirated form
where some dialects have the lenis.
I (V (CO 5", of v/hich a psilotic form appears in a few
1)
dialects (PJiod., Epid., Argol. ) , seems to have had the
aspirate in Cyrenean: '^^T<^e%j^V60.2-la, V61.l/2-la,
ec^^|To^^^^V63.2-la, beside QiZ( V62-la, C-iZi
V77.5-lp, OvEi k .ç'G-o S V44.2-3P, CnX:i tC-pe-ooS P3-1/3P, H19.1-2p.
All the examples are rather late, but t^^Crojis the typical
dialect form of the genitive, CCrpc^gis Koine, and { o<Cç>C^y
a mixture of dialect ( and Koine gen. -Cr^S* Initial
aspiration in this word, where it occurs, is due to
anticipation of medial h from s, if the connection with Skt.
2) -
isirah is correct.
1) Buck 54.
2) For the etymon and the dialect forms, see sect. 33.
67-
The non-aspirated forms in late texts (here perhaps
>
GXi etc., but see on elision below (sect.108) are
to be ascribed to the general loss of the aspirate in late 
Greek.
'TCr£)0i;OKc^v/Tll.l-4a, T9 .13-4a, TIO.2-4a is also probably
valid evidence for the retention in Cyrenean of the initial
aspirate which has here in the compound of -iT^TTCo- been
anticipated in the preceding consonant group. But this
word, considering its nature could well have been taken
over as a v/hole from some other dialect, e.g. at the great
games. That this compound is a comparatively late formation
is shown by the (anticipated) aspiration of the second
member : for where - cTvrCo- forms the second element of
proper names it does not cause aspiration of the preceding
consonant, thus C y re n e a n : Nt vci'C r o T ,  , N  G - i K c ;
cf. also HX/c c/VXo S not attested at Gyrene. Whatever the
source of the aspiration in this word, it is certainly not
X ^
inherited. The root is ekwo- (cf. Bat. equus, Skt. asva-),
which should give Greek e->cos (probably reflected in'tXGnOS >
contriver of the means of entering Troy, whence the myth of
the wooden horse); might, I think, have become ( XroT
on the analogy of the derivative adj. tTctoS (assimilated
1) Buck 52.
68.
from attested ( coT ). Mycenean has iqo . The
geminated consonant remains obscure.
The phrase eT~DS is attested twice in Cyrenean:
Î^ H .126-4-3', H 2 .29-la. irCXc) is frequent in the Koine
and the latter instance is probably to be traced to that 
source. External influence is also possible but not 
necessary in the former instance, although much earlier, 
since such a phrase would often occur in official language 
and documents and would thus be easily spread from another 
(more dominant) dialect community. It is likely that 
was only aspirated in this phrase, and here on the analogy 
of K ^  so De VO to ) . But other aspirated forms of
C-T~oS are also attested elsewhere (probably through a more 
general influence of ) : He r a d .
beside , Aetol. , Epid.^CGvB'
The root is wet-es-, seen perhaps in Skt. -vatsa-, Lith. 
v^etusas "old".
H 2 .37 .39-la, S27, H2.48, with D < S ( \  is
a normal Koine form and proves nothing with regard to the
1)
aspirate in the dialect. De veto compares in the
Will of Epikteta (Thera) line 42-2a, v/here however the form 
is probably also due to the Koine and cannot be used as
1) EE (1928) 377.
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evidence for the relation of these dialects.
;>
In Cyrenean, c d o  r apparently has the lenis: o o K  o<5(c<
Mle24-4a, also appears in a Locrian inscription
where the aspirate is usually denoted by H  (Buck no.57.2-5a),
but on this stone many irregularities occur in the denotation
of the aspirate, which was probably hardly pronounced in
c f
that dialect. As o.’f coS* thus does not appear to be one 
of those words in which fluctuation in the use of the 
aspirate is at all frequent, it may be that the Cyrenean 
instance is to be explained as an error of the engraver for
J> c, P ) ^
Be VO to however thinks vc is proof
that o4{oS had the lenis in Cyrenean . The root of this
word remains uncertain; the usual connection with Skt.
satyah etc. is phonetically and semantically difficult for the
2)
Greek form.
o
had the lenis in Cyrenean as in other Doric
j 5
dialects, as is shown by K u T  V16.5-4a. The root is 
au SOS seen also in Bat. aurora, whence Besb.cYoc^S, Ionic
j /
(Homer) n and Att. G ^ S ,  the last with the aspirate by
X _ 3)
anticipation from the follov/ing syllable at the stage auhos.
■j
1 ) 06"/oc also Arcadian according to Buck (sec.ed.) 51, who 
quotes &./T/x as appearing in no 16 (- 3rd. ed. no 17), but
I thinlc this must be a misprint as it does not appear in the 
text or in sect.58 of the 3rd. edition, although still 
repeated in the index.
2) WP I 161.
3) Buck 33.
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Likewise in ( < ^ , by contrast to Att.
(c:ÿ(Oocj-po5), and Cret. (see below), anticipation of the 
aspirate has not taken place in Cyrenean. Xp^xjp-is not 
attested elsewhere. Cret. has Thess. -Âipciop-,
likewise Cnidos (Ath. Mitt. 21.174), Egypt (Ostr., V/ilcken 289), 
but also IG VII.4249 of uncertain provenance (Boeot.?
Argol. ?) and finally Hes.
X ^ ^ J M 3 - 1 5 “4a being preceded by TXy may or may not have 
the lenis. The aspirate which appears in this word in some
c
dialects e.g. Att. is in any case secondary, being due
to the analogy of (cf. Skt. a sman) .
74. F
Lost v/ithout trace in prevocalic initial position and 
between vowels in Cyrenean (of. eg. D8.3-4a - Cret.
ol*— > V16.5~4a - see sect. 73). On the loss betv/een 
vowels, see the relevant sect. on vowel contraction.
Postconsonantal p  had also disappeared before the earliest 
texts, but caused compensatory lengthening of the preceding 
vowel, on which see below, sections 90-93.
Whether p was lost in all positions by the time of the 
foundation of Cyrene, is impossible to tell; this loss was 
also early in Thera and Cos, a development no doubt due to 
contact with the Ionic area even at a very early date.
The fact that by contrast with Theran and Cyrenean postcon-
71.
sonantal p  was lost without affecting the preceding vowel 
in Laconian, and that initial and intervocalic F  were retained, 
cannot be regarded as significant for the origin of Theran, 
since it would, even without the confirmation of this evidence, 
be highly unlikely that f  should be lost before the colonisa­
tion of Thera. Initial p was retained in part in Heraclean 
also in the historical period.
At a late period u  forming the second element of a 
diphthong was sometimes in prevocalic position pronounced as 
a consonant and so lost: e V 7 7 - l p : but this can
hardly be treated as a specifically Cyrenean characteristic.
75. 'i'
Primary intervocalic -y- was already lost in pre-Greek: 
but secondary intervocalic -y-, arising through the loss of 
s_ or w , is generally preserved in Cyrenean.
M22-5a/4a, \li:^ k(r)^ oCxc>j ib . c>ilO(u
M23-5a/4a, o\/ îvil5-5a/4a,BxpvC^i(ov) M26-5a/4a,
M25-5a/4a, B«^çkt-<:c o y  M23-5a/4a;
G ’i-|0 -7i-<-otpM2 .4 ,12, 25-4a, (.oi lb.2,34,
ib .13 , ib . 3o , /CcXiTlnioCv ib.5, ib .12,
.■>
T^oX'-TT'^iciS'ib.32, ib.4, cscoi ib.5/6,9,19,
40/ 41, 42, 7301G-) 6'S'aLc ib .13, icv ib .17, o;—oicUi ib. 28,
1) for the history of the gradual loss of f  in various dialects- 
cf. Buck 46-52, also Bejeune 148-156, Schwyzer 1 224-229.
72.
ruicG(o>"i'b.51, OiOv ib.28^59f KcX-ZGnCcYvcv ib.44; p^\ S v x  «-Oi S' 
M4.5-4a, ib.7^ Afy >^iCTutniSib.8,0L|pr^ ».ocS ib.l7,
VC^tocSib.28,?oiCoToiÇ I ^oLLo^ ib. J2, R X.C~^ ib.J4,
UoaXcAipxkoi^ib.55^(j)AG^ci<S'io,s ib.59^0rT.xLi ib.41^
p ' j . p o o v i b . 5 5 ^ ^ i b . 4 5 , 5 l > 5 5 ^ T T e^6ivib.44, 
']4 6 r;jX:ü/XoL<%'Qt ib.47, "S', cC)5 ±b.3‘, T9.26,
H vT-Y-tF^ 1 8.51, |^ Kc>^'■03 lb.40, Bx.'. o  S ib.4 5, 8°^"-^<■'='<- lb.44:
|MnrcXc^D5.4-4a,''T^i&iy Sj V76-4a, MekvoCvCC-ib., Bo^ttyoc 
T1 5.l8-4a, ib.20, (Mc-v raCico ib.JO, c4^ v>-^ ixS M1.2-4a,
?^Xv^ujio^S'18.2/5, W p t .^1 CSV lb. 26, TCPu t-j CToiby ib.86/8 7,
vu^ c^ OjV'srvib.Ql, Xt>Jcov ib.95, vc^cpi_| i^vj ib.97/98, °kJ
ib. 11 7f /C^Tp'^co'vib*130, G":>VcXcoCc, (feX-^'-ov D2.11,12-4a, X^^vo- 
ioLD^.l7-4a^ C~kouoCi ib.Q^ gXocvcsv ib. 1 0/ R c X Ç ib.1 5  ^
D20.2-4a,Ao>‘'jVcxiXS D11.5-4a,VCc<->^ \<-6t<-]i«i(.5'ib.l, 
y V 3CtpjD1 5.11-4a,c^'3<^‘OY D5.i8-4a, C-XiX.xc.ïi ib.l7, l8, 
AovCcjLvIxjMJ.24-4a, cA'^ '^ ô'v D1.15-4a, C?7^ oGacx\ ib. 14;
Forms ?;ithout - c - in the same period: iOp\/t'^ o<L <M Ç T9*12- 
4a later  ^ M2.16—4a^ /CI/p9o^ (2-G6( M4.51—4a^
Mc-7V.|?oe^ df ib.15,37, W p W i  D5.12-4a, Tc<peo(f D11.3-4a, oiC-i 
Ml.126, perhaps also here Gov ib.31^42,52,60,70^88,105^ 
ib.56/7,T^c-wc ib.lOO, if an earlier teles-y-o- 
is to be posited; but this is very unlikely, rather teles-w-o-, 
see discussion below.
73.
fC2ç\^ c-(oj^  V68-3a, NiK'oCt'O Tl8B5-3a, 'Z|_u\v^viXuoJlb.B14; 
forms without intervocalic - I - in the same period; N  
V57-3a, 775 .4-3a;
V102.3-2a, C-7W 1C0 D29.1-2a, c-,Wcc5v ib.2, 
D31.20-2a, ( GjI (n.pi.nom.) D33.28-2a, C-Xc4>-^ 
D34.7-2a,oy.C'io^S M6.11-2a, F  ^ '»vV'U.oa.^ib.l3, c-uxc ib.l6, 
TCç^oT'ÿ.v&iov ib.1 9 , CTT 00 i<xs ib.20, TTTCiXo-jUvoiuoot ib.22,24, 
Uvc>oi ib.23J t o v  ib.18, V19.4-2a,
ib .10, voices ib.5, H  oxXib «7 ,
117 .121-2a/la, G7^ o k ^ c37G V102-2a, HTeAppvo/luo T 8 .6,
[^<S ib.ll (my conjecture):
but without - L - in the second cent: Lcd^c-dc
G'tjv'Oioig H14-la,7vou-^G*'W-vTkv) V  H2.49-la, ?co 
ib. 40, VCcX^LcAib « 6 , K^tcrv ib . 24, 27, ^  ib o 34,
ib.44, H3.3-la/lp, C:^(rG|^G(cV$- ib.7,
-]XGncLV39.2-la;
forms without - I- in the first cent. BO : I ('i'^  A c - ( H o t  
H14.2-la, cFc-n?-veoi.S'H2.25,28-la, ib.48;
ÎT(rFc-^ o4 T6 .7-lp/2p, Yi-oVk-o H6.4-lp, ib.5,
G u v  cicli H20.2-lp/2p, Vio» H7-lp, H6-lp, (Gwv"0 ) H6A2-
Ip, V64.10-lp, fMc50(G*oYtoO ib .10, OJLvX>VOl ib.l3,
H5A2-lp, 7<rc C'-v^S ib.A4, K'o(=o^v^( ot ib.BlO
{Ttx.>Xc-i^ 3(..oSVlll-lp, k:xU('G:V^\oGj (sic) pl.5-lp/3p,
74.
but in the same period: T6.2-lp/2p, [ k r A 8121-2/
ip;
ncoVc-iot T7.30-102P beside ib.2;
tx 3148, 387.7, MtK-<Xioo 329, V107,
fl Ç  ^ C-~vo7 S31, T I uCpX-STb u.'Z 840, S' 341,
A o L  Jy. T16.4, w  oCi i'b,23,l/T'^Xtj^^X!.ov H21.1,
4  oif clXcivV93, TeXjx( ^ voLicS V106, AG-,c49 V85,*^oA,Oo<,vOV119.7, 
k  I V86;
forms without - e - in undated inscriptions: A  
PlO.l, Nik:^L.^s80.4., S104.3,BcYpK:o^as S28, (fc^ p/^ oLOV S69, 
t|pX3^XGz 832,!TeikGc^ S50,Grzr;L^6Gv S138/Ag>v(TTCro^ T16.5.
It v/ill he seen that the instances showing loss, of 
intervocalic -L - are comparatively few in all periods; but it 
is difficult to estimate how far this reflects the actual 
pronunciation, and how far it is a matter of orthographical 
habit. It would appear, at any rate, from the cases where 
it is omitted, that - L - was v/eakly pronounced between vowels 
at all periods. Two forms must be discussed here where it 
has been doubted whether they ever contained a suffix; 
i 0  , ~T& y kvv ( and "TV-Xg e ) .
c
It has been seen that Cyrenean only has l<Ypc-cG(from the
e /-
4th. cent, onwards), never Attic has i
3> / ^
Ionic cG0G( a|, ( G p  M . On the basis of the Attic-Ionic
Xc
evidence, Schulze posited an earlier t c ^  based on
75.
C’ ^  /— ’
'ic-p«ql ( i G f G o  . This is excluded by Ivlycenean
^ ‘  ^ 1) 
iyereya, with no -w-. But Szemerenyi has recently suggested
y
that nouns in - Go^> are compounds of esus "good at". From this 
he reconstructed the corresponding feminine -esya. This has the 
advantage of not only explaining the - G o 3 formation, but also 
of elucidating the otherwise awkward Mycenean forms i n -eya.
X
ieresya must have given i G^GieG which is reflected in Mycenean 
iereya. Szemerenyi thinlcs there was early loss of -(,- in
c. c
I GpCricK and that in f was analogically lengthened in
/ — . /  .
Attic-Ionic to (Gpc-cG /'Gti (':> Ionic i G p'q, cf. Bechtel
k .  2)
G-D III 63 ) . He compares such Ionic forms as HoGl-|.
In the case of T^rX eeg , it is less certain that an earlier
form with -c- is to be posited. The dialect forms are as
/ / V
follows: Homer T G À  G io5 (of. from TG-ÀGK- p G v  %T -) ,
Tragedy and lonic-Attic literature Cn 05 and ‘rc-Xc-oS, but
Attic T^^(r-o5 in all earlier inscriptions,T G Â  7 first in
2nd. cent. BC inscriptions, Cretan TG-XycrY (once G-DI 4963),
3 ) /  ^
Goan ( 4/ 3a)  • Because of T c y V i t  has been suggested
that these forms might be from an earlier TGnX yojT. But 
Cretan would suggest an earlier TT-A Gis , and Co an
1 ) xifiv II 170 ff.
2) Of. Schwyzer I 474; note 2.
3) Of. L-S-J, s.v.-reXCoos .
76.
X
is better traced to Tc-AC'^sfoS than T gA g^ o V .
Homeric A G a 05 can easily be explained as a spelling for
TcAi^o7(cf. Horn. ^ 0  Gi <C5 g  , certainly a spelling for y p i j o Y  ,
attested in Cretan and Arcadian). TCtA g v o ’s (beside t  <Ax. G o g  ) in
post-Homeric literature has preserved the long vov/el of the
poetic form. However, the expected form of Attic would be
TGAc-coy; butTl^XGo3 could have replaced this through analogy. |
According to some scholars, riogave in Ionic as well as '
/
Attic, the Ionic forms in G-o , e.g. gen. (SoCcTt A G<r>S (Attic
1)
being due to morphological analogies. In this case, "fXA C-oS 
in Ionic would also be analogical. T g A G oOS at Cos is taken 
by Bechtel (G-D III 125) and Buck (p.4-1) to be an lonicism.
It might be better to say that Coan shared this development 
with Ionic. Szemerenyi goes so far as to suggest that
K^ c>) as well as Go, Gocu, gave G o  in Ionic. It appears 
then, that the Cyrenean forms, too, must be traced to an 
earlier TcALGTS'j-oS' rather than TGXG^yoS In Cyrenean, shorten­
ing of M before a vowel is general»^ (cf. sects. 38,68-70),
/ ^
so that ~rGuV<r-o5 in that dialect offers no problem. The only 
certain instance showing loss of intervocalic in Ml is A G l .
If a special explanation is needed, one might suggest that 
-(- tended to be lost early in this word because it was a 
frequent adverb, or possibly the palatal nature of the following
1) Cf. Buck 41, Schwyzer I 243,282, more explicitly, Szemerenyi 
G I .35 ,(1956) 200 ff. Late Attic TG>^CS05* is merely a spellings 
for TtSVeoÇ. ;
77.
vowel is partly accountable (then here also K  ^
^ 1)
MG/Vi.jSoC-'GGt ) . But perhaps the whole phrase «DoS' G r o T
j> j /
cY C-1 has been borrowed from Attic, as (AOn is characteristic
) f 9 /
of that dialect, by contrast with Doric, ionic, A c G c  ^ oloGv . 
On the various forms of this adverb in other dialects, 
cf. sect, 180.
76.
Syllabic r gave in all dialects except Lesbian and
Arcado-Cyprian, But in common with various other dialects 
Cyrenean has a few forms which unexpectedly show a different 
vowel grade: Ml.117-4a, ^ D 3 . 1 6 - 4 a ,  the latter
form beside (Koine?) CYT* HI.16-la. also
attested in Ionic (Herodotus), Lesbian, Cretan, Messenian, 
Epidaurian, Goan, Elean, is, I believe, assimilated from 
attested in Attic, Ionic inscriptions, Arcadian, 
whence probably Laconian, once in Homer, and typical of the 
Koine (see also sect.100) . yg cÿp^attested in several other 
WG- dialects, as well as other forms in has the -£-
grade of the stem frequently found in -Cu5 nouns ( cf 
T|Oo-^eul) ; indeed, was probably the earlier form,
1) For a similar development in Attic, cf. Lejeune 216, in 
general also Buck 32. Devote attributes Cyrenean to 
Ionic influence via Cos to Thera (RF (1928) 370; but see 
also sect. 270.
2. Cf. Buck 45. On r in G-reek in general. Le jeune 167 ff. 
Buck 20.
78.
Attic etc. being refashioned after the analogy of
Just as T0:>^0 appears beside because of
so ypo<<jp- must have been generalised in early
X 1).
Greek, completely ousting- y£>t<P- and yçoc^.
77. m.
TT
m like ^  regularly gives cX in all dialects except
2) ^ ^ n
Aeolic (o) , But G which occur in Cyren.
(M1.48/50-4a), along with Delphic and Heracl
X X
ic-jV are often traced to a nil-grade dlmibh-, from dhembh-
— 5—  — ------
"dig", thus connecting the Grk. forms with Arm. damban "grave",
3 )
and OPr. dambo "ground". If the etymology is correct, one 
must suppose that an earlier alternation (CiVxey^v)/
TCpLL^- was modified to But in most dialects,
as far as evidence is forthcoming, the nil-grade - was
generalised in all the related forms.
78. Consonant G-emination.
There are several instances of "expressive" consonant 
gemination in hypochoristies in Cyrenean as in most if not all 
other dialects. Thus : Cj> ( cf. /Xjiv/'o s ),
(cf , -AxxDj), beside (Co/Uc^r^
(cf. .
y
1) Schwyzer I 685: cf. WP I 606/7: grebh-/gerbh-.
2) Buck 20, but o  probably not Arcado-Cyprian, cf. Lejeune 167 
ff, 169.
3) W  I 852, cf. Buck 20, Schwyzer I 344, Meillet MSL 16,217 ff; 
but Meillet's thesis that m, n could give o  or cV in Greek
o o
IS unconvincing.
79.
Double or long consonants are generally noted as such in 
Cyrenean, with a very few exceptions ; H23.1/2,
T17 .55-2a/la, but also R.Ç on the same stone. These
forms should probably be regarded as spelling errors rathern 
than as reflecting a tendency to shorten long consonants.
79. -6(T-
It seems likely that protor-Greek - (V _ was retained in 
Cyrenean, as in all other dialects apart from Attic-Ionic.
Thus dat.pl. in the -(ruf stems and in \
and if - (ç)6^6( has been extended from the -s-
sterns (but the explanation of -Ciggi in other noun classes is 
perhaps more complex, see sect. 155-7 ). - C d i C  -GiT61 in 
G Ac-e*VH2. 35/6-la, must be attributed to the Koine. 
There is otherwise no evidence for the stem dat. pi. in
Cyrenean.
- 6^(T - is also attested at Cyrene in present 2 sing.
X X
M l .117-4a. IE es-si was already shortened t o .esi by late IE
times, as is shown not only by Skt. a si and Lith. 'esi, but
also by Attic ei from (Homeric GiT from Gi with - J as
in T etc.). Gif XL, whi ch appears not only in Cyrenean
but also Homer, Laconian, Syracusan and Pindar, is a secondary
X 3
analogical form based on c , which caused rein-
introduction of the full stem G ^  followed by G , either *
the non-thematic primary suffix, or due to - -  i < in ,
1)
LL (see below and sect. 148).
1) Schwyzer I 659, 677.
80.
1)
Palmer has explained these forms rather differently.
He concludes from T e t c .  that the non-thematic primary
ending was -9 not -6D in pro to-Greek (in spite of Skt.
y
bharasi/ahharat) and that therefore the conjugation of esmi
must have been G  6 T ,  GtTG c . Homeric C - t S  is a
Spelling for QttsÇ , and <a^6\ remodelled on GifT( . Hut it
seems very unlikely that even if were the original form,
this could have survived long in Greek which never had a
double consonant at the end of a word. If Palmer's
X  ^
reconstructed paradigm were right, (hfT would have early been
^ Aoi
replaced, probably by . The suffix -f in TOt-jlmay well
have been a secondary form, whatever the date of its creation.
It is also difficult on general grounds to accept his view
that Attic Çri is an old imperative like G ^  .
The equation with asi seems straightforward.
For ' secondary - (Tcf - from c <S, see
sections 87, 88, 94.
/
kCo/Vo(f6'oS'in the three places where it occurs in
Cyrenean (¥il.l21-4a, M2.44, 48-4a), is always spelt ,
in spite of the fact that double consonants are otherwise
denoted throughout on both these stones. The etymology of
2)
this word is very uncertain, but Benveniste has shov/n fairly 
clearly that the word is a loan, probably from Asia-Minor,
1) TPS (1938) 96 ff.
2) Rev. Phil. 58 (1932) 118 ff.
81.
not only because of the suffix but also because of
place names in fCoA- in Y/estern Asia-Minor. The 
Cyrenean form is difficult: the only explanation which 
suggests itself is that this old religious term was no 
longer current in Cyrenean speech in the fourth cent., and 
that on these stones the form has been copied from an earlier 
text of some kind which had the old-fashioned spelling.
7C i6KcY c D25.6-3a raises another small difficulty v/hich 
may be mentioned here. Cliverio remarks that as this is 
the only non-food product listed in this inscription, one 
should perhaps read x  i (T6'oi "peas". This v/ould necessitate 
either the rather unlikely assumption of a suffix alternation 
- (T(d)cX /-(f( G  )o 9, or reading TcaTGclc as a mistake for 
x/ô'oe , or two epigraphical errors: 6 6 for G and X for o  .
Under the circumstances, it would probably be better to take 
the reading at its face value and understand "pitch". The 
plural also appears once at Epidaurus (IG IV(l) 102.278-4a).
80.
Inherited -rs- was, I thinly, assimilated to ç v/ith
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel, except where
2)
r is syllabic; thus one would expect - ^ -> -ojç-<; -ers-,
-ors- at Cyrene, but there is no material to illustrate this.
1) DAI I Cir.II (1933) 98.
2) I have tried to demonstrate that this was the "normal" 
treatment of intervocalic 6 " , in Glotta 36 (1958) 235 ff.
82 .
Secondary intervocalic p  whether arisen from rs
(> - or otherwise, is retained without further change
1) I .
in Cyrenean: M1.117-4a; H9.1-la;
T1.4-2a;bp<S'-iF=^5' T13.C9-5a. For V s  beside
V. section 89.
In some areas, including Thera (archaic
S>1
, perhaps , secondary p 6  was assimilated
to p p  ; the tv/o main centres of this development seem to have
been the Elean-Arcadian area, and the Att.-WIon. area -
whence probably in Theran. There are spasmodic examples in
proper names in the intervening neighbouring districts of
2)
Corinth, Megara, Boeotia and Delphi.
81. 6p>
The only example is KlYCc/ppGv M2.47/8-4a, inf. from 
l/CXlfc/p Cl ).
In early Grk. inlierited ô"p gave p with compensatory
lengthening of the preceding vowel, e.g. Ion. T p  ev6V
X  V  '
(< ^ trsro-, of. rÆtpCks'ToET etc.). At a later
stage, initial - gave p h - p  -. Because was retained
longer in initial position, - C p -  in the second number of
compounds was by analogy also preserved or restored, and
1) Assimilated from of. sect. 100.
2) V. Buck 69; Bejeune 106 ff, Schwyzer I 284 ff
83.
eventually gave, not, this time, p with compensatory 
lengthening of the preceding vowel, hut ” 0 0  “ • (For the 
difference between primary and secondary treatment of 
medial - , cf. the identical case of -p/T -.). Hence
p  G V, Horn. etc. In Attic and elsewhere
forms like were replaced by etc. on the
analogy of the simplex. It is interesting that Cyrenean 
has here, in the quotation of the curse of the colonists, 
preserved the older type.
82. X«r
2)
x C  gives the same result as - p  <T- (v. above). The 
only certain instance illustrating this sound change in 
Cyrenean is ^ M1.132-4a. This shows the
characteristic treatment of inherited -Is- v/ith compensatory 
lengthening of preceding _e in Cyrenean to an open vov/el .
De VO to rightly considers that earlier
contained the cluster - À v -  rather than - A  (T - (cf. sect .97) .
83. (fA
\ "k
In Cyrenean the cluster is found in^<^ Aioi (< ^  G (fAioC )
-4a passim and compounds, v/ith loss of - 6 -  as in all other
dialects, and compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel 
to an open sound as usual in Cyrenean (cf. sect. 186)
1) cf. Lejeune 101 ff, Schwyzer I 309 ff., Buck 66.
2) Lejeune 106 ff, Schwyzer I 284 ff.. Buck 69.
3) Lejeune 101 ff, Schwyzer I 309 ff., Buck 66.
J
84.
84.
Intervocalic -sm- regularly gives yuL in Cyren. with 
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel :
X /
(< es-men, cf. Skit, asmi etc. H I .10,12,-la, M2.36, 50-4a, 
M4.45,51-4a; V9-5a; D8.3-4a, D3.15-4a,
H2.11-la, H5A14-la/lp, M3.15-4a.
85. -V6"-
Primary - was reduced to - v^- with compensatory
lengthening of the preceding vowel in all other dials, except
Lesh.-Thess. (-VX-). But for Cyren. there is very little
e v i d e n c e M 6 . 2 8 - 2 a ,  if this is not a Koine form.
In juvvAj/fi M6A8-lp, which is in case very likely Koine, -6"-
is obviously retained for morphological reasons.
;>
On M2.12-4a, X aG” M3.20-4a v/ith abnormal
lengthening to a closed vov/el Gl, see belov/.
The regular Cyren. development from secondary -yK- - one
it shares only with Lesb. - appears to be loss of the nasal
1)^
v/ith diphthongisation of the preceding vowel:
M2.37-4a, ib.40, I£L,87-4a, g c - o i dfoi
ib.89CiV23TSn4*n ib.l29, M6.26-2a,
740. 2a, H2.14-la, f— i ib .14,
ib. 18,[ x ( Q V -  ib.39/40, v H5A8-lp,
1) Lejeune 109 ff., Schwyzer I 286 ff., Buck 67 ff.
85.
Tkp V44.6-3p. The thematic pf. part, form
oi6'c?i.<^ (d.pl. ) H5A20-lp is almost certainly an
artificial form based on Aeolic (v. below sect. 140).
The origin of this phonetic development in Cyren. has been
a matter of controversy. It has been variously attributed to
literary or spoken Aeol. or native Cyren. sources. Undoubtedly
1)
Bechtel is mistaken in tracing these forms to literary sources. 
But at that time examples had only come to light in late in­
scriptions, which might very well contain artificial forms. 
Bechtel consequently felt no difficulty in sttributing them 
to Callimachus (floruit c. 260 BC). More recent excavations 
have effectively disposed of this possibility, since examples 
of the same development have now turned up from the fourth 
cent. BC. The view that these forms are of Aeolic origin, bui'
not derived from literary sources has been maintained by
2)
ICretsclimer. But to regard it as a relic of an Achaean
3)
substrate is somewhat difficult as will be seen. Buck 
likewise believed in the Aeolic origin of the diphthongised 
forms in Cyren., but assumed that the development took place
1) Gr. Dial. II (Cyrene) 555 . „  i ,
2) G1.18 (1930) 213 : Er ist ein Uberbleibsel der achaischen 
Schicht, deren Mischung mit der Dogfschen durch ^ die in 
Kyrene daneben bestehenden Formen G
veranschaulicht ist". Of. A. Braun, RF NS 10 (1932) 181 ff, 
especially 190 ff, and 309 f f .
3) CP 41 (1946) 132. So also Schwyzer I 288, who says that 
Cyrenean forms like^voenMY "sich nur als vordorische 
Lautgebung’en erklaren (lesb. usw. gab es also schon 
in aeolischen Mundarten des Mutterlandes, zum mindesten 
in Ansatzen)".
86 .
among the continental Aeolians, before the time of the 
foundation of Cyrene, in v/hich the Argonauts, Minyans and 
Cadmeans are traditionally supposed to have taken a part:(*ye 
Pindar, Pyth. IV 256 ff, Hdt. IV 145-65). But the tradition 
that Aeolians shared in the colonisation of Cyrene is probably 
not authentic, nor is there any evidence at all for the 
assumption that the change in question had already taken 
place aüTong the Aeolians on the Greek mainland. The fact 
that secondary rv6' - is maintained unchanged in Thess, but 
in Lesb. gives - with diphthongisation of the preceding 
vowel, suggests strongly that it was before any modification 
of secondary -v^T- had begun, that the "Lesbianbranch left 
for their historical homeland, where the development -on/6^- 
to - o  i (S'- etc. later took place. As to the question v/hether 
Aeol. (Lesb.) ever spread as far south as Thera, this, again, 
cannot be decisively answered in the negative, but, on the 
other hand, there is very little evidence to support the idea - 
see further on concerning T h e r .  ( ? < v
Finally, it must be borne in mind that in one inscription, 
the Sacred Law, we find both - and - oi K X  in the fern,
participles. It is true that considering the type of 
inscription concerned, (artificial) archaistic forms cannot 
be ruled out. But if forms in were in fact still in use
87.
in the 4th.and 5th. cent, at Cyrene, then it becomes a little 
difficult, though not, I suppose, entirely impossible, to 
believe that and remained in use side by side
in the one dial, for three centuries or more. One has to 
remember in this case that it is which is the older
form (regularly developed from -ntya) , and it could scarcely 
be supposed to have been introduced secondarily into the 
dialect, say, by the immigrants from Crete and maintained 
beside the morphologically clearer analogical forms in - o  i 
It is rather more likely that the forms in are the
older Cyren. type, and that these were here, as elsewhere,
ousted and replaced by the secondary forms in -ontya (> - o icToC) 
Thus the theory of Aeol. origin seems on the whole untenable, 
or at least undemonstrable. (See also sect. 151b).
It remains to consider the view that the development of
- o t o  -cn fToL etc. -was a native Cyrenean one. It is
1) 2)
supported by Maiten and Devoto, the latter of whom rightly
objected strongly to the theories discussed above. I agree 
with Devoto that the Cyren. development, although shared only 
by Lesb., is not so remarkable as to demand the assumption of
a single source. Devoto regards - o a s  an intermediate
1) Kyrene (I9II) 142 ff, esp. 146.
2) RF (1928) 379- 81 .
88 .
stage between -ovC)^ and (Theran usually has etc.)
It should rather be treated as a divergent development.
Theran has two instances of diphthongisation:
IG XII 5"874, G- ib.882, which Devoto considers 
to represent his intermediate stage of development, or even, 
perhaps, of Cyrenean origin. With regard to 6"i 
it is in any case unsafe to use forms of proper names as proof 
of a phonetic development in a given area without good 
corroborative evidence. It is interesting that ! I (T 
is also attested at Minoa (Aegaean): IG XII (7) 328. This 
leaves only c o 6"^ i. dciy", and it is thus very doubtful v/hether 
the diphthongal forms være ever characteristic of Theran.
It seems safer, in the absence of further Theran evidence, to 
treat the Cyrenean forms as due to an independent development, 
Yvhich took place after the colonisation of Cyrene.
There are a few exceptions to the normal development of 
secondary medial at Cyrene: M2.8-4a
(beside diphthongal forms) is to be attributed to Theran 
influence in this inscription, as likewise vb&l, and
Ctn voiv where assimilation of primary - ns- has led to 
the lengthening of ^  to a close vowel instead of the more 
open to be expected at Cyrene; H2.14-la (dat.pl.
participle), and HI.24-la (sub j;) mayb e exceptional
cases because the stem ends in a long vowel. Devoto (loc.cit.)
89.
regards this as a regular development with complete loss of
the nasal after a long vovæl; but Lesbian has
Chian V  . But it is more than probable that
with Koine - (Tc for dialect -H^ is a Koine form. The form
^ I , where proto-Greek -ns- was clearly maintained
after the assimilation of primary -ns- may be evidence for
Devoto’s from oo ICT, but might just as well be a Koine form.
The forms jB2.37>^B-la, H  c5 0d*cp^Co5 V64-lp,
T11.36-4a, are to be attributed to external or 
Koine influence.
86.
As with in medial position, so in final position,
when followed by a consonant, the nasal tended to disappear in 
all dialects, whereas between vowels the cluster -ns-/-ns 
was preserved longer. As regards final -ns, one or other type 
of development was usually generalised in each dialect. The 
preconsonantal type prevails at Cyrene as at Thera in all 
positions: M2.9-4a, TT>S ib.13,21,42,48,^ ib.l5,l8,
2o,21, 26, ib.21, cACn/3-eçor ib.30, vCi^^\Voy ib.44,
ib.44,48, (beside ib.lj, ovy ib.27,
n^ooS ib.27, ib.29, GnT ib.32): C5 D3.12,15-4a,
> i
vt)vjjo5 M3.9-4a, G5 ib.15,20, Cr$ î£L.9-4a and passim , 
K3oi|>^9Cr5 lb.1 1 / 1 2 , lb.3 4 , 6 9 , lb.139,
lb. 118, yoLiVoS lb.118, lb. 11%, 121, T p r  lb. 113
90.
M4.51-4a, acc. pis. : T(^(S ib.1 1 , 1 2 , ib.l6,
c
‘orib.56,58 and cpds. passim, Cye<rChCCi<o>S' ib.23 (and 
other compounds of - ,  T o T  M6.8-2a, c a S i b .9,
ib.l6, £>^ <5o S- V19.8-2a, Co ib.6,C^ HI.11,19-la,
TOO ib.11,22, ib.23, H14.3-la,e3 H 2 .9-la and
passim, SiolSoyor ib .11, Crkc-oSttp^-ib.17, ToS' ib.17 and passim, 
^ A X o S  113.19,1^5 «Q^ivoy H3-4“la/lp, ib .5, (r3 ib.4,5,
'T^ 5 ib.6, TZ)5 V37,(rS T^5 Ki\/c5ove>3H5A9,B4-lp,
ib.l5,T^5 ‘^^«-^p<-JÂ^Sib.l7, ib.9,Cr H6.1-lp,
TZ:$H7-lp.
Forms with vowel lengthening in M2 are to be attributed to 
Theran admixture in this inscription; admittedly, later 
Theran normally has -o5 not - o o S  etc., but these amongst 
other forms may be due to Ionic influence (cf. sect. 270).
The instances of y : P1.3-late, H20.1-2p ( G-i S' ), also 
in the compound PI, are to be attributed to
Koine influence.
The form of the simplex Cr:S is also preserved in compounds, 
with the development characteristic of final -Vf : Cnxicv D3.10- 
4a, D4.13-4a, D2.12-4a, D29.3-2a.
87.
-cT(b - regularly becomes assimilated to -6'6'-:
M1.134-4a, ib.122/3, T H .
45-4a: C^d'- from c ^ -A- (aor. of si-sd-o, with the
1) Schwyzer 287, Lejeune 112 ff. Buck. 68.
91.
vocalism of the present retained), and from
^  r ^Apcxfo-CT-. This is the development of all dials, except 
Att.-Ion. and Arc., where Though vbs. in
normally have -J*- in the fut. and aor. in Cyren., even
where the stem ended in a voiceless dental and not a guttural,
as in most other Doric dialects (see below section 142), the 
chief exception is Argol, which has -/T6- only by dissimilation 
from a preceding guttural, e.g. eocK:cp((v5^), cjco and cj)po<i ,
being monosyllabic stems, unlike other dental stems in -jc >
did not fall under the influence of vbs. in 
with a base ending in a guttural.
88. -Scr-
This gives -(5ÎT-, as in all dials, outside Att.-Ion. and
X  . 2)
Arc. (6) : x ;A c^ S'<5X^CC:5 M2.4-4-4a, (< 7cAd.5-f-).
89. 5
Initial ^ - to (i.e. ks-> s-) is a natural development 
which took place in most dials, including Cyrenean in the 
enclitic (Toy'(< J  o  v" ), k£ being a comparatively unusual 
cluster in word initial position, j u v  is retained in early 
Ion., early Att., and appears sometimes in Homer (cf. Mycen. 
Ku-su) .
1) Schwyzer 320 ff; Lejeune 86-7, Buck 70.
2) V. loco, cit., previous note. \
92.
There seems to have been a tendency in some Grk. areas
at least towards an early spiratisation of stops v/hen
preceded or followed by 6’ : this is suggested by such
spellings as Att. c/v^ W g X cV', etc., and by
(Naxos), and /t ACrKeToi( Amorgos) . Oyren, T13012-5a,
beside ib .A3 may be a sign of this type of spirantisa-
tion at Cyrene, on the other hand, it may rather reflect the 
Grk. tendency to eliminate a cluster of more than two stops,
/ X '  y 2 )
cf. A w y V  o y <  etc. and Att.
90 . - ^  ^  -
The expected development, namely loss of with lengthening 
to a long open vov/el in the preceding syllable (cf. co5^oS, 
r|VcATcT) , is found in the following instances:
Y71-4/3a, gen. V70-4/3a, V72-4/3a. Forms attested
at Gyrene which show a divergent treatment of are to
be attributed to external influence. Two proper names,
3149 (father of one ), and /V ( ^
VI20.4 can easily be explained as forms of these names 
characteristic of some other dial, such as Ionic or Theran, 
to quote a likely source of immigrants. V74-clp is
presumably Koine. S '^''^ 4.55- 4 a n a t u r a l l y
has the Cean form in the name of the inhabitants of a city 
of Ceos.
1) Schwyzer'329 and esp. 211.
2) G. Meyer, Gr. 342, V/.L. Lademann 120, Meisterhans no.831.
3.
114.47-4a, if it is to be traced to 7Co^|^, 
belongs here also.
91. h'e-
There only appears to be one word attested in Cyrenean
which originally had ^  i T12.6-3a.
In L-3-J this word is described as denoting an official but
of uncertain meaning. I would suggest that the word may
plausibly be rendered as "the man in charge of the plunder"
(for v/hieh cf. also M3). appears several times in
_  /
classical Attic in the sense of "plunder" : çoTtcJv normally 
means "property seized as a pledge or stolen". We may 
suppose that there was a word 6)67% current at Cyrene 
at some stage, in the sense of "property seized," i.e. 
"plunder". Then "be in charge of the plunder"
would be formed from this in the same way as e.g.
(from <^ <hî$ju<-o‘^'oç>t^) "celebrate the 
* ç^occcrv is formed from the verbal adj. 
stem (alternating v/ith . The root does
not appear to have any parallels outside Greek (v. Boisacq 
and ViTT 293) . In many dials, at least, initial was 
retained longer than medial - (where f  apparently became
diphthongised v/ith the preceding vowel - in Aeol. at least, 
for there does not seem to be any evidence outside Homer - 
and when remaining in absolute initial position was eventually
94.
simplified to but v/hen compounded with prefixes ending
in a vowel, and thus coming secondarily into medial inter­
vocalic position, - was assimilated to ç-ç which was
simplified to even in the compound, under the influence 
of the simplex (cf. sect. 81 on vcut<yLççG . This was the
p X ;>
case v/ith and presumably with 4?^ civ
(v. above). Alternatively, both in this and similar 
instances elsewhere initial p ç -  may have already developed 
to g"- before the creation of the compound,
92. -srf-
Witii intervocalic - V  f--, j" was lost but caused 
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel to a long 
open sound. Thus proper names in — altogether 
8 examples (one ex. 9a, 3ex. 4a, 2ex. 3a), 6 of these on public 
inscriptions, i^ v/oiToiv l\fL.102-4a, c v o M4.59-4a.
There are a number of examples of names which do not show 
compensatory lengthening for the loss of , but these are 
to be regarded as Koine forms or as originating from areas 
where loss of without effect on the preceding vowel is 
characteristic. These instances are names in
ten examples all told, only two on public 
inscriptions (one of these 3a); of the examples on private 
inscriptions, one is dated la, another Ip. The noticeable 
contrast between the distribution of and in
private and public inscriptions is probably attributable
99.
to the fact that a high proportion of the long public lists 
of names of priests etc. containing names in date from
about the fourth cent., whereas there is a larger number of 
private inscriptions from the later period than the earlier 
(especially tombstones), as far as they can be dated.
There are some early examples of j G v p o -  from Corinth,
Core., and Elis, but the etymology is very uncertain (WP I 640)
;>  ^ X
yjx/oMToS from ev'l^ o^ 'CZ>s is to be traced to (e)nwn-to- with
reduced grade of the stem (e) nev/n in the derivative adj.
o
(beside full grade in Goth, niunda etc., OPr. newTnts).
93. -é'p-
Where - p - occurs in medial intervocalic position,
is apparently lost with compensatory lengthening of the
preceding vowel; but there is only one possible example, and
even here the etymon is doubtful : c^cToS (< o^p-) M1 .134-4a.
X
This word can scarcely be connected v/ith IE sed-/sod-
"go" (cf.O^<Sos) as has been suggested by Brugmann, unless
we assume that there has been some kind of analogy at work,
to explain the psilosis in Attic and Doric. The derivation 
X
from sed- is generally rejected not only on the phonetic 
grounds that Attic has the lenis, but also on semantic grounds, 
I agree that a derivation from sed- "sit" is semantically
1) / V /
very unlikely but to trace the group odos , ooo<5lS', and 
probably <=d'crSAcJV, to wed-/o-wed- "earth"
1) YrP I 486, cf. Solmsen EZ 32 (1893) 286.
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together with Armenian getin "ground" (so \VP), is not much
more convincing. Semantically sed- "go" seems quite
/
satisfactory; cf. the development Tv t^UTC-vo "v/alk, tread,
trample", whence ttA ttoS "path" Byz. "floor", borrowed in
Serbo-Gr. patos "floor". Also comparable from the point of
view of o<^Ax "threshold" are e.g. Bat. ianua, porta, both
from words of going.
In a large number of dialects, p  is lost after ^  K  S
without affecting the length of the preceding vowel;
compensatory lengthening only occurs in a limited and fairly
homogeneous area: Central and East Ionic, Argolic, Cretan,
Theran, Goan, Rhodian and colonies - and thus in Cyrene as a
colony of Thera. The core of the development would seem on,
the whole to be East Ionic, except that in the WG dialects
unlike Ionic the development was generally to an open vowel:
so Cretan, Argolic and Cyrenean. The close vowels that appear
regularly in Goan, usually in Theran ( Crc not yj etc.), often
in Rhodian ( Ç r c / n  , 0 0 / ^ ) are to be attributed to the
1)
influence of Ionic.
94. -Iz-
Medial intervocalic -ty- in Cyrenean gave -ts- >  - <^G - 
as in all Greek dialects except Attic-Ionic and Arcadian,
p r /
1) Buck 49 ff, Schwyzer I 227 ff, Bejeune 71 ( o d o y ),137 ff.
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where there was further simplification to - -, and Cretan
and Boeotian, which have progressive assimilation of -ts- 
1; “  
to - X' C  -• The treatment in Cyrenean is illustrated
hy: o t c o XcToo M l .35, 65,124~4a ( < ^yo-k%tyo-) , o(^G"oiS'
M4.2-4a (cf. sect.29) ,'roX6‘-i M1.127 (<Ltotyo-/-a),
X ^ X
ib .101 (< -i(y)ntya), g k o LGGcK. ib .87 (z: wek-ntya) . There is
no'^  reason to doubt that these participles with the inherited
nil-grade in the feminine suffix are of native origin,although
they occur only in the one inscription, and even there in
conjunction with the characteristic Cyrenean -o_- grade forms 
X
in -o(Xoi <  with -£- on the analogy of the masculine
and neuter. For a fuller discussion, see sects.85, 130b.
After a consonant, -ty- gave -ts- (-ss-?), whence -6"- 
in all dialects, thus in Cyrenean, KoLi^cL (<7C<X\/d^), 
participle suffix -oi6".X (<. - (TcX) .
95 . -cTc- -TTi ^ c-
I. In Cyrenean as in otÿer WG dialects -ti-, -ti- is 
preserved in certain classes of forms:
a) in the 3rd sing, and 3rd. pi. of the verbs: 
iCocreyLxJvTi M2.30/ 31, 33/34-4a, ib.35, Xt-fovTi lb.2
CriTi M1.57-4a, perhaps ib. 1 3 ib.100,
KToCcd'TL ib.97, vCi ib.57:
b) in numerical forms in -KoCTioi M4 passim,Tp, <-^Py C-vTdLJ 
T12.1-3a,T(0(<^Kr°^r(o( s T11.52-4a,X'^cx;Kl^xr(o/^ji^i'b.l4;
1) Bejeune 87, Buck 70-1, Schwyer 317 ff., especially 320 ff, 
Devoto RF (192®) 378.
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c) in forms of certain proper names and their derivatives:
(i) dat. of and derivatives of this name:
D3.12-4a,^ M l .87-4a/fl~^TDy^rioi5 ib.92,
ib"98,''*^TD.;uv/L.rL^ V69-3a;
(ii) in derivatives of A : ft^§^>ocScXuS33;
(iii) in the name of Posidon and derivatives : TTo -T «cToit.0 T13B8- 
5a,
(iv) in certain other proper names : ITçoCtvS M5 .79-4a etc.,
T6.13-l/2p, M(L>gT'?Xc$V112,3/4,'&c_jpLo9 gen.V116.6,
beside 7 examples of ^c^Gl5 (T10.22-4a etc.) and many compounds 
of (^L
c _
d) in a few otherimscellaneous words: ?co=r, passim,
I.hl.52-4a, and, probably exceptional, see belov/ under group II a: 
oL /Vo^ o  oG/ZX, T12.6—3a.
e) in names of peoples from other parts of Greece: tC<X(0 ud’TtoiS 
M4.21-4a,''0730cJiyirfoiS ib.26.
II. On the other hand, in certain classes of forms, we find 
- (j c- from -XT L - in Cyren. as in all other dialects:
a) derivatives in - StU. and -6'co5 (from -tia, -tios) :
I c 5tE) o dcoiT B23 • 7"~3a, B1.17~4a, w 5 ^8 •7'~4a
Dl.ll,12/l3-4a, D2.9,10-4a, X',o<rK:njd(«^5.12/l3, 7cç> c^oyjOr 
ib.14/15, x:(^ ervcn-j<no^  ^D16.3-4a, îCç<3 >c',U..j<fU3 D19.4/5-4a, 
x:'goMrm-jG^jD25 .8-3a, xb , 3 / ± 0 , Gr>c Kvm|€"io!( K2.24-4a,
TvcCrCcoS î,a.lll,1 3 2,122-4a,t)CC-éri^v-ib.llO, 7^
M6B13-2/la, £>g ^ 110,16,17, 20, 21-4a, cKrc.cû'iA. M2.31,34-4a
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and cleaifLy denominative:x:Xoo6c^H5Al8-lp, |^ csrç-s-v.o\^  H 2 .32-la
ib.44, M2.38;
b) nouns in -cTcS from proto-Grk. -tis (of. Skt. -tih etc.): 
Ti^oi>JiS‘D3.4-4a;
c) derivatives in - GtyuuoS : 9oA/<=/.i^  M2.37/38-4a, SEG IX I.
52;
d) probably also to be included here are compositional forms
in - 6”G— used to form the first member of compounds from verbal
1)  ^ / 
stems, if forms such as Hom. O g H c a n  be taken to prove
an earlier -ti- for the whole class (see below): the type
is widespread in proper names in all dialects, thus in
Cyrenean: L-, pKCroTi-, A«^y^ck<5<.-, AocSh-,
A c^6(-, KT«/^(Tc-, Axjdc-, M y a g c -, TG 161-,
X<oli^ <y<L - , - , 9vd.j L -, £ç|c-, -, i -,
: hypochoristies in -(T15 probably also belong here,
so Cyren: lM, pl kGi 6 eS > ,
A e |cs ,Z c l^c< |o s , A.u<sts, Hvc<6cs, ïïcr-,siS , (Tçoi^<-S,
ér^iiSi J, X<--scri 5 , here also A V 4.149 o|ty, , X^7'X<5't S ;
and masculine names in -G<~oiS : e.g. /Vu^ $ etc.
1) Schwyzer I 441 ff, especially 444/5.
2) Mycenean forms such as po-si prove that the change of W  to
si was a very old one in EG, thus a form like
could only be retained so long after the change in 
pronunciation in a language v/here writing was familiar 
(cf. English Beauchamp usually pronounced like the name 
Beecham; this leaves the possibility that_forms like 
^ S ë n X ^ v o j a r e  a later creation or that - n -  is retained
by a secondary reformation. Could they be artificial.
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e) the following are to be attributed to the Koine and so 
left out of account: S131-lp,
3130.C/lO-lpyTronT'CncTcox^c-os (5 examples, four of 
these dated about la).
^6i c # 4 .55-4a, the name of the people of lCo^>c^6'.x:>5' 
(C i/jTy 0-) has a secondary addition of the suffix - to
The history of -Tt-, -T.( is a complicated one for Grk.
as a whole and the exact conditions governing its retention
or palatalisation to - <T L -, -6i have not so far been
established with certainty. V/liatever the explanation, the
general facts are that Tt is apparently normally preserved
in \VG, developing to <Ti in EG. But Tc is retained in some
/
forms even in EG: e.g.
and after cS" without exception in all dialects, even when (T is
/ ^
secondary (e.g.7C(<^Ti3 from bhidh-t-i-s). On the other hand,
derivatives in - (Ti T, - o  5 , (from -tis,-tios,-tia -
the suffix in -Tf T is Indo-European, cf. Skt. matih, hat. 
y
mens< mentis etc.) are common to all dialects and very few
wo rds in this class, whatever the dialect have a dental.
- 5 c - is also almost universal in compounds of the type 
M \ / o i . < i i (fwo exceptional instances are Hom. Dç-Xi^o^doi, 
and p u j x  . The same type appears in Skt. dit i vara -
"giver of protection" etc. The explanation of the general
101.
distribution and the anomalous forms present considerable 
difficulties. Some have resorted to a proto-Grk. phonetic 
change o f X G  to d"i before vowels, the many anomalies they 
attribute to analogy. Against this on the whole is the fact
X
that -tyo- etc. give -^'o- ( < - with complete loss of ~ y_"“
consequent on assimilation (cf. Schwyzer). Further, it
provides no explanation of the compounds of the type
if they do in fact belong here, since there a consonant always
follows. Thus this exp^lanation seems untenable. It has
been noticed that the words in - <Tc S' , -(Tcos, attested
in Dor. all appear in terms from suecialised spheres such as
2)
law, politics and commerce. Schwyzer therefore favours the 
view that all these are imported from Ion.-Att, This view 
may be correct up to a point, but there are serious difficult­
ies which need to be explained. First there are the names 
of the type which are almost universal and also
almost certainly contained an earlier -ti-, however one
3)
explains the formation. Are we to propose that the 
appearance of such forms in WG is to be attributed to EG 
entirely? A second fact which cannot be ignored in consider­
ing the theory that all the forms in S were borrowed
1) Cf, Schwyzer I 271 for references; cf. also ib.44-1 ff,
2) loc.cit., cf. Chantraine, Formation 276.
3) See above.
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from Attic-Ionic into WG, is that there are many forms in - y 
in various WG dialects where the stem shows some feature not
characteristic of Attic-Ionic. One might point not only to
1)
the large class of nouns in - ? c T in many WG dialects , 
e.g. c 5 , beside Attic
etc., but also to the forms in -(T6^ , to Cretan S
(cf. "adoption", and finally Gy-.^.Td.^L^'c^-Attic-Ionic
y
which appears in various forms elsewhere: Delphian,
Megarian, Arcadian y, Boeotian s, and may have
been used over a wider area (cf. , but at any rate
_  X __ /
is not attested in Attic-Ionic. On < kwa- in {loLiTcTOvoy
and other proper names, cf. sect. 245 (Tl^<^i^O=ros ) . If the
WG forms in are to be attributed to EG, then I think one
must explain the widespread forms in (-d'arcs also in
Argolic and once in Boeotian), as due to the influence of the
aorists in -J - which are found in WG in verbs in - »,
-o4T<—  ^ , even v/here the stem originally contained not a guttural
but a dental (cf. sect. 142). In too, the stem
must have been modified by On the other hand, it
has been objected against this view that Boeot. \
(REG 12 (1899) 71 line 21/5a) cannot be explained in this way
s inc e aor. — — CT — g iv es — c CT — no t — ^  A  — in Boeot. It seems
1) For detailed lists of forms in - ( f e t c . ,  cf.
Vowles CP 25 (1928) 34 f f e s p e c i a l l y  36-7,40-41 (-cTcTcS),
53 f f  . ) .
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possible that we have here only a spelling for or
possibly an assimilation of to to G6 (cf. G<T5 from ). 
Whatever the explanation of the Boeotian form, this alone does 
not seem sufficient to completely invalidate the theory that 
forms in are due in some measure to the influence of the
aorist of the corresponding verbs. I am inclined to think that 
forms in -cTcS in WG must be attributed to an early influence 
of EG in general, earlier no doubt than the rise of the lonians 
to preeminence. This brings one also to the conclusion that 
the Dorian invaders took over the EG forms of the proper names 
of the type might then be taken to be
a Dorian form. To regard this class as based on the aor. stem 
in - 6 -  is rather difficult. This would appear to throw 
interesting light on the relations of the East and West Greeks 
at the time of the Dorian invasions and in the unsettled period 
which followed. It might provide a good illustration, if any 
were needed of the "cultural" (?) superiority of the East Greeks,
As far as Cyrenean is concerned, it is clear that as 
regards treatment of ti, this dialect in no way differs from the 
rest of West Greek.
96. -Xt;-,-X9-
In several WG dialects as well as in literary Doric, there 
are examples of the spelling - w ~ - ,  - v 2>- where EG (except Arc)
104.
V 1)
and some WG dialects show - AT-, - Ac)-. Examples in
Cyrenean are: T<£ve^( M2.38-4a, Ml.l8,85-4a, (=erlt) <
a non-thematic form from (so Meillet, for the formation,
see further sect. 114); (rcjvev9o\/cG3M2.45, Ml.17,
Gv9^iJ ib. 1 9, c ib.86, K:<3<-XÇrv&n( ib.93^  ib.ll2.
Few doubts seem to be felt nowadays that the forms with
a nasal represent phonetic change, that is, a tendency in a
few Vi'G dialects (whence also in Arcadian) towards a velar
pronunciation of À. before X ,  9  when this cluster was preceded
2) 3) 
by certain vowels ( c ) . Kieckers’ explanation by
dissimilation in phrases like^xre^i cPcAXiirov, is
very improbable. Johansson unnecessarily separates
from this group and connects it with Pali andhati "goes", a
suggestion very much weakened by the fact that the only evidence
for in Aeolic, where A<3, is normally retained, is
a remark of the scholiast at Aristophanes, Aves 1410.
6)
More recently, Pisani has accepted Wackernagel's suggestion 
that instead of is due to (from GÇ^-
in , and Johansson’s contention that the
root of must be separated from ; Pisani
1) Buck 64-5.  ^ ,
2) Schwyzer I 215, 780 ( Tov ).
IF 55 (1915) 2Ô8 ff.
4) IF 8 (1898; 182 ff; but cf. Pisani (loc.cit.below): andhati 
non-existent, the correct form being andhitva.
5) cf. Meister I 125, Hoffm^ GD II 4/5.
6) Rend. 1st. Lombardo, 75 (1941-2) I85 ff.
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connects Greek G v 9 -  with Arm. ?nfenam and G ^ S -  with ertam.
He lur blier believes that v/tT for X t  in other forms in some Doric
dialects is due to the analogy of ia|v o^ V o Aivov « this is
a most unlikely kind of analogy. I feel that a phonetic
change Xc, ningt Be accepted for the other forms
at least, and probably for v/ell, for which Pisani's
etymology seems to be at least as tenuous as that of Johansson.
Apart from Cyrenean, late Delphian and late Cretan, forms
in ^ 0  from X x ,  X u  are found only in Arcadian, Argolic,
Megarian and Corinthian colonies (uorcyra, and in the literary
Doric of Syracuse: Theocritus); it is thus likely that Corinth
shared this development v/ith the neighbouring dialects of
1)
Megara and the Argolid. The examples attested in late 
Delphian and late Cretan can probably be taken as isolated 
and independent examples of the same development. The origin 
of the similar forms in Cyrenean cannot be established v/ith 
certainty. Possibly this is an independent development, or 
due to colonists from e.g. Arcadia.
97. -A'/-
Tlie sequence - X v ~  is regularly simplified to A with 
compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel in all dialects 
except Lesb.-Thess. ( / A  ). The following forms in Cyrenean 
probably originally contained - A v  Gx:olXp^l.2.17-4-a,
1) It is doubtful whether iUcman's k I t o  is enough to prove 
the same development in Laconian.
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2_)
(cf. Skt. sthuna "pillar". OHG stollo "frame, post"): 
M1.12-4a, ib.13,55,92, ib,74,
ib.75 , names in BcoX-, T13C3-5a, T9 .47-4a, Tl8 .20-3a,
D3 3 .4-2a, T8 .15-2a?, TI7 .I5 , 132-2/la, T6 .9-l/2p, T7 .3 ,ll,29, 
37-102p, V45.19-2p, S17. The derivation of and
related forms (Thessalian ( ^ g / V , Lesbian [?oAX,o;^g>o., 
Attic-Ionic (?oZXc^oix etc. and , ^<jv3w) is rather
uncertain, but it is likely that these forms are from an 
earlier nasal enlargement of el-/g*^l-. Forms in |?oov^ 
Y64.5-lp, VlOl, VIO3 , are to be attributed to the Koine.
The ebymology of MeliChios is so uncertain of origin that 
the forms of this cult epithet cannot with confidence be
2) X
included here. However, if the name is from m el-n- the 
Cyrenean forms are not without difficulty: for beside
V52-4a, and V51-4a there is one case
of V50-4a (or ).
98. Nasals before 7C,<V.
VtTiere a nasal appears before a labial, the spelling 
fluctuates b e t w e e n a n d  g  in Cyrenean as in many other 
dialects, thus: 0 / L o v T ~ > T 7 . 9 - l p >  777.4-lp,
(TovXcl\/c&5M11.3-2p, ib.4/5, b e side^oU^KccKt^
T6 .ll-lp/2p, a  V56-2a, KT>cj.So% H6.3, 
ùj^(^oLoi-S (<5.vu.) M6.29-2a. The spelling with v  probably
1) ViT II 643 ff- For the treatment of - A v -  in general, cf. 
Buck 65-66, Schwyzer I 283-4, and especially Lejeune 132-3.
2) Chantraine, Melanges Boisacq I 169 ff. C f . sect.39 above.
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shows a weakened pronounciation of the nasal before a labial. 
Compare also T12.3-3si which shows a weak
pronounciation of the dental nasal before f  .
99. K- before voiced consonants.
Spellings like Cyrenean IIL .10 6-4a,
ib.127/8 show partial assimilation of a voiceless guttural to 
the following voiced sound.
100. Assimilation.
a) ^ M l . 21—48,) .
Elsewhere only the forms ( Att .-Ion. ), S^Xoy
(Dor. ) are found. Although the etymology is uncertain,
X-os is certainly due to assimilation (it would be 
difficult conversely to trace j?Cr|^ 6KX-oS" by dissimilation (i) 
to ) . On the other hand, Att. could
theoretically be assimilated, but then one would be forced to 
the unlikely assumption that Dor. rLoS was influenced by
the Att. form.
1) For the weak pronounciation of nasals internally after a 
vowel and before a consonant in Grk. (and Latin), cf.also 
F. Kretschmer G1 .3 2 (1952/3) 199. The particularly weak 
pronounciation of n before _s in Grk^and Lat. is shown 
by the type of development seen i n  t:.U6<à. and cesor etc.
instead of Gaj^- i n  might be due to the
simplex Ju v.
2) Of. Frisk Et. vm.230, Schwyzer I 423 note 7, Kretschmer Gl. 
18 (1930) 235.
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b) OS' ■
The assimilated form © C ttgcU o S T13G6-5a from 
does not seem to be attested outside Cyrene. The other forms 
are: Atfcic 5’, Ionic Boeotian
i  GrTT°o,l-o5 , Thessalian Cyrenean also attests
the Ionic (and Koine) form of the ethnic D e T G ^ A u ^ g e n . p l . )  
M4.24-4a.
C ) A 9
WG- ftç'Ty^jcan be explained as simply assimilated from
(EG) 4) g» ^ ? but is perhaps due at least in part to a
y
popular connection with "butcher, slaughterer", as
2) 3)
Schwyzer and Frisk suppose. Since the origin of this name
4)
remains obscure , one cannot be entirely certain that
is the innovated form, but in view of Mycenean 
Atemito , it is likely that the WG form was secondary, and the
name adopted from East Greek,
d)
The true Doric form was Anz-X/wx/ (Cret., Lac., Mess.,Cor, 
Paiiiph.) - Cypr. has Xwv; Thess. but Att.,Ion.,
1) C f . Buck 62, also Schwyzer (I 90, note^l) who suggests that 
from c^erryvAoo is assimilated Attic , whence
in turn Ionic . This is most unlikely; it seems
unnecessary to assume as Schwyzer does that this name was 
at first current only with the Boeotians and Thessalians.
The etymology of the word must remain obscure, but no doubt 
contained an initial labio-velar.
2) I 256.
3) Et. W b . 153-4. _
4) Frisk, loc.cit. Admittedly, Cr in could be due to 
regressive assimilation.
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Belph.^^Locr., Goan, Ther. (archaic, GDI 4713) >-j v.
Devoto seems to he right in saying that Thera and Cos have 
introduced the Ionic form, though Attic influence tlirough the 
Delian festival is also possible. This does not need to mean 
that A X w v  was the form used at Thera as early as the
time of the colonisation of Cyrene; it could have been 
introduced by later colonists and may well have been influenced 
by the Delphic form (of. the important part played by Delphi
in the foundation and later history of Cyrene).
e)
The form A(r[Socl occurs only once (M1.2-4a). Otherwise 
in Cyrenean^inscriptions, including M 2 .4a, the form is 
Kretschmer compared with foT for Tiberius, and
made the unlikely suggestion that beside the literary -
there was an independent native form where open _i was rendered
by d  . Specht regards as dissimilated from
/ / < /and compares (KLuob Hes. ; cCvCxjcx^VcOe GDI 3162, 3167
(the former archaic) and 3169 with both ^ g (kl.üljuov/ tc^v ) and 
£  ( ( ) (Coins); Apollonius; <5gvc/!)oo>s/
TCo^çol ‘ê ( .ouc/v CO tS- He adds the alternations:
; <?<- / <^cr^ucp‘o5 ; and perhaps
/ / /
TfCtj4 VCc-td/ çG<Ù6ices-c) (-vc^cSiTicc-uoijGr^ Hes. ) .
1) KP (1928) 368, cf. Buck 46, ScWyzer I 62. Per various 
discussions concerning the etymology and origin of this word, 
V. also Prisk, Et.Wb.124-5*
2) G1.18 (1930) 211.
3)ZZ.61. (1934) 277-81.
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bpecht concludes that /\g^(u>^ and GQyCxjoL seem to show that
1)
the dissimilation is characteristically Doric. However, 
there is not enough evidence to regard this type of dissimilat­
ion as typical of any dial, or group of dials.; certainly 
both Kretschmer and Specht overestimate the importance,whether 
for Cyr. alone or Dor. as a whole, of the single example of 
the spelling -. There would appear to have been no
more than a tendency throughout Greek to dissimilate the first
2)
vowel in the sequence ^:u to a more open timbre.
r-f c- /
f) The form I  ^ S V8l is assimilated from (< west-
c
cf. Lat. Vesta, etc.). lôXioL is the form of all dialects 
except Attic (but Arc. picTctolv, Ion. ).
g) T16.8.
This name, which is not otherwise attested, is probably
assimilated from with regressive assimilation.
lTeTc2 X o T  is quite common; but /VX can easily be explained as 
due to expressive gemination (cf. sect. 245).
. j)
h) y  
As the form oviyw is characteristic of WG, so is
of EG (Att.-Ion., Arc.); the compositional form
is common to all dialects. It is clear from the parallel forms
1) Specht’s last three examples^are of little value:
is probably an error f o r  ( e j n - . cf. also Cyr.
5 M4 .12-48, .
2) cf. Schwyzer I 181. The Egyptian forms of the name
(v. Gsell, Herodote 70-71) should not be taken into account,
3) Buck 23, Schwyzer I 256, Lejeune 208.
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1)
in other languages of this very wide-spread root that the 
IE form was 2 ne^-mn/oen^B-mn. The colouring of the second
1 f o 5 ®
laryngeal seems to be shown clearly by Lat. nomen (<" (^)ne9— mn),^  ^ — _
and of the first by OPr. emmens. aeno-mn would give Grk.
dv cyvvoL whi ch we may suppose to have been assimilated to
in pro to-Grk. It appears highly improbable that the 
^-coloured vowel of the first syllable, v/hich was otherwise 
universally assimilated to -o_-, should have been preserved 
only in two solitary proper names in Lac. (lXv/a^c>nCûCçcv
cD j) " The latter are probably to be attributed 
to some secondary phonetic development, if they really repre­
sent compounds of ovuyuv.-. The change of medial -o_- to -u- 
in WG may be due to the following labial. It is perhaps 
a little curious that the compositional form should be 
-Covofvr- (never -oj\ro^-) in all dialects v/hich provide examples. 
It may be that EG is to be explained in the same
way as WG there is, however, another
possibility. Schwyzer suggests thatoj:o gave by a secondary 
development w  :u in the compounds in etc.
Ken. Gyn. 2. 5) beside and Epid. beside
(but u  in may have arisen because of the
1) WP I 132.
2) IG V (1) 213.45“5a, ib.97.20 : cf. Bechtel, Personennamen
154, 350, Buck 270, Schv/yzer I 352.
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1) , /
lollov/ing liigli vowel, { ol\/ ) — may lelong in the 
same category. Forms which do not conform with this 
tendency ( e .g. Gvuj/-aoCo55 - which may never in
any case have been a regular development - can easily be 
explained by the analogy of the simplex ( o/? opi-orT'os).
l) isrtços- ia.l22-4a.
C
i?U3(^o5, which is from an earlier sm, nil-grade of
C
sem " o n e ", seen in G-&T e tc ,  with th e  addition of -teros, a
suffix used to mark contrast between pairs of ideas,
r _ /  ^ ^
of. ocrj c 0^(50 s , etc., was assimilated to CrTCr^<^y
in Att.-Ion.
j) G^cTWc^ M1.117-4a.
attested in many WG- dialects as well as Lesb.
and Hdt., is assimilated from an earlier found in
Attic-Ionic and Arcadian, whence also Laconian. The
(widespread) stem can be seen in e.g. Skt. rsabhah "bull", or
o •
OP arsan "man". See also sect .80. 
k) M1.101-4a.
V/hether WG g (?Xc'Ju x S^' is the result of assimilation, is a 
little uncertain. The IE form of the cardinal was septm, on
X
which v/as based the ordinal septmos, giving sebdmos, (cf .031.' • *
1) I 352.
2; A full discussion in Benveniste, Noms d' Agents et 
d' Actions 115 ff. Van Windekens's attempt to derive 
e^^oS- from £e teros wi^h s.e/o seen also in Tok.A ga, 
Tok. B se and Grk. GiCocccw , o^30r<ooS', olooj, Lat.solidus, 
salvus.'^ k a m ,  sarva-, is i^convincing on general grounds 
and ignores For c-vc-^ox from and this
type of assimilation in general, cf. J. Schmidt KZ ^2 
(1893) 365 ff.
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s^edmu, but OPr. septmas, Litli. sekinas, with voiceless stous) .
Prom sebdmos proto-Greek C r { ) w o u l d  be the expected form
This underwent progressive assimilation to in WG,
and regressive assimilation to<^^cTcjo^ 5  in EG.
1 ) T l8 . 20- 3a .
This name, which does not appear in Pick-Sechtel, Pape
or Bechtel, Hist. Personennamen, is probably the result of
regressive assimilation from iColçjuf? , a hypochoristic
from |To<i^ vy..jL(S CO S', see sect. 245.
m) Tl8B4-3a.
Sc-ujvS may be an example of regressive a s s im i la t io n
from Zev^cS, but is just as likely to be an epigraphical
error:Î  for]I(cf. sect. 245). It is noteworthy that
and both appear on the same stone as
and A cjG ir(?oCX:‘-^S • Possibly all these anomalous
forms are due to the careless speech and worlonanship of the
stonemason, since there are also errors here which are
clearly only matters of epigraphy and not of pronunciation
(A for Aline 13, A for A line 23; these two letters are
very commonly confused in inscriptions).
101. Internal Dissimilation
X e g  V16.4-4&, instead of the expected
X G e n s  shows loss of - (To- in the second syllable by a 
kind of distance dissimilation. At the same time the
1) Schv/yzer I 278, 595, Buck 44, 95. /
2) cf. Schwyzer I 262-3 beside KC
etc.).
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possibility of an epigraphical error here cannot be 
excluded, since the form is a hapax.
102. Internal hiatus.
Devote (p.370) rightly points out that the maintenance 
of hiatus internally is often influenced by morphological 
considerations. And thus a given instance will not always 
suffice to prove that a particular vowel sequence v/as not 
normally contracted. For example, (<
is consistently retained with hiatus in all dialects 
(Cyr. o^cTo ^ M 1 . 1 0 1 - 4 a ) ,  no doubt partly to conform with
the trisyllabic pattern of the neighbouring ordinals 
cy ^ 1 )
( cYod o , 0/(plr^y), but also, I suspect, in order to
maintain a stem as similar as possible to Okcrzo. Otherwise,
if two vowels are of the same timbre, they are generally
contracted in all dialects.
On I‘£L.68-4a fromjcocv with shortening of the
first vowel in hiatus, see above on o4-o. Sect«72. In this
case the smallness of the word has prevented contraction.
The other instances of hiatus in Cyren. have all arisen-
through loss of digamma; Ml .120-4a, olCr^  ib .126
{< for early loss of secondary intervocalic -c -
here see sect. 75,^^^^ M2.20-43', fut. til«47, 62, 72,
ib.39. In contraction would obscure the
1) So he j eune 230.
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formation, but this fact did not prevent contraction to
Att. (see above, sect. 53). The smallness of the
word has prevented^contraction inic-t (cf. sect. 180). It
seems beyond doubt that the forms cJc-qc, , and
are all to be traced to "lack", "need", from
a stem de?/- originally meaning "be distant" seen also in
Skt. durah "distant", OPers. duraiy "in the distance", Skt.
comparative davlyan and more closely related semanticallv
Skt. do sail "lack". Here in Gyrenean there is contraction
in the fut./aor. stems, hut not in the present,this apparently
.)
because of the small size of the word ( cf. , ^ o o v  ).
Hom. has aor. 2-100, beside C.54O; Schwyzer
rightly points out that if correct ,Cperhaps a late
artificial form concealing an earlier(G)3(^u ?) is a
secondary form after oCrt , with - k| - in all tenses except 
the present on the analogy of contract verbs in - G w .
from , whence by contraction Cyr en.
is retained uncontracted in Attic, probably to some extent 
because of the small compass of the word, and partly in an 
effort to distinguish this stem from the fut. of cIoLj "bind"
X p X
(< de9 -, with fut/ a o r . ô regularly from de^-s-j. Phoc. 
has a contracted form even in the present : Ditt. 245.1.47.
1) Devote cannot decide whether the Gyrenean forms mean 
"is/will be bound" (perri), or "is/will be necessary" 
(Wilamowitz), but inclines towards the latter, no doubt
rightly. _ r %
2) Of. WP I 782, but for dosah, cf. I 777 with o u etc.
3 ) Schwyzer I 685, 752 note 3 .
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The sequence in whatever way it has arisen in each 
case, is preserved in Gyrenean (for examples, see sect. 61).
In tills case only Attic has contraction ( ), by contrast v/ith
all other dialects, (gc^^ic^ ) , But it has been suggested
/ 1) 
recently by Szemerenyi that gave eu in Ionic.
103. Metathesis.
There appears to be only one possible example of
metathesis in Gyrenean: yVcg) (gen. ) T8.8-2a?, beside
five instances of PGktASâ;-T3 .4-la, S137-lp, H3 (bs) Ip?, V96.
otherwise only appears in Cretan, where there are
other examples of metathesis involving liquids: e.g.
^ o 0 -ux ; this name, too, is perhaps best taken as of Cretan
origin. But although I feel Be jeune is right in taking
as a straightforward case of metathesis, in
Schwyzer's view it may be a syncopated form from GiC<^  Ao^;;:co5
2)
(Thessalian, with anaptyxis).
104. Haplology.
Haplology is not a general feature of Greek phonetic 
development. Nevertheless, there are a number of examples of 
this phenomenon where two consecutive syllables in a word (or 
sometimes in a phrase) begin with the same consonant. But 
where a syllable is lost by haplology in this v/ay, if the 
vowel in one syllable is long or a diphthong, and in the 
other short, then it is the syllable with the short vov/el
1 ) G1.35 (1956) 200 ff.
2) Schwyzer 1 267, Bejeune 122, cf. Buck 45,
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v/liich is suppressed. And hence, Gyrenean <5'c-icoCCos Ml.33,53, 
63, iD.43-4a, which seems to mean "subject to a
tiblie", cannot be traced to o k_(ZA/ ITo y , as lias been 
suggested; for if this construct suffered haplology, it 
could only give d c r v C c - v j T h u s  Gyrenean cjeKifAcoyis 
undoubtedly to be traced, as Dr. Szemerenyi has suggested, 
to -S , the verbal adj. from an unattested
c T cI O pGo -»j equivalent to This requires us to
posit a long ; cfevC-xxoS, although as the word is so far 
only attested in Gyrenean, this cannot be proved (see also 
sect. 214).
105. Syncope.
There are spasmodic examples of the omission of a vowel
in the spelling in Gyrenean, but only before or after a
liquid: V62.13-13-, ib .16, T7.20
-102p, T8.14“2a? beside ib.5, Açtcrr^^oy TI8BI8-
3a. like(fK6^o)(^o\/ comes under the rule of
Eretschmer that in Hellenistic Greek where a liquid or nasal
is preceded and followed by the same vowel, the second vowel 
may be suppressed, if it does not fall under the accent.
The other examples quoted above, which cannot be 
explained in this way probably reflect careless pronunciation 
rather than any regular phonetic change in the dialect or the
j
1 ) So Buck CP 41 (1946) 134, following ÎCretschraer G1.18 
(1930) 212.
2) Gl. 1 (1909) 36; Schv/yzer I 259.
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Koine. Gyrenean has not only (Tkoçc5c<. D24.7/8-3a, but 
also <r?co0o<fliv/D33.22-3a, and D31.24-2a.
106. Apocope.
Apocopated forms of adverbs/prepositions v/liich are quite 
frequent for at least some forms outside Attic-Ionic, are 
rare in Gyrenean. This dialect only attests a few examples 
of civ, KocT, /Zoiç, and then only in compounds except 
for yv,
Ù V  "about" (adverb) appears regularly in the Demiourgi
inscriptions (Dl-34) before the numbers denoting prices,
even in the later texts of this group. At the same time it 
is not impossible that here is an abbreviation for 
and should not be used as conclusive evidence for the 
pronunciation even of the earlier period. But apocope 
of is well attested in the compounds: Rv/cTcvCo^ T13B9-5a, 
o\oCsM6 .29-2a, H2 .22, 26~la, H5B2-lp.
M2.20-4a is no doubt a loan (via Theran?) from 
Attic, Ionic or the Koine. There are probably not 
sufficient grounds for regarding the apocopated forms of 
in Gyrenean as artificial.
There is only one instance of K x Z  : H2.38,
47-la; otherv/ise always k :^c c^. Perhaps /CoUT in this late
text is artificial. The same stone has cÿSisr/iGl43,
7, 34, and in the 4th cent, in
M2 (where lonic/Theran influence has always to be borne in
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mind) : KTot-o=<.^ C--,v'c^ t 12 (note not ! - v. sect.85),
K!o<u.<'k<fT^qvl5 , v<Ic>Cî3t'^ 0:k(Ç^ / 1 5 , It will be noticed that of 
all the forms quoted, Kc^-X’T/S:2v 1$ the only case where the 
second member of the compound begins with a dental, and thus,
if the form is not artificial, it might alternatively be 
treated as an example of haplology, and v/as perhaps really 
pronounced (of. sect. 200).
There are several instances of in compounds; since
they occur even in 4th cent, texts, they cannot be treated 
as artificial: v'rb/S'M2 .42-4a, ib.47,
Ivil. 138-4a, X^ ûCj^ Ào^ cAA/H5A12-lp, lOxAcrtSoiv. ib.22, 
and perhaps ib.B5.
Apocope is even rarer in Theran:
GDI 4703 A7-4a,''Av<&'YC'CiTGDI IV p 798 no.73.88;'AyAC^^vLcrx.f 
GDI IV no. 54.1 (p.794) - "Kaiserzeit", otherv/ise always 
etc. even in compounds.
For the distribution of apocopated forms in the various 
dialects cf. Buck pp.81-2. Since and occur in
WG mostly before dentals these forms are best explained as 
entirely secondary and simply due to syncope. K^<aX‘ and 
and 7^  , (ArC.<X%:&L) before other consonants can be 
explained as due to a secondary extension of the form 
regular, (phonetically) before dentals. from zroTT( and
from can be explained as sandhi alternants:
poti, proti before a vowel v/ould be pronounced poti, proti.
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whence by a regular change of to - XTos,
The remaining prepositions which have apocopated forms are 
rather difficult to explain through secondary phonetic
developments within Greek: ^
-> / _  /
/\.C-ç^ beside 7CGç< is probably to be explained as an
inherited alternant (cf. Skt. pari, Av. pairi, Lat, per
X
<.per(i), Goth, fair-, Proto-BSl. per-) . The same is very
likely also true of beside though only the latter
form finds exact parallels in other languages (Skt. pura,
Av. para, Goth, faura, OS fora "(be)fore" etc.). On the
other hand would appear to be an older form than oisrJ. ,
/ 4-)  ^
the latter on the analogy of KcX-CcA. The forms
u , limited to compounds in Homer where the second element
j>_
begins with a labial, likewise before a labial Lesbian 
Boeotian <2>7, and also more generally attested in Thessalian 
(but u X o n l y  in o?t/tço), apparently have no direct
^__ J ,
parallels outside Greek. Except for and <=>C in
Thessalian, these shortened forms are no doubt due to
5)
haplology.
1) Schwyzer I 400 but cf. II 508.
2) WP II 30.
3) ibid. II 34/5.
4) ?^P I 58.
5) ibid. I 47, 122, 192.
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1)
Ehrlicli explains apocope as due to requirements of
rhythm (avoidance of tliree short syllables etc.), a theory
rightly rejected by Schwyzer (I 239). Equally unconvincing
2) / ^ / 
is Eretschmer's attempt to explain apocope of Xo<^, ,
by loss of unaccented vowels after a liquid when the sonant
is preceded by the same vowel (for this development in
Hellenistic Greek, see above on syncope). It has also been
proposed that there was a partial generalisation of the
3)
(elided) prevocalic forms. In general, it would seem to
be a mistaken and fruitless method to try to explain all 
these so-called apocopated forms on the same principle, or to 
take it for granted that the forms ending in a vowel were 
necessarily the earlier type in every case. For a more 
detailed account of the individual prepositions, see sect.
188 ff.
Rote. The general rarity of apocopated forms in Aegaean 
Doric is to be attributed to Ionic influence on those islands. 
Just as apocope is very rare in Theran, so it is uncommon in 
Gyrenean.
It is remarkable that in several cases (always in 
Gyrenean Xv-, KoCC~, /0<:ç>-) > apocopated forms are confined
1) Betonung p. 4 ff.
2) Gl. I (1909) 35 ff., cf. Schwyzer I 259.
3) cf. Schv/yzer I 407, le jeune 193/4.
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to compounds; where these are proper names or month names,
the form may have been borrowed (e.g. Theran ç,
otherwise always fZoi^ u. ) . But in general these facts suggest
that in some'.areas at least the apocopated form was the
^arli^r_tjrp_e. One might compare (Tcv in Attic, which was
generally ousted by as a preposition, but preserved
in compounds. This is probably corroborated by the
frequency of the short forms in Homer. Perhaps à v , XcXg ,
\CoLC ^ and were inherited at least in WG. ,
/ /
 ^ may have spread from EG.
107. - V  Ephelcysticon.
So-called -V ephelcysticon is most frequent in Attic- 
Ionic (whence also Koine), appearing there not only in the 
dative plural, where it is also attested in many other 
dialects, but also in the third sing, of the verb. Where 
-\/ ephelcysticon is attested in other dialects in verb forms, 
it is to be attributed to Att., or Ion. or the Koine.
There are very few examples of this phenomenon in the
I
dative plural in Gyrenean : Gy-yux-vo i S'( v M2.49-4a, AzrzÀi C6"( v 
M3.8-4a (Ionic i n f lu e n c e ? ), -^ c^ t<r‘V'Ivl6.26-2a; here Koine 
influence is possible. Innone of these cases, however, is 
it obligatory to assume external influence.
1 2 3 .
In verbs we find: v M2.24-4a,
V75.4-3a (beside ^\/o8 (/|/c6 ), V35-la, OTC-A^<yc-^
H5A16-lp,e;^‘-|(rcvsl44-lp, M 8 .3-2p,
M11.5-2p, MIO .7/8-2p ,G G ^^cTCrV Mil.5, MIO .8 ,^0>^i^c3W  SI38-I.
In all instances except the f i r s t , -v ephelcysticon is to be 
attributed to the Koine, b u t ^ ( 2 V  probably reflects 
Ionic influence (in spite of Dor^g-^there are other lonicisms 
on this stone, but otherwise no signs of Koine influence 
(cf. sect. 270).
1)
Very likely Buck is right in saying that - v in the
dative plural is due to the analogy of pronominal forms like 
Attl-Ion. , Dor. /yU^v etc. where - v" appears outside
Att.-Ion-;* at an early period. - v  in the third sing, of 
verbs would seem to reflect an archaic (verb) suffix, 
possibly the same as that seen in the third singular t>jv ;
I do not believe the latter can be simply dismissed as a third
plural used for third singular (see sect. 14-8).
108. Crasis and Elision.
These phenomena occur everywhere irregularly, and most 
frequently in enclitic forms such as conjunctions, particles, 
prepositions and the article. Crasis is found in the 
following instances in Gyrenean: (only with the article, in
1) Buck 84, Schwyzer I 405/6 with literature.
2) V .  Buck, Schwyzer locc. citt. in previous note.
3) On the phenomenon in general, cf. Buck 89 ff.,
Lejeune 292 ff, Schwyzer I 401 ff.
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some other dialects also with Kocv) : V1.2-5a,
Tc/C%)Acvi V10-5a, Aca<o5 Vll-5a, Y7-5a,
X«^ooAA»—^vcV14• 2— D17 • 4—4a . o*-vowel
in crasis is generally dominant, cf. in particular Theran: 
kZvciTCoLxrn&I^o Evcx;^vw&((lG XII iii.452) "son of 
Enipantides".)
Elision is attested in Gyrenean with all kinds of 
enclitics: Vl-5a, kTc^ cS^  M1.126-4a, Docf'"
ib #57,  ^ <-o VI6 * 5—4a , V54 • l~4a ,
X  Oç» V V55-4a ,XoT ^ R ^ o X A qj<5c^ ^w  ivi3.21-4a,
D3#17-4a, M2.9-4a, Tc^A D32.14-2a, % ' 6 ^  HI .13-la,
K"^^&rc)T H2.29-la, V60.2-la, V61.1/2-la,
UC0C-U5 V63.2-la, (beside later Axc V62-la,
AvCc (X^ço-oS Y77 #5-lp, c-iXi V44.2-3P, i c-w>3 P3-lp/3p,
H19#l-2p), V38.7-107p,kC^'(^LAAoy^l).8156-late.
Elision, at least as far as the spelling goes, appears to be 
more frequent in the earlier than in the later period. It 
seems to me likely that elision in pronunciation of enclitics 
before words beginning with a vowel was far more frequent 
than the spelling would on the whole suggest. Whether the 
full form or the elided form was given was probably largely 
a matter of orthographical habit. Thus I am inclined to 
think that Cc-l^c-u5 ) gives a closer representation of the
1) For from by crasis in cf. remarks and
further examples in WG in Buck, CP 2 (1907) 256, 
KuhnerHKLass I 224.
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pronunciation of the preposition than does the (generally) 
later CiX/ (f $ etc.). It seems unlikely that as 
regards the preposition there was any change in pronunciation. 
A l t h o u g h G t o 5 occurs as early as the fourth cent., (on 
the analogy of Ike aspiration suggests that the
phrase as a whole has in this case been taken over from the 
Koine although in Ml there is otherwise almost no sign of 
Koine influence. (Sects. 73, 180). Also to be attributed 
to the Koine are KT<A2t;2;:;s^Ml.108-4a, and probably (if not 
rather from Ionic) M2.7-4a. Generally speaking, the
phenomenon seems to be common to both the dialect and the 
Koine, and with the later instances it is impossible to say 
to which source a given example of elision should be 
attributed. could be a case of crasis.
109. External Consonant Assimilation.
The type of sandhi whereby the final consonant of one
word is assimilated to the initial consonant of the next 
is known to all dialects in varying degrees and generally 
speaking is denoted in the spelling more frequently in the 
earlier than in the later inscriptions. How far this was 
merely a standardisation of orthographical habits and how 
far, if at all, it reflects a change in the pronunciation is
1) For elision in general, v. Buck 78-9, Schwyzer I 402 ff.,
Lejeune 286 ff and especially 288 ff.
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a question we have no means of answering with certainty.
The frequency of sandhi generally depends partly on the
situation and education of the speaker, the more formal the
occasion and the more educated the man the more sandhi will
1)
tend to be avoided as a sign of careless speech.
Gyrenean is no exception to the general rule, since 
there all the examples of external consonant assimilation that 
can be dated come from the fourth cent. BG :
M2.4/5a, ib .12, ib .32,
ib.36/7, 3c,^T'oyL/.y.^G/ib.26,v^y^|Uw| ib.46;
^  /Ac(?Og<1c ib.43,(A_ ib .50; j!?Cv/ ib.6,
6^ )Co^ o6v/<^ ( ib. 1 2 , 1 4 , ib.21,TO^ kTcÆ ^
ib .31, 0^ 1%^ y ^Çc^^ocXTa-ib .36, but also: i Q / u a S / 50/51, 
dJuZ^yy-o^^jQ\f 3odCPwiib .24, ? d ^ i b  .40; ai/Cc6 loLv/yt^^t ib .34;
Sv" A<^ <svri ib.l, T2\^ ib.26, KCocT%/c-&3u
ib .19, icu-^ ib . 3 2 K t ^  ib .18, xAGv
ib.28, V( \/ ib.47, ^ cr\/ev Kihii ib. 48. M3-4a
gives; 29, vz-jy 14, cy 27,
but also : O L oJ ^ ^  7TAXxA6t;^v30, 27, .
In Ml : T o ^  4, 'k:<^ \oO/ 4, TZkTç^Ks^ 130,
100, oçozÇoy.v_ ^ ^^olvaGti 16,Cno.v_^ 40/41, I y 49, 56,
1) cf. Buck 77-8.
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KIxv 106, 112, 115, 123, 130, 4 .  In another
fourth cent. inscription v/e find: Cy Khj^cxiu<<V16.3-4a,'èy
s ib.4; finally: -ro^ L/^  V21.2 "gute Zeit" .
For other types of sandhi see above on elision crasis
and treatment of final -ns.
1)
110. Hyphaeresis.
Hyphaeresis, the term applies to the loss of a vowel 
in a vowel cluster, is well established for groups of 
three vowels, thus Ionic Doric but
Aetolian /^oo^SoG'c^, from in numerous dialects.
The evidence for this treatment of a three-vowel complex is 
clear and straightforward (although the change does not take 
place universally), but is of little importance as far as 
Gyrenean is concerned. Far more difficult is hyphaeresis in 
a cluster of only two vowels, almost universally alleged to 
explain certain forms from many dialects. Now it is an 
indisputable fact that inlierited groups of tv/o vowels in 
Greek were usually either preserved unchanged (e.g. in all 
dialects) or contracted (GCr, 0 0  etc.) to a simple long 
vowel, or even became a diphthong ((!rx^ '> Grj) • But there are 
a number of heterogeneous forms which do not fit into this 
scheme, since the two-vowel group is reduced to a single 
short vowel. In every case, the group concerned is oeorGo,
1) Schv/yzer I 252 ff. Buck 40-42.
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or, rarely, Ci G. It seems to me clear that for two 
vowels contraction (etc.) is the normal and regular treatment, 
and that the examples of so-called hyphaeresis are in most 
cases at least to be explained in other ways. A number of 
Gyrenean forms are alleged to shov/ hyphaeresis:
a) participles of contract verbs in from - C  ;
etc., for a complete list of the
forms with references, see sect. 133* hut these may be true
non-contract forms (due to Arcadian colonists?), or, more 
likely, are based on the analogy of ^
b) gen. A  G-poJ Ml. 109-4a. One would expect - u j5 from
but forms in - 0 5  from -cvj - stems are, I thinli, analogical, 
with extension of - o y  from other stem classes (see further 
sect. 159).
c) Infinitives of contract verbs in - ;
e.g. 'TcAOrV', (cCiG)/CV , etc. (for further examples,
references, and a detailed discussion, see sect I30). In 
these cases I feel that it is quite unnecessary to resort 
to a special phonetic development; it is preferable to 
assume analogical extension of from thematic
stems (- Gv in instead of <^çç>ojvat Gyrene is probably
due to the analogy of infinitives in , cf. the converse
analogical -j_. in Rhodian after - ).
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d) Pâture ^ rcT < «/d&n M l . 57-4a. If not an error, this 
form is very difficult to explain except as due to a phonetic 
change, i.e. hyphaeresis (see also sect. 113).
e) (see sect. 60). This form, beside / I r
elsewhere, may be comparable with names like © G ^ o - r ^ o y ,  
(0)mcAjD5;thaty is,, the simplification of G-o here is something 
peculiar to proper names, on a par with the so-called 
expressive gemination of consonants. Notwithstanding, the 
possibility is by no means excluded that Gyrenean K  5
is an example of true hyphaeresis before - v  H  -, and the 
fact that it is a proper name may be irrelevant.
It thus seems possible that hyphaeresis of before 
- v"tr - should be admitted for Gyrenean.
hut hyphaeresis is also alleged for many other forms 
of various types from other dialects, e.g« East Cretan 
etc., Argolic i etc., Delphian
8'G^ço^ri^v/ and various proper names of the type (Megarian)
G ) G r ^ (Ionic) kA-ocTGl V05 etc., ( c5i , ^ VcrvTi cn
etc. These forms will not be discussed here as they are 
scarcely relevant to Gyrenean, but it is hoped to show 
elsewhere, that innone of these cases, is it necessary to 
assume hyphaeresis.
1-30.
üEAPT^R I I I .
M ü R P H 0 L Ü G Y.
A. The Verb.
I. The Inflection of the Indicative Mood.
In this chapter only forms which are not common to all
dialects will generally be commented on.
III. Present Tense - Active.
a) Thematic Verbs.
<-
1st. person sing. : P2.
3rd. person pl.: M2.2-4a.
b) Contract Verbs.
3rd. person sing. : Gaycc^ h2.25-4a, Gc=r\ ib.41,76,92,
H 3 .3/4-la/lp; also Ivll.40,75-4a
(•'XC'A* ) (cf .sectol44) .
c ) .Non-thematic verbs.
1st. person sing. : V9-5a ( - .
2nd. person sing.: Ml.117-4a. ^
3rd. person sing.: Iil.57-4a, GixÇ ib.38/89,
ib.lOO, eiTri H2.30-la.
3rd. sing.-TI , 3rd.pl. -vci have been retained in
Gyrenean as in all WG dialects. Thessalian and Boeotian have 
-vS( with &  from -vSoCx , in turn modified after ,
- (fSfe . -Ti gave - ^  ( in Attic-Ionic and Arcado-Gyprian^ 
a change complete by Mycenean times - cf. Mycenean posi<  
poti, hence in the 3rd pi. Arcadian -csvCMi, leading elsewhere, 
after the absorption of the nasal before 6“ withcompensatory 
lengthening of the preceding vowel, to Attic-Ionic - cru (Tc ; 
-(Sl not -T< in Lesbian -cr>6~i (also Chios) is probably due 
to the influence of Ionic. Pamphylian ( - o c S c  ) sides with 
WG here.
1) Buck III-113, Schwyzer I 659 ff (active endings), I 667 
ff (middle endings).
In/
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In the thematic 3rd. sing, inherited -eti was re­
placed by-Gn in all dig,:^ects. 2nd. sing, -esi gave - g^  >• 
-Ç-'plus secondary -T ; that the analogy of s e c o n d a r y / 
- e  produced 3rd. sing. - Cn beside 2nd. sing. - G n P  , 
seems to me the simplest explanation of the 3rd sing, 
ending.
On the forms of the verb 'to be*, see further 
below sect.148.
112. Present Tense - Middle.
Only forms from thematic verbs are attested;
3rd. sing. : ML.108-4a.
3rd. pi. vxcrvr"^ ib .106.
-tToGx , -v/^cAc are common to most dialects except 
that Boeotian and Thessalian have - vcSsc in the 3rd per­
son pl., v/ith Ô  from ; Thessalian
also - v/ith secondary addition of plural -\/-
Arcadian , on the other hand, is probably the
inlierited form, a remarkable archaism preserved solely 
in this fairly isolated area, and in Mycenean euketo, 
didoto (cr-o^G-Tot , (f t cTcrvizcn) . Secondary - loLx  is 
due to the analogy of the 1st and 2nd person 
-GdU. . 3)
1) Schv/yzer I 660.
2) Schwyzer I 661 : beside on the analogy
of optative snh junctiyg ,
; or 2 sing.c^v-^s from imperative T and
on the analogy of this 3 sing, .
3 ) Ruiperez, Eme^rita 20 (1952) 8-31; for the evidence 
in Mycenean, cf. Ventris-Ghadwick, Documents 87-88.
113/
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113. Future Tense - Active.
3rd. person sing.:3u^<=\ I,J..11,37, 46,61,67,74,130-4a, 
ib.l40, ib.35,42,45,51,66, 0^c9-uCC-i ib.
96, ib.104, ib.87/88, ib.l6,
17,1 9 , b e s i d e ib.85 ( on forms of ,
V. sect. 149), Oi(TÇrs ib.36, 49, 77, ib.38,46,71,
ib.62, C-v^«>|C3^ ib.48,c<u99<-^6^ ib.55, cT-^ ctr'. ib.
%7 , 62,cJco<r&x ib.98, ib . 101, 102/3, o  Cm
( on the future stem in - ^ - of - '^tjo^vHssee sect.142)
ib .112/ 3, Â.çc>c-çC-^ ib. 115, <sfc, ib.129, KTocS^^C-v
ib.34, 44, 89/ 90, 104, ib.41/ 42, 
i b . 5 ô , ^ ; = ^ e ^ - < C § ^ ' ^  ib.49/50;
->
3rd. person pl. : G - v c r GGvcr 11.57.
This exceptional form may be an error for C c^ t  
crCrtj\^ c<, or possibly reflects a special change of - GriVc - 
to -Cr v T  - in Gyi"encan, the support for this being such 
forms as A G v  es c j ) o *cc-Ç. I feel this
phonetic interpretation is not certainly established, the 
evidence can be construed in a different light (see sect.
60 and 110), but this sound change is unquestiongly 
accepted by Buck (01.41), even for .
114. Future Tense - Middle. -
3rd. s i n g . c T o G - c  ( “reA.-toic ^  e  6“ , sect .96)
M l .85-4a, M2.38-4a, tt=v Ml .18, XoU.fitS'ïiU M2.40, 
i;a.39-4a.
is the semantic equivalent of Cr^^xTo^ WG 
CnTGCr^ToL^, in Gyrenean, and %^ :TiLojuuxLL is also used 
in this v/ay in Cretan. The use of in the
sense of ero in Cretan and Gyrenean may be a precious
relic/
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relic from pro to-W G-, if indeed Cyreneaa has not
1) 2)
been imported by Cretan immigrants. Meillet
seems to be right in contending that is a
very archaic survival, proving an inherited proto-
Greek non-thematic inflexion for the verb TOrrV-.
Although not every anomalous form deserves to be
honoured as a pure-blooded descendant of the mother-
tongue, it is difficult to see h o w c o u l d  have
arisen as a secondary form.
by contrast with Attic xXr^(TGvoLl. , 
is an interesting hapax with instead of full grade 
&  in the stem through the analogy of the present 
stem '/G oL (T^ -(< Gkc-) .
The contract future in -crCrw is mainly 
confined to v/G; although the 3rd. sing, active in 
- CT<s^  is ambiguous, contraction is to be assumed here 
in Gyrenean as elsev/here in view of the form .
Heraclean forms like c , etc. are due to
shortening by Osthoff *s Lav/ of the secondary long
(contracted) vowel (not haepheresis as Buck asserts,
GL 115).
1) On present forms v/ith future meaning, whether indica­
tive or subjunctive, cf. Schv/yzer I 730.
2 ) BSL 32 (1931) 194 ff.
3) Schv/yzer I 786 note 4.
4) Schv/yzer I 785 ff gives a detailed discussion of the
problem of the contract future in general.
115/
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115.Imperfect Tense - Active.
3rd.pl. M2.44-4a, M2.1û-4a.
1116.Aorist Tense - Active.
a) Weak Inflexion.
3rd. person sing.: GScr-XLC ) vi-5a,
M4.2-4&, M2.7-4a, ib.24,=^5zra^c.rcijGv ib.24,
MI.I-4a, iv^CrSc'lKÇ V78-4a, V127-4a, V34-4a,V14-4a,
V31-3a,V33-3a,v67-3a,V69-3a,V75-3a, J c  V37-3a,
7 * f -
775-3a, V102-2&, CsceTKevdugCr v36-2a,
iv6Ù-)^756-2a,^(riSu|/Co- V39-2/la, H17-la,
V35.3-la,W(2^^^<tK/ H5A16-la/lp, C^ L-j<n3-v S144-lp,
GfTc-ydL^Cv Mil. 5-2p, 'il0.8-2p, K«^ <Jïtr«Pce^ ~!.<5'Çv MS.3-2p,
:> -> ? 
c-fTChrwCC-o^ OfC-v M11.5-2p, M10.7/8-2p, v;?, olvLrOu^KZt^
7122, H21, 7129b, 721, GCci^fT^ 3138.
3rd.sing, -(z is common to all dialects, but -Cv with
v' ephelcysticon is characteristic of lonic-Attic, hence such
forms in Gyrenean are to be attributed to the Koine where
they occur in late inscriptions. \n y ^ o C X in M2
in the fourth century is due probably to Ionic influence in
Theran (see sect.270).
1st. per son pi. : M3.17-4a, cà 6 ^  PI. 2/3-
late.
-j^<25 in the first person pi., though originally pri­
mary, was generalised in WG in secondary tenses also, just as 
the secondary ending was generalised in EG.
^ V  can without difficulty at such a late date
be attributed to the Koine. ^ i n s t e a d  of i^XSovis first
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found in late Greek; in Gyrenean one would in any case expect 
(sect.96).
3rd.pl. : M3.20-4a, ib. 18/19,
otN/ ib.20 (-G<^- Cr\r^-, for expected Gyrenean -
see sect .85 ), c^^oCv/' M2.6,4a, cftc^^K:(-/-^<^vib.l5,
^ V I 9*4—2a, Vt)l.l3”*la, V60.10—la, V62.18—la,
»cocc:ïTrtceajciv'y77.6-lp,eœr(ricc--w-o(.(r-iv V38-
6—107p•
In the aor.3rd.pl. of T a n d  <Ti , Gyrenean
only seems to have employed the forms with a guttural enlarge­
ment. In Homer such forms are almost entirely confined to 
the singular, but had spread to the plural in Ionic at least 
by the fifth cent. BC, in Attic not earlier than the fourth.
At Gyrene there is no sign of such forms as 6-S^, CxToV 
vmich are found in most dialects. That the forms with - 
are also inherited, v/hatever the explanation of the enlargement
and especially its distribution in the Greek paradigms, is
'  : 1)
probably proved by Latin feci, ieci.
b) Strong Inflexion.
1st. sing. ; GrX<^|?ov V16. 3-4&.
3rd. sing. : lyfpXG M2. 2-4a, (vD^^ XD,see sec.96)
M1.112-4a, V38-107p.
beside Attic etc. CriK-, but parallelled by Lesbien 
Rhodian , is discussed in sect. 59-
3rd.pl. : K G C r e y M 3 . 1 8 - 4 a .
1) Schwyzer I 741.
117/
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117. Aorist Tense - Middle.
a) Weak Inflexion
3rd sing. Vl7-5a.
For the aorist stem in - (T 6^ - here instead of the 
expected - J -, by dissimilation from the preceding guttural, 
see sect.142.
3rd.pl. : 6x701 12.5/6,9,19,40/41, 42-4a.
Secondary -T70 , are common to the majority of
dialects, but Thessalian and Boeotian have - v S o  through the 
influence of , - ( T & G  . Arcado-Cyprian have -HE-» ^
with secondary closure of final - O  to -o».
b) Strong Inflexion
—• ->
3rd. sing. ; 14.3-4a, M3.25-4a.
118 . Aorist Passive
3rd.person sing.: cTc M3.7-4a,
ib.32, D5.7-4a, D2.6-4a, D1.6//-4a, D12.9-4a,D13.8-4a,
D4.4-4a, e-ôxjS^ D29.2-2a.
3rd."person.pl. : ^  D22.4-3a.
Forms in - ( ^  )Orv , shortened from - (9) 
by Osthoff’s law, are common to most dialects, but Attic-Ionic 
innovated and remodelled - ( S ) g )v " into - ,
with taken over from the sigmatic aorist. A rather
less drastic refashioning is reflected by forms in -
with restoration of the long vov/el from the rest of the 
paradigm, these appearing beside - ( 9 )g V  in Homer,
Corcyra, Epirus, Delphi, Crete and Cos.
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119- Perfect Tense - Active
3rd.person sing.: H2.7-la.
120. Perfect Tense - Middle
3rd.person sing.: V19.6-2a.
1)
II. The Sub.iunctive Mood.
121. Present Tense - Active
a) Thematic Verbs
3rd.person pl.: M2.33/34-4a,
ib.30/31, G ”;)L^<rc HI.24-la.
For Koine in i from ,
preserved in WG including Cyrenean, see above, sects.83  ^ 95-
b) Contract Verbs
3rd.person sing.: Auj * M2.3/-4a, ib.4,
ib.20.
The formation of the subjunctive of thematic stems by 
lengthening of the vowel of the indicative endings, is 
universal except that in the 2nd. and 3rd. person sing.,
are generally replaced by - t ^  
after the indicative. - f  , -k| are certainly attested 
in Hlean and Arcadian (contiguous areasl), but examples in 
other dialects are uncertain (v. Buck II9).
c) Non-thematic Verbs.
y ^
3rd.person sing.: ) Ml.4-4a,
) Ml.18,35,45,38,65,106,108, KjjtJ lb.35,
) lb.58, lb.126.
That non-thematic stems retained the inherited short-
vowel
1) Buck 119-121, SchTjyzer I 661, 790 ff.
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subjunctive in early Greek, is sliovm by subjunctive forms 
of non-thematic verbs and sigmatic aorists in - £- - / - o  - 
in many dialects. But apart from Homer, forms of this 
type are confined to aorist stems in -<T^ or-^ - so in 
Lesbian, E.Ionic,Cretan,Goan, Astypalaean and Cyrenean, In 
all other non-thematic stems, the long vowel (thematic) 
subjunctive in - rj -/ - -  early became established, 
whence in the non-thematic verb forms cited above. This 
is closely linlred with the important Greek innovation where­
by all non-thematic stems ending in a consonant (except 
from^esmi) were transferred either to the thematic 
class or to the - class. This meant that the stem 
of all non-thematic ( - )  verbs ended in a vowel in the 
present, and the -s_- aorist was the only non-thematic conso­
nant stem class remaining. In the present, the inherited 
short vowel subjunctive would have been obscured by phonetic 
changes; thus it had to be replaced, either by the long- 
vowel thematic subj,, or by the long-vowel non-thematic 
formation (see sect,122c, below).
CrvCC-kUxi with the full grade of the root is paralleled 
_ S _ ^ ^  ^ -^------by Cretan Crt and Syracusan (Sophron) Cr
Attic-Ionic have the nil-grade etc,, but in the subjunc­
tive the full grade forms represent the more archaic type, 
122, Present Tense - Middle,
a ) Thematic Verbs, _
3rd. person sing. : d lil, 55 ,92-4a, ib ,12,
ib . 13j C ib,74j ib.124,125 »
128/
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128, ib.123/4.
O n ^ 6^ A-cy.Wc=Attic see sects.97,243.
b) Contract Verbs.
3rd. person sing. : o ç  (< o ç S o - 6^ -'7^  v. )M2.3-4a,
XTço ^  T C ç o  o^-4^ç>6’- - 17*:^ )H1.17-la,
H5B3-la/lp.
c ) Non-thematic Verbs.
3rd person sing. : Ml .112,115,116,130-4a; probably 
here als<yu>-oL^ Ml.40,41,87,89,103.
3rd person pi. : M2.34-4a.
Although for non-thematic stems short vowel subjunctive 
forms with - (Er -/-O- and the primary endings was the inherited 
type, a secondary formation was evolved within proto-Greek for 
the non-thematic vowel stems, whereby, instead of the Cr/o  
suffix, which would in some cases have become swallowed up by 
contraction or been confused with the indicative, the subjunc­
tive was denoted by the long vowel of the stem in contrast to 
the short vowel of the indicative. Thus, most clearly,
Messenian sub j. ;cç>cT-l?tS beside indicative ,
but the forms in - - in various dialects are undoubtedly
to be interpreted in the same way, so Cretan
\/^ u uXZoU.y Arcadian S^ r^xiCZXTiy Lesbian cTo\A<A/i;:a,cf. also Mess.
j> 9^" -»
Attic , Delphian i«L\. , Attic , and, even
where the indicative has a long vowel : Cretan and,
especially important from the Cyrenean point of view, Theran
, This whole type is undoubtedly due to the analogy
of/
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of the contrast in the thematic stems between indicative
Gr / o  and subjunctive . On , see further
sect.123c and 149. On the formation of ^v.sec.150.
123. Aorist Tense-Active.
a) Weak Stems
2nd.sing. M1.119-4a ^-Jcr-ureÇ ib.9.
3rd.sing. :/-7^c5W:oU:C'-x><n^ikl.56-4a ib.57,
beside D u  cry ib .26, ib .50, ^  ib .133
(- sect o 32).
The short vowel subjunctive forms in the non- 
thematic -( S')d aorist preserve the archaic type. Such 
forms in the aorist are common to Lesbian,E.Ionic,Goan, 
Astypalaean,Cretan, as well as Cyrenean. The existence of 
these forms at Gyrene certainly points to their currency at 
Thera at least as late as the foundation of the colony (i.e. 
late in the 7th cent.) and this is confirmed by the forms 
in Cos and Astypalaea. It is difficult to draw any con­
clusions from the distribution of these forms. But the 
forms in the Aegaean area comprise a fairly homogeneous 
group geographically; therefore this formation may have 
spread from Ionic to the South Aegaean,and from there to 
Crete and (via Thera) to Gyrene. The short vowel forms in 
Lesbian may also be due to Ionic.
2nd.sing. -ch5 beside 3rd « sing. is quite remark­
able . Here the original ending has been preserved,having
escaped modification to on the analogy of the indicative
on/
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(on indicative -Cr^T see sect.111). In view of the unequi­
vocal Cyrenean forms, it is clearly justifiable to interpret 
Aeginetic in the same way. Schwyzer (I 661) is
willing to add Cyprian Buck on the otner
hand is justifiably more cautious (GD 120). It is natural that 
in the subjunctive, no 3 sing.forms in -6G occur, as this would,
unlike 2 sing. - (beside indicative - Cf<pL$ ), be identical
X _
with indicative -^<1 , which replaced -CT-~C (or -(Sc>Ll ?)
after  Gr(TT) common to the imperfect, perfect and thematic
aorist. The obvious remedy in the 3rd. sing, was that applied, 
namely refashioning after the present subjunctive - to
beside shows that the short vowel subjunctives
were on the wane even in the -s- aorist.
b ) Strong Stems.
3rd person sing. : c S c M 1 . 1 2 7 - 4 a ,  ib.l7,
lb.50,86, ib.93, ib.99/100,
ib.53,63,64, ib.l06.
Such forms with lengthening of the corresponding indica­
tive vowel to form the subjunctive in thematic stems are common 
to all dialects.
c ) Non-tnematic Vowel Stems.
3rd person sing.: (Ml.40,41,87,89,103-4a) may belong
here, as is generally thought.
This aorist subjunctive with the long vowel of the stem 
is entirely comparable with i u\/^  oLxr'î^ etc, in
connection/
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connection with which the type has already been discussed in
full, except that the indicative corresponding tOjju,o^ t must
also have a long vowel. Lacking even the clear contrast of
short/long vowel, to match the contrast of moods, this last
type was the more unsatisfactory and insecure. Comparable
forms in other dialects are therefore rare, but the stem vowel
is long in both indicative and subjunctive also in some perfect
forms: Cretan etc., and in the mother dialect, Theran
?7Cr>Cpocjrc^ For a full discussion of which I would
X
prefer to connect with a present see below, sect.149o
124. Aorist Tense - Middle.
Only -£- aorist forms are attested:
2nd. sing. : (< G : M1.9-4a.
3rd. sing. : Mlo73#
125. Aorist Tense - Passiveo 
3rd. sing. : (<
Ml.lll-4a. ib.l29.
3Fd. pi o ^ - S  ûj - )
M2.35"4a.
In spite of the aorist passive stem being non-thematic, 
the long vowel subjunctive forms are characteristic of all
dialects. In some dialects the long vowel of the passive
suffix has been retained, so in Boeotian ( o C L o u S ' T -  
0CnGr», ( ^ > e v  in Boeotian), Homer etc.) Arca­
dian ( ), but in many dialects - (D) becomes
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- (9) CE: - before tne vowel of the subj.ending:
Cretan, Heraclean, Ionic, Rhodian, and, with contraction,Attic.
126. Perfect Tense - Active.
3rd. sing. : M1.114-4a, .114.
Although the perfect stem is non-thematic, the long vowel 
has become established here at Gyrene as elsewhere: Homer 
has snort vowel forms such as For perfect
middle subjunctives in -o<! - in Cretan and Theran, see on 
above sect.122c.
2)
111. 127. The Imperative Mood.
a ) 3rd. Sing. Present Active.
Cyrenean has in the 3rd. sing, present active : G tT-c v o
M2.38-4a, Ml. 31-4a, and, from a contract verb:
<rtcr^ oCv^ 't>oM6.18-2a with the regular Cyrenean contraction 
X
from (sect. 64 ).
This is the universal and inherited (c,f .Lat. esto! ) 3rd 
sing, imperative for Greek.
b) 3rd.pl. Present/Aorist.
Cyrenean has two types:
(i) present: M6.17-2a, and in a con­
tract verb : ib. 17;
aorist: Kx3(T^...\^6oC\/cwvM6.20-2a, 
ib.21, 7:Xç_cLC^(^f^^/(D^sy ib.27.
1) Buck 121, see also sects.69, 70.
2) Buck 113/4, Schwyzer I 797 ff, Szemer^nyi, Rev.Beige 
Philol. et Hist. 31 (1953) 937 ff.
(ii)/
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(ii) - present : H2.49-la (j^-cv-4^oA vr ib.
40/41, v - C r i ^ c n L v  ib.41, vCrT^ V
i b. 49/5 0, y:. ou>id6^1.18-1 a .
There is only one example of a middle imperative : (aor. ) 
V M2,22—4a.
3rd. pi. imperative in -V'O— with a secondary plural i- 
sing V  added to - v o ^  , is found, apart from Cyrenean, in 
Homer,Attic-Ionic, Delphian, Cretan and in Gyrene*s mother 
state Ther&. The more ’’primitive” -vcw is characteristic 
of Arcadian, Boeotian, (-v9^^), Locrian and Doric (apart 
from Cretan, Theran and Cyrenean); however, since - v r w v '  
is obviously based on - VD-J , the latter must at one time 
have been common to all dialects. -\/cWv is not attested at 
Gyrene before the 2nd.century B.C, - in Theran in the Will of 
Epikteta (GDI 4706-3/2a) and GDI 4695 ("vielleicht noch aus 
dem 3 Jahrh”): the dialect of the latter stone seems pure 
unlike that of the Epikteta inscription. It is thus con­
ceivable that the Theran forms in - vrwv are due to earlier 
Ionic influence before the colonisation of Gyrene, and so 
transmitted to the daughter-city. But it seems equally pos­
sible, considering the date and nature of the evidence here, 
that - v/cXjv in Thera and Cyrenean is due to the general in­
fluence of the Koine in the latter period. Certainly -v/ttkj 
seems to be the typical Doric form. in Cretan (very
freqqent) might be attributed to the Achaean substrate or,
not/
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not unlikely in this case, regarded as an independent innova­
tion. Whether Delphian - later - V'O-o ) is an indepen­
dent development or due to Attic influence, is difficult to tell.
The forms in for which there are examples in
Cyrenean only from the 1st .cent.B.C., are plural ised from the 
singular -luj through the addition of the sigmatic aorist indi­
cative suffix - oLv . It is a late Attic foruiation (only from 
the 3rd.cent, onwards in inscriptions, but also Euripides, 
Thucydides, at the end of the 5th cent.), and infiltrated from 
there into other dialects through the Koine. This refashioning, 
by simple pluralisation with -GbLv^ of sing, forms in - g O-o
X. 1)
pi. does not occur - is but part of a general spread
of the 3rd.pl.sufiix -(ToCV in the secondary tenses.
Forms in -(Td\/ based on the pi. imperative in - v 
( i . e . ) are attested in 4th cent.Attic inscriptions, 
whence also in Delphian, Megarian, and a Koine inscription from 
Cyrene (SEG IX 1-late 4a: line 6 , line 14
etc. ). These Cyrenean forms are no doubt due to
Attic, although the type was not very firmly established even
there : the type v\ras far more common.
The middle imperative with pluralisation
of sing. is the type characteristic of most dialects.
Forms in - identical with the singular (i/Cç^ tv/OG
etc.) are found in a few scattered dialects (Coan, Rhodian and
Calymnian, Thasian and Corcyrean).
1) Schwyzer I 802.
Schwyzer/
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Schv/yzer says (I 801) that this ”als erhaltene 
AlterturiiliGhkeit gelten darf", and makes reference to 
Brugmann and Osthoff. I find this point of view scarcely 
credible : Schwyzer remarks himself (ad.loc.) that - / f i s
used for the 3rd.sing, and - ctS ola. infinitive for the 3rd.pl.
in some dialects. is obviously remodelled
/  /
after from i\/ CnfSoLL. The use of for
both sing, and pi. merely reflects the fact that -
could be used for both.
Forms in resulting from the proportion: sing.
: pi. - sing. pl.__x, are found in Argolic
and Cprcyrean, and with loss of the nasal in Laconian and
Epidaurian (Epid. etc.: probably the nasal v/as lost
before the cluster -(t B -  v/ithout lengthening of the
preceding -£-) . Forms in -oiT&trv in early Attic, Locrian,
and Elian (-cb^ TuSv) are to be traced to an earlier - o .
For forms in - ^ rBt^^otvin late inscriptions, v.^on
above. 3rd.pl. imperative - vrzrv , -CTBo v is regular in
Lesbian , and appears also in
Pamphylian (thus from ) . The occasional examples
1)
in Rhodian are probably due to Pamphylian as Buck says.
IV. The Infinitive
128. Present/Aofist Infinitive of Non-thematic Verbs
This is usually formed with the suffix in Cyrenean:
there are many example s : M2.4-4a,, (Tryuxjw ib .15
ib.17, ib.35, ib.50,
1) For explanation, of. liirt IF 7 (1897) 182.
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T  oL^ )ib.36 (v.sect.l09)> Ml.135-4a, ib.l38,
ib.118/9, H2.3-la,
H2.14/15, ib. 22,26, c^ m^ Cv' ib.45,51 (but also in this
inscription kc<?^ -XrrcS6^  38,47, and 6'tcTc^ V' 39,48, on which see be­
low), d o H I  .15-la, tq/-A.Gv ib.10,12.
Infinitives of non-thematic vbs. in -^ puEv are characteris­
tic of most WG dialects, Thessalian and Boeotian and Homer; but 
Cretan has , Rhodes (and colonies) -/U.G-%v/, the long
vowel in both forms probably influenced by the thematic infini­
tives. Lesbian and Homer have -jWcvoOt perhaps due to a fusion 
of (WG) -yu.Gv/ and (EG) - VtxU : Attic-Ionic and Arcado-Cyprian 
have . Homeric -yuugv may be explained as the earlier
Lesbian form before the influence of (EG) Ionic --VkA ^  . The 
forms in -yucGv were persistent in Cyrenean as in general in 
Doric areas, and no (Attic Koine) forms in -v w ^  have come to 
light so far in Cyrenean inscriptions retaining dialect forms.
Two infinitives have the suffix -\/ otherwise found only 
in thematic stems: kCXJC-r(Sgv H2. 38,47-Isl, and cTwv ib, 39,48. 
These are particularly puzzling as they occur in a text with 
several forms in -yuuGv , including where the
restored reading is almost certainly correct (unless
?).
Infinitives of non-thematic verbs of the type
l)Buck 122-3,Schwyzer I 804 ff; a recent general discussion 
of the Greek infinitive will be found in Aalto,Studien z. 
Gesch.d. Infinitives im griechischen (Helsinki,lS53)Hif•
instead/
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instead of the usual W G - a n d  EG are, apart from
these two examples in Cyrenean, found only in Euboean and 
Lesbian. In Eub. G  T v ,  X t B c r - » v ;  c T i c T o U N k  etc. are probably 
due to the influence of thematic (contract) vbs.(compare also 
such forms as Attic C-r c-nS'ccTcJTj).
Lesbian forms such as ft v/ , beside
aorist infinitives in bear a different relation to
the rest of the paradigm, since here the non-thematic verbs 
do not otherwise show influence of the thematic conjugation, 
and even the contract verbs belong to the non-thematic class 
( etc.). What of the Cyrenean forms for which no
one has so far suggested an explanation? Highly significant 
is the fact that and cftcTï-ov only appear on one
stone, and that the Barcaeus stele (H2) belonging to the late 
1st.cent. BC. Admittedly, apart from and - ,there
is only one other instance of the pr esent infinitive of a non- 
thematic verb in Cyrenean: Ml .118/9-4a. But
we have no reason to doubt the validity from the point of 
view of purity of dialect, of any evidence taken from this 
most important text. In view, then, of earlier 
and the distribution of comparable forms elsewhere, and the 
late occurrence of and , it seems justi­
fiable to treat these forms as artificial rather than as 
genuine internal analogical formations. They would seem,
' i) Buck 125. -like /
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like the anomalous (for Cyrenean) k ,^o YG]| cfvcrjCT^^S anotner 
inscription of the same period, to be modelled on Lesbian, or 
more exactly, on literary Aeolic, of which the characteristic 
forms would no doubt be familiar to educated people at Cyrene, 
perhaps through Alexandria. Unlike the expected
" T d o e s  not seem to be attested in Aeolic. Neverthe­
less, it is probably from this form that Cyrenean T  
is modified on the analogy of the general Cyrenean thematic 
and contract verb infinitive suffic -G\V*
129. The s-aorist Infinitive.
This can be presumed to have the suffix -cX-i found 
in all other dialects; the only example in Cyrenean is 
«o^xcoc^Gvv/od M2.12-4a. But here instead of expected
- \/- ( < T C T - )betrays external (Ionic) influence 
of which there are several signs in this inscription (sect.
270).
130. Thematic Infinitives.
Infinitives of thematic verb-stems are formed with 
the suffix - Crv in Cyrenean.
(i) present infinitive of non-contract thematic verbs:
M 2 . l 6 , 1 8 - 4 a , i b . 2 6 ,  
vGv'ib.33, B o G v M1.5,26,74-4a, ib. 125/6,
Crv ib.132, (reading uncertain) 134/5,
BcXk/M6.S—2a, H2.3“la, Cr^Gv' ib.37,46.
(ii)
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(ii) present infinitive of contract verbs: M2.8-
4a, ib.27,28,30,37,40, G4C% vCjD<u^Gvib,34/35, -
gC->/ ib.47/48, (fcyGv Ml,136-4a.
(iii) strong aorist infinitive: àv/'Cr>V.Ov Ml.28. ib.29,
ib.27, ib.91/92, H2.37-la,
yc c-v M l . 100-4a.
(iv) present passive infinitive of contract verbs:
H2.38-la, ib.47, I v G^ t S e u  ib.47,%ine-.Abl 2.1].
Present infinitives of non-contract thematic verbs 
in -(2v are characteristic of many other Doric dialects besides 
Cyrenean, thus her mother-state Thera, also Goan, Cretan, 
Argolic, Heraclean and Delphian; for EG such forms are only 
attestedjin Arcadia at Te^ea, where Argolic influence is 
possible (v.below). Typical of Attic-Ionic, Locrian, Corin­
thian, Megarian and Rhodian, forms in - are spread over 
a fairly homogeneous geographical area. Lesbian, Slean, 
Laconian and in part Arcadian (Lycosyra, Orchomenos) have 
- Kjv ; presumably here also Boeotian, with -CP->v from 
as probably also Thessalian. The scatter of and
coincides with the distribution of close and open secondary 
long vowels arising by contraction or compensatory lengthen­
ing. -<2r»vin Rhodian beside Coan, Tneran - Cv , is prob­
ably due to Ionic influence.
Clearly, forms like with a long-
vowel in the suffix must have arisen tnrough contraction, but
since/
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since proto-Greek (zO gave (/j in all dialects (e.g.
etc.), the hiatus must have arisen at a later period. This
X. 1)
points to inherited ( cf. Skt : forms in -sani) , since
-yen is morphologically very unlikely, and -wen excluded on
phonetic grounds. Forms like ci?Gpev could not be phonetically
2)
derived from but can be explained in one or tv/o
ways: either shows the nil-grade of an inherited
infinitive suffix - (e)n, or it is modified from c^GÇÇv through 
analogical influences. That there should be tv/o suffixes in 
one language and even one dialect group for the formation of 
the thematic infinitives with no apparent morphological 
distinction is unlikely enough for us to be safe in rejecting 
the first possibility. Thus cYG'ÇGv instead of (yGÇGs/must be 
due to analogy. The only model that seems ready to hand is 
the infinitives in -yUcGV . Thus c^c-^CV on the analogy 
of etc. in Theran and elsewhere is the converse of
Rhodian -yuU2\v from yucGV on the analogy of thematic - G  i v . 
This v/ill explain why, although -G-v is also found in WG,
-ç>/ is almost entirely confined to this group, where non- 
thematic infinitives in - are the rule. Of the (EG) 
dialects which do not have infinitives in -yu_6v , forms in
are only found at Tegea in 3. Arcadia (otherwise - in
1) Brugmann-Thumb 411 ff.
2) Gunther (IF 32 (1913) 377 ff wrongly tries to explain these
forms in - from -GGv" by hyphaeresis.
3) In spite of Bechtel D.I 193 and Schwyzer I 809.
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Arcadian) , but such forms here could be due to neighbouring
1)
Argolic where they are typical.
Infinitives in - e w  for contract verbs are found in a
more restricted area, being common to Argos and Delphi (in
both these places probably independent innovations) as well
as Aegaean Doric: Coan, Calymnian and Theran. The fact that
Theran shares this comparatively uncommon innovation with
Cyrene shows that forms such as were current in
Theran as early as the seventh century B C . It has been
maintained that forms in -Gv from contract verbs are due
2)
either to hjrphaeresis, or to contraction with subsequent
3)
shortening of the vowel before final . The original
infinitive form of must have been .
After loss of intervocalic - c4 - and - - ( l )could,
by hyphaeresis, give C b u - ujv/-CnV . But since 
hyphaeresis hardly occurs when there are only two vowels,
1) The explanation I have outlined here is similar to,though , 
not identical with thatoffered by Brugmann-Thumb GG 412: 
"Noch nicht sicher erklart sind die in einem grossen^Teil 
qes c^r. Gebietes u. im Ark. antretenden Formen wie^/Gv,
und sogar . An alte Verbalabstrakta mit
Suffix -en- ist kaum zu denken, und so fragt sich, ob ni chi
Anlass 
liât te
__________ ^  g , ________ -  Q -  fl 1 '  '  I
- ekiv; angeschlossen. Man muss dann annehmen dass der 
Typus ) einmal viel weiter verbreitet
gewesen sei". This last assumption is difficult, and 
indeed the weak linic in Brugmann-Thumb ’ s explanation.
2) So Gunther, loc.cit.
3) So DeVOto Riv. d. Fil. cl.56 (1928) 376, but cf. the 
justifiable doubts of Schwyzer I 410.
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could not by a direct phonetic change produce
any more t h a n G O v  could (v. above). It
seems to me that the infinitives in -<cv of the contract
verbs are best explained as simply analogical formations on
the patterns of the thematic nonr-contract verbs. It would
seem to be in favour of this* view that - G/ in contract verbs
is only found in dialects which also have in
1)
non-contract (thematic)-verbs. Risch rightly points out
X
that tcAGv from TzXef^ must be fairly recent (on cf.
sect. 143).
Strong aorist infinitives in are found not only in
Cyrenean but also Theran ( d o v o ^ ^ j ) and .retan (<^CrAc-v).
Perfect infinitives of the same type etc.) are
2)
common to Cretan, Coan, Calymnian, Nisyran and Phocian.
kiddle infinitives of contract verbs in are
found only in Cyrenean (i-overS'âî^ c,crooÇÇT$â3v) and are, I believe, 
to be explained in the same v/ay, as due to the analogy of 
thematic infinitives in -GttS oIc . Although these forms are
attested only in one late text, there is no other reason to 
doubt their genuineness. 7rcr»Cn6'3^t in the much earlier 
m2 (4a) is best classed with the other traces of Theran 
influence in this inscription (see sect. 270).
1) For the analogical theory, cf^ Risch mli 11 (1954) 32 ff.
He assumes a period in which cXyGV /-t^v alternated, and 
that at that time cowcG>^  was also ^ created beside regular 
CT7 lOAv (<-eeGvl ) .
2) Schwyzer I 807.
3) For different explanations, cf. Schwyzer I 253, 807.
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V • ïlie Participles.
131. The Present A ctive Participle of Thematic Stems.
a) Kasculine/Neuter .
The forms in Cyrenean are identical v/ith those in other 
d i a l e c t s i v i 2 . 6 / 7 , 4 9 - 4 & i b  .43/44,
j-xGv ib.41, ib .50 , ib.42/ 43,
ib.46, cw'ZTr^ ib.8, v ib.49,
occTi/^ I o w  ib.39, crv IV:1 .120—4a, c%v Cwv D3 .18—4a,
( oc^ c'c (3ucA^^5 PI . 5—4a, D 2 .4/5-4a, D5 .5—4a, cPTGv <jv^^ G6>_S
C. J?
D12.7-4a, ^TTBucnJV" V75-3a, T12.6-3a,
‘îo^ jo <_ "C^ :7t/</wV29*"2a, cGr^Gv CGrv>'"''w^  736—2a ,y-AjCr-x7S^ c7V tX-S H2 .19—la 
o^sjîTc ib.14, H3.3-la/lp, 6<s-^oCTGvcrVvaib.l/2,
c .  ^
t CrÇ oc:0£xj<-^^ V125-lp, VI23-Ip, t‘«^Çp>'CC-o<-w
Vlll-lp, Cr^rz.-uwv 1,10.6-2p, 111. 4-2p, ^
111. 6, 110.10, V122, V129b, i 737,
'c^ ( ^ Q X < 3 x/ ov-ct= 9 H23.2/3.
b ) Feminine.
The following instances are attested: U7X}(^T^rkJ<jQ^<Sds
M2.37-4a, GyOcpcTx. M l . 89-4a (but also QyZ c<.C6<^) , (Tovioc^ ^
y o
I L Gu crx, GoC V40-2a H5A12-la/lp, l c ttc-u  c v ToG
V44.6-3P.
It is uncertain v/hether one ought to analyse the present
_  1)
stem of thematic participles as or - crv cT - ;
if ^crrço-xXo “ is correct, then the feminine present partici­
ple V o  is to be expected.
1) Schv/yzer I 525 : ... "ob der arische Wechsel oder die gr. 
Unverandliciikeit bei den themavokali s chen Partizipien 
alter ist, ist umstritten".
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But corresponding^ to masc. cPep-o V C  - one would have fern.
X X
<sr Ç - ^ If the second type with vowel
alternation were the inherited one, it might be expected that
more traces would have survived in Greek than is actually the
case, but this argument ex silentio is in no way conclusive,
especially as by the historical period non-thematic verbs
where tne stem ended in a stop had largely been transferred
to the thematic class in Greek. Thus that GlcxcTcrX. (Hesychius
, also yé-K2,SËU.the latter thought to be for Cretan
jnay be a relic of the non-thematic inflexion of this
stem (cf.Hitt, vek-mi, Skt. vasmi) is a theory by no means
beyond the pale of possibility. In that case, the expected
X
nil-grade of the stem uK.- has understandably been replaced
by the full grade of the masc./neut (cf. on below).
may on the other hand have to be regarded as a relic
of an archaic formation in a slightly different sense if in
fact the participles of thematic verbs originally formed femi-
nines of the type ) and if wek-mi was
 ^ 1 ) 
indeed ever transferred to the thematic conjugation in Greek.
That non-thematic forms in were already giving
^round before analogical - in fourth cent.Cyrenean, is
C-
clearly shown by the appearance of beside c-vCXCTcTcX
in the same paragraph of the Sacred Laws (Ml.87,89) There
1) Schwyzer I 525, 678: Frisk Gr .St .Wb.479, sv
is/
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is no need to assume with Devoto that only the secondary 
form GKCcn&lvjas "alive" at this time and that in putting
C
G the scribe was merely adhering closely to a model
c; 1)
text set before him.
132. Present Active Participle of non-thematic verbs (feminine) . 
For this formation there is very littb evidence:
«sA K'dot M1.101-4a, "«qC'd'cXv (< ) D1.17-4a.
from -ntja with the nil-grade of the suffix in the 
feminine of participles of non-thematic verbs certainly re­
flects the inlierited type, and is found, apart from Cyrenean, 
also in Cretan, but in most dialects was replaced by - crv<Tx.
( 3> - - o -j G oG , - o c c To g ) transferred from the thematic 
class. is a secondary form inasmuch as the
participle of verbs demanded the nil-grade of the stem:
i.e. s-nt-y^y ( *> Skt. (Sati/gen. 8 at y as ), cf. i ), but
the ful1-grade has been generalised from the masc./neut. If 
Attic alone appears to have generalised the nil-grade of the 
stem here : w  v, 0^ 6'X , cAr, the difference of Attic in 
this respect from all other dialects will appear less remark­
able if it is borne in mind that this is also the only dialect 
that contracts ( C ^  to : hence there alone would
regularly give dj \/ , from which the rest of the paradigm 
was no doubt modified. is also found in Arcadian,
Messenian and Cretan ( c c/'C'CG, ( «vDBxJ. Other non- 
thematic forms are found in various WG dialects: Lesbian
y
''D RF (1928) 397. Epidaurian/
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Epictaurian, Troezenian and Thessalian G v(TX. are modelled
on masc./neut. G w C - ,  which is attested in Argolic, Laconian 
(Aleman) and Heraclean, with the e- grade instead of the o- 
grade of the suffix as in the Latin present participle fer-ens/ 
-ent-. Apart from Cyrenean,io<(r^-k also appears in the proper
” "/- / ^  Vname ; also Hesych. ( Gxc'6'-^. These archaic non-
thematic forms are found only in Doric apart from Arcadian, 
where may prove preservation of the inherited type in
EG or perhaps is due to the influence of neighbouring Doric 
dialects.
133. Present Participles of Contract Verbs.
These present serious problems in Cyrenean, but first the 
forms:
(1) masc.nom. sing. : Acrwv M2.40-2a,^e4^^cpc»çGr cov V66- 
3 a ç>ÇoJv¥6 7 - 3 a,
(ii) in the oblique cases, forms in - G  \/%: -:
D2-4a, D1.2-4a, D12.2-4a, [ J G v C w v  D10.1-4a,
DI3.3-4a, ^ D 2 1 .l-3a,
D27 . 3-2a, T g  c t T12. l-3a,
H1.21-la, V65.
(iii) forms in - c- - : ot KCttsv^c^^ M2.43-4a, TcAGcJv^TTGy 
ib.41, ib.31, and probably
ib.13/14.
(iv) forms in - Gr<^v^-: M2.42-4a,
ib.47.
(v) onee - cov^o-: M2.29.
The/
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Tlie non-thematic inflexion of contract verbs 
exemplified by etc., seems to be characteris­
tic of the dialect. The type is also typical of Arcadian 
and Aeolic where indeed the non-thematic inflexion 
etc. was used throughout. It is by no means certain that 
this rather than the thematic inflexion represents the more 
archaic type. This formation at cyrene must be independ­
ent of EG. It would be very rash to take them as evidence of
2)
an Achaean substrate at Thera : on the other hand, that
etc. were imported by Arcadian colonists 
J ' 3)
remains a possible solution. These forms may be due to a
4)
secondary local sound change (hyphaeresis) from -c?o'>/C-, 
allegedly supported by A g v  r A  G^'VUt^os) ; but the
latter may be a hypochoristic of the same type as S g ^ ^ ( > o 5 
(v. sects. 60d, 110). There is one further possibility that 
etc. are to be explained by analogy. The only 
participial forms of the verb attested are: nom. sing,
masc. : (rW\r (Ml.53,58,63), and acc.sing. fern. :
^  G . The oblique forms of the masc./neut. do
1) Schwyzer (1 729) only admits__the possibility of -yucc forms 
being the more archaic in - - stems.
2) Bo Buck OP 2 (1907) 275.
3) Blass GDI 111 195.
4) Sect. 60d above. This is the usual view, being supported 
by Devoto (op.cit.373,391) and Buck, GD 40; also apparently 
Schwyzer (1 253), but on page 729 he lists Oyren. 
'rcr^çtrcÇoÇÇv'lE^under the - inflexion of contract verbs. 
Bechtel believed that ^ s h o w e d  the 
non-thematic participial inflexion.
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not occur, but in several V/G dialects we find the stem
X  V
Cf VO- ( < sent-) . This might have been the model for
The forms in - G o v e  - have probably preserved the old 
spelling for expected - G v n^o -. Participles in - Grcrvc - 
all occur in the same text (M2) where however there are also 
several examples (only in proper names) of from Gt=> .
The analogy of participles of thematic verbs in -os/c- may 
be part of the cause. instead of - GVT: - is in any
case to be regarded as one of the signs of Theran influence 
on the oath inscription (L2).
For the forms in (-^cXvG- from with
secondary - G-) see sect. 54 above.
(h2) v/ith from «Vo and no transfer to 
the - inflexion, is probably due to Ionic influence 
(on Theran, see sect. 270).
134. ^ e s e nt Middle Participle of Thematic Verbs.
The same formation is found in cyrenean as in all 
other dialects, thus: Iv.2«38/39-4a,
^ 7 % ) Mil. 137-4a, ib ol20, M6.26-2a,
^  Ml .138, ^ (acc.pl.) ib.139,
M 6 .28.
135. The Present Middle Participle of Contract Verbs.
The only forms attested are: gsczz^ c h u^ G vct  ^1:2.44/45-" 
4a, G \ M l . 3—4s,.
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j>
For from -vç>oo- , contracted from
- V o -  with secondary - G  - through transfer to the - G  - 
contract class, see sect.54.
y(çe^^G/o5 is best explained as a Delphic form.
In the absence of further evidence, we have no means of 
knowing what was the normal type in the middle participle 
of contract verbs in Cyrenean. But that 
is at any rate not a native Cyrenean form is shovm by the 
contraction of G G  here to a close vowel, as against 
the open normal for Cyrenean. Forms in - G - o j
(probably due to the analogy of infinitives in - G c g B o c c  ) 
instead of - G - o y v G o J  are characteristic of M  Greek, 
whence also Boeotian. But Cretan has also :
similar forms in Lesbian, Thessalian and Arcadian probably 
reflect the non-thematic conjugation of contract verbs in 
these d i a l e c t s . S e e  also sect.144.
136. Future Participle Active.
This is only once attested in Cyrenean: kc
M2.4l/42-4a.
For - J - in the future of verbs in Cyrenean,
whether from a guttural or dental stem, v.sect.142. One 
would expect here o( k: cj" G o <. o t (Ct^G<svT7G^ (or 
even o^ t kc c JCr^TDG^ 3f  ^ -etc.
are due to a local phonetic change), with the Doric contract 
future formation, but the form found is probably to be
1) Buck 124, Schwyzer I 642 note 2.
treated/
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treated as a Theran form showing Ionic influence. In EG con­
tract forms are not found in the sigmatic future. A compar­
able hybrid form to be seen in Theran Do<rcfvr'( (GDI 4765-4a, 
where also Ktv ~ WG isc and i T G w f  L cro
- (Rç^T^y-^^trcoo, beside local dialect forms). This Cyrenean 
form has only been discussed by Devoto (RF(1928) 394) who con­
cludes that it must be of Laconian origin, since only Argolic 
and Laconian of WG dialects have non-contract future forms.
But Argolic origin is ruled out because the presence of a gut­
tural in the stem would produce of in that dialect.
Devoto does not provide illustrations from Laconian or Argolic, 
but he is undoubtedly basing his statement on such forms as 
Argolic etc. and for Laconian on the forms found
in her colony at Heraclea such as cTc , ^x,jov'ZV.c
etc. However, these forms are almost certainly due to con­
traction to with subsequent shortening of the long vowel 
before -\x- - by Osthoff’s Law. These phonetic modifica­
tions could hardly have taken place sufficiently early in 
Laconia (where in fact they probably never took place at^ll) 
to be transmitted to Thera during the Doric colonisation, and 
so from there to Cyrene.
%.37.Aorist Active Participle.
a) Weak Inflexion.
The fairly abundant evidence here offers no problems:- 
M1.31-4a, e v C - r i b . 43.64, cCTô'oi-'^'œ ib.l34,
( G ( ), K2 ^ i b • 3 3,68, ( — ^ — V  — ),
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ib.58/59,65, ib.87, Cxrn^cT'-^v'cX ib.
117, M2.44-4a, K  ib.l9,
ib.8, Cby jca. A ^ . cv^^M3.15~4a, (To^
6^ <5Lv/02s ib. 14, T'^ ïo^ Ç3S^ <^ o^ C^ cS't^ Q^, V68—3a, TTr-^ O^rnf c ^ o «^(3^ ^  
V69—3a, ^ooo6't;Cc<^c H2• 14“la,^^f-^-OSXXAo^ "^ c>o.<rt ib.14.
ib.7, ;cm v/^i^ ib.40, ;o3r> v 0 2 - ^ 
ib.49, ?^Çerr(?e>j<5;iS' H5A7-la/lp, Cr^e^ (S«lvrCb?M8.3~2p.
SdL H23.3.
b ) Strong Inflexion.
Only a few forms have come to light: S^v^crvT^S 
Ml. 107-4a, ib.ll3, (Tuve^9cfvc6^M2.45-4a
CTVXÎ2S sect.96), ;OçAu?^o^^H5A12/l3-la/lp. 
c ) Non-thematic Vowel Stems. 
Two examples areji’ound: chKTKS'T'-oLv/-C€.^  M2.21-4a, Cr^ ccS^ oS 
(niasc., V .sect.86) H5A9-la/lp. These are expected forms.
■. '■• 138.Aorist Middle Participle._
a) Weak Inflexion.
'y
The following examples are attested : £,^ 730S/1 v4^ oCyi>^ v^<^  y 
M1.30-4a, ib.l2, ib.ll8.
<^*x.ib. 103/4, r<T6;,^ /^vX!:v^
K5A4-la/lp, and finally the proper name 
sect.87; also sect.245)T11.45-4a.
For - (Tlf- not ~J'~ in the stem of this verb, see also
c.
sect.142. The stem of tcTrc^^Gvoj is the expected result 
from an earlier ( c ^  ) *
b ) Strong Inflexion. j (Ï “lc\
Only two forms are attested: 6>0i p^c?^c^^Çx^Ml. 127/8-
4a,
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m 3 -lô-^a (cf. sect. 29).
139. Aqrist Passiv e Participle.
The forms found are: l.d..11,12-4a,
ib.69 (both forms nom.sing.rnasc., i.e. 'S - see sect.
8 6 ) , M 3 . 1 9 - 4a, ec«'LC'Ci^c-,fUv H2.39/40-la,
<rt in -a<3Y(T- (■< may be a true diphthong, thus
showing the normal Cyrenean treatment of -GvCT-, or it may 
be the Attic Koine form: then On would be a spurious
diphthong.
140. Perfect Participle Activ e .
Iviasc ./neut. forms: 7C^ 2z^ tyvcog m l .8~4a, El .14-la,
ic^ÇocCe^^KloTlLib .12 .
Feminine forms : .102-4a,
H5A20-la/lp.
The feminine perfect participle suffix - vic< (from 
-us-y9)is the inherited form. - in Heraclean and Theran 
(Will of Epikteta late 3a), also late Attic, is clearly
1)
secondary, v/hether due to a phonetic change from - w  i ^  ,
2)
of to the analogy of adjectives of the type oc.
The _e-gra.de of the stem in beside
Attic / ^ u (9-^7may have been taken over from the rnasc.
where the £-grade is normal, /.retan has the 
_e-grade in the infinitive A  but the £-grade
here may be influenced by Cretan transitive eccr->^ c-i/<3^  (’‘will 
bring" ) 5 ; and transitive forms in seem to
1) Kalen, (I918) 1 ff: cf. Schwyzer I I83/ 4 .
2) 3o keillet-Vendryes, Gr, Comp.338.
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have been more widespread in Doric (even Cyrenean?), cf. Hes.
and c^Xcru6"oCv in Ibycrus. v/hereas Attic 
has generalised the nil-grade in all forms etc.),
Homer has the £-grade of the indicative ( ) even
in the participle ( C - . It is difficult to tell 
whether the Cretan and Cyrenean forms are independent of 
each other.
The remarkable “71100yÇryc^ c^ <5'cCcS is very hard to explain. 
The thematic inflexion of the perfect participle is 
characteristic of all the Aeolic dialects, but - from
- c7v 6'c< is only Lesbian and Cyrenean. Probably independent 
of these and more restricted are the ppp. feminine forms in 
- o o  (foC in late Delphian; in Ionic and Attic
^  /CN
are rather different in that the perfect of T"
is closely equivalent semantically to the present tense.
1)
Devoto pointed out that there are forms of the perfect
2)
inflected like the present in various WG Greek dialects, but
considers that in the Cyrenean example the present meaning of
ycYCVoC may have led to the present participial form. Although
Duck (loc.cit) strangely does not mention the Cyrenean form
in the third edition of his grammar, he handles the form
3)
with great acuteness and sanity in an early article: after
pointing out that the form can hardly derive from Lesbian,
1) RF ÎÎ3 VI (1928) 397
2) Of. Buck Gr. 118-9.
3) V.P 2 (1907) 272.
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let alone Aeolic in general, he goes on: "One would have to 
assume rather with Fraenkel .... that there were Aeolians 
from Lesbos or vicinity among the islanders who according to 
Hdt. 4. 161 formed pa.rt of the population of Gyrene. But I 
cannot conceal my suspicion that the language of the inscrip­
tion in question which belongs to the Roman period is arti­
ficial, and that while it contains genuine native forms,....
the participles cited no more belong to the dialect of Gyrene 
than do cT/ etc. in the Megalopolis in­
scription, Kern Inscher. v. Magnesia 38 to Arcadian."
The next question which raises itself is why the artificial 
forms in both these inscriptions should be borrowed from 
Lesbian. The cause may, I think, lie in the fact that apart 
from Ionic, Lesbian was the best known of the literary dia­
lects. An interesting comment on this form was offered by 
Dittenberger in his edition of this stone (H5) where, after 
mentioning Fraerikel’s view that cn6^ is due to
dialect mixture, he continues: "Sed nescio an res aliter se 
habeat. Lialectus dorica huius tituli vix ea lingua erat, 
qua Cyreneei etiamtum Augusti principatu quotidie utebantur. 
Immo doctrinae grammaticae ope artificiose instauratus vide- 
tur rnaiorum sermo. Atqui homines, qui sermonem doricum 
antiquum ex scriptorum et maxime quidem poetarum libris 
cognitum habebant, facile Pindari aliorumque usu decepti 
naec Aeolica pro Doricis habere poterant." And after all,
1)0GI II 767.note II when/
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when the spoken dialects were dying out, the literary texts
must have become the only sour.e to be drawn on by the dialect
enthusiasts who drew up the artificial texts abounding in the
later period, nevertheless, that there was any deliberate
1)
attempt at archaising here is thought unlikely by Thiunb and
2)
Schwyzer. Finally, it is not impossible that 
represents a late independent development at Gyrene similar 
to that found at Delphi, We have after all no other evidence 
for the form of the feminine participle in late Cyrenean.
141• Perfect Participle middle.
The following examples are attested:
Ivi,122-4a, (acc.pl,) M6.9~2/la,
ib ol4, .  34—l a i b . 45 .
shows transfer to the - O w  conjugation 
on which see sects. 143,144. Although the Cyrenean form here 
corresponds with the Ionic (v/ith ^ from ol ), there is no 
reason to suppose borrowing in this case from that dialect. 
Attic has v/ith reduplication.
VI.
142. The Formation of the Future and Aorist of - verbs .
i) Cyrenean generally has - in the future and aorist 
of verbs in - thus : ^acX.oC'^Qn kl.78-4a,
ib.II2/3, i. 2.6-4a, (dat.pl. aor.
participle) ib .8, 0^ '%^^oCTc^c^ib .24, ov crvTr<r:f ib .41, 
(beside xb .21/22 on which see below),
H.2:»i8-la, V77.5-lp.
1) JHe gr. Dial. 175-6.
2) Gr. I 288.
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(ii) There is one instance of -66^- in the aorist of
• Ç^^ c?(.(r6ckTbV17.3-5a, and once in a proper name 
from : d|>0 ^c“<S‘oC|^ o3\/o5‘ Til.45-4a,also, from :
t<S'<r°(.^G>^oS' M 1.122/3-4a, Tcs-oiv/tx î L l 34.
(iii) Three cases of - CT - in the aorist of -Jw verbs are 
attested: ks^:^;^d~oL€'SLASVM2.2l/22-4a,(TvC ( ^ ^ c>c\A V38.6- 
107p, M8.3-2p.
The extension of - ^ - from the verbs which
were original guttural stems to those with stems in 
-to - (e.g. is characteristic not only of
WG dialects in general, but also of Arcado-Cyprian,Thessalian, 
and in partiBoêotian (also - ’UTT-). Attic-Ionic alone pre­
serves the original distribution of - J - and Att.
-Ion - gave - in all dialects except Attic-
Ionic, Arcadian (-^-), Boeotian (-T-C-), and Cretan (-TC -). 
Where the stem contains a guttural, fut./aor forms in - -
are regularly preserved in Argolic and likewise in Arcadian 
(- 6--).
Although several of the verbs listed above with
fut./aor. forms in -J'- in Cyrenean contain a guttural in the 
stem, nevertheless it may well be that in V17-5a,
is due to the same tendency to avoid an accumulation of gut­
turals as is seen in Argolic and Arcadian.
That the "original" - - is retained in the proper
name and in is probably due to the
fact that and?jo^ have monosyllabic stems and so did /
not/
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not come under the influence of polysyllable stems in 
from -gy-'o (v. sect.87). Bechtel r e g a r d e d a s  
a trace of the Aeolic substrate, while Devoto explained both
and tcrcroy^GvoS , the latter forms more
recently come to light, as Argolic elements in Theran. Neither 
of these viev/s is convincing, and it is in any case dangerous 
to attach too much significance to inherited archaisms.
in M2, beside several comparable forms 
in is to be traced to Ionic influence on Theran. There
is however no evidence for forms in - <T- from Thera before 
3a/2a (GDI 4705, 4706). As a possible alternative explanation, 
one might suggest t h a t b o r r o w e d  from Ionic, hence the 
(Attic-) Ionic form of the aorist. In the same clause we 
find the gen. pl.Tt-^
The forms , both in very
late inscriptions, are undoubtedly Koine forms (with Attic 
and Koine - - C -  cTc' -) ,
VII. Contract Verbs in Cyrenean.
143. - verbs.
in the follov/ing forms -oC- is retained in the stem:
m . l l , 12-4a, 6^ -15 ib.43, w  ib .5"?,
^cy^^L^D1.6/7-4a, D12.9-4a, D13.8-4a, D5.7-4a, D2.6-4a, 
Gs“^ o/.D<^  D4.4-4a, (s/ D22.4-3a, and with
contraction M2.29-4a.
A few verbs which belong to the - class in Attic,
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show in Cyrenean forms influenced by - c-to conjugation:
i-.2 • 47—4a, ^  c-v0^o^5^ ib • 42, CriZesL^ Q- ^ ^ c t c  ib •
44/45,  ^1.130-4a, (pf. ) 1. 6 .14-2a.
etc. show that there was no question of a
complete transfer of verbs to the class. But - 0  -
forms of verbs otherwise belonging to the - ct<^  conjugation are
also found in many other v/G dialects, besides Boeotian, Ionic
(Hdt. and hippoor.) and Homer. This is usually attributed to
1) 2 )
a genuine phonetic change of to Cbo . Buck, while 
admitting that this view is possible, adds: "But v/e may have 
to do simply with a transfer to the -Grw type, which was main­
ly favoured where it offered uncontracted forms." But it is,
I feel, much more likely that the tendency for forms to
be replaced by forms, this confinée to the present and 
imperfect tenses, was caused by the fact that the inflexional 
pattern of the -cAvJ class was obscured by contraction (-t^t, 
infill, -(qv, participle - in most dialects 
(only Attic-Ionic -oIl <r-o<^ <3n , inf in. - ), whereas in the
-CH-» class, (h (or (q ) was preserved throughout the inflexion 
except for Attic -oojui^ -oc^<b^<55'etc. ) . Also operative no 
doubt was the fact that both o/o and gave in most 
dialects which have - G w  forms -oGaj verbs; but this is not true
1) Schwyzer Gr.1 242-3, 728-9: (243) : " e o  statt o^o 
mogen gesprochen worden sein, urn der einsetzenden 
contraction von auszuweichen (man sprach alsoo^o mit
hellem a statt mit dunlcelm) ; daneben konnten^o^o auch 
beste^hen bleiben, und sie blieben dann im allgemeinen 
massgebend."
2) GD 125-6.
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of Ionic <  c/Gy , or Boeotian or Locrian ^
Gi <1 G G  ). See sect.54 for a more detailed exposition of 
this question.
Unlike which is simply contracted from -
o W H  and which, since it shows no transfer to the -<3co type, 
probably represents a Theran element in this inscription,
oi has a secondary added after contraction of 
- c X O “ . The same explanation seems to hold good for -
vT^ffor which one must posit a thematic .
see sects.54,153,155.
That is a pf. participle form, is clear
from its context. The original form of the perfect middle
-> y j> -
participle of must have been o S, which
5. /------ - _
with reduplication gave in Ionic (-eXyx— >
and in Attic , TT^jyu^oy . Cyrenean oy
can only be explained either by assuming that this verb was 
borrowed from Ionic and has, therefore, retained the Ionic 
inflexion, which is not impossible, or - and this is more 
probable - by supposing that we have here a transfer to the 
-G-vo conjugation.
f does not necessarily show complete transfer in 
the present stem to the - G w  class, but is still probably 
sufficient to demonstrate that in the infinitives at least 
the suffix -O'/ , common to the thematic non-contract verbs 
and to the -G-vo class, replaced - x|sy <  - cX - Gv (- G  - G vy 
would also give - t/jv in Cyrenean).
l^Schwyzer I 676 esp.note 1. 144/
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144. - C r ^ Verbs.
A great many of these also belong to the - (Gw class in 
other dialects : H2.12-la, Ml. 129-4a,
^ H 2 . 1 6 ,  <X/^G\ L H I . 13—1 a , c X 0—v 
Ml.40.73, (f'A;_/^e^^G^%)/.)VD2.2-4a, D1.2-4a, D12.2-4a,
6 < Q e v c f r v  D15.3-4a, D21.1-3a,
Gx CVsj^J D27—b—2a, c T x . G v O - ^  DIO. 1—4a, 
c[g6^ i M2.20-4a, cTc^ cTci'T^ c Ml.39-4a, c T u j i b . 47,62,72, 
H3.3/4-la/lp, S'oicGn M2.25, H2.38,
ib.47, M 3 . 1 3 - 4 a , H 5
A21-la/lp, G>Ci(fy<G^r^:/.T(for - G<rv'C- instead of expected 
Cyrenean -G>yC- here, see sect.270) M2.-4a, <SHcKho 
M2.34/35, Cru ^  cjy(^  c/j / ib.4, GucTcy^^ç-v ib.8 , H2.31/
32, ^ G z ^ ç G v c G ^  HI.21-la, k>^-H^^^GvM2.47/48, kxcuy;cXGd'v§^'< 
i0.31, ib.l9, ^c^6)Ux(x^ (n)Ci/ c ) ^  (aor.
imperative) M6.20-2a, /Loji M2.37, X d w V  ib.40, -
(o^  Ml .12, <<^^T5Vc2w" M2.43, H2.2.>cotçj<ocA.G-
(c-oU. H5A22, )cX(=%rvXres M2.41, <Tc ib.50, x X G v  ib.
27,28,30,37,40, V102-2a, V75-3a,S138,
GryC^i^<roL\/CZ) M2.5/6,9,19,40/41,42, 'KTO-7i-|(re3 Ml.119, 
ib.ll7, Kxn G H2.40, 
ib.49, Ml.86/7, ?ccn (G\ (rS^ L^ M2.13, XD'n -
[qTH5A4, HI.17, 7CX-0 X-t^^Crr(rnasc.nom. )M1.69,
ib.34/35, H2.37, H2.7?
H5A16, TG-TG-XG^T^-^Gn/o 5 Ml. 122, ÇG^xJV
V66-3a, % - e r X G ^ c ^ ^ ( L \ ^ v 6y_$a,TW<GTf cp<^ ,0 G v G G j  V65,
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r e X  V69“3a, r oipn V68-3a,
i c ^  (acc.plo ) T12ol-3a, iVil.9,
y(^c-y>.Gvos Ml.3 (on the reading see below), ,H2.47.
The middle form cT^ cTt^ iciz i in Ml. 39 (used impersonally),
besides several examples of cTi^^c-t on the same stone, is
interesting, but not especially remarkable, ascTc'^xXc »
although less frequent, is also attested elsewhere as well
as (e.g. Plato).
One must assume that is contracted from
Gc. Shortening of the long vowel in hiatus before o
is well attested in Ionic and WO, so ,
/
but Attic-Ionic and Homer have 5 by quantitative
metathesis from -Kjo-. Boeotian Megarian
point to The forms in yçoL- in Ionic are due to
partial transfer to the -o(- conjugation because in that
dialect both and - od oo-verbs have - cj- from -Xo - , -c-o-
(C
±n the Sacred Laws of Gyrene is usually 
explained as a Delphi form (see sects.57,135), nor does any 
other view seem admissible if the reading is correct (see 
below), The weakness in this explanation is that there are 
no other signs of Delphic influence discernible in this 
inscription* But this is perhaps mitigated by the fact that
occurs in the introductory part of the whole
1) Leroy, Festschrift Debrunner (1954) 282-6
2) This explanation is due to A.Rust, I^nographj^ Sprache 
d. hippocrat. Traktates ocTixo^ (Diss.,
Freiburg (1952) 76-78*
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text, actually announcing the oracle of Apollo, undoubtedly 
from Delphi. However, the reading at this point is not en­
tirely free of doubt: the iota is not clear on account of a 
fault in the stone. Judging by 01iverio*s photo, it seems 
just possible that the letter could be read as V  ; a dark 
diagonal stroke at the top left of the vertical is clearly 
visible, and if I mistake not, the right-hand diagonal can 
also be seen, showing up in the' photo as two very faint para­
llel lines. The main difficulty in the way of this reading 
is that the vertical stroke, the lower two-thirds of which 
are clearly visible, is nearer than is usual for such a letter 
as y  (but not for I ) to the left-hand vertical of the fol­
lowing M. The vertical is in any case nearer to the M than 
to the preceding E and not exactly in the middle as one might 
expect. Probably the rather wide gap between E and the 
following vertical is due to a fault in the stone. how
03 would in fact be the expected Cyrenean form with
shortening of n  before a vocalic ending as in 
X
( ), and the usual Cyrenean change of Go to G o
Cretan cannot be directly connected with
oS" and may be due to contraction'from 5 (but cf.
, also Cretan).
145 • ~ Qou Verbs.
The following -o<^ verbs are found in Cyrenean:
M8.5-2p, H25.3, cc^ <S'oa.(ri
H2./ ^
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H2.14-la, H5B3-la/lp, cy^cxo|0voc:><5WM2.15-4a ( a com­
pound not otherwise attested in Greek), ii2.3-4a
see sect.65), M6'18-2a,
(imperative) ib.l, <j H2.20-la,
M3.19-4a.
This class of contract verbs offers no difficulties.
The following forms are found in Cyrenean: M1.64-4a,
X  :)
(subj. ), S144-lp,'^ 0 ^ 1  H2.14-la (dat.pl.
f rom Jew-cj'-vXTt ). Both the stems J<-|-and J O o  - seem to be 
inherited, being e- and o- grades of the same root (g^ye ^  -,'
X
g ^  y o ^ -) * The stem is Attic, Locrian, Phocian,
Aetolian and Corinthian. Tc^- is Homer, Ionic, Lesbian,
Boeotian and most WG dialects. is a fiction of the gram­
marians. - in the late C^c-jGtfv is to be attributed to
1 /'
the Koine.
^,147.The Perfect Forms Cruc^
Both these forms occur in SEG IX 1 (late 4a), lines 
24/25, and 33 respectively. The enlargement of the non­
present stem of - G o  - verbs with - - from the - Cic^
■ )
class is to be seen in many :/G dialects, including Theran
, - . 2,)( iÆ oCj) .
1) Schwyzer I 675,Leroy, Festschrift Debrunner (1954) 
287-88, Buck 127.
2) Buck 125, Schwyzer I 775, Devoto R .¥11.class.56 (1928) 
■^ 93.
148/
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148. The Verb 'to be *.
Several forms of tnis -verb are attested in Cyrenean.
a) Present Indicative.
1. s i n g . p o o  V9-5a. This form v/ith the old spelling
y
undoubtedly - j^ ^^ tAowitn normal Cyrenean contraction to an 
open vowel from esmi, whence Attic etc.
2. sing. M1.117-4a. This form also found in Homer,
Pindar, Laconian and Syracusan, and so, as far as one can 
tell, usual in WG, is secondary and based on
A
with the non-thematic primary suffix - 6 c  . Greek 
y Q
inherited esi, surviving only in Attic e  c <T , but
confirmed by Skt. asi, Lith. es^ i. See also sect.79.
3. sing. H2.30-la. This is also the form of all 
other dialects, indeed, Greek has here preserved the in­
herited form unchanged.
b ) Imperfect Indicative.
3 sing. M1.88-4a.
> y- _
( <  e-es-t, whence also Vedic ^ ) , represents the nor­
mal development of the inherited form and is preserved 
not only in several other WG dialects, but also in Boeo­
tian, Lesbian and Arcado-Cyprian. Only Attic-Ionic has
innovated, replacing kj T by ( <1 Homer r|Gv),
X ^
which is generally supposed to be the old 3 pi. 'OoGv 
(whence G\r ,cf .Skt.asan) transferred to the singular.
But/ /
— 17 6 —
But it seems more likely that r with its s-suffix which
was quite exceptional for the third person, was replaced
by in Attic-Ionic (cf. ono-2, cn , end ), this
•>
being enlarged to .^ 6-# by the addition of v  ephelcysticon.
c ) Present Subjunctive.
3 sing: ^  M1.18,33,43,48,65,lü6,108-4a, ib.35.
3pl: C'o.'Ov"trvM1.136.
^  a/
Gx^ wjv/'Ci is also attested in Cretan. (Homeric) G —  ^
was contracted to in Attic. The full grade of the
stem in the subjunctive is inherited, cf.Lat.erit,Skt. 
asat etc.
d ) Present Imperative.
3 sing.: M2.38-4a. This is from an archaic IS
y
formation (in --tod ) found in all dialects (cf.Lat.es-to).
3 pi. : cnfcw H2.49-la. Pluralisation of singular
imperatives by means of - 6cXv (from the s-aorist) is a 
late formation (v.sect.127’l^ ).
e ) Present Infinitive.
M2.50-4a, H2.45,51-la, HI. 10.12-la, "
loCCî^lj) M2.36. For non-thematic infinitives in - ,  
see sect.128. The full grade of the stem in the infinitive 
here is typical of all dialects.
f ) Present Participle.
Masc. nom. G-v-fVs/ Ml.53,58,63-4a.
Fern, gen.pl. 6  =X(%-) D1.17-4a, but this form
is difficult, see sect.55)* As in this case, the full y
rade/
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grade of the stem Cr( «T)- was generalised from the rnasc./
neut. to the fern, in most dialects, but Attic with the
nil-grade of the stem has arisen by contraction from ;
on were based ^  and oblique -(v.sect. 132). But
in the suffix of the feminine Attic replaced the inherited 
nil-grade with the full grade of the masc./neuter: O o  6  ,
But a few dialects at least, like Cyrenean have preserved
 ^ A
the nil-grade (Arcadian, Messenian G oL(TG^, Cretan Col'TTXc^.),
149. Forms of 1 .
The forms attested in Cyrenean are as follows: 
present indicative middle, 3 sing. : Ml.108-
4a, 3 pi. c r y i b . 106-7.
future indicative 3 sing. : ib.16,17,19, but also 
ib.85.
aorist subjunctive 3 sing. : ib.40,41,87,89,103.
■'l)
Schulze related the various forms by posting a series 
jL^oU^ ) for the medio-passive,yucvc/(3CKv being based on
A _
Gy^c>L\/ for which he compares Rhod. < > 2 >  but I 
suspect that this is not based on clvC2yÇcic^o|V, but on the 
future/aorist in - of - G -  contract verbs. However,
although one often finds a future middle beside a present 
active, the opposite correlation, namely a future active in 
form beside a present middle, would be most abnormal.
1) KZ 53(1928)313,Accepted by Kretschmer G1.18 (1930)213.
Devoto/
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Devoto points out the clear semantic difference between the
transitive ( imperfective ) group of p^«^ivc^,fut.
and the intransitive ( p e r f e c t i v e ) a n d  .
He r e g a r d s oLaw as a non-thematic aorist with only a fut.
oi<T Gn , no imperf ective present being possible ( he com­
pares with no present); the place of
the present was filled by He regards the
stem as probably dissyllabic, whereas Schulze had
compared the formation with the (supposedly) secondary 
y
L a c o n i a n  etc. (but see below). Buck likewise
t r e a t s a s  a long vowel aorist subjunctive, but does not
enlarge on its morphological relations with the other forms.
It is clear that on semantic grounds the transitive
forms, pres, activeyuj^cxiv&u and with it passive
and f u t u r e , belong together, and that
form a group distinct from yucLou. .
Thatyuccc/A is aorist has always been taken for granted, but
since it expresses a state and is not ingressive (it always
occurs in conditions, eg. c/a. <Tg rzu Gxijuvjp^  et sim.),
a present tense is to be expected (for the tense, cf.
cXf vZàL etc.); morphologically, could be
the present subjunctive of a.non-thematic It
would also seem easier to relate f u t or60^ to a present 
X j>
ylAA.oy.AwA_ than to an aorist GyuAvcoZx/. has been compar­
ed by many with Laconian (Xenophon, HG 1.1.23),
j
Epidaurian/
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Ipidaurian Gj G and Ualymnian ( sub j . ) vaolc , which
are alleged to show the extension of the suffix - from
-dissyllabic roots. But it is more likely that they are
hyper-Doricisms for ej C'Çço'-j etc., and therefore irrevelent to 
C y r e n e a n w h i c h  cannot be explained in this way.
150
This fo rm  is attested several times in the Sacred Laws 
(îvTL .112,115 ,116,130) . This is c le a r l y  a lo n g -v o w e l 
subjunctive of the same type as see section 122).
( doGc is a present subjunctive b e in g  formed f ro m  (a non-attest- 
ed) /cToBla^. This verb is based on a stem c<T- which
a/ , X  y ( j/
originated in the perfect %(TTG ( <  id-te), v/hence i
y/ç ^ y Iç 1 )
instead of .
B . The nominal Inflexion
Throughout the sections on the nominal declension 
only morphological differences will be discussed: for
phonetic variants (e.g. treatment of -ns in the acc. pi. masc.) 
reference will generally be made to the relevant sections 
in the chapter on p h o n o lo g y .
1) Cf. Buck 127, Schwyzer I 773, 792 
Devoto RF ITS VI (1928) 388.
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1)
151. -0- stems.
a) Nom. sing, -os passim, as everywhere in Greece.
h) Acc. sing. without exception,as elsev/here.
c) Gen. sing. : (<oo) is the normal uyrenean form:
the countless examples need not be enumerated. For the
contraction to an open vowel in contrast to Attic-Ionic - o o ,
and for the instances of - o o  in Cyrenean dialect inscriptions
through the influence of Ionic (k2-4a) or the hoine (several
late inscriptions), see sect. 66. The proto-Greek form of
2)
the ending was -osyo (cf. Skt. -asya), v/hence probably 
Thessalian (Pelasgian) -oo.
d) Dat. sing, -cue as in most other Greek dialects. But 
the long diphthong was simplified to cu in most areas: -oc in 
Arcadian, Elean, Boeotian, (later) NC Greek and (isolated) in 
Euboean may possibly be an old locative -£i generalised
Ai
(cf. oikcoi ) as has been thought, but the dialect distribution - 
an obviously homogeneous geographical area, but certainly not 
one suggesting that this form was ever typical of any 
of the larger dialect groups before the various tribes 
scattered to their habitats of historical times as we know 
them - points not to an inherited archaism, but rather 
to a secondary change (i.-e. -djc to - ouu ) after the
1) Schwyzer I 554 ff, Buck 88-89. ^
2) On - o o  from -osyo, see Szemerenyi G1.35 (1956) 199.
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prolonged tribal movements which troubled the Poloponnese at 
the time of the Dorian migrations had ceased.
e) Norn. pi. - oc as elsewhere.
f) Acc. pi. -oS from - crv^ -J, with the characteristic Cyre­
nean (and Theran) treatment of final -\xT . Examples are 
listed in full in sect. 86 above. This was a persistent 
dialect feature, retained even in the latest dialect in­
scriptions. There are in fact no cases of the acc. pi. of 
-0- stems in - o o ^  (attributable to the Koine) in Cyrenean
texts with dialect forms, with the exception of the few in­
stances given in sect.86 from 142 (4a), which are difficult in 
view of Theran -oS, but are still probably to be traced to 
Ionic influence on that dialect at some stage rather than to 
Koine influence.
g) Gen. pi. -cvv as in all other dialects.
h) Dat. pi. -otÇ passim. SEG. IX 3.49-4a (- M2) reads
TotcS^c following Oliverio, but the right reading is ,
2)
which is given by Ferri and is clearly visible in his photo. 
-otS" is characteristic of most dialects, wnereas -otdc(y) 
is found in some EG dialects, namely early Attic, Ionic 
(whence Homer), whence probably Lesbian, also Pamphylian, 
sometimes in Cretan, through the influence of the EG sub-
1) RP (1928) 225.
2) Abh. Ak. Berlin (1925) V plate II 2 (cf.sect.29)
y
strate/
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strate, also early Argive, presumably passed on by Attic, 
whence also, one may guess, in early Corinthian (not
1)
attested) since is attested in her colony Syracuse.
2)
152. Feminine stems.
a) Norn. sing, -tyl (/- .2 ) passim, as in all dialects except 
that - oC in the sing, of the oi- stems is closed to - kj in 
Ionic, likev/ise in Attic, unless after t cr or ^  . There are
no instances of Koine nom. -Uj in Cyrenean.
b) Acc. sing, passim, so in other dialects (Attic- 
Ionic and Koine - &^ \/ ) .
c) Gen. sing. -oLV passim, as in most other dialects, 
but Arcadian has -oCo after the masc. oL- stems (final - o  
closed here to - o ).
d) Dat. sing. -oKc passim. was simplified to -ol in
Thessalian, Cyprian and K. Ionic, and shortened to in
3)
Boeotian etc.
e) Nom. pi as elsewhere.
f) Acc.pl. -oiS passim. The proto-Greek form was -ans, 
giving -ann by Osthoff’s law,(retained in Cretan, in part, 
and in Argive) whence -oLS^/^S or - oLx.^ (Clean, Lesbian) in 
the various dialects. Secondary - - here was developed
too late to give - - in Attic-Ionic.
1) Buck 68. For the origin of -oiiS and of. Schwyzer I
556, with footnotes 4- and 5. Compare also Euigh i. nem. 
Ser.Iv vol. XI,(1958) 97 ff.
2) For the declension of the -stems in general, cf.
Buck 86, Schwyzer I 558 ff.
3) Buck 35-36.
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g) Gen.pl. - <T -âsôm, whence Latin -arum - the 
suffix is taken over from the pronouns). For -ZZ5 to 
see sect.67. The few instances of fem.-cjv always occur
with an adj. or article qualifying thus
(&cov(sc. îKçocpôcS^) V73.5-lp, V79t4-1p ,V74.4, T w v
M2.22-4a, M10.8-2p, Mil.5-2p. All the examples quoted 
here are obviously due to the Koine except that in H2.
Fein - in so early an inscription is remarkable and in
this case the form is no doubt to be attributed to the fact 
that is clearly a loan - the dialect form would
be TcoSocfoS*, and the article qualifying this (recent?) 
borrowing also has the Attic-Ionic form retained. If, as 
I suspect, i n  the same clause (
. K:.) is also loaned from Attic-Ionic, it may 
be that the whole phrase has been taken over from that 
source: compare the similar case of 
in sect.153 below.
h) Dat. pi. -oLxf as in most dialects. But early Attic in­
scriptions have -ck<rc(v') , after a vowel, - (v) ’after
a consonant. After 420 BC - becomes rare in 
Attic inscriptions except in locatives v , -
oLCi etc.) and is otherwise replaced by - oO-r, this perhaps 
due to the influence of neighbouring dialects, which only 
had -obcÇ, - c5^5 (so Ruigh). From Attica - pGlS, -cTiS 
v/ere extended to Euboea and E.Ionic. Early Ionic in-
V
scriptions (i.e. bef re the fourth century) nearly
always/
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aiv/ays have -k|6t(vy) and -o«^‘(v). Ruigh points out that
to -<31 61, - I, - ^ t  the Skt. forms exactly correspond
(with -su for -si) ; -esu, -a su, -su. -oL^Gi was also
characteristic of Lesbian and Pamphylian. Tu.though -cJicTc
was probably due to Ionic, -kj^ ( was less acceptable and so
replaced by (analogical) . Cretan has both -o^6i
(once) and - oUlZ l on the early stones as well as the more
frequent -cnS , - c^ l 3 . Cretan - oL\6l is probably due to
a confusion of -olx.S and -olCi and should not be read
1) \  "
(so Ruigh) (see also sect. 151).
153. ju^pGuliuie -^  - stems.
The masculine V-stems only differ from the feminine
group in nom. and gen. sing.
a) Nom. sing. -cJS always, as in most dialects, with
-_s taken over from the masculine -o_- stems. The scattered
cases of old nominatives in -oi in masc. o(-stems in Boeotian
2)
and NY/ Greek occur mainly in proper names, and may therefore 
be vocatives used as nominatives.
b) Gen.sing. -oL passim, e.g. ml.70-4a, kCTi
H5A13-la/lp, m8.2-2p and in countless proper names from all 
periods. The gen. of the masc. -a-stems was originally 
-obg- as in the feminines. There are a few examples of gen. 
- d S  retained in masc. stems in NW Greek, Boeotian,
Thessalian, and the Peloponnese. As Szemerenyi has sug-
1) C f . Ruigh Mnem. (1958) 97 ff.
2) Buck 87; for the type, cf. also Schwyzer I 560 ff, and 
Szemerenyi Glotta 35 (1956) 195 ff.
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1)
gested, it is very probable that - oZo , whence - oL in WG,
X _
is borrowed from EG, where was replaced by -«Xico after
-0- stem -cn C O  <-oU^jLo from -osyo, and early shortened to 
-o4 to because of the preceding long vowel, this giving in 
historical times only - ( ' > - 0^ ). It is understandable 
that masc.gen. -o^ S' coincides in distribution with masc.nom. 
-oC : once nom. -oL had been replaced by -olT , it was felt
necessary to create a distinctive form for the genitive,
c) Gen.pl. -cXv from as in the feminine, is common
to all TiG dialects. At Gyrene, there is one notable excep­
tion in an early text, g e n . M3.12-4a. As the
stone is damaged at this point, it is not clear from what 
state these officials come. Attica seems the most likely 
candidate, as the Thesmothetae are otherwise only known from 
Attica and Amorgos. If this is correct, then it is clear 
that the Attic word has retained the Attic form of the gen. 
pl., instead of being "naturalised" with Cyrenean - 
See the comparable case of T^ov ( <3<sc-^ 6-j v/) in sect .152
above.
454. Consonant stems ending in a stop.
In general, the inflexion of the consonant stems in 
Cyrenean conforms with that of all other Greek dialects.
Only a few forms therefore require discussion here,
a) Nom.pl. -GS passim, except for 5-V62.6-la,
which can safely be taken as an error of the engraver (SEG 
IX reads ad loc. (H133.6 ) vty>oc^u/G<?^K:<:G->5-).
1 ) art.uit.i96, 199.
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b) Dat.pl. There are only a very few examples of this case 
in the consonant stems : D 3 . 1 5 - 4 a , M 6 . 2 3 - 2 a ,
I H5A8-la/lp and with a different suffix E.Ü 
V16.6-4&. Clearly and C^-Vy)LAAjj6vcan be attri­
buted to the Koine, but this would be difficult for Kb^oji 
in a fourth cent, text with otherwise no Koine forms. In 
considering L and i ç a Scr€ 6~ i t  must be borne
in mind that is regular in the -Gv5 nouns in M4-4a,
although we find in M6.24-2a and Gv>5^ H2.36-la;
in the -i- stem dat. pi. the only forms are v M3.8-
4a, andT'^i^'v. D3.14,15-4a. The single attested dat.pl. of 
the 8-stems is clearly Koine: H2.35/36-la:
The ending -Cr^( in stems ending in a stop, common to 
a number of dialects, is generally taken to have been trans­
ferred from the -s- stems (this class is mainly composed of 
neuters in -05 and adjs. in - k^y/ -e5^ ). But this view 
has recently been denied by Ruigh v/ho prefers the view of 
Wackernagel that etc. are due to the analogy of
c^/Lo-? : ^  iCkoi6i beside zr^ cfcr-s , hence/CX^cTcr^i etc. But I 
find this thesis very difficult to accept in view of the 
fact that the distribution of - by no means corresponds
with that of - o  c  . Althou,_h - C n T ^ i  is found in con­
sonant stems in Lesbian, Thessalian, Boeotian, Locrian (also 
occasionally - ), Elean, Phocian, Corinthian and probably
Cyrenean, of these only Lesbian and Pamphylian have -oi6"t .
1) M n e m (1958) 97 ff. Locrian/ ^
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Locrian and Elean have consonant stem -oi r as well as -OsrcSi- 
Ruigh would attribute - CrG^ {. in Central Greece to an Aeolic 
substrate. The Dorian settlers of Central Greece adopted 
Jteolic but replaced Aeolic -oi6'c, ~o^c6i by the
shorter (I) - o t  T  , - T  . Moreover, on his view, Thessa­
lian and Boeotian must have adopted V;G - o  t r, - . This
exchange of endings is perhaps ratner improbable, and certainly 
makes it unlikely that they ever exerted influence on each 
other. Ruigh apparently overlooks the possibility that the 
existence of - oi in Lesbian but not in Boeotian and Thessa­
lian is rather in favour of attributing^ - o  in Lesbian
(as in Pamphylian) to Ionic. Nor does it seem necessary to re­
sort to an Aeolic suostrate in Central Greece to explain
( in NW Greek and Corinthian. If the innovation is not 
independent in any of tnese areas, then could have
spread from Boeotian to the neighbouring dialect areas. It 
seems likely that for -6‘c in consonant stems was an
innovation shared by the whole Aeolic group (before one branch 
left for Lesbos), and that -ot<Ti was never characteristic of 
all Aeolic dialects. Homeric - in 7C^<Te6<i( etc. is not
necessarily of Aeolic origin as Ruigh and others have supposed, 
it could represent an independent innovation, favoured by its
convenience metrically.
The reason Ruigh gives for doubting that - t is 
extended from -s- stems to other consonant stem classes, that
one/ V
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one would then also expect the type to lead to
etc.; seems rather weak. There is no obvious morpho­
logical connection between the -s- stem nouns and -s- stem 
verbs. But Ruigh is perhaps right in doubting the usual ex­
planation. It is f1equently pointed out that the noun stem 
tended to be obscured by the addition of ending - cfc , thus
^ p
7Z^€i < 7ZoLs/G^ , -cro(T(S'i < 7co6 (Ti etc. But one must emphasise 
that in most inflexional classes the stem was not in fact ob­
scured, at least until comparatively late. Thus in labial, 
guttural and liquid stems we find e.g.
^  - K^oL'Cç . In the nasal
stems the reduction of - i to - ( o ) 6^ i was comparatively
late in all areas (-m- stems were early transferred to the -ix- 
class in Greek, so ). It would thus appear that it
is only in the dental class that the final consonant of the 
stem was universally lost in the dat.pl.: - C6i, -cT<S't , 
would give -6‘<Ti in all dialects except Attic-Ionic and Arca­
dian (- ) and Boeotian and Cretan where etc. usually
X
gives "Ct: , but dat.pl.-XCf would have early been replaced 
for morphological reasons. Thus was in general common
to both the -s- stem and dental classes : , ?Co<Tcrc .
But only in the latter group is the stem obscured. In the 
dental class the final consonant of the stem could only be pre­
served if followed by a vowel. I believe that it was because 
the ending was already shared by both groups that
- CnfGi was adopted in the dental class where it was added 
to the stem: tjL & c=x^ 6\ • Prom the dentals - enfif i spread to
otner /
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other noun classes ending in a stop.
To return to Cyrenean Ruigh denies
(p.101) that - (En^6 I was ever current in the consonant stems 
in Cyrenean. He thinks that J c , «.(S'! "etc" repre­
sent the normal type. But it is difficult to accept his 
view that is dat.pl. of an ethnic
cfcr-^ S', since the usual form of the ethnic is Ê.octts'-^^ccI^s . 
Moreover, apart from and (both
fourth cent.) there is no relevant evidence before the 2nd. 
cent.BC. T^ccTi does not belong with these forms ( see on 
zconk-c6'i6‘i \z , sect.156). £.0 C n r m a y  be accepted 
without suspicion, despite equally early . With
so little evidence, one cannot pass decisive judgment on the 
matter, but the alternation of - L and - CTc here in the 
fourth cent, seems to me to suggest merely that the type in 
- Cr61fL had only begun at this period to obtrude itself in­
to the consonant stems at Cyrene, but had not become fully 
establisned, so that this dialect feature was strangled by 
the pressure of the Koine almost before it had come to birth. 
As I have already pointed out, and can
be Koine forms: this is particularly clear in the case of 
which appears in the phrase &trzriS S^coCi^cTc, a 
title applied to Ptolemy and Cleopatra. In spite of the 
late date of M6 and H5> the dialect is fairly pure, but other 
Koine forms are noticeable in both.
It/
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It need hardly be said that Aeolic (Lesbian) is no more likely
i as a source for in the consonant stems at Cyrene
than it is for the change -ovd- to -oi6'-etc. (see sect.85). 
155. -8-stem Nouns.
a) Norn.sing, masc. : - S87.8, and many proper
names in — v k 5 T ,  — y — ( / c - ^ —yuc(rvc^ S ,
— <5^  S ? ~ ^  T .
b) Neut. nom./acc. -oy : è O o s  V73-lp,Çt'=^s D5.10/ll-4a, 
D2.8-4a, D1.10-4a, D33.27-2a, D31.29-2a.'
c ) Acc. sing. masc. - kj from - (sect. 55 - a sound change 
typical of this dialect ): V68-3a,
d) Gen. sing. masc. ^ - C r o 5 <  -esos), in the gen. in
-QroÇ of many proper names in ,
(see sect.60).
e) Dat. sing. -Cn ; \A<4rC(r\ M1.134-4a.
f) Nom/ acc. pi. neut. from (sec. 5 5 ) Ml.
121-4a, <S>u*-j ib.l40, M2.35-4a, D2.7-4a, D3.5-
4a, D5.9-4a, D1.8/9-4a, D10.6-4a, S144.3/44p,
V85. There are no instances of Koine forms in
g) Acc. pi. masc. V16.3-4a,
V19.8-2a (<c- v. sec. 55 )
h) Gen. pi. -G>o>/onee i n  D25.3-3a. Although
the stone is damaged at this point, the reading here is real- 
ly beyond doubt as it is followed by which is only
applied to on tne Demiourgi stones. Gen. pi.
is/
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is attested 3 times: S98-lp, S81.3, 878. There can be no 
doubt that and not Q:o>jn^  represents the true
dialect form, since -Crvo- is not normally contracted in 
Cyrenean (sect .61 ). Cri%^is to be attributed to the Koine,
i) Dat.pl. There is only one instance attested:
Cnf tv H2.35/36-la. - u here is to be attributed to the 
Koine. The earliest form of the s- stem dat.pl. was -es-si, 
and though no examples are actually attested, one need have 
no doubt that this ending was current in the historical dia­
lect. For not only was regularly retained in Cyre­
nean, but the suffic -CnT6‘c > which must have spread at 
least indirectly from the s-stems, seems to have been charac­
teristic of the -Cx/sr nouns at Cyrene (sect. 157) and in the 
consonant stem (sect.154, on
sett.156 ).
1 . 1 )
156 .i-stem nouns.
a) Norn, sing.- cS’ in M2.3-4a.
b) Acc. sing. - c\r : M1.4-4a, M3.20 (
Xsv), V19-10-2a, H2.15,25-la, H3.5-la-lp, H5B9-la-lp,8156b,
H2.27/28-la, H13-2a,(/cC(^Giv H2.36-la,
ib.11,36, S88.4-112p, V21.
c) Gen. sing. - L 0 5  . Instances are n u m e r o u s :
T13B3-5a, A'‘îvkcos ib.63, Ac-^s/cos ib.C5, ib.C7,
ib.C12, Kck^vcoS ib.D2, ib.D3,
1f ib.D4, / ol/6'i o S’ ib.D7, rTerX^^v/cos ib.D9,
l^ vXCE5"to5 M24-5/4a, c T M l 3-5/4a, AXitvcoJ M20-5/4a, x 
1^ Schwyzer I 570 ff.Buck 91.
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M23-5/4a, M18-5/4a;
ib.1,3, M i ^ \ / L O Y  ib.8, 
A(E^vC c^ <StC c05 ib.l3, ib.24, ib.3,
V7S-4a, V127.l-4a, f V v v " v . i c i b . 2 ,
ACrw^csc^s D2.3-4a,"fî^^oS' ib. 3, DIS. 2-4a, j
D10.2-4a, ^ l ^ c o S  D12.44a, £ooCcoj D3.3-4a, M2.37-
4a, M3.15-4a,^Rv'v-t icc^o^ T11.24-4a,%^ T15.24-4a,
G > o C ^ c o S  T14.46-4a, (Co^.çvcor Tll.ll-4a, A w i < c G ç > t o 5  
T11.17, £ o ^ i0 c o 5 M5.79-4a, (gic) ib.79,
T9.7-4a, A ç i  (Tt c o t  ib.27, vvkiixC'ç c o$ V34-4a;
V18.8-3a, (o^Gtoj ib.6 , <^ç>co5 ^ V114-3a,Avo%c6
D21.2-3a,%\^^( KC(^^b.3, T18A15-3a,TC0oCrcoT ib.
A17, K < ^ G l<=>s A22/(\kjrc^S ib.322,^A^i 03  ^ ib.B24,
Rvv/itXiG^coS' V33-3a, N  iv^o-oT V42-3/2a, X70~-X<^o5 * M6.21-2a, 
V4ü-c2a, /\^(Tco5 T8.11-c2a, S c ^ G v o y  T17.61-2a/la,
c(Txrte=>^ ib.83,  V  ib.141, ift-Çiô^ 'Tlos V60-la,
GsT lcT cj^ c o ’^ V35-la, %33-iL<LO^  H3Al3/14-1 a-1 p , Tço<-xScoj 392. 
c
4/5-lp, (sic )-S93.4/5-lp, T6.16-lp/2p,
£oc^^ cor ib.1 9, t-^TivoS V116.6, /Lw6LaS S10.2, U-^ocXT- 
loT 815.2, 86, ico 827.2 , Hç>ev coy 828.4,
t>vrT^<T<o5 8155.1, Ac^vcos- 831.2, ICXjS-L^^^).^^S52.2, A o ^ -  
toSS70,^ Ai^ C:^ t.<=.S T19.3, 7C ^ o«lX o =>5 T15.11, ib.l5,
/U<^K:^g;Oo^ib.l8, F^«(-3:cC^ V126, 5 P9, <^-o<S'-
'ë:'^ oiXioj’ï’10,2, 890,"* V21.
Genitive - t o S in the i-stems is characteristic of
i/
most/
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most dialects. Only Attic (whence Koine) lias -CK-s(<-'qc^T -
i-.omer, Ionic). While is clearly based on ( x o V ) - L -
1)
in nom.-(5 ,acc.-IV, the source of the Attic form is uncertain.
d) Dat. sing. -Cc, without exception: I\A2.2-4a,
Ii6 .15-2a,(âoi<T‘Acei ib . 21, 12.5-la, T7.17-102p,
H19 .l-2p, ( sic. itacisml) lilO-lp, Ci 785 .
The oldest forms of the dat. of the -^-sterns were 
- L ( C -i-i) and - (Attic and Ionic (lasos) inscriptions),
giving Attic -Cn which early spread from Attic to other
2)
dialects including Cyrenean. That - Gn should have gained 
ground so quickly is no doubt due to -i being from the 
formal point of view less clear and satisfactory.
e) Acc.pl. No examples except for the numerals ^ 
I„4.11,12-4a, IiJ.. 19,113-4a, D3.18-4a, ycTtrins) ; 
Accusative pi. in -iS from -ins is the inherited form which 
eventually gave way in all diarects to Attic (secondary) -(^S .
f ) Dat.pl.: two different suffixes are attested:
M 3 .8-4a, xçi^rc D3.14,15-4a. -iGc represents the
inlierited form, current in all dialects before the period of
Attic/lLoine influence: generally was quite early
3 )
replaced by Attic - (Er (T( . in view of the paucity of the
1) Schwyzer I 572-3; the IE ending was -eis/-ois.
2) Schwyzer I 572 and note 2.
3) - G -  here due to partial conflation of the - L - and - G  ( /-)- 
stems.
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evidence, it is difficult to be certain how far - c G G l in
;zrc5 7Vt(r6cv can be taken as typical of -±- stems in Cyrenean.
This may even be only a spelling for ?co/Wc\^. Since the
ending -Ckkè't is characteristic, probably of the
consonant sterns, and certainly of the -Grv 5^ class, it is
not inconceivable that -cTGi in 7CCrXcC<Tcv is to be
attributed to the same source, in this case with only a
partial modification of the suffix (i.e. ri replaced
/ ^ 
by I not by l - GtGt (Homer!) or TTcnLeirG L ) .
But the dat. pi. of the dental stems in - c S  , - {-
would also be < < - c o 6 c (- ctt^c ) . Some - c - stems
were even partly transferred to the dental class, thus:
S , etc. And I believe it was from
the dental class that -(t)<TGc was probably extended to
the - C- stems in Cyrenean. If this explanation is
correct, then it is understandable that T Ç i G c  from
of which there was no singular, should not have been
rinfluenced by the nouns in - cF , - (8 o5^ . The Cyrenean
foimi does not seem to be paralleled elsewhere.
2)
157. Nouns in -CruS .
a) Norn. sing. - as elsewhere: D3 .2-4a, D15.2-
4a, M5.72-4a, D31.2.2a, M8.2-2p, S27,^G(^G->FD28.2-2a, 3155.
1) On nouns in -is, -t^c>s/- cVhs, cf. Schwyzer I 464 ff. 
Ohantraine, Formation 335 ff.
2) Buck 91 ff, Schwyzer I 574 ff ; for the‘origin of the^ 
formation of Crus .) Szemeri^nyi X.oC£_t v/^
II 159 ff. ^ ^
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b) Acc. sing. - *^ 0^4 once in ^  M2.27-4a, - Go>< 'ovRce:
H14.2-la, - once, V19.6-2a. For
the question of the contraction of to - ,
after loss of p, and the shortening of - to -Go<: , problems 
for which lack of sufficient material makes a decisive answer 
for Cyrenean difficult, see sect.55,68. It seems on the whole 
likely that k i whence represents the normal
Cyrenean type, and that the forms in - (i.e. with Attic
- (Evk. from - i^ cxL ) are kfoine forms.
c) Gen. sing. - 6^ - C-oS'<  - in M6.12-2a,
V19.3-2a,l^çG^5" D13.6-4a, V60.2-la, V6l.2-la, V77. 
5-lp (for the characteristic sound change -G-oS to -G-w^ , v. 
sect.60 above).
There are some late instances of - G o y  which are to be
attributed to the Koine (sect.6u) : V44.2-3p,
cjs (or - J T5*4-lp. Twice also the Koine gen, in - G v o y  :
CG0Gvo5^^^2.1-la, H19.1-2p, P3-late,(?^^^(G^(Sjuy V35-la., 
the stem ccrç- is also Koine, as opposed to Doric etc. icVç- 
(V.sect.60 for the treatment of G o ) .
There are few examples of the gen. of -GivS nouns from
Thera: once ) and several examples with Koine
- G i ^ y   ^ Buck remarks (loc.cit.) that because of possible 
confusion with the nominative, the spelling (and,I presumeythe
pronj/unciation) in - C-uy (gen. ) is much less frequent in the
- G v J  stems than in the -s- stems. The analogy of gen.- o ^
1) GDI IV 811. preserved/
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preserved in many noun classes may also have played some 
part in this. But this would not seem to apply to Cyrene; 
gen. -GruS is also attested in Megarian and Argolic.
d) Dat. sing. : -Grt in ^çocÇcrv D3 .16-4a,-(5^dt Ae-» M 6 .21- 
2a. The earlier form of the ending was preserved
in Cyprian £cfc/Acepi, whence, v/ith loss of p ,  Goan 
etc. But the widely attested dat. -Gn with short diphthong 
hardly represents a phonetic change from (except where
shortening of final long diphthongs is normal) but rather the 
short - 6 - is extended from the genitive, where shortening of 
G before o  (after loss of intervocalic p )  is characteristic 
of WG and Ionic.
e) Norn. pi. -C3 inr/^ç-Gj k6.16-2a, T2.2-la, T3.2-la, 
H3.7-la/lp, V38.5-107P, V77.4-lp,y^^<X);uLD^:C^
I-I14.4-la. This form of the nom.pl. for -Cr\jS
nouns is not paralleled elsewhere. The original form of the
ending was -K|p-Cr5 (Cyprian £  AoGAc G p ^ )  , After loss of p  ,
- KjGT (Arcadian, also Elean: f3o^ C^ ( witho<^<‘-j) was generally
modified, the first vowel being shortened: this gave
in Cretan ) and -Gnfor - (unless direct­
ly from - (q ) by contraction elsevyhere. The Cyrenean forms 
 ^ 1) 2)
have been explained in various ways. Brugmann, Y/ackernagel
and Bechtel are all united in believing acc .pi. was
1) Sachs. Ber. 1901 110 ff.
2) IF 14 (1903) 369 ff.
3) Dial. II 556.
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from -G-v^r , and that this was extended to the nominative.
1)
A purely phonetic explanation was sought by Gunther, who
considered that was produced from f t l i r o u g h  a
kind of hyphaeresis, possibly due to the accent on the final
syllable of the stem. Equally improbable phonetically is
2)
Devote's theory that there was shortening of a long vowel 
before - v  or -S in Cyrenean, whence infinitive 
genitive nom.pl. None of these views appear
very convincing, and it would seem much more satisfactory 
to explain nom. i^kiÇG^as an analogical form v;ith -Gy instead 
of - (p)GS on the pattern of the stems ending in a
stop. But there is another possibility. In the Koine, the 
form of both the nom. and acc. of -Guy nouns was - eel. 
Cyrenean nom. pl./«^ç>GtJ etc. might be artificial, with -Gry 
replacing Koine -Chy on the analogy of Koine t o o s  beside 
dialect . Nevertheless, the analogy of the contrast
etc. makes this explanation perhaps more convincing 
for the acc. than for the nom. (see below).
f) Acc.pl. -r|o2J: SEC IZ 1.24-4a, but -Gy : i ocÇGy
H 2 .31-la, H 3 .6-la/lp, H 2 .32, once also -CKS : locçGsy
HI.11-la, this clearly a Koine form.
Now although the form J in SEC IX .h occurs in
the Koine part of the text (the list of names at the end of 
this inscription is in the dialect: line 72 ff M 5), there
1) IF 32 (1913) 378 ff.
2) RF NS VI (1928) 376 ff.
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is no doubt that this reflects the normal Cyrenean acc.pl. form 
of -Cro3 nouns in the fourth cent.BC (for other "dialect" 
forms in the Koine part of SEG IX 1^ see sect. 284). The earl­
iest form of the acc.pl. in all dialects must have been ( ^  ~
F, whence Cyrenean . One would expect this to
be contracted to in Cyrene; both and from
V) (X. are attested in the 4th cent, at Cyrene (cf.sect.68).
But nom. I must have also given Neither of
these forms were very clear or satisfactory from the morphologi­
cal point of view. If, as has been suggested above, nom. pi. 
Co^ÇÇ-5 is formed on the analogy of stems ending in a stop, 
the acc.pl. may have taken the same (secondary) form as the nom. 
pi. because the form which was being displaced { l oCç ) was 
identical in both cases. Perhaps, rather against this theory 
is the fact that although the -s- stem masculine class would 
also have -f^5 in the nom. and acc. pi. (nom.-eses acci
-esns>  -^5 ). we find there the ending retained at least
for the accusative (T'Ç*  ^^ Ç^S"). This objection cannot be 
decisive, but does weigh somewhat in favour of the view that 
acc. is after all a (late) artificial form, originating
alter the Koine had largely displaced the local dialect at 
Cyrene, and based on such a proportion as Koine • Cyrenean
T O  3 " Koine : Cyrenean x. This would obviously
suggest to the enthusiastic connoisseur of the local
patois. The same possibility for nom. has been
discussed/
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discussed above. Unfortunately, the evidence is too meagre 
to admit of a final and confident answer to the problem of
, c- 1 )
nom./acc. ^
The rest of WG and Ionic have - , Lesbian ,
whence Thessalian, Boeotian Attic acc. GnJ is
taken over from the nominative.
g) gen. pl.: H2.11-la, cG-ÇO w v  V35.2-la. -G t>o \x
(here from - with loss of p  and shortening of i/^ be­
fore ou ,cf.sect.61) is retained uncontracted here as in all 
other dialects, including Attic;iGÇCRwv is however betrayed by 
the form of the stem as Koine.
h) dat.pl. : - in: ^4. 37-4a, r^c-Ac(?oets6'c
ib.l3, ib.36, ib.l4 , OtT3.c-«-<rc ib.
18,41, ib.40, T T U <-c2nnTcv ib.44,'’n'<S't'o
ib.47; (=f<r( ib. 51,. There are two examples
of -Cru 6"I : ^c/n^<£-uS"c M6.24-2a, ioLÇQ-osjy H2.36-la.
The ending is probably taken over directly from
the -s- adjs. That these two stem classes should have in­
fluenced each other is not surprising, in view of the similarity 
of inflexion after the loss of intervocalic -(T- and - p -, 
followed, in some dialects at least, by shortening in 
- stems of the long vowel in hiatus. At this fairly late stage 
the Cyrenean paradigms may be assumed to have given the 
following picture;
1) Bechtel (Gr.Dial.II 556-7) regards the origin of this 
form as obscure.
nom.sing./
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-Crv5 nouns. ^ r -s- stem adjs. x 
nom. sing.-Cru;y pi.-i^ F (< G G s J ^ s i n g . -5/-oS p l «qF
acc. - (< ) -rjcx3 (> - i^(<o?0 /“ - /-
gen. — ( 1> Cro3 ) — (5%yJ\/ — GoS’^i^ Croj’^ — C'usfs/'
dat. — G L —CnC/6^ L —Gc — Cr^ TSi
It is clear that for the -s- stem adjs. and the - &\jy 
nouns, the inflexional suffixes v/ere identical except in the 
nom. sing., dat.pl. and perhaps the nom./acc. pi. {-CruT nouns 
attest - Gy in late inscriptions). That the animate -s- 
stems were adjs, but the -CruS stem nouns, is probably not a 
sufficient objection to this explanation (Ruigh) explains 
Cyrenean etc. in the same way). -C-G^t in -GrxjF
nouns is probably not to be directly related to -Cr^6s in 
consonant stems (in Cyrenean only kogtT/cc-çc , see sec.
154).
Other dialects preserve the original ending, -< E n -> (T c  , 
but it is interesting that Callimachus has c^ç^j^Cr€i which 
sounds like an echo of his native patois, but with Atticised 
-CnfI from perhaps metri causa.
The forms and both in late inscrip­
tions, unlike the forms in - CEtT^ c , are clearly to be attribu­
ted to the Koine.
1)
158. Nouns in -oS .
Gen. sing. : -cyoj in TIO. 5-4a, T18B18-3a*.
1) Schwyzer I 463, 570 ff. Buck 91.
The/
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The genitive in -t/05 for - u - stems is noriml in all
dialects for nouns, including substantivised adjectives 
/ 1)
like ^
159. Nouns in -U/(c).
Lost of the examples of -uu(o) nouns in Cyrenean are 
proper names;
a) in - w  : T8.10-2a, Ï?.10-102p, Zc3u^oo T8.9-2a?,
Ï7 .10-102p,Mt-jcu l’8.3-c2a, l6.3-l/2p, T7.16-102p,
3130-lp, K o f - r o  (s^) 3145-lp, M<rç>c>oï7.l8,Tc-7Vç'<^ i'7.19,
S23, MvotQuS25.
b) in -Cue : Ï.il.l6-4a, T7 .31, 32-102p,
T 7 .3 6 A  c  CO I 3 7 2 ,A < J ^ C -V c^ <  350, 366, 382,
TL-kc-^ c/ui S9, <pC-^c^ 348, 324, gen. - 0 5 : A  o T
ia.l09-4a.
The nominative is usually in -uj elsewhere, hut only 
- c^L is attested in Amhracian, frequently also in Cretan and 
Cyrenean beside -üo , and occasionally (beside -c~> ) in 
Messene, Epidaurus, hegara, Selinus and Melos. -oe in 
early Corinthian is a spelling for -uuu, but occasional 
examples of -oL have turned up in Ambracia, Bpidaurus and 
Messene in later inscriptions, where -oc cannot be a spelling 
for -u-^t . While the genesis of the Greek feminine nouns 
in -oo(c) remains obscure, it is difficult to say whether 
the nominative -col for -co is rightly attributed to the 
analogy of the vocative -o c . The form -coi is only
1) On cf. Schwyzer I 463, Bechtel Dial. Ill 148.
2) Schwyzer I 478-9, Bnck 92-3.
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attested very late on the stones from Cyrene, and then pre­
dominantly on the tombstones, except for one isolated instance 
in the Sacred Laws of the fourth century. But early instances 
(before the second century BC) at Cyrene of feminine proper 
names, including the type - ( c ),are completely lacking.
The genitive singular is generally - o o  S , , or
- usv J (Cret. - 0 0 5  and being contracted from
- o o y  , but - 0 3  is attested in Cyrenean , Rhodian
and Delphian /V^cTo^. Cyrenean y Eis also
the similar forms in Rhodian and Delphian, is best attributed
to the analogy of the genitive - o y  of stems ending in a stop, 
rather than to a supposed phonetic change (hyphaeresis) from
8  ^ 2 )
160. The Inflex ion of
Mom. sing. : D3.14,15-4a,
Gen. sing.:/>ot?y ib.19,
The forms of this noun vary to some extent from dialect 
to dialect. Nominative accusative ^ c ^ a r e  common to
several Doric dialects beii% attested in Argolic, Epidaurian, 
Cretan and Syracusan (cf.Lat. bos, Skt. gam). Attic-Ionic 
have nominative Q,<^  ^  , accusative C o w  ; g,en. sing, j-^ooj 
is universal, and. gen. pi.(Soow/ is also fairly general, ex­
cept for Boeotian (^o-'oov(vfith (2oo- instead of ^ o-from /3o(_>3,,
Although |Sc~>5 , (?ouV are attested in many Doric 
dialects, these forms are not found in insular Doric, but only
1)But hyphaeresis according to Buck 42,of.Schwyzer I  253 also 
sects.66,110. For the distribution of -<u and - , of .P.M. 
Frazer, T.Bonne, Boeotian & West Greek Tombstones (1957)
169—7 0.
2)Schwyzer I 577, Buck 34. Goan/
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Ûoan, Rcru 3, pcA^A^etc. in 4th cent, inscriptions, and The ran 
n 1 )
iSo'^V (GDI 4765“4a ). But these Coan and The ran inscriptions 
ail shovj some signs of Koine or Ionic influence. One must 
conclude from this that either both S and were
characteristic of Doric or, more probable in view of the dis­
tribution, that in Goan and Theran is due to the influence
of neighbouring Ionic. Cyrenean will then be
due to Theran.
Proto-Greek must at the earliest stage have had nom.
(3 6 ^  S', 3,cc. It follows, therefore, that EG
is an analogical form based on the nominative, and that WG
/ ^
is based on the accusative. Contraction in ^crcg" (a ^-
owos) was prevented in all dialects by the need for morpholo­
gical clarity.
161. 5 / O T
Cyrenean gives the following forms of this divine name :- 
gen. :Z(/^vo$V49-5a, V48-4a, V55-4a, V47-5/3a, V46-5/5a.
v52-4a, A u o 5 M3.11-4a. 
dat. V50-4a.
Of the derivatives, all theophoric proper names, some 
have the same stem D10-4a, V18-3a, H9-
la, Z(/A Vc/vv VI08,833. On the other hand, in compound forms
' /
only A  I c> ( cT)- (from the old genitive 3 ) is found:
T13.33-3a,A<-o'Dj^'^TV108, A.v o E<3-To S S92-lp,
1)This inscription is mainly in the dialect,but has the forms 
S o S  c-vXi beside and the month n a m e ( S \ c o 9 '
2)Szemerényi KZ 73 (1956) 186 ff,especially 196 ff.
3116/
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S116, bis-lp, S115-lp, -y A'o6(/e<:£j^k cSokyJ
S18.
The forms A c  (p)o F , ) l. , with the stem Ac(jp)-
- of the genitive and dative extended to the accusative, are
found in many dialects: an old dative A  i_ (p)<2rL has sur­
vived only in a few proper names: Attic C-c^c,^S,
Cyprian A  < pe-. ^  . Z.i^v/- forms, built
on the old accusative Z  , are attested for East Ionic,Coan,
Theran, Cretan, Elean and Homer: here also belon^ Cretan,
-r ^  /
c^Vc< etc. Ionic has besides the unexplained Z
/ '
Zx.v/oJ. The original declension of this noun in proto-Greek 
was ZcH.>>3* , Z. , A. u-oj y V p  ) Although the nominative 
was almost everywhere retained (but Aesch. Zt^^, Cretan v ,
 __ i
(c/k/, back-formations from secondary accusative )
in the oblique cases some dialects generalised the stem of the 
accusative , and some the stem A-c-. In view of Attic
Afl< it may be that forms in East Ionic are due to in­
sular Doric. If the Ionians were conscious that Doric was 
the source of the Zc^v^- forms, then mi^nt be a hyper-
Doricism as also no doubt Cretan beside A  ^  vc<
The single instance of in Cyrenean (M3-4a)
occurs in the phrase t u o  TUj The cult of
Zeus Lykaeus was Arcadian in origin, and must have been brought 
to Cyrene by colonists from Arcadia. AcjoS has the form of the
1) For pre-history of this root, cf.Szemere'nyi KZ 73 (1936)
188 ff.
2) On Z , cf. Buck 93, Schwyzer I 5/6-7.
name /
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name characteristic of Arcadia (cf.sect.270)•
C . The Pronoun.
1)
I. The Personal Pronouns.
Very few forms of personal pronouns are attested in 
Cyrenean.
-62. 1 plural:
a) acc. H2.11-la.
gen. 3 H5A14-la/lp.
J> X  _
The stem Uj^is from asfrt/ cf .Skt. asman ), which gave
- in Lesbian-Thessalian, but resulted in loss of -s-
/
with lengthening of the preceding vowel in all other dialects
Z  <r
( oLJU.- >  in Attic-Ionic, v. sect.84). The (undoubted­
ly archaic) accusative suffix in the personal pronouns is - C- 
in all dialects except Attic-Ionic where - ^ 5  has been added 
from the consonant stem nouns ( - G  - F > --«kLS). As Brugmann
has pointed out, this shows an (archaic) declension of the
2 ) ^
personal pronouns as a collective singular.  ^ is a late
Doric form contracted from attested in Elean; Cretan
has with characteristic closure of C- to L before o
Lesbian has Thessalian V'. Homeric
is probably lengthened metri gratia from iQyWR- 
(the Ionic form, contracted to in Attic),
b) The possessive adjective: 9 (gen.sing. ) M3.15-4-a.
is the usual Doric form, being a thematic derivative 
of the stem o/( 6 ^ ) - ,  like Gj^>from etc.
1) Buck 97 ff, Schwyzer I 600 ff.
2) KZ 27. 397 Lesbian/
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X _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __  C -  / /
Lesbian and Attic-lonic t/|ju.GrT-Ç^ S Lave the
suffix -ter-(os) used in several IS languages to mark 
contrasts, especially in comparison of pairs of concepts 
(cf. Lat. dexter - sinister etc. cTc-r'^ 'clX-^ oS,
o»TTePo3, and the comparative of thematic adjectives.
^ 2 )
163. 3 singular.
a) acc.sing. masc. (not r e f l e x i v e ) M2.47-4a.
This form is also found in Epidaurian and literary
Doric, and the Attic tragic poets, beside Pamphylian 
Lesbian , Homer C-O G  and also Doric e  .
b) Acc. sing. fern, (not r e f l e x i v e ) M 2 .34-4a.
is otherwise attested only in Ionic and Homer.
Therefore the presence of this form in Cyrenean is probably
3)
to be attributed to Ionic influence on Theran. (cf.sect.270).
c) dat. sing. masc. (not reflexive) M l .112,128bis.
Argolic, Cretan, Delphian, Cyprian and Lesbian have
  *—
|— oc (< swoi), Attic-Ionic, Homer and Doric gave . But
dative forms in -i\/, characteristic only of the pronoun in 
Greek, are found in a number of dialects. Thus, Doric also
; I—
attests and T(v, and is known in Cretan (Gortyn) .
In the dative of the pronouns of the 1 and 2 plural, all 
dialects have - c ( v) ( etc.).
1) Of. Benveniste, Horns d ’Agents et d'Action (1948) 115 ff, 
Schv/yzer I 533 ff, 608.
2) Schwyzer I 607-8.
3) For the origin and relations of and wcv, cf. Schwyzer I 
608 note 1. ^
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164.lIThe Reflexive Pronoun.
Reflexive forms are only attested for the tnird person 
pronoun:
a) y  V ) M2.36-4a.
y j? ^ ^ r~
b) Ml.33/34-4a,<^A/rz>lc:;Zucmvib.68/69,
Xrcrr M2.9-4&.
c) ea-oTV^ (gen) H17-la, c'gloKZjv H5A8/9-la/lp, Cr^o'O-v 
dat.)8138.
There are instances of alone vath reflexive
meaning in several other dialects: in EG: Homer,Thessalian, 
•Boeotian, in V/G: Corinthian, Laconian, Elean, Delphian, as 
well as Cyrenean. However, in many dialects the reflexive 
is expressed by reinforcing the personal pronoun with 
thus G cTZi'xr etc. in Attic-Ionic
(but Hdt.G^^vu etc. ), likewise similar forms in Homer
{iSTD cLxJ xx^  etc.), Thessalian (e.g. eîr? ), Cretan ( ^ v  
cy oTOLetc.) and Epidaurian ( ). Cyrenean
D5V, , which belong nere, are clearly due to the
Koine, occurring as they do only in very late inscriptions. 
The use of the more emphatic repetitive combination ^ ^  Z ^ S  
cV^Gc/^( etc ), with both parts declined separately, to convey 
a reflexive notion, is in the historical period attested only 
in Boeotian and Delphian apart from Cyrenean, but it clearly 
lies behind the compound forms with only the second part de­
clined, which are common to many WG dialects, whence no doubt
the/
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the type spread to Arcadian and Boeotian (thus C o o
1)
u- C .AnTüVetc. )
2)
165. D. Txie Definite Article .
Most 01 the differences between the forms of the 
article in various dialects are of a phonetic nature, and in 
no way concern morphology (e.g. Attic etc. - V'G. etc.
^  , cK5). The majority of these differences are discussed 
in the sects, on ^-stein and o -  stem nouns and in the rele­
vant sects, in the chapter on phonology. They will therefore 
not be mentioned here except where the variant forms within 
Cyrenean demand an explanation. Differences of a morphologi-
o
cal character sucn as oc beside in the nom. pi. will 
naturally be considered below.
a) Norn. sing. masc.: o  M1.17,39-4a, M2.3,4,37,38,40-4a, 
L31.20-2a, D26.6-2a, D34.1,2,5,5,6,7,8-2a, VI23-1p, V3B.7-107p.
b) Norn. sing. fern.: ol M4,2,3-4a, M2.3-4a, Ml.93,100,102- 
4a, D33.27-2a, D31.29-2&, H11.5-2p.
c) Nom./acc. sing. neut.: T® D8, 7,8,9-4a, D3.10,19-4a,
D2.12-4a, D1.15-4a, M3.14-4a, M2.l6-4a, Ml.28,29,30,34,42,44,
51,55,57,59,69,74,87,89,90,91,97,99,104,115,119-4a, D34.9-2a,
D31.22/24-2a, D29.3/4-2a, M6.18-2a, H2.7,8,9,10,26,35,43-la,
HI.18-la, H5B4-la/lp, P1.3-late, S69bis, H23.1, M6.19-2a.
• 1) Buck 99, Schwyzer I 267,4^6,607^ A.von Blumenthal (G1.18 
(1929-50) 151 ff ) regards ol5/Wv etc. as a caique in WG
from Illyrian (cf.Venetlc sselboisselboi, OH G der selb selbo-). 
But this is pure theorising and rests on no solid basis.
2) Schwyzer ]j610.
d/
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d) Acc. sing. masc. :-7ovM3.21,29-4a, M2.14,28-4a, Ml.54^68, 
137, 158-4a, V33-3a, V19.1-2&, HI2-la, HI.16-la, H2.34,43,45- 
la, H5A9, 13-la/lp, V79-lp, V73-lp, M11.4-2p, M10.7-2p, V74, 
3138.2,3, with assimilation to before a following labial:
M3.22-4a, M2.46-4a, M1.130-4a, V21 to T o y  before a guttural :
M3.24,4a, M2.31-4a.
e) Acc. sing. fern.: Tl^\/ V15-4a, V43-4a, M2.lObi8,17,26,31, 
54-4a, Ml.3,8,11,12,14,37,46,51,61,67,99,111,135-4a, V36-2a, 
V19,9,10-2a, H2.4,8,11,13,15,18,20,31-la, H1.14,19bis.21-la, 
H14-la, HI7-1a, V60.9-la, V63.6-la, H3.5-la/lp, H5A10,21, 
B9-la/lp, V74, V65, 3156b, with assimilation to a following 
jjUttural T"o<;y M2.21-4a, Ml .4-4a.
f) Gen. sing. masc./neut. D2.4,12-4a, D1.16-4a, D12.6- 
4a,T11.15-4a, M3.11bis, 24bis-4a. M2,10,ll,17-4a. Ml.22,23,27, 
28,29-4a, V53-4a, D8.11-4a, D1.5-4a, D3.2,10,19-4a, V72-4/3a, 
D23.8-3a, V19.2-2a, D29.3,4-2a, V35.2-la,H2.9-la, HI.11-la,
V62,5,15-la, T2.2-la, T3.2-la, H3.2-la/lp, H5A13-la/lp,V123- 
Ip, 3137-lp, V38.4/5-107p, M11.3,4-2p, M8.2-2p, H23.1,2,5, 
S42bis; before the imfroduction of the Ionic alphabet spelt T o  
V9-5a, V4-5a, V5-5a, “^ 6  V8-5a; To once in a late inscription
(8145-lp) is quite a different case, reflecting, the teindency 
to obliterate the distinction between long and short vov^els
in late Greek; see sects.34,41, for late confusion of o and 
, and sect.66 for the (normal) Cyrenean contraction of o O
»
to cu . T o V  in a few late inscriptions is to be attributed
to/ ^
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to the Koine:T7.37-102p, M11.7-2p, M10.9,H-2p, Pl.l-late.
The occasional spelling (H2.19,30,31, 33,46-la) is due 
to the simplification of the long diphthongs in the later 
period with a subsequent confusion between uj and in 
the spelling.
g) Gen, sing. fem. M3.15bis-4a. H2.33,35,37-4a,M1.36,
37,45,60-4a, D3.7/8-4a, D2.8/9,10-4a, Dl.ll,12-4a, D18.10-4a, 
D5.12,14-4a, T10.2-4a, D25.9-3a, M6.11,12,21,28-2a, T8.2-c2a, 
V35.2-la, HI.20-la, H14-la, H2.14,16,20-la, H3.6-la/lp, H5A 
13-la/lp, T7.2-102p, Mll.l-2p, T6.2-l/2p, H8, H22; one ex­
ample of (H10.7-2p) is Koine.
h) Dat. sing. masc./neut.: M3.9,21,24-4a, M2.11-4a, 
M1.6bis.8,9.49.56.58.85.123.129.134-4a. D31.30-2a,H2.44-la, 
M9-2p, ¥21, c w c  M6.23-2a; X —  ^in H5A7-la/lp is due to the 
confusion in spelling in the Koine between and »— > (see 
above in f.).
i) Lat. sing. fern. : V59-4a, M4.4-4a, M2.24,27,28-4a,
M1.35,54,69,94-4a, M12-4a, V58-3a, V57-3a, H2.13-la,
» •
M6.23-2a.
j ) Nom. pi.masc. usually M2, 3,6,9,19,21,31,34,41 bis-4a,
M6.16,19-2a, V6l.l-la, V6o.2-la, V64.2-lp, V77.4-lp, V38.5- 
107p, H3-7, occasionally Tor M3-13,14-4a, M2.2,14-4a (beside 
c X  ), HI.17,21-la. Apart from M2, the examples of oe are 
fairly late and can be attributed to the Koine. For the
cases of relative in M2 and M3, which may be either from 
o or oS, see sect.166 below; the distribution of o^y^Toc
and/
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and / TcA will be discussed in the next section (k).
>k) Nom.pl. fern.: olt M3.8,9-4a, M6.16,17,2?-2a, H2.41-la. 
There are no examples of TEzc the usual form in Doric; in H2 
and M6 ^  may well be due to Koine influence, but it is cur­
ious that M3, a mid-fourth century text, with very few signs 
of Koine influence, should have two examples of (never 
but also twice Toa, never . This may well be a mere co­
incidence, if not it is still difficult to discern a reason 
for this distinction. There is no instance of the nom.pl. 
fern, of either oS or o  being employed as a relative in 
Cyrenean.
WG (except Cretan) and Boeotian - once at
Pharsalus (Schwyzer 566) hardly establishes the form for 
Thessalian - and also Homer retained in general the inherited 
nom. pi. Tcrc, T , whereas EG innovated, creating 
on the analogy of o K. . c n , Ux in Cretan is to be traced 
to the Achaean substrate. Since not only Lesbian but also 
Thessalian has it may be that the same innovation took
place in Aeolic as well as in Attic-Ionic and Arcado-Cyprian. 
Boeotian would be due to the influence of WG. The re­
placement of nom.pl. by cro in Thessalian was per^iaps at 
least assisted by the fact that i m  is also gen.sing, in 
that dialect. But for Thessalian, there would be no obstacle 
to tracing Lesbian o l  to Ionic influence. in Homer must
be regarded as an archaism. The high frequency of o'P as
/
compared/
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compared with Tci and the absence of beside at 
Gyrene is to be attributed in the case of the earlier dia­
lect inscriptions to Ionic influence on Theran: unfortu­
nately, neither oc nor T W  has come to light in the latter 
dialect.
1) Nom./acc. pi. neut.Tol D3.12-4&, M3-18,21-4a,M2.5,13, 
36,38-4a, M1.43,44,39,63,64MgjL66,119,121-4a, M6.26-2a, V19. 
9-2a, D31.14-2a, HI.24-la, H2.3-la, H5A15,17-la/lp, D29.
2-2a.
m) Acc. pi. masc. "CoS' (the regular Cyrenean form from
V. sect.86) M3.9,23-4a, M2.13,21,42,48-4a, Ml.139- 
4a, M6.8,16-2a, HI.11,22-la, H2.17,18,19Msj.29,31-la, H3-4, 
6-la/lp, H5A9, 17-la/lp, H8, V37. T^TuS M2.27,29-4a beside 
C o j  is difficult, but see discussion sect.86. 
n) Acc.pl. fern. To^S V16.3-4a, M1.103,121-4a, M6.20-2a,
H2.17,24-la, V38.4-107p.
0) Gen.pi.masc./neut. TX^/v* D3.17,18,19-4a, M3.11,12,16-4a,
M2.23,29,31,43bis-4a. Ml.23,38,47bis,62-4a,V16.3-4a,M6.14,
29-2a,V35.2-la,H2.11bis,40,45-la,HI.14,23-la,Mil.5-2p; with
assimilation to before a guttural: M3.14-4a.
p) Gen.pl. fem. ^the regular form outside Attic-
—
Ionic from " T : V123-lp, V38.5-107p, with assimilation
to a following labial: Ml. 5-4a. The few instances of
TZ/'UXX are: M2.22-4a, V79-lp, V73-lp, ril0.8-2p. That fem.
pi. should mane its appearance here as early as the
fourth cent, would seem at first si,^ht surprising, since
this/
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this is in general a persistent dialect feature. It 
occurs in the phrase (M2) /Co o-w o S  a ^ ocT ’
ocTcw; where ^^o<TcrS^o5 instead of ^ must be
borrowed from Ionic or the Koine; if C w ^ h e r e  is not 
simply to be treated as one of the lonicisms (of Theran) 
in this inscription, then it is probably to be explained 
as the Koine form of the article with the Koine loan word:
it is worth comparing in this case (gen.)
in M3-4a, w h e r e t o  be ex­
pected for WG. But the are only otherwise
Known from Athens and Amorgos. Peminirie in the
later texts is obviously due to the Koine,
q) Dat.pl. masc./neut. TenJT :T11.52-4a, M1.94-4a,
M2,4,7,8,47,49ter-4a, V37-3a, M6.24,25bis-2a, 8138, 
c“c m S H 2 .  36-la.
r) Dat.pl. fem. M3.8-4a, D23.9-3a, M6.6-2a,
H2.15-la.
E . __crTu( 3 and the artid e  used as relative
In a number of Cyrenean inscriptions the use of the 
article as relative is attested: nom.sing.masc. O  M2.37-
4a, M1.18-4a, nom.sir%.neut. T o  M2.19,2G-4a, gen.sing.fem.
" T V 1 9 . 6 - 2 a ,  neut. pi. T X  M2.5,9-4a, acc.pl. fem. 'TSiÇ
f  f
V16.3-4a, In addition we also find several forms from crç
in/
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in Cyrenean: acc.sir%. fem. ril.16-la,acc.pi.neut. ^  Ml.94,
acG.pl. fem. c^ S' H3,3 gen, pi. M2. 2. Two examples of nom.
pi.relative oo (M2.6, M3.25-4a) may be either forms of the 
article or of o S  . There are two forms from : acc.
sing. masc. M2.14, neut.pl. A few forms
from o6"c cS are attested: nom. sing. fem. 1 H2.30-la
(used as an ordinary relative), neut.sing. "Si Ml.26,53,128,gen.
Ml.112.
The relative use of the article, which is frequent in 
Homer, the Ionic poets, and (as an archaistic stylism) in 
Herodotus, is usual also in Arcado-Cyprian, Lesbian-Thessalian, 
also in one fourth cent. Boeotian inscription, in WG only 
Heraclean (and Epicharmus where it may be due to Epic) and 
Cyrenean, otherwise confined to late inscriptions of Delphi,
Elis and Crete. Since the article can function as a relative 
in all EG dialects except Attic, it is at least conceivable 
that this innovation was one known to Attic also (i.e. when 
Attic-Ionic still formed one dialect), but was there given up, 
possibly under the influence of neighbouring V/G dialects. On 
the other hand, it is not possible that this common-place in­
novation took place independently in (proto) Aeolic, Arcado- 
Cyprian, and Ionic. But even in these dialects the inherited 
%  was never entirely replaced by c, TT) in the relative 
function, and in accordance with Attic usage, was finally to 
hold sway in the Koine.
In/
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In WG the dialect distribution for the article function­
ing as relative is rather curious, and in fact so lacking in 
homogeneity that one is driven to the conclusion that this 
innovation took place in Heraclean and Cyrenean independently 
of each other ajid of EG. And since this development in late 
Elean, Delphian and Cretan cannot be attributed to Koine, or 
indeed to any external influence, it must have also taken
place independently in these areaso
J
Clearly the confusion of r-5 and o  leading to 0 3  being 
replaced by O, ixL etc. in some dialects could onlybe in tjgrose 
cases where the form in both stems was similar or identical.
Now in WG this was only the case in the animate nominative 
singular, but in EG this was true even at an early period of
the nominative plural masc./fem. also, since here cUX replaced 
/  /
TZn HA. on the anology of Thus it is not surprising
that the relative use of the article is almost entirely confined
- -to dialects which have crt., instead of : i.e.
Arcado-Cyprian, Lesbian, Thessalian, Ionic, Cretan. ThjDugh 
the influence of the Koine the same condition is fulfilled in 
late Delphian and Elean. Remarkably, the sajne is more or 
less true of Cyrenean, where Cn is apparently as frequent as 
, and of beside cJJi there is no trace. In Heraclean 
the picture is slightly different; for there beside many 
examples of TCfL, ox is only attested twice, and beside 
numerous instances of , there are only three
—216“
1)
cases of tne article beint; used for the relative.
ç/ f
The forms of os* a n d o 6 T O ^ i n  Cyrenean do not call
^ ;k
for comment, but it may be worth adding that , To-rTc-ç
etc. do not occur in any dialect. The confusion of oS, o
no Wiiere affected ocTA^Cç , But a word must be said on nom.
sing. fem. neut. c n  t , gen. crT'«v^O T , It is
clear from these forms that the second member was normally 
declined, but judging by cn (voj*, c> - from neuter cn i seems 
to have been generalised in the masc./neut., an innovation 
shared by Arcadian (cm etc.), Homer (crTe^), Attic (tsucsvj)^ 
Delphian ( \/c^ etc.), Cretan similarly Lesbian
eTt^tS o'CU-A-> etc., Boeotian(oTxTo) and Argive with
O g e n e r a l i s e d  from neut. a-TT( (-cfo^TtcT, crC< is secon- 
dary, reformed on the oasis of the proportion - neut. o  :
S'- x). Generalisation of the neut. of the second 
element is found only in Cretan neut. pl.*^ ‘<dT'< etc. A number 
of dialects, including Attic-Ionic, Locrian, Boeotian, (and 
in part) Cretan have both parts declined (onCl\KCr5 etc).
1) Relative use of tne article in Heraclean: GDI 4629 I 14,
168 in identical phrases v/here one must emphasise that the 
relative clause is equivalent to ^ nd parallel with a noun:
I 14 ct> X3S^ c .3 Tg- ^
. . . J K — . Line
168 reads the same as far as , tnen
cU( I TT^iJvv^the third passage is slit^ntly different:....
UTTv T lj 3 S
etc. I am not convinced on "xhis evidence tnat the relative 
use of the article was well established in Heraclean.
One/
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One can perceive no special significance in the dialect dis­
tribution of these forms. The last type, witn inflexion of 
both parts, must have been original in all dialects. Cretan 
pi ct etc. and the forms with only the second element declined
are clearly late and isolated developments. Only Lesbian and
o  1 )
Boeotian c^cvjctc. point to a common Aeolic innovation.
2)
?. Conjunctions & Pronominal Adverbs.
167. OTC<y<~ M1.19-4a "whitier" ( 0 -7^ 0 «. k-^ <. cj).
Forms of tnis type in - 0 0 , -OS', -Ui S are typical
only of WG : is also Cretan ("wnither"), Argive C"f or what­
ever purpose"), compare Cretan "where", the form o c T  "as
^ CL
far as" (probably Rhodian, v. Buck GD,' no. 104-6a), Argive o T 
"whither", Rhodian , Epicharmus lit. Doric
(Syracuse) oj , ÎLV S~, and the secondary analogical formations : 
lit. Lesbian crx/<<^Cr,^/L,Lw, "7n^X-u<_, and Cretan TcAtuc. (re­
lated to k X c <?-5 ). Furtner forms culled from Hesy.chius are 
to be found in Le jeune. Adverbes grecs en - (1939) 294 ff.
( o ) is from ku- (cf. SKt. kutra etc. ( with ^  for k :
by analogy of related forms from which - o - n  was extended. 
{è}7CZji was probably originally a locative (Brugmann) but 
Schwyzer may be right in pointing to the analogy of / Z c A ,
"whither".
1) See in general Buck 101-2, Scnwyzer I 616-7, II 642.
2) On this and the other adverbs and conjunctions discussed 
below, see Buck 102ff. Onoxcuu, cf.also Schwyzer I 199-200, 
621 note 10, 622, Brugmann-Thumb GG^58,137,295.
168/
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1)
168. forms in -
With the adverbial suffix - are attested:
a) M1.24-4a "where" ( otv S ç > c ^ t t dST
b) ^  Ml.136 "wherever" KIX- ).
c) Ml. 114 (indefinite).
d ) Ml.114, in the phrase: od
c?4Ly^ci> dies anywhere else".
Such forms in -i/^  are typical only of WG and Thessu-
c_ L>
lian (cr>vCrK "when"): Cretan cr>CL^  "where", Laconian
/ '—  ^
”in such a way as", Cret. e "where", "wnen", Heracl.
^  "when", Meg. . Compare also Cretan
"in each place", E l e a n 11^ "here" . ,Tt4V-TI^c5^ in Elean 
Megarian and Eretrian. It is noteworthy that the same type 
perhaps appears in Theran (so Buck and Schwyzer): TcldkCr on 
three stones'^^ but Bechtel may be right in interpreting as 
TCncTcrand is probably supported by Schwyzer Del.218 (Thera): 
ti ^J^<S • (fés/c^OCcAK , but may contain
a genuine short Cr due to the analogy of
'T forms in - , -u-u are probably old instrumentals.
169. forms in - /c , - TTr .
The following are attested!
a) cjyCoZ M2.9—40-, Ml. 18—4&, M4.3—4s.,
b) irpr%r^coL Ml.74,92.
c) Ml.30,31,37,44,67,70,88 but t O T C -  M3-17-4a,
d) TZ’cyxX^ M2.14-15-
1) Sctmyzer I 550, II 163-
2) GDI 4788 Schwyzer Del.214-2, GDI 4789, 4797
3) Schwyzer I 629-
Temporal/
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Temporal adverbs with the suffix - l<oL are characteris­
tic of WG and Boeotian, Attic-Ionic, Arcado-Cyprian nave 
-1T& : etc, Lesbian cfTu. , ,
/ . 1   o.
, may, I think, be modified from etc. through
the influence of Ionic with WG - kC - replaced by EG - T  -.
in M2 is to be regarded as one of the Theran 
elements in this inscription, instead of being
due to Ionic influence on Theran. c m T  in M3 is probably to 
be explained in the same way although there are in general 
fewer signs of external influence on this inscription (cf. 
sect.270).
170. M2.41,43-4a.
Locatival adverbs in - Crx are found in various WG 
dialects and in Boeotian. The corresponding forms in Attic- 
Ionic have -oc/ (;c%y-u , etc. ), originally genitive.
The form cyulzTth itself is only attested outside Cyrenean in
^  1 )Anapne and Boeotian ( > 6/-*^  v c , Tanagra).
2)
171. forms in - .
a ) CLj" Ml.31-4a (co5 \ ^ c - manner),ib.133:
^ (T Cr k ;^ etc.: "when one has announced.. "
b) "just as, like" M2.48-4a, HI. 107.
c) "in order that" M2.3-4a, HI.20-la.
d)<oVTT^3 "thus" Ml.124.
e) M2.7 "just as".
1) Schwyzer I 549,622
2) Schwyzer I 409-10,623-4. ,
forms/
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forms in -to^ expressing manner are common to
all dialects; co s, cr>O^S to denote purpose are also
widespread (but Cretan only oO l , c_ ), c i s
characteristic of Attic-Ionic from where it spread to
other dialects. Besides Attic-Ionic also has
cty Chu, is explained by Schv^yzer as either due
to conflation of /CtxS .I'^ with <^5 (I 633,11 428 note 1)
or to contamination of with ( 11 479 note 1).
p 1) 172. U Z
?
Instances of "if" in Cyrenean are numerous 
(Ml-4a passim etc). c?^ is common to all V/G dialects, as 
well as Lesbian, Thessalian, Boeotian and Homer (q^ uTCr ); 
Attic-Ionic, Arcadian, and Homer have om , Cyprian Ç- .
never occurs in Cyrenean even in late inscriptions 
with many signs of Koine influence, but C-? is not unknown
c- __
to the WG Koine. Apart perhaps from Thessalian crVTG-v
conjunctions, adverbs etc. from pronominal stems in - h
are entirely confined to WG. Possibly - Cr in Cyprian
has arisen by a kind of assimilation from the collocation
(2: ^  Cr (i.e.> Cr Kc-), if indeed it does not represent 
;
(-"I as is usually thought.
1.) Schwyzer II 683.
173/
1 )
173. X S  "until”M1.46-4a.
is characteristic of all WG dialects, Lesoian 
and Boeotian. S' in Ionic, reflected in Horn.
Cr^ ^  ^  . Quantitative metatnesis in Attic (after cV > ^  )
^  evf
produced G-twS*, Boeotian is a hybrid of koine C'w S
and o^s • See also sect.67.
174. ecbr, .
is used in a temporal sense (with uCoc) in ill.73, 
119-4a, in a causal sense in M2.24-4a, H2.6-la.
Boeotian has (i^u from Cr^e^ , Elean dnZT is perhaps mere­
ly an error for QyZCr^. Although Schwyzer included here
Thessalian oXZln (once), I think Buck (p.103) is right to class 
this rather with forms in - i/j (i.e. (nTCn ), meaning
"vmere, when."
3) 
173.
/C '^vv/ is attested only in the Sacred Laws: (-(-
infinitive) Ml.lU0-4a, » y  ( f subj.) ib.49,56.
Cretan has once (Lex.Gort. 7.40) which may be mere-
/
ly a spelling for i , the form oi most dialects. Locrian
iV (only once : - Buck no. 37.6-3a) may be a sign of tenden­
cy in that dialect to spirantise a stop before ^  .
1) Buck 5$, Schwyzer I 243,528.  ^or a discussion of the forma­
tion of (and T*.k/^r^,^cf .Szemere^yi G1.35 (1956)94
ff, esp.98: Greek i n h e r i t e d ( a n d  ) = Skt.yavat
lE/yawnt, neuter of an adj. ^  yawonts .
was replace^ by^A po(c)with - O  - from the masculine, 
linal -Ç added to or substituted for -T is,
Szemerenyi thinks, probably the com;i.on adverbial suffix.
2) Schwyzer II 658 ff.
3) Scnwyzer I 537 note 6, 631.
17 6 /
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176.
is attested twice in Cyrenean, once as a con­
junction X V C ^ .. C-vSt^c M1.85-4a) and once as an
adverb CTtcv^ oC. Ml. 32).
^(nriTis used as both a preposition and conjunction in 
Cretan, but also as an adverb in CrT, exactly equi­
valent to Cyrenean Jl^ ^ ^ xIoc è-S . These forms are based on 
(perhaps a sandhi form of medh before a dental), which 
is now attested as a preposition in Thessalian (Buck no.33.6); 
likewise also Arc. (con j . )^  Tnes^^ (conj. ),
HomeryLc^<2i^<(conj., preposition) and sometimes with Cr-5 ). 
Words for ’^ until" in some dialects, in M  Greece/and Boeotia?) 
are formed from G n/ : Locrian Delpnian W ^ Z G ( t h e
aspiration is due to $ ). Attic-Ionic and Homer have
/ p/ , X  V
( <  m ^ ^ i  ?); is also attested once in
Heraclean. It is probably, in view of the distribution of
tne derivatives, thatyucG^" v/as once common to all dialects
except perhaps the Achaean group, but the relations and even
the formation of the derivatives is obscure.
2)
G.177. Tne Particle
The instances of the particle K3L are many: M2.20,33,37- 
4a, Ml.8,13,17,19,21,26,33,35,40,41,43,46,49,50,55,56,63,65,
73.74.76.86.89.92.93.99.103.106bis.107,111,112,114,115,116,119, 
123,124,125,126,127,128,130,133,136-4a, H5B3-lp. The single
instance ofo<l\^in the same function in a late inscription
1) Scnwyzer I 629-30 (HI.16-la)
2) Buck 24, Schwyzer II 305,5o8,568.
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(E l .16-la) is due to Koine influence.
rc4. is characteristic of all WG dialects and
tian and is a very persistent dialect feature in late in­
scriptions. But Lesbian, Thessalian and Cyprian have « t
kC while , oL\j< , is typical of Attic-Ionic and Arca­
dian.. However, Arcadian also has the collocation EIlsAh, 
which is usually analysed as either c-t d v  or as Gt»c u v  
where it is assumed that (/ivZ (from Gc has come to
be a by-form of G  L , a comparison being drav/n with ovj
1)
beside o u k ", I have tried to show elsev/here that LIKAE 
may have originally been Çn kCo^v, with as a variant
of kCGv , ( <. kn). kC Cr is then easily explained as
'<5»' “
having arisen beside on the analogy of the alternation
vCcL/ kCocx/ . I also proposed to relate ob/ to this group 
by attributing its origin to a false division of the colloca- 
tion . Because of the alternation o<^/o-ok:
j p
this could be interpreted as oCn/. If this is correct,
then v/ere once common to all dialects. But
KX. was generalised only in WG.
H . Adverb s .
173.
is attested only once in Cyrenean: tH.l8-4a.
p/ f- -^ / p
C->/ooo formed on the analogy of O n  kccn from c3clv,is
2 )otherwise only found in Lesbian, Epidaurian & Syracusan. '
There seems to be no reason for attributing the Cyrenean
form to any specific external source.
1) Glotta 37 (1958) 179ff.
2) Schwyzer I 625, II 546-7,Buck 105.
179/
^ I Ç :>/
(TV, in its turn due to on ki<3\(v . above) It
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179.
There is one instance of G j  crx in Cyrenean: 
Ml,136-4a. is also Thessalian, Cretan and
Syracusan. clearly formed on the analogy
of
seems quite possible that both these innovations occurred 
independently in all the dialects in which they are 
attested, including^ Cyrenean, except that Thessalian 
Cir^ ciL and Lesbian G^cfcnpoint to a common development 
in the Aeolic group.
p.;
180. ^  CGi M1.126-4a (in the phrase G T T J  Xo^).
The forms of this adverb attested in various
^  ysources are very varied. Besides obZrXy characteristic 
of classical and later Attic are found oU^ <Er\ (Doric,
Epic, Ionic and early Attic), Arcadian , Ionic ,
Boeotian ( <  , Herodianus grammaticus);
Lesbian (Hdn.)^all from an earlier o b Z which
p
has survived in Cyprian and Locrian, also Laconian y c(rT 
(lit.), Heraclean besides oAc G-v (Doric, Epic and
later poetry), Thessalian Lesbian tG  (Hdn).,
J ^ 2 )
Tarentan Laconian
1) Scnwyzer I 549, II 538,Buck 105.
p / p /
2) cf. Buck 105, Scnwyzer I 619, note 4. Greek 
are generally explained as sufiixless locatives, whereas
) has the usual locative ending.
That/
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That Cyrenean has not the usual Doric or olI(^
here, may be due to early loss of intervocalic - c - in this
case, or possibly the whole phrase Crsrr>^  has been
borrowed from Attic, where there are also examples of ’
CST>S instead of G-Tî^ S.
181. The Suffix - P g  .
- is only attested in the f orm .:2...6y20-4a.
Adverbs in - are common to a number of dialects: in
Doric attested at:- Corinth, Mycenae, Argos, Aegina, Epidau-
rus, besides Cyrenean; in EG in Arcadian, Homer, Attic and
E r e t r i a n . T h e  form is found in Pindar, Theocritus
and Callimachus, but in WG inscriptions only in Cyrenean,
and in EG only in Attic inscriptions from the late fourth
century onwards (apart from one almost certain instance of
2)
the fifth century: IG I 908) , and finally in Eretrian 
from the third century BC onwards.^^
1) Schwyzer i 405-6, 627 ff., Buck 104-5, Lejeune. Les 
Adverbes grecs en (1939) 135* ff., 148.
2) Many of the Attic instances Le jeune t hi ni: s may 
represent an abbreviation for (p.125).
3) Le jeune op. cit. 106 f f .
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In a detailed discussion of Cyrenean Le jeune
concludes^ Hhat though - S g* in Callimachus could be due to 
Cyrenean, the much earlier Pindaric examples cannot be 
traced to this source - on the contrary, Cyrenean 
may reflect a literary tradition, possibly even a lost poem 
of Pindar containing this form. This explanation does not 
seem entirely satisfactory. The data available shows fairly 
clearly that is secondary and not an inherited alternant
of I would suggest that -Q}^was sometimes replaced
by -(3c- under the influence of the suffixes of opposite 
meanine, - y -cS\r . This explanation can of course only 
apply to those derivatives from this suffix which have a 
clear spacial sense of "av/ay from", and thus are semantically 
in distinct contrast to -6^Cr, - cTcr . Such forms as
still remain difficult. While forms in -c^r in Calli­
machus can easily be attributed to Cyrenean, it is possible 
tnat the similar forms in Pindar were also adopted from the 
same dialect. Theocritus could have borrowed the suffix 
from Alexandria. The forms in in later Attic and
Euboean cannot be explained in the same way, as they all 
occur in phrases denoting a man’s native deme. In this 
context a contrast with - ^ G i s  not conceivable. Perhaps
here is due to the already existing (in Homer) ulter- 
/ /
nation
1. Op.cit. 110-11. 182/
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182. The Suffix - Scr
Cyrenean has the following, for.uS with the suiiix 
- (Tcy demoting "motion towards": A.c(^wc><L\yc^ H2.1^ --i-a,
cTcg- ib. it).36. dut in the same
inscription there also occur the phrases ^  X X v  f\^(l
ib.26, A<-(^Uolv ib.30.
forms in - cfo- are also characteristic of ilomer,
Pindar and Theocritus, but only <51 K^c(^and
1 )
are usual in Attic prog^e  ^ ; in V/G sucn forms are otnerwise 
only attested in Cretan ( (/Gx<kP6"crvc/Cr etc.) and Arrive 
, ( ( o3crcfCr )^'\ The meagre evidence for
a corresponding, suffix - in Arcadian, restirg o:.ly on 
tne gloss Hesychius, can scarcely be re­
garded as very conclusive. Arcadian 3 v j ç c T ^  , far
from lending support to the authenticity of this form, is 
easily attributed to Doric influence. S u ç c C n  may then be 
a hyper-dialect form for based on beside
Attic In view of the fact that this suffix
was inherited, it was almost certainiy in prehistoric times 
at least, common to all dialects, being gradually entirely 
ousted by the prepositional phrases with which it v/as 
concurrent.
1) for other exceptional stereotyped forms,cf.Lejeune, op.cit. 
149 note 2. Gonda (Mnem. Ser.IV vol.X (195) 97^10^,identGy. 
fied - o e  denoting motion towards with - ocr in w c -
etc. ,and sug,. ests that it was originally an emphatic particle; 
he also compares Lat. inde "hence", Hitt.andan "in,oetween"etc.
2.) Le jeune, op.cit.139* note 1. 148-9.
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1)
I. Numerals.
183. 1. Acc. sing. masc.:Gv^.<. M2.23-4a;
Acc. sing, fem.: V16.4,5 , 6-4a.
These forms are common to all dialects (< proto-Greek 
sem-/f em. sm-i-a) .
The follov/ing forms of the ordinal are found:
3156c, D30.4-2a, D33.8-2a,;^ç^üc4^ D31.8-2a,
D22.4-3a.
oC(r is also found in a number of proper names:
Til.47-4a, T9.25-4a, (IçoJTtS SI4 , 815, E5.79-4a, 
T17.70-2/la, Tl8.15-3a, T16.il, V126, jT^jCak.^s'T13A12-5a, 
T16.10,16, V61.3-la, T11.13-4a, M5.33,86-4a,
T9.32-4a, Tl.l-2a, 34.1.
Once dTfvLk (M1.54-4a.
Corresponding to Doric and Boeotian X ^ c ^ o 3   ^ we find 
elsewhere tjie.; forms. in Att-Ion. (also Jj~ i ^ 'cTc^),
Arc.-Cypr., and Lesbian, a n d i n  Thess. {< TZçx^Xc^s) . 
There has been much dispute about the history and inter­
relations of these forms. Phonetically it is impossible to 
trace and x  to the same stem. On the other
hand, it is not at all likely that Greek inherited two 
parallel forms. Either or therefore, must be
secondary. It seems likely that is to be traced
to inherited prtos (compare the nil-grade in Skt. purvas, 
Lith. p\rmas), but that is a secondary formation
from 5 on the analogy of VQraCCO^ "last"
1) Schwyzer I 409, Buck 94 f f •
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(Hom. etCo). The influence of other ordinals in no
doubt also played its part; for was manifestly
abstracted and generalised from cf<^ vCocrcç.
2) 3)
gives in EG but not in WG. K. Eulenberg has pointed
out that the presence of in the same Cyprian
inscription (GDI I 1-2) as and even lLç>x^ lTifv>5 is
very much against the assumption of ^  in the stem of
(whether primary or secondary).
I (TTC 3 is attested ^ a r t from Cyrenean in Cretan,
Goan, and Theran, and in Cyrene is to be traced to Theran.
_  / 4)
Att.-Ion. have The suffix is
extended from the superlative. It is to this class that
belongs on the semantic level. This innovation may
have spread from Ionic to Coan and Theran, and perhaps through
Aegaean Doric to Cretan; however, all the WG forms may be
independent of EG.
2. Acc. p l . A o o  M4.13,14,15-4a.
Gen. pl.c5"oi^v M3.31-4a.
r/
Besides c u e ,  the normal form for most dialects, Homer 
has cf and Boeotian <5uo, cJouo/c5^o o  • Eretrian,
Laconian and Aetolian give A c  G  with G  from the conson.dual.
1) Schwyzer I 595 v/ith literature. Buck 94.
2) Schwyzer I 250, Buck 42.
3) IE 15 (1903-4) 142-3.
4) Buck 94.
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plural suffix - o c v  has been generalised 
as in Ionic, .retan and Heraclean (cf. Thess.
Cret. clcoz S ) . Attic preserved the old dual A-'oiv/.
The ordinal; D25 .6-3a, AcruTG^cv (advb . )
Ml.55-4a.
At $ "twice" H 5 .5-lp. These forms are common to all 
dialects.
3. Acc.pl. M4.11,12-4a, Ml.19,U3-4a.
Gen.pl. M3.28-4a.
Dat.pl. ide D3.15-4a.
Xçc$j from an earlier shov/s the usual treatment
of final -vT in Cyrenean (v. sect.86). Cretan has L c\/T.
The indeclinable numerals have led to the nominative or 
accusative being used for both cases in some dialects, thus 
Attic (nom.) Tç>ec5 , Heraclean, Delphian, Troezenian (acc.)
c f . That xr^tS was also used for the nominative in 
Cyrenean is suggested by the form A gvSu D3 .l8-4a
(see below).
^i^are common to all dialects (on r^c(T( 
beside /vxXt see sect. 156).
The ordinal is attested once : Tjo cX^y M1.132-4a. Only 
Lesbian has a different form xx-çT^y from tritos by a sound 
change characteristic of Lesbian).
4. Not attested except in the compound 
(c. below).
5. TOlvxoG M4.7,o,9,10-4a, M2.35-4a.
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Thessalian, Lesbian %3c sliov/ cliaracteristic labialisa-
LU
tion of k before the front vowel.
The ordinal: H2.29/30-la.
7Ccr^7CTX>5 is typical of most dialects as far as it is 
attested, but Cretan and Amorgos have x W x o S  ; xrr *>*Tt  is 
normal in Cretan, the form at Amorgos is probably due to 
Cretan influence in some way (cf. also Lat. temptare/tentare).
6. Iv_4.6-4-a. also in the compound
D33.8-2a, D2Ô.5-2a, D31.o-2a, "a period of six
months".
Cretan, Delphian and Heraclean have preserved 
I'Cj (<:^ w e k s ).
c_
The -p/ - in is of the same source as in
o /
(on which see below), i.e. after c-XTX,
"^1) ^  
etc.
7. Only the ordinal is attested: Ml.101-4a.
5 is the usual WG form, beside Attic-Ionic 
. On both forms see sect.100 above.
8 .  o  vC xa-u  M 3  . 1 7 —4 a .
The ordinal: o |^ o o ^ > c v  M l .101-4a.
In contrast to the usual Greek form Lesbian,
Boeotian have oKZüü (cf. A o O  ), Heraclean L o k Tcuj aspirated
c / ^ /
after and Elean oCco also influenced by Crycxp.
oycTooy, from an earlier d y S o f Z s  (c-f. Aetol. o^Ao/-oO ), 
is the form common to all dialects where the word is attested.
1) Schwyzer I 591.
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9.. SEG IX 1.32-late 4a, k2.16-4a.
The ordinal t/jN/d?CC^ \X L1.102-4a.
> /
G\/v/tq, contracted from e v \ / W  (Att.-Ion.) is also
:>
found in Delphian, Rhodian and Goan. is curious.
Since there are signs of Ionic and Theran influence on this 
inscription, it looks as if Gs/v^oX is due to a confusion of 
native and Ionic (and Theran?) G w G o !  . Heraclean
has KG'^v'G.^, aspirated like after g X t x .
Proto-Greek gave by normal phonetic
developments Oyren., Argive, Cretan Ionic ,
Attic . There is secondary aspiration in Delphian
and Theran In Theran instead of expected
5 (of. Theran ooçoj <cç:(C with a short vowel in the 
initial syllable is no doubt due to the cardinal. The 
explanation of Lesb.GvoTDS remains disputed.
10. AcrvOd M4.5-4a, also i n I . 1 . 2 6 - 4 a .
(V. below).
is common to all dialects except Arcadian 
which has cÎGkCo. On "subject to a tithe",
cf. sect. 104.
184. 13, 15. Acc. Tç«<^l<^‘-^tïCkD3.18-4a, but
fcnCu TCGv'cZr Ml. 26-4a.
It is impossible to tell v/liether (Enc<;here is
/ r
indeclinable as Tç^a-tS'K^oeyuis in Attic. Homer has the 
type as likewise Attic-Ionic. But as early
as the fifth century Bu are attested Att. cTcryC^CgC^r, and
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Delph. . This type established itself in
/ b )
Hellenic Greek ousting the expression with kC^ c .
A t J j c T G K M / / b e s i d e  Skt. dvadasa show the 
type which must have been in use in (late) IE. The 
expressions actually found for 13-19 ( kGcc c T ^
CH5 ) are presumably based on the model of the no 
doubt inlierited 7XX=\rxZr KTc^ voo^ c etc. (cf. quattuor et 
viginti, Vedic trayas^ ca trimsgfc ca etc.).
Both the Cyrenean forms appear in early inscriptions 
with otherwise few (Ml) and no (D3) Koine forms, or other 
signs of external influence. Without further evidence 
therefore, it would be rash to deny the possibility that both 
types were in use at Cyrene.
185. 100. M4.52-4a.
is common to all dialects except Arcadian
( GkCoirox/ ) .
< _
The stem is also attested inuthe compounds: C-j 
(acc.pl.) I#.23, ib.38,57,Tr-u-^o6t^ocr-,oS ib.42,
/jv/ülkCoCTioS ib .59, only in the compounds
.14-4a, T ç T12.1-3a.
- in the compounds is typical of ?/G, Boeotian
and Thessalian,; Arcadian has - (CoCC(.o< with usual E G  -  6  c - 
from - IT L -, but - o i . -  as in W G .  The form -vCofi'voc ,
1)Schvfyzer Pergamenischen Inschriften (1898) 165,heisterhans- 
Schwyzer 159 ff; Bechtel (Dial. II 400-1) seems to be-wrong 
in regarding the type with kToU as typical of the Koine and 
(5'c-vC=c'trrToÇtT etc. as typical of V /G  (adopted from E G ) .
-%4-
characteristic of Attic and Ionic, whence also Lesbian, is 
probably due to -kCovTToC. From loi, -c â - was
extended to knôvc3~-vcoCCioc and then as a compositional
C ,    J
vowel to and these also influenced
by k :<X-c lov, Kj/CcxJCTLo i. This innovation is common to
most dialects, but Lesbian has o/CxxuvCocTLoi Thessalian
<1^ <L
uCok^ 'Tv.ot (Gi <  Uj  ^ - cf o .
186. 1,000. Acc.pl. ^ c^XcoJ M4.56,57 (cf. also the
compounds discussed below).
K
The primitive stem seems to have been ghesl-iy-o- which 
gave, through regular phonetic developments, Lesb.-Thess.
y , Ion. loi , Laconian, Cyrenean ^OjXcoi ;
/ /Attic instead of expected ^ C--iXcoi is obscure but may
be due to regressive assimilation.
also appears in the following compounds in 
Cyrenean; Xt y ^ y M4.22-4a, TÇt(Tj^ </j ib .52, 53,54,55 ,
^Xbc»5 ib.51, KJGv"coAvGi-^^Xuz^y ib . 17,18,19,45, 46,47, 
48, 49, 50, X.Lo5 ib . 20, CjoXKT(- ^ A l o 5 ib . 41, 43, 44, 
okC'TlkCiG^t-^X'^y ib.37,39,40.
The .unusual feature about these compounds of 
is that in 8,000 the first element consistently has the ending 
- kCc <T- by contrast with c -,
It is probable that -<T- here is due to (Ft(T^iqA LCi , of
* ^
which 8,000 is a multiple (cf. Lesbian, Boeotian okito ) .
One would, hov/ever, rather expect to find rCr^ço<-k<jL6y A o  i
here also. - kCc^ i^ ibe normal ending for such numeral
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adverbs in most dialects, probably with - y extended from 
, TÇ'tS'. Laconian has etc., and Cretan
From these forms -cv spread to other temporal adverbs, as 
Cretan <?^oTTv. - v here is probably that seen in many 
adverbs, as \r) etc.
187. 10,000. Acc.pl. M4.16,20,21,22,24,25,26,27,
28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36-4a,pM)ç>vO S' ib.l8.
To express 20,000, 30,000 etc., the derived collective 
in -olS /-cÀ^os - - is always used:
S<r>o M4.13,14,15, ib.11,12,
c G y ib.7,8,9, ib.6, S q-yz<
ib.5> The Cyrenean distinction of usage regarding Lcrv
and juou^ioCs is parallelled in Attic. But in most areas there 
is little comparable evidence.
J'. Prepositions
188.
y
There are no examples of the form o^ \ru in this dialect. 
There are many compounds containing the elided form oL\/ before
y
a following vowel (prevocalic elision of olyTcb. is common to all 
dialects) : M2 .20-49', Ml .129-49/, oi^ Cr}<Q\/
ib.28, ib.27,yccoL<ei^GKG Vl-5a,
u|i/C^  V34-49, VI4-49, V7o-49, V33-39, V31-39, V67-39, 
V69-3a, V75-39, V56-2a, m7-l9, V21, V122, V129b, H21,
V57-3a, V39-2a/la, V127-4a,
V19.4-2a, Y60.10-la, V61.13-la, V62.18-la, V53.7-la,
jpCTv^tw'ivi6.15/l6-2a,oi«k(^Kxy'tQ'./'H5A12-la/lp,
HI.14-la.
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ïhe short or "apocopated" form is attested apart 
from compounds only in the Accounts of the Demiourgi before 
numerals (where it may be abbreviated from , with the
meaning "about, approximately": D2.6 bis, 7 ter, 8, 9 bis,
10 11 i^ _r, 12, -4a, D1.7 8 ^ , 9  b ^ ,  10,11,12,
13 bis, 14 bis, 15 bis -4a, D3.5 ter, 6 quater, 7, 8, 9 ter,
10 l8-4a, D12.10-4a, D15.7-4a, D19.4-4a, D25.4, 5, 6, 7,
11 - 3a and perhaps D20.1-4a. also appears in
a few compounds in Cyrenean, but most of the examples are from 
late inscriptions: M6.29-2a, 5 v/ S c^ G aH2 .22, 26-la,
H5B2-la/lp and the proper name RvcTo/Coj T13B9-5a 
(see sect.245).
^ /
Only the form occurs at Anaphe, Astypalaea,
Calymna, Rhodes, Cnidos, thus in most of the South Aegaean 
islands: here also Attic and the Koine. But the apocopated
form is common to very many dialects thus Arcadian, 
Thessalian, Boeotian, M  Greek, Laconian, Heraclean, Messenian, 
Argo lie, Ivlegara, Corcyra, Cretan, Coan (rare), Theran (only 
in proper names), also Lesbian-Thessalian, Arcado-Cyprian ov.
in the last two also u^. The marked absence of apocopated 
forms in Theran (compare for Cyrenean: ) and^in Aegaean
Boric in general has been discussed in sect.106.
1) Of. Buck 81. In addition Schwyzer I 622 fo]} themorpholog­
ical significance of the suffix - o( in KCccLetc.;
ibid II 439-441 and Gunther IP 20 (1906-07) 35-36, 42-45, 
for the forms and uses of this preposition in general.
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189 • ^ 7 C O
always appears in this foria (without apocope) in 
Cyrenean: T10.2-4a, V55-4a, M2,22~4a, M3.14-4a, hl.23,27,29, 
37,60,107,109-4a, Vl8.2-3a, H2.7-la, HI.13-la, V116; likewise 
in the compounds: M2.4-4a, ib.21,
ib o26, £^ 7Tc>/Kc^ y^jcf^ \Acv ib .33, c>(;oDcst'^Xcn <T«iS ib .37,
«^ ;o:>cfe*^ yu.(S'o5 ib.38/ 9 , .7-4a,X;3D .13,
ib . 16, jvil. 6-4a, i<^7rXovoL^^ ib.27,
c5 TOO vcvf 5 ib.30, 703^^0-, ib.40,75, ib.53,63,64,
ib. 5 6 , ib.l29,i?^FXip«^T^c>c^ovOLT12.6-3a. 
y /
The elided form oC7^  is regularly found before a vowel as in all 
other dialects: V55-4a, lviL.22,24~4a; also in the following
p ^
compounds : i<s^ lH .38,46,71-4a, X i ib .114,
M 3 .20-4a, oi'àco i tcto^ »/ K2.10-4a,c/X'ejsT&AX<v ib .10,
ib.35, <x;^ coiK:©? ib.31, oi<^  is
found before an aspirated vowel in the following compounds:
Ivll .29-4a, k: ib .132, o4if i
ib.l38,2<Çcc-f i^ <T£><vrcî>5M8.3-2p, i £?=4vcoS H23.3.
The short form is only Thessalian, Lesbian (Alcaeus)
and Homer (in compounds). Arcado-Cyprian, Lesbian-
T h e s s a lia n  a ls o  have 5>Co -  th e  r e g u la r  fo rm  i n  M ycenean ( a -p u ) •
instead of ^73^: is better regarded as reflecting an
inherited by-form than as derived from v/ith closure
1)
from o  to u  .
1) Buck 27,81: Schwyzer II 444 f : Gunther art.cit.34,37-
—2 38—
190 • oL.
Besides the one instance of (V38.6-107p) in 
Cyrenean there are several occurrences in compounds:
5i=^<5'^\ov hl.l06,108-4a, ib.127, So^oS H2.11-la,
ib.40,Ji;,^/-^v^$] V38.3-107p,^‘<=</^ -ova31.-1 1 .3-2p,
I£10.4-2p, S i H 3 . 3 / 4 ,  with elision before vowels as 
elsewhere : i CnLuStj K 3 .7-4a, ib.3 .32,
M2.15-4a.
r /The form àiaC is shared by almost all dialects except 
that Thessalian has cTtC (obscure Çr ) and lesbian Toc(< <fiot.)
Ç 1) J ''
beside .
191.
Crvc before consonants alternates with before vowels. 
The following instances of &yc are attested: h2.35-4a,
D23.6-3a, V35.2-la, V73-lp, V123-lp, V79-lp, V38.5-107p, 
te8.2-2p, Iï-11.5-2p, V74; in compounds (in two cases with 
assimilation to the following voiced stop):
Ml.43, 64-4a, CryCCiyut-oiiTCrv-'O ib.57, ib .106, Cyd ov
M 3 .19-4a, Gvcc^o^odS H2.16, 20-la, ib,18-la, cv<rcc-,^ c3-a.5
ib.25, 28, Cr<X&^<-^S H5A6,15/16-la/lp; C-3 appears once as a
preposition (in SI38) and several times in compounds:
.135-4&, Cj otç>x D3*15-4a, D11.2-4a., Gg lew D5.l8-4a., 
D3.11-4a, D1.17-4a, D2.13-4a, 129. 4 - 2 a , D 3 . 1 9 - 4 a ,
1) Buck 21, Schv/yzer II 448 f ., Gunther art. cit.32-33
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D33.29-2a, K2.37,4-6-la, 3138,
C^ Çr(fç>cL.\/ SI38.
Bor Cic, Crj in the compounds C-vctztS*, Cj o S, see below.
The distribution Cr'^ before vowels, CSC before consonants 
(i.e. loss of _s in inter consonantal position, of. etc.,
Schwyzer 1 330-6) is common to most dialects, including Attic
:>
and the Koine. But is preserved even before consonants
in Cyprian and Pamphylian, whereas in Thessalian, Boeotian
(Ors^  Gncs also before vowels), Arcadian and Cretan preconson-
antal gives and in Locrian , with full assimilation
2)
to all consonants.
Kcr cci3 3^
(ScTCg is attested once, governing the genitive:
V38.4-107p "outside (of)". <cycx?Ls here should no doubt be
attributed to the Koine: in earlier (fourth century) texts
we find Doric (on which see below). CrvCê^s ;^robably
reflects the word in its original form '^ vC-t q S' but KW Greek
QrïOc>S at least is certainly from Cr^^TTt>S‘. Bor the
. / 4)
(inherited) suffix in --r“o s , cf. Bat. intus .
193.
with the gen. (1%^ KXjXdLv) is attested 
once in Cyrenean: Ml.5-4a. In general, v/ith forms of this
1) Schwyzer I 336.
2) Schwyzer I 461-464: Buck 83 : Gunther art.cit. 14-1' '.
3) Schwyzer I 323, 326, 335.
4) Schwyzer I 630, cf. also II 538: Buck 105.
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type corresponding to Attic-Ionic - 3or , - , Doric has
-£^4 : thus Heraclean, Argolic Cretan
Heraclean Delphian p^ ç o ^'CoL, but Attic-Ionic
^i0o<5'vDCr (\^ ), etc., lesbian Thessalian
Xç>o<S"tXv, Arcadian here in
Cyrenean is probably to be traced to Ionic influence on the 
mother dialect.
194. Grv with acc. and dat.
There are iiany instances of the preposition (?v ; kl.8,
35, 69-4a, M2.6,l6,50-4a, M3.8,9,10 16, 23,24,25-4a, M4.4-4a, 
V16.6-4a, V58-3a, V57-3&, M6.6-2a, D31-30-3a, H5A7,8-la/lp, 
v/ith assimilation to a follov/ing guttural G y  : L2.12,14-4a,
M3.27-4a, V16-3, 4-4a, with assimilation to a following X  : 
M2.43-4a, with assimilation to a follov/ing M3.26, 29-4a, :
Gv' also in compounds with assimilation to a following labial 
or guttural : M2 .8, <o/la^ G n^ o v “C»^ S'il *42/43,
ib . 46, Gju^cvcn<rtv ib . 49, (5^ "ca L I . 48-4a,
c-vTOc^ cot. ib .50, ib .48, ib.50, G j j i b  .114,
<^S^ Crfo-\ i<TXx V19 *6-2a, HI ,l8-la, 327*
In M2, besides the examples v/ith the dative listed above, 
there are two alleged instances of G v  v/ith the accusative, 
in lines 16 and 50. But that c-X /Vi(?uo^ v' (line 50) represent­
ed 4v rather than QrS was probably rightly
denied by B u c k . T h e  other example (1.16) occurs in the
1) Schwyzer I 627 ff., Buck 104-5.
2) CP 41 (1946) 132, ^44, Gr^82.
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phrase , TO C>y CSTo<-A|p\3 Ai &-! v«<.v,
whereas in 1,18 the stone reads yczt-c tzj K:v.es^
<=r5 T%\/ cTTc^ XoIv. W  here is the only certain example of 
with the accusative in Cyrenean (see also sect.249). On the 
distribution of &v (with acc.) /ç-vr in the dialects, see 
on CrS (< e v T )  below.
t v  is the form found in almost all dialects except
.>
that IV is regular in Arcado-Cyprian, sometimes in Central 
oretan (Achaean substrate probably), also Pamphylian ( c ).
195. Gvc^oS
Gv c To s  with the genitive is attested in: D5.12-4a,
D3.8,9-4a, Dl.ll-4a, D2.8-4a,'^<Tos D20.l-4a, A o s  D18.10-
4a. tv^cToS, which also occurs in Cretan, Delphian, hegarian
■^/ r ^
and Syracusan, is a secondary form from (pv v (< en dom "in
/
the house" i.e. "inside") on the analogy of ^ 0 3 r (see above) ;
2)
cf. Hitt, andan. Although found only in Y/G the occurrences
of CcvSoS are rather scattered so that it is difficult to tell 
whether it has arisen independently in the different areas, 
or whether its absence from other WG dialects is merely due 
to coincidence. at Gyrene could perhaps be traced to
Cretan influence.
c.
196. <9v-fcvC=<., OvCrvCC-v.
All the examples of cVovCoC in Cyrenean are late;
V19.5-2a, H2.25, 28-la, HI 4-la, H6.5-lp, KcÇeoi_H8,
1) Buck 23, Gunther art.cit.3-11, Sch’wyzer II 454 ff.
2) Schv/yzer I 625-6, II 546, Buck 105.
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H3.2/3; also once H5B9/10-la/lp.
c/
G v r , typical of early Attic, is also attested in 
the older inscriptions of Megara, Argolis, v rete and in 
Lesbian (also hyper-Aeolic evCoc), and predominates in
Aegaean Doric (Rhodes, Thera, Astypalaea, I\isyros, Onidos,
Cos); but the form is normal not only in Ionic,
whence also in some of the Doric-speaking islands beside
<^y
(rv^ CrvOo^ , but also in Boeotian, NY/ Greek and Sicily. Brom the
late fourth century BO began to be established in
<-/ ••■/
Attic, gradually ousting GrvGvCoC ; indeed, (V is the
more usual form in the koine, whence in late inscriptions of
Elis, Iviessenia, Laconia and Arcadia. The spread of c-v-evce>^
</
at the expense of (BvGKTe/. in the loine is one of those cases 
where the Ionic form has ultimately prevailed over the Attic 
(cf. Ionic/koine - 6 6 -  but Attic - T t T -) • Whether
<^=rvC£7^ /-G-v were even in early times common to both East and 
West Greek or which was borrowed from one to the other, can 
hardly be discerned from the dialect distribution in the 
historical period. As for Gyrene, in the dialect inscriptions
c/
at least she seems to have retained g v C-vgcwhich she shares
1)
with her mother city, fairly persistently.
The late Greek form c^c-ycov (Asia minor and Amorgos)
has been convincingly explained by keil as a singular to
kc-vcoZ interpreted as plural on the analogy of such adverbial
/ , / 2) 
alternants as yutx. crv/ i K ^  oc .
1) Schwyzer I 627 noted, II 552, Gunther art.cit.32-33.
2) V. discussion in Naclimanson Bran. 9 (1909) 74-81.
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197. C-vy > cA 5
CrvS gives in Cyrenean (for the phonetic■development 
see sect. 86): M2.15,l7,l8,20,21,26-4a, Ml.9 bis, 10,15,29,
52,58,46,62,71,91,120,152,155-4a, M5.15,20-4a, M5.72-4a, D5.12, 
15 -4a, V19.6-2a, HI.11,19-la, H14.5-la, H2.9,11,26,56 bis.
58,51-la, H5.4,5-la/lp, H5A9, B7-la/lp, H6.1-lp, Ç-S M1.98-4a,
J
with assimilation to a following A  : (z\ M2.50-4a; also in the
compound ei^ icîN^  D2.12-4a, D3.10-4a, D5*l7-4a, D1.15/16-4a,
D29*5-2a, D4.13-4a, .l-$a. There are a few examples
of C-ijr in Cyrenean: M2.52-4a, probably to be attributed to
Theran (under Ionic influence, see sect. 86 and below); PI.5
late, and in the compound ib.2/5, cA t H20.1-2p,
all late and due to Koine influence on the dialect.
■>
from S represents the normal treatment of 
final -V'Ç at Gyrene. Sicilian Doric and Laconian have G-s, 
Corcyra, Epidamnos GiS'/ Megara regularly c-^ S ^ once or 
twice Gv v/ith accusative, Argolis , Cretan
except in Gortyna and Cnossos which have cvs before a vowel 
and before a consonant thus preserving the distribution 
which must have once been common to all dialects. Rhodes, Cos, 
Calymna, Astypalaea have both (n S and 63 > Thera only Gy ;
) > j>
Lesbian usually G->5', sometimes Crs, Ionic before consonants
and vowels, Attic both c-^ 5 and ey . C-fs v/as generalised in
, ;> 
the Koine. is a secondary form from c-v on the analogy
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-■>
of Cr ^  . The inherited use of Crv with the accusative
(cf. Latin and Germanic) survives,besides a solitary example
in Cyrenean, in Arcado-Cyprian, Boeotian, Thessalian, NW Greek,
1)
Messenian and Elean. A word or two may be allowed here on
the significance of the dialect distribution of Gv and g v 5 .
2)
Solmsen, rightly denying Gunther^ s view that Q>/ in Messenian 
and Elean was to be traced to an Achaean substrate, says 
(regarding ) that NV/ Greek "fur die in der Rede stehende 
Erscheinung ihre Grenze im Siüden nicht, wie sonst in der Regel, 
in Elis findet, sondern sich bis Messenlen und gegebenen Falles 
bis Lakonien erstreckt, in Mittelgriechenland wie so oft noch
ft '*Bootien mit umfasst." But Gv with acc. in Messenean is 
probably best attributed to secondary influence from the 
neighbouring areas of Elis and perhaps Arcadia. Both Günther 
and Solmsen remarked on the fact that Thessalian differs from 
Lesbian in retaining , which is replaced in the latter 
dialect by C: iS. This led G&ither to presuppose a proto-Aeolic 
alternation ^  / cA s , Solmsen preferring to trace Cv in 
Thessalian and Boeotian to WG influence. Since recent work 
in the field of (proto-) Greek dialectology has shown that 
the EG elements in Lesbian can be attributed to secondary
5)
influence from Ionic, it would seem plausible to seek the same
1) Buck 68-69, Schwyzer I 82, II 68, 454 ff, Gunther art.cit. 
5-11.
2) î»î 61 (1906) 495. ,
5) Risch ME 12 (1955) 61 ff., Porzig IF 61 (1954) 147 ff.
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source for Lesbian cAs , as in fact is now often done. It
has also been pointed out that in view of the contrast with
M' Greek , Doric Cvy must have been created after the
split between these tv/o groups. Moreover c^s must have been
in use in both Ionic and Doric before the modification of
1) X ,
final - v S  . Chadv/ick concludes from this that Ionic
goes back to c.lOOO BC, by which time Doric would also have
split off from NW Greek, and was an innovation borrowed by
Ionic from Doric through contact between these groups at about
the time of the Dorian migrations. But this argument overlooks
the possibility of independent innovation, although in
general contact and mutual borrowing between East and West
Greek at that period cannot be denied.
1 9 8 .  % o S
The Demiourgi stones provide all the Cyrenean instances 
of oS : D2.10—4a, D5*15—4a, DJ.S—4a, D1.12—4a, D25«4—Ja.
Like is formed on the analogy of Gv
appears in various Doric dialects and in Delphian.
1 9 9. G 7C(
GaXc occurs fairly frequently in Cyrenean: Ml.4 bis, 26, 
55,57,111,125,150,154 bis - 4a, M2.21,27,55,56,40-4a, V55~4a, 
T12.1-5a, M6.5,8,28-2a, H2.5,16,20-la, V62.1-la, V77.5-lp,
1) Greece and Rome, 2nd Ser., vol.5 (i) (1956) 45-44.
2) Schwyzer II 558, Buck 105.
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? )
iil9.1-2p, V44.2-3P, v/ith elision before a vowel V54-4a, 
before an aspirated vowel • V 60.2-la, V61.l/2-la,
V64.2-lp, V3o.7-107p, in addition the following compounds: 
G^TtcJ>^l^(k3^S'Ivi2.13/l4-4a, ib.10, ib.21,
ib .34/ 35» CtCi 9-o6<i> I,;1.96-4a, lb .104,
C s c c i b . l l l ,  D3.1?-4a, V19.8-2a,
112.27-la, HI.16-la, ib.24-la, d=iCuÆXot^ov
J '* ->
ib.32, G>Ci^^o<^ ib .21, GvCt HI.15/16-la, ( X l yj
H2.23-la, H5B6-la/lp, Cv^c/'oj H5A9, k:, Mcc^^criHTiv/lb.AlO, 
tnCi c T o V 3 5  • 2-la, CvT.m-C-C^Tsv pl.l-late, l',.1.4-4a,
Gv;=ivcT&3 ib.lll, ib.ll2, tvCa^C-w^-Ajfvcn M 2 .44/45-4a,
G>:GC'<'viC-vt<.dXP V36-2a, H5A21-la/lp, e>OGtrveGo
Iv:11.5-2p, iao.7/8-2p, ivi8.2-2p, G- V37,
ix^ <ù^ <ATf Iw5.82-4a. The apocopated form e>C is confined to 
Boeotian (only before a labial, so probably syncope), and, 
before a dental ( Cr> ), Thessalian.
200.
This is a well-attested preposition in Cyrenean:Mi2.5 ,10, 
2€-4a, Ivil.51,73-4a, î.6.28-2a, H2.3,39,48-la, before an
aspirated vowel; Mil.126-4a, H2.29-la, 3156-late: i^ oht(ol)-^  )C^3- 
also in the following compounds: \rc6?i^ j^ Q^ \/e>u. Xvi2.12-4a,
ib.15, ib.i6,i8, K%.cr:^;aL(ru (r^v/r?5^ib.l9
ib . 21, Gif 9Xc ib . 28/29, i b . 31, ,
A  Gy ib . 47, ih . 5 3/^ 54,
Mil.63/64-4a, H2.7-la,
1) ochwyzerll 465 ff, Buck 81, Gunther art.cit. 37.
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ib .34, K.oTxAC->c^3wrx ib. 43, K~4Cc-v'Ôi.^ , Ll. 
93-4a, K.<T-^C-|XckGut^ib.95, ib.99/100, K^ -icx-^ 'T)
ib.lOO, ib.lOl, k .<t x -.'^A.C-u 9^'-=c  ib .102,
ib.l33, K < < 3 ^ ^ t v  ±To . 9 1 / 9 2 ,  ffC oO C ^^^'^S t D3.12-4a, 
KoilC^rJik^^' 1^2.30/31-4a, , ib.33/34, Kr</irC'vcb<.^
ib .44, ib .47/ 48, ICoi-Sj&'jfva'v M3 .l8-4a, vcocxCr^ vt: tsLjotv
V77.6-lp, tc-iC&<s'KC-u<x4Cv M8.3-2p, k^ S L jji, 2 .7-4a,
Ml .108-4a, fCocS><-^ k«5n (Tot.^  H2.14-la. The short form Kocc ±s only 
found in the compound K=ccT(^tv H2.38,47-la, but this may be
^ Qi­an example of liaplology from K<7crcOr<cfc^ / and in reality pronoun­
ced /ZciX . K«<X is also apparently attested once in 
Theran: (TXT GDI 4703 A7-4a. VCc<jC is found
in many Y/G dialects, (generally before a dental, hence 
probably haplology) but, as in Cyrenean and Theran, is very 
rare in Laconian, Messenean, Goan, Cretan and Locrian, more 
frequent in Delphian, Lesbian Thessalian and Boeotian; the 
form KoC, v/ith all trace of the dental lost in cliaracteristic 
of Elean and Arcadian. In Cyprian this word is only 
attested as a preverb, and always in the form {i^ CoCC only
before vowels). Arcadian fGcrn is probably based on o l ^ u  .
201. /^QrTU.
is rare in Cyrenean: H2.6-la,
i b . l 4 , i b . l 9 .  On the distribution 
of especially in relation to of identical meaning,
1) Buck 31, Schwyzer I 407, II 473 ff, Gunther art.cit.35, 
46-50.
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1)
see under sect. 203 below. Apocope does not occur with
2)
this preposition; (by haplology) is only late Greek.
‘ \
202. 'TZoLçoC.
There are only a few late instances of in
Cyrenean: H2.40-la, Iu6 .14/15-2a, tv/ice in compounds:
.27, H2.2-la, v/ith elision
before a following vo\wel Kclç-: D3 .21-4a, D2 .15-4a,
D29 • 5—2a , D1 .16/19—4a, IVil ,138—40*,
ib .126, . /CX^ before consonants (v. sect .106) is only found
in compounds : \r%y L 2 .42-4a, ib . 47,
X X ç H  i i . 138-4a, K C o & I I 5 A 2 2 - l a / l p ,  probably
ib .AI2/I3 , and possibly /CXç(iTX o^/-A ib.B5.
has turned up in Iv.essenia, Argolis, Aegina,
megara, Corcyra, Crete, Heracles, Phocia, Epirus, Achae^,
Ionic (only at Paros), Cos, Gnidos, Nisyros (once), Thera (only
f(«^^ -^Ajovt<Jv), Arcadia, Thessaly, Boeotia and Lesbos.
Only is found in Astypalaea, Rhodes and Calymna and the
general rarity of the apocopated form in Aegaean Boric is to
be attributed to Ionic. Attic and the Koine too have only 
/ 3)
203 • A-'CrXoC
One instance only of is attested in Cyrenean, and
that in the c o m p o u n d L 2 . 3 2 - 4 a .  is also found
in Arcadian ( >  À3G-), Lesbian, Boeotian, Argolic Theran and
1) Buck 107, Schv/yzer II 481 ff.
2) Schv/yzer II 481 and note 2.
3 ) Buck 81, Schwyzer II 491 ff, Gunther art.cit. 37-42.
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Central Cretan, in proper names in Tliespiae, in Cos, Rhodes,
Calymna and Gnidos and in Taurominium in the west only in the
month name I T ^  Cos,Calymna and Rhodes also
have (Tc'-y'ciVCSTvio^with modification of the first element 
/ _  1) 
tlirough^<KX : here also I.egarian It is
difficult to tell from the distribution of and
(semantically i d e n t i c a l ) w h e t h e r  both forms were origin­
ally really characteristic of both EG and WG. Attic-Ionic 
have onlyyL>m6<% and may have spread to Arcadian from
surrounding Doric dialects; me ta also Mycenean. /CC:^ £<. at least 
is certainly characteristic of WG and Aeolic, and its rarity 
in Aegaean Doric is due to Ionic influence. But it is still 
not clear w h e t h e r i z i  WG is necessarily borrowed from EG.
I find it difficult to agree with Hoffmann, who is followed
3) _
by Buck, that the preference for is an Aeolic-Achaean
characteristic, therefore to be regarded as a pre-Dorian
survival in Argos, Crete etc.
204.
is rather infrequent in Cyrenean, only lc2.2-4a, 
L_3.25-4a, and in the compounds Â T G ç t D3.13-4a, and
1) Schwyzer II 498-9, Buck 81,107, Gunther art.cit.21-24.
Bor meta in Mycenean, cf. Ventris-Chadwick, Documents 399.
2) De. mixtis graec. ling. dial. 8.
3) Cp 2 (1907) 276. This conclusion is no doubt largely based 
on the old assumption that Aeolic was very closely related 
to Arcado-Cyprian and Attic-Ionic.
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and 3138. The apocopated form â IC-^  is found in
literary Lesbian, Thessalian, Elean, Delphian, and in proper
1)
names in Locrian, Laconian, Messenian and Cretan.
205.
( is well-attested in Cyrenean: M3.22,23,24,26,27, 
28-4a, HI.22-la, (beside ib.14,24), H2.8,13-la (beside
v(cT^(fLh/ib.41), H5A17, 19B9-la/lp, (beside 
ÂZç^oS ib .All, 15), H3.6-la/lp, H7, H8, in the compound
Mil .27-4a; xirofT before vowels IY2.9-4a (beside 
ib .22), M3.21-4a, V16.5-4a; once, before an 
aspirated vowel, D3.17-4a, finally y in the compound
ArçotTcr^K/v not only in M2 but also in the late texts V77.7-lp, 
V123-lp, M10.9-2p, Ivill.5-2p. Only is found on the earlier 
stones, apart from in M2 which is best explained
as a loan from the Koine or possibly Ionic, but in some late 
inscriptions from the first cent. BC onwards x:ço S , v/hich is 
typical of Attic and the Koine, appears beside even in
the same inscription, as in HI, H2 and H5. ÂDcrTf is one of 
the dialect forms v/hich lasted longest at Cyrene as in other 
Doric areas.
is common to WG, Thessalian and Boeotian, but
A
Arcado-Cyprian has XzbT(also Cyprian ÂXi ) from poty, the 
prevocalic form. That the word was not borrowed from V/G 
into EG is shown conclusively not only by Cyprian but also
1) Buck 31, Schv/yzer II 499 ff, Gunther art .cit. 50-51,65.
Gunther explains Âieç as a generalisation of the elided form 
from antevocalic position, but see sect.106 above.
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by Mycenean po-si, posieensi (with the characteristic absence 
of elision). appears in Homer (besidexpLi and ,
perhaps in Argive (Schwyzer 84.3 *^oT*); here also Attic-
/ X
Ionic from prevocalic proty; with typical metathesis
Cretan . Pamphylian likewise Lesbian (gramma-
rians)7LgCr$ (no doubt from pre-vocalic^rety ), are best 
explained as due to regressive assimilation of xÇoT'i to K(3C-^c 
rather than as reflecting (alone of all dialects) an inherited 
difference of vowel grade. That both i and v/ere
inlierited in proto-Greek (but apparently only the former 
survived in V/G) is comparable with Skt. prati beside Av. 
paiti in Aryan. from XX31T», found in many dialects,
including Thessalian, Boeotian (nearly always before a dental), 
Laconian and Heraclean (in both mainly before dentals),appears 
occasionally in Phocian and Locrian. TCoc, only frequent in 
Argive and Delphian, is also known from Corcyrean, Locrian, 
Phocian and, allegedly, Cretan. This form instead of ;^o , 
may be due to the pronominal adverbs ico? , oyvoc etc.; it is 
impossible to explain XTot as due to dissimilation before a 
following dental (this could only result in Tvo by haplology). 
Cretan apart, Xcc is confined to a homogeneous area in 
Central Greece. "Cretan" is only found in one
inscription: GDI 3198; but this stone hails from Corcyra, 
has several Koine forms and is certainly not in the Cretan
1) Buck 81, Schwyzer I 400, II 508 ff, for viev/s other than 
that mentioned in the text for the derivation of 
from KÇcsTt y XcrTi v.ib .1401. Also Gunther art.cit.24-31.
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dialect, nor can I understand how this came to be included 
in the index of the Cretan dialect (GDI IV II56); ?coi here 
must reflect the dialect of Corcyra, a colony of Corinth.
206.
is frequent in Cyrenean: Ml.]6-4a, and in many 
compounds: /Cgo&odCx Ml.36,42,45,51,66, ib.59/60,
ib.61,67,77, ib.113, ib.115,
ib.l24, 125, 128, X ^ o ^ ( ^ c ^ t  ib.123/ 4 , 
x:çcQ^ j^ Q^r7V'XGf^ ç>0^ ib.137, M2.5-4a, D 3 .7,8-
4a, D2.9,10-4a, Dl.ll,12/l3-4a, D18.ll/l2-4a,
D16.4-4a,:^:^o-K:T<xj(ri^p^ .12/l3-4a,X^(3^^<rt«6^ib .14/15 ,
D25 .9-3a, Â:ç<3Y<Jvcrir ^ ’-6.25-2a, XçooOlçc^ti 1 HI. 17- 
la, .45-la, H5A3-la/lp,
X 0c r y ç y c r v c n S' ib.A20, is never elided and does
not appear in any modified form in the dialects. Bor the 
Cyrenean^ compound from Xço-L-oÇCiS see sects.
66, 7 3 .
207.
There are several examples of 6*ov/: V16.4,5,6-4a, 
D3.20-4a, M 3 .20-4a, H2.15-la, M9-2p, with assimilation to a 
following labial 6’uj^  once Ml .100-4a; also 6*0 6^^- In
the following compounds: m 3 .14-4a,
61jvGrv ^ Ckv <3^-^ M2.45—4a, G c <T«x_V40—2a, yÇv^o^TXmv/"
H2.12-la, ib .7 , (fo k To/v  HI.20-la, ( ocv/
H5 AlO/ll-la/lp.
1) Schv/yzer II 505 ff.
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is the only form known to most dialects, but 
besides Mycenean liusu (-^ov - Cnossos), Homer and early 
Attic also have , and Ionic the derivative juvoj (<|uv^os)
Whether Cyprian Hes. should be included here
is more than doubtful. Apart from compounds, tended
to be replaced b y i n  Attic.
208.
is attested ink3.16-4a, M6.11,21-2a, H5Al8-la/lp, 
LIO.l-2p. Mil.l-2p. This is the form common to all dialects,
X 2)
except that it gave in Pamphylian before ^  ) .
209.
Not very frequent in Cyrenean: M 3 .lo,11,12,1?,19-4a,
H2.34-la, and in the compounds M1.84/85-4a,
ib .137, ib .118. is the form
common to most dialects, b u t i / ^  is old Elean, and Lesbian
(independent refashionings with cX. for o  after vCol6A) i
Zjjx with apocope is only found, apart from Homer, in
Thessalian (uKCwo - i.e. syncope or even haplology, if
this is a spelling for kj^ ç <=> ). c/;oj is confined to Arcadian
(analogy of oIXXj or - o  to -u , or regressive assimilation?),
3) 4)
and one instance at Cyme. Mycenean also has upo.
There are several late examples of this preposition v/ith 
the genitive in Cyrenean: H 2 .25,28,39,48-la, H22-lp,H20-lp/2p, 
H8.
1) Buck 108, Schwyzer II 4:7 ff. ^
2) Schv/yzer II 518 ff, Gunther art.cit.35, Buck 23 ).
3J Buck 81, Schwyzer II 522 ff, Gunther art.cit.34,37.
4) Ventris-Ghadv/ick, Locuments index.
C H A P T E R  IV.
Word Eormation, New V/ord Eorms and New V/ord Meanings.
In this chapter, it is proposed to discuss only those 
forms (or suffixes or meanings) v/hich are notev/orthy either 
because they are limited to certain dialects by contrast v/ith 
different forms elsewhere or because they are rare or unknown 
outside Cyrene.
211. /QoTi M1.27-4a.
This compound is otherv/ise unattested. - 
( <  here instead of the usual is the
earlier form (cf. Attic Norms in
tend to be replaced by
212. K: I M2 .19-4a, c^KTc ib . 23%
SEG IX 1.8/9-4a, ib.72.
In Indo-European, compound agent nouns could be formed
v/ith the suffix -t-, while -ter/-tor was confined to the
simplex. But in Greek, where the -t- suffix was replaced by
the enlarged form this distinction became blurred
and a new picture emerges in the historical period. In
Doric is most common in the simplex, but also, less
frequently, - T ^ S  , whereas seems to be more usual in
2) .
compounds. etc. in Cyrenean will therefore
1) Of. Schwyzer I 523-4, Ghantraine, Formation 135 ff.; an 
early and detailed discussion in Solmsen KZ 29 (1888) 116 
ff. On the Cyrenean form, cf. Buck CP 41 (1946) 134.
2) Cf. Schv/yzer I 451, 561-2, Praenkel, Nomina Agentis I 160 
ff., on nouns in Y/G: 164 ff.
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occasion no surprise. In Attic-Ionic, nouns in
are very infrequent outside tragedy and almost entirely
1)
replaced by the type in -TG^S ( >  - i S ) . For Aeolic and
2) ^
Arcado-Cyprian there is not much evidence, and certainly
too little to draw any conclusions about the relative
extension of either suffix in these areas. Unlike other WG
dialects, Cretan has -TG^S in the earlier inscriptions,
3)
only late. This should probably be attributed to the
earlier Achaean occupation of Crete.
/
Apart from Cyrenean, otKT((5Xc^ç> is only attested in 
Hdt. 4.155, Pindar and Callimachus. In Herodotus 
is quoted in an oracle concerning the Cyreneans; Callimachus 
was a Cyrenean. This suggests that may have been
current only at Cyrene and that possibly it was borrowed 
from this dialect by Pindar (cf. on - D e , sect. 181, also 
sect. 269) .
/
is otherv/ise unattested, is found
only in Epic and Manetho Astrologus (c .4th. cent.AD). In 
both cases the form of the stem has been atticised (i.e. 
for dialect ). But this raises no problem; the text in 
which these v/ords occur is mainly in the Koine.
1) Fraenlcel II 51 ff., on Ionic; I 207 ff.
2) V. Fraenlcel I 144 ff.
3) Fraenkel I 180 ff. Buck 131, Bechtel GD II 720.
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213* T 11 o  tc.AX"e-jO s/ M l . 23—4-8,.
/  /  ^  /
In Greek, compounds of px_c^ TVyÇ>, etc.,
usually have the -o- grade in all cases { - -  etc.)
this seems to apply in general to determinative compounds as
1)
well as hahuvrihis. There are very few -_e- grade forms,
s> /"
and these mainly determinatives: Horn. 97 î ,
r /  / ? / : > / ,
0 o(TK-c^vr^0 ; Aesch. Choeph. 315 : (no doubt
in imitation of Homer), and the gloss ^  xCj“s
j^-^nrçCs Des. ; finally, the hahuvrihis Cretan
(see below). The -e- grade also 
appears in the stem of feminine composite forms :- 
3^  etc. Since in IE one would theoretically
expect e/o alternation in the compounds of the type,
Fraenkel concluded that this Cyrenean bahuvrihi was 
*hocharchaisch‘. For generalisation of the -e- forms he,
3)
like Kretsclamer, points to Cretan
He apparently overlooks the possibility that Cyrenean may 
have generalised the -_e- grade in the nominative singular 
as well as in the other cases, and thus have no alternation 
within the paradigm, assuming, that is, that this compound 
is very old, which is not likely. On the whole, I think 
the oldest form of this compound was that surviving in Attic,
1) On the determinatives in particular, cf. Risch IF 59(1949) 
17, 24, 273 ff.
2) Glotta 20 (1931-2) 88.
3) Cf.Kretsclimer Gl.lO (1920) 400 ff, Hoffmann G1.28 
(1939-40) 54 ff.
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cr S', with the -£- grade throughout.
The -_e- grade in the Cyrenean form, and the other compounds 
in are very likely due to the simplex, and
cannot be produced as evidence for a prehistoric alternation.
It is noteworthy that in the examples from Homer and Aeschylus, 
the unusual grade compound forms appear in close 
conjunction with the simplex to which they form a predicate.
214. cfeXcJLTO$ 'subject to a tithe'.
Dr. 0. Szemerenyi has suggested to me that ,
only attested in Cyrenean (several times in Ml, see sect. 104) 
is from C r i C c p c r ^ X ; i.e. j c - K b y  haplology
(cf. sect. 104). It certainly cannot be traced to
X \ I )
(from acr>c^trcruco) as was suggested by Inretsclimer.
215. D3.6-4a.
is not otherwise attested in Creek, but 
occurs once in Hesiod (fragm. 117) and once in 
Polyaenus (floixiit 2p, Strat. 4.3.32). The usual form is 
(<r)xC/p <\k«o5 ; compare (Polyaenus) beside
usual K:g> ( I have suggested elsewhere that the
Q  X . . X
suffix -yCc(\^oS in and (c) ^ o  5 , except
in Hesiod only applied to meal or flour, has been extracted
1) Cl.18 (1930) 212, accepted by Buck CP 41 (1946) 134.
2) Mnem. Ser. IV vol.11 (1958) 157.
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/ c- X ^
from vkoS, c^ '^ çju.-1 v  o  S , v"o S , adjectives
also applied to flour. The forms in -y u\/OT would seem to
be independent innovations in Hesiod, Polyaenus and Cyrenean.
216 . 62<Tc'Acÿç-oS ( û /c ^ e À g c - o S ,  o^Ac-AcÇ ^tty lv;2. 39 , 40- 4a ) .
g A c^ c^-cdS is characteristic of all dialects except 
Attic, v/hich has tk^CrAcÇoS. The dialect distribution
C' /strongly suggests that Attic A o n i s  a secondary form.
2)
Perhaps the most likely explanation is that of P. Kretschmer 
who suggested that <xAcrA<^oS arose through the analogy of the 
gen. sing./pl. where -G- was lost by contraction:
has suggested that Attic beside elsewhere
3)
is to be explained in the same way. Nevertheless, I suspect
AAeAcpGoCj’>cxAGA<-?oo’^ etc. I v/ould add that Wackernagel
that the main contributory factor in the replacement of 
k >
^cScrAc^o5 by was feminine from
A . For it is in the existence of the parallel
feminine from that cxAeAcj^ differs from other thematic 
contract stems.
1) Buck 132. _ - " T i n /
2) Cl.2 (1919) 201 ff. Cf. Schwyzer I 468 note 2: <.
, or by contraction of àAc-Ayÿxoo etc.^ *^  But 
Egli (G-elenk-Heteroklisie 98 # 9  considers that c^oe-AcPoF 
is due to the vocative ^ cS^VcpG just as the replacement of 
vocativelTe^.n:p>oucAe|8<^r by (C/r^oxAcr produced
3 ) ICL. Schr. iri043 ff.
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The original form of the stem of remains
disputed: (v/ith dissimilation?) or^XcTc-A cpGuos ?
kS
seems to me the more attractive alternative,
X ^  3)
cf. Skt. sa-garbhya- . I think most unlikely; one
v/ould expect a non-thematic -_s- stem noun, i .e. X .
217. oç\xty^cMV/ V54-4-B, V55-4a.
OÇS/CJ, beside o^vtS/oç-v  e ô -  of Attic-Ionic and
Homer, is also attested in Coan and literary Doric (Aleman,
4)
Pindar, Theocritus). Buck compares the extension of the 
guttural stem to nouns such as , ccg-At-||, ucAo/u^,
and 4  ^o^cÿt^yAoC, attested in various WG- dialects v/ith 
the spread of - g" - in the future and aorist of verbs.
There is no reason to doubt that this is the correct explana­
tion of and t S , closely related v/ith the
verb G^o<?cpr^oo. Probably the guttural in wCAoCij (Argolic, 
Messenian] and Theocritus) is related to the form ktA oU^
(t c ç o c T xcA cm^) of Heraclean. But and cannot
be explained in this v/ay since they are in no v/ay related to
any verb group. Nov/ - 0 -  and - V - without a vocalic
1) Schwyzer I 468 note 2.
2) Brugmann IP 13 (1902j-03) 147 .ff.
3) Brisk, Et. W b . s.v. cXAeAc^dc 5^  , following Curtius.
4) G-D^  116, Buck-Petersen, Reverse Index 621.
V - - V J
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enlargement are both very rare suffixes in Creek (v. Buck - 
Petersen 444, 621-2). Even of the words attested with these 
suffixes, many look like loan-words; but the stem o ^ v -  at 
least appears to be inlierited, as there is no reason to doubt 
its connection with Germanic forms such as DEC aro, arn 
’eagle’, ON orn etc. Nevertheless, it seems probable that the 
enlargement in bothoç\/ij and oç\xc3- is due to some other 
(Mediterranean?) language.
218. (m.98-4a, B3.12-4a).
In both the occurrences at Cyrene iOo5 refers to a 
priestess of Artemis: as oLÇÿCXXS was also used as the name 
of a priestess at Athens, there is no reason to separate
>  ^/ . j/
Cyrenean from j/ç/CcoI/cXç k^o o S" ’bear'. That the
y  , -'Z
usual Creek s-ypKi-TOJ ( <GoS is attested apart from
X  .
Cyrenean only in late Creek literature; is from KGo^
(cf .T/^KTXc^<:T'n:kX^) is shown by Hittitte hartagga ’bear ’ 
(<^tko-, cf.y(’0Jo\x Hitt, tekai^; Skt. rksa- must also be
I )
related. Sommer unav/are of the Cyrenean forms, regards the
V
late appearance of o^iCoT as v/eigh#ing against a connection 
of ypKLoS with ypiCor he attributes to simplifica­
tion of the unusual cluster - p  KCT-, cf.
is quoted by Frisk (Cr.Et. Wtb., s.v.) as a late form ("seit
^ X*
LXX" ) due to a popular connection with yp(xrC-vo. Although
1) Ahhiava-frage u. Sprachwissenschaft (1934) 63 ff-
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is more likely due to some analogical model rather
than to a secondary phonetic c h a n g e, y  ç seems to me on
semantic grounds an unlikely candidate. It is difficult
/
to suggest anything better, but AoJ/Coy seems a possibility.
c _
219. iXp iTXtJoo and related Forms.
M M * .  » » ■ ■ ■ — ■<> X  H  I I I .  Ill . . i n  I». —  . . . . » . .  .<1 I I .  *.1 M  I
The form; is fairly well attested in Cyrenean
from the fourth cent. BO onwards: c5>xoc>JS D1.5-4a,
D2.4/5-4a, D5.5-4a, V75-3a, T-xç cXGpc w r o 7 ]  V80-
3/ 2 a , T V 2 9 - 2 a ,  i-cC-u^.^V122, V129b,T«L^ i
Y 58. The form I o<!0 Cr-c'CG-v/^ v/ith itacism occurs several times
c
in the first three centuries AD: cTX-uovs/ V123-Ip, Vlll-lp,
Mil.4-2p, M10.6-2p, V44.6-3p. There are tv/o
forms from T’o/.pc^rcPoco in fairly late inscriptions (V41-la,
HI.12-la) , v/hereas /^ p>«pjT(A occurs in the 2nd. cent. AD 
(V117-2p).
TckpcUCuoo, clearly the native Cyrenean form, is also
c
characteristic of Cretan. l is presumably a hybrid
c.
from Attic with native co/p-. Also a hybrid is
cCr p c  cxezjuSv'(V36-2a) with itacism. ( G p X x -  in two late 
texts (V125-lp, H3-l/2-lp?) is simply the Koine form. Apart 
from and Attic i G pocXGxyvj (whence also in Boeotia),
the follov/ing forms are found in inscriptions: Lesbian
^  ^ /  
G-c/CO , Locrian, Phocian, and, in part. Koine
in Chalcidice, Megara and B o e o t i a T o p i n  Messenia
c _  1)
I (K p  I XCr-U .
1 ) Of. Le jeune PL G- (1941) 183 note 9*
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On the analogy of the clear morphological correlation 
j ’king’: I Xc'-t/wi'be king', one expects
/  C  /
beside iG-f-e-uS. But as has the meaning 'to
sacrifice', a different form was created in the various
f c
dialects for the idea 'be a IG-Ç’G'oS'. Thus 16- is
C- _ /
obviously derived from i.CzÇcL-X- in ( O Ç ol-TCSs<, in its turn
c. ^
from the stem of i , from the same source
/  -
clr^ oj with Ionic tq from , from Ionic the form
became current in the Koine and so is attested in Locrian and
Phocian; Lesbian T'CPuc-j must be loaned from Ionic also
> t. c.
with Lesbian (0 - for cc-^-. The form must be
based on iG0> , the verbal adj . of On the other
c _
hand, | c a n n o t  be a regular derivative of the same
C-
type. It seems to me that ( Vg. can only be explained
as having been formed on the analogy of another verb in -Lro-vw ;
the only suitable candidate to my knowledge is:
which is regularly derived from But by contrast
/
with Attic and Homer V/G- (Cretan, Epidaurian and
Cyrenean) has Homer and Ionic ( cf.
Arcadian 7CoA.coLch^), all formed on the model of OtuC-^ <d^
C? Ionic r*) . Prom this one v/ould expect Ionic
^ , WG- 7Ccs:LtoCjŒ-o(^  of  which the latter is indeed 
attested in Cretan. But everywhere else only is
found, and this even in Cyrenean, in the oath inscription
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v/iiich also has . It is thus fairly certain that
T l c A I m u s t  have spread from Attic into other dialects 
from the time of her rise to power in the fifth century and 
in the following period of political and cultural dominance.
It is more than probable that the noun was also
borrowed into WG- and that arose by a secondary
modification of the loan from Attic.
220. HI .17/l8-la) .
is otherwise only known from Heraclean
and Dio Cassius (- hat. aedilis) ; zcc,A,< is attested once
in Plato in reference to Syracuse, and once in Dio Cassius
(’be aedile ' ) . Also based on the stem instead
of tcoX l-(o -) are a number of words in WG and Ionic: Cretan,
Epidaurian, Cyrenean /CCvVi oUT-cp, Cretan A c oOlC-tjo^
/
Arcadian 7cc»Ax. oCCi g, Ionic i?G:c?AciqT^5-, Laconian
“ O V o 5 ,  Epic Derivatives in C - are due to
/ / 1) 
the analogy of oi rcioL-TC<5' (Arcadian, Locrian, Thessalian).
But /Co A wo v^ o m -o 5 is more likely to be due to the analogy of 
/ ' 2) 
known in many Greek states.
The stem - is frequently attested in Cyrenean
in the Demiourgi inscriptions (in i,
: D6.5-5a, D2.2, 15-4a, D1.2,19-4a, D12.2-4a,
1) Buck 133, Schwyzer I 500.
2) Of. Busolt, Gr. Staatskunde 1 431 ff, 491 ff.
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D15.3-4a, D3.3,21-4a, D5.21-4a, D21.1-3a, D33.3-2a, D29.5-2a, 
M 6 .19-2/la. But apart from Cyrenean, ^ 5  is only a
attested at Astypalaea and Bisyros. j h a s  only 
appeared once in Cyrenean ^-o Cj B17.1-4a), but in
general it is by far the more widespread form: Arcadian,
Ionic ( c f o n c e  Samos 4a), HW Greek and many Doric 
dialects (Megara, Argolis, Messenia, Cretan, Telos, Cnidos, 
Calyman, Rhodes, Thera). Arcadian also has(e\5^y.vx-oj^g/^tn , 
Astypalaea , Attic and Phocian
, probably a hybrid form.
Homer has j b u t  the earliest form of this 
compound must have been < o with the -£- grade of
the second component which is an agent noun (cf.T^j^>^s etc.):
C / -  /as Palmer has pointed out, c 3 - f'-^ p ( = those who v/ork
r -  r /the o l a n d ,  damio is attested in MyceneanI
The existence of S is confirmed by Arcadian
/
( ÿ ) Buck GD no.l6~6/ 5a). Homeric must,
then, be a secondary form, and probably arose because 
inlierited -_e- compounds such as ^ ^ etc.
1 ) L f . Schwyzer I 120 note 2. On the dialect forms in general 
cf. Buck GD 134. ^ /
2) Frisk, Gr. Et.V/tb. s.v. y-cj, wrongly traces
to "mit verbaler^Umdeutung des
Hinterglreds nach'^dem Typus : daher ist auch
fur gewisse Dialekte als Hinterglied bin analogisch 
entstandenes m&glich" .
3) TPS (1954) 43 fr., also Achaeans and Indo-Europeans (1955)
13 .
4) Of. Ventris-Chadwick, Documents, index s.v. damiyo.
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although in origin bahuvrihis ( 'a man of famous deeds'), could
be interpreted as agent noun compounds 'doer of good (famous)
1)
deeds' etc. Although there are several compounds in, 2)
- ( " op yo - in Mycenean (-woko), but very few in - p o p y o  - 
3) ^
( -weko ) , yet Homer has only compounds in - G ç y o y .  In
later Greek, apart from the only certain compounds
in are ^ ( ”5 n/o 6'co S' Hes.),
(^ Hes. ), j-of (MAiviA 3• 367), ^o3 (P.Gen).
with the -£- grade is the expected form, but
here has been replaced by - G - Ç ^ r  in Boeotian
Baconian (lies.). Theoretically, many compounds
in - o o ^ ^ 5  could be contracted either from -G j-oS or
from .
If - o Ç p ’^5' in the widespread has arisen
through contraction followed by shortening (Osthoff's Law),
r / /then one cannot determine whether c c^ p-jcO-o ^ ^ 5  or -c-oçj-oj
lies behind this form. But 1 feel that the very numerous
compounds i n - a r e  rather against this interpretation.
And indeed there is no certain evidence that Osthoff’s Law
applies before the cluster liquid-P consonant. The
equations ?CTG0 VbOG/Skt. parsni-,%:^^Ao/ru 3kt. palavi- are
hardly sufficient evidence.
1) Cf. Risch, V/tbild. d. horn. Sprache (1937) 12, 187.
2) Of. Meriggi, Glossario Hiceneo (1956) 108.
3 ) lb. : Manasiweko, Piriv/eko .
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GIf this means that must be explained as
having arisen by hyphaeresis, then the earlier form is
perhaps more likely to have been ( p  ) oç y o 5  than
- o - ( p ) y For although hyphaeresis is not uncommon in
a cluster of three vov/els, it is very unusual for the third
vowel of the sequence to be eliminated; there is however at
/ 1)
least one example of this: Ionic One must
nevertheless admit that in most of the cases where the first 
or second vov/el is lost, morphological considerations (the 
third vowel is generally part of the inflexional suffix) 
would save the last vowel of the cluster. On the other hand 
it is not impossible that the rarity of -oçyoy compounds 
led to replacing in most dialects although
the original form was retained in Arcadian, and that
/ /
was then generally reduced to 6 ycy but to
in a few Aegaean Doric dialects and Cyrenean.
But on the whole it seems unjustified to posit a divergent
phonetic development in this case. More probably
was the first result in all dialects (apart from Attic), then
this was in some cases modified to on the analogy
of the many other compounds in -GÇ>yoy. Where A
was retained this may have been partly due to the analogy
of (see above on the converse case of Boeotian
Ir iAstypalaean s probably due to the
1) For details, cf. Schwyzer I 252 -3.
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/
-analogy of Attic-Ionic ; it would be unsafe to
explain it as Doricised from Attic as oo
by compensatory lengthening and contraction are very rare in 
Astypalaean (only a proper name in -peoXoy), which usually 
has Gt ou like Attic-Ionic.
222. KC:Ç\o^ÿZT(^Ickl D3 .13-4a.
A  clearly refers to a woman who has some
duty at the festival. As v can mean ’to carry things
round for sale’, it seems likely that âjgtÇ io k^X ^ ioC meant a girl 
who hawked round food etc. before (and during?) the festival 
to be sold to people v/ishing to make sacrifices. Or 
possibly she carried round some sacred object.
appears in the addenda to the new lexicon 
(L-S-J) v/ith the following explanation, ”prob.
6" But the word must refer to a person not
a thing, since in the text KiGpzc>z.wct0(c< is followed by the 
words (Go'pAXJv which clearly refers to money allowed
’for her clothing' or 'adornment’. Furthermore in this 
account of expenditure there is otherwise no mention of things 
on which money was spent except in relation to the persons to 
whom it v/as allotted, and then it is expressed in the gen. or 
nom., not in the dat.
- 2 6 8 -
223.
This word is only Cyrenean. The following data may 
be noted about the occurrences of in Cyrenean:
a) This v/ord is attested only in the genitive and in the
phrases TX.t c a n d  C^cs o / a , / y
(Dl.ll,12/13-4a, D2.9,10-4a, D3.7,8-4a, D5.12/13, 14/15-4a, 
D16.4a, Dl8.ll/l2-4a, D19.5/6-4a, D25.9, 9/lO-4a).
b) These phrases always come immediately after
and Gp k. A <=*c *
c) The price for both kinds of grapes is always less C^cjS
T<^  S Âlpcr>cr.A^ Oc<'5'than GvAq5 TXi Cc^ j-,
With regard to the meaning of item c) is
the most important.
1)
üliverio, in his edition of these texts , says of
...“a que s to termine va dato, parmi, il valore 
di richiesta se 1 ’uva è a scelta". In his translation of
these texts, he renders c?vcToS TXr scelta'
and ejoj 'non a scelta'. üliverio ' s
translation of is difficult to understand. It
seems to be rather an interpretation of the fact that the 
grapes GvAoj TXs are more valuable than
those ^ o 5  But 'a scelta' will hardly
do as a translation of Gv<Tci3 "7% S' <C7x s .
1) DAI 1 ir.II 85 ff.
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L-S-J say that it may be equivalent to time
appointed as the last day for payments, lawsuits, elections 
etc. This phrase must indeed refer to some period of time, 
but, considering the evidence given above, probably not in the 
sense that L-S-J suggest. The phrases with c kcAMcf* cx. 
must have a close connection with the grape harvest.
2 2 4 .  c IoG  T 1 2 . 6 - 3 a .
This word clearly refers to an official. r
otherwise unknown, presupposes an unattested compound
-^^T/ o  V" , As Attic-Ionic pcjGiov means 'property 
seized as a pledge or stolen' andpoGic^Vc^ 'to plunder ' ^ 
it would appear that o might have meant 'plunder ' .
■> B )
T h e n  could mean 'to be in charge of the plunder ' ,
like 5) ' celebrate the (cf. sect.
91).
2 2 5  . p  g>G .
several times attested in the Demiourgi 
inscriptions, there always at the end of each account, in the 
phrase c5,»(ycLxv G ^ 015^ ( D2 .15—4-a, D3.21—4a ,
D29.5-2a, Dl . l 8 / l 9 - 4 a , D 5 . 2 1 - 4 a ) .
The word clearly means 'allowance' (1-3-J), or something of
2)
the sort.
1) That such an official existed at Oyrene, is suggested by h].
2) Üliverio, DAI I Cir. I 122; 'retribuzione'.
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226 . S  i f> kCç/O (T ol's/' M2 .15- 4 a .
The compound 'to swear' (omitted in L-S-J)
is unlmov/n elsewhere.
227. g-qIvJc c — (SvcnSu. V40-2a.
The compound d'ovccTp cT'Cruoo is otherwise unimown; 
on I a n d  related forms, see sect. 219.
228. ( M1.38/39-4a.
In the passage where this word occurs in Ml, it is
demanded that the îK^vGoS shall be removed from the altar. It
1)
has therefore been concluded that the word means 'ashes'. 
Compare Hes. iKTx/ucrv^  The etymology is
unlcnown.
229 . KTon c^c^ pcov m  . 89-4a.
xrof with the same meaning as
'dormintory', does not occur elsewhere.
230. 2' M2.31, 34-4a.
o(uCid(M 'settlement' is not otherwise attested.
231. (Tzcco'v^oG HI.16-la.
2)
P. Roussel explains as equivalent to horreum,
 ^ \  ^ / 3)
i.e. ' granary ' formed like o^y^^^AoJV, etc. He
also discusses the significance of its context [CrfZ^  ^
T  O'V' ef I u. e>T\ .
1) Of. S2G IZ 72 for editions, also Buck, CP 41 (1946) 134,
G-D 311 •
'2) Mélanges Havarre (1935) 375 ff.
3) Of uhantraine. Formation 164, ochwyzer 1 488.
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232. K-^À À  Dll.l-4a.
A A I 3HU8t be formed from UT^AA»<^T'o5 as
^  ' p/ 1)
is from (GttoS, The gender of KTcXYLLvGm^icxi 
suggests that some such word as should be understood
(cf. I cT^cér^c^ T'p^o/c). The exact meaning must however 
remain uncertain, since the text in which this form occurs is 
very fragmentary. has been omitted from L-S-J.
233. M2.39-4a.
appears in the phrase: o 5c- G cGo m -Gno 5
UcSi'^ i 'TTXiru-^  ^ Oia\^ etc. The word probably means
' ^ y  I ' 2)
*to give olocnc< 'r i.e. 'protect ' . V/ahrmann thinks that
^ r / r / 3 )
could be connected with o<^Gi\/ and mean 'conceal'.
234. X p p  Gn M6.17.2/la,T-(yuoi/c-,ûv^ D8.9-4a.
(only Cyrenean) may according to L-S-J 
mean; the statue of I (cf. Lust. 584.22). It seems
to me more likely that T l o v  (C T(yu.c^-o^-, with normal 
WG- contraction of to , see sect. 67) denotes the statue
or altar of the ^  ccv c>\ . Public officials v/ith the title
or (Miletus) are knovm in the Ionic
islands and on the coast of Asia Minor, also at Messene and 
Lebedos.
1} So Üliverio DAI 1 Cir. I 92
2) Gf. Wahrmann, loc. cit. note 3 below. Buck CP 41 (1946) 
134, L-S-J s.v.
3) Gl. 17 (1928:?T 204.
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235. M l . 3 2/3-4a.
Oliverio reads this point, many editors
read (is (Maas, Fraenkel, Wilamowitz,
also the reading of 3EG). But as Buck says ( G D p .  311, in 
his commentary), this is a very unlikely abbreviation in this 
type of inscription. For the compound. Buck compares
'bound by a pledge'.
236. M2.36-4a.
i is attested once in Theran: IG XII 3. 552:
K'kC'\/oS" where àcTt<^5 is thought to be equivalent to
, but the context leaves this unproven. Certainly
Cyrenean means 'safely', and so must be equated
with oldC-LuS . Although in many dialects (p became c before 
vowels, this change is not otherwise knov/n in Theran or 
other Aegaean Doric dialects. Bevertheless, it appears that 
there is a phonetic change here of or G G  to 
(cf. Arcadian, with G >  ( only before front vowels). It is 
of course highly improbable that these Cyrenean and Theran 
forms are independent of each other. may not have
belonged to the current Cyrenean vocabulary; the word may 
have been taken directly from Theran when the oath inscription 
was v/ritten (cf. sect. 270).
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237. Kcc M7-2p.
This word is unknown outside Gyrene and is not listed
in L-S-J. The full text of M7 runs as follows:
lTc It also appears in
another text from Gyrene in the Koine, SEG IX 173-2p:...
ycC-AAcoy L L t^çC-oS K o ^ V A i G T Rather
tempting is Oliverio ' s suggestion that KCcxAAcespt should be
connected v/ith precinct used as a court at Athens,
and apparently the name of a board of magistrates at Cyzicus
(2nd. cent. AD). Cyzicus also attests "to be a
2)
member of the Kallion". But one would expect the
corresponding agent noun to be not cGf(^ 5,
238. K T A - o  V (K^ .<i.Aotov Ivil.8—4S', ib • 9)
Elsewhere this word which means 'wood' in Cyrenean, is 
only used in the plural, including Callimachus, in the sense 
of 'logs* . KIc?Ov_x3\/ is probably from KTocpoGAcsv.
239. Qpo(-fo r  'house' (o0 cï<^op^ IvÇL.16-4a).
oç^oci^oS in the sense of 'house ' is otherwise unlmovm;
it usually means 'roof. The sematic development from 'roof '
4)
to 'house ' is a common one, e.g. Bat. tectum, Gret. 3 .
The original meaning of oçoppor is however preserved in
1) Afr. Ital. I 333.
2) L-S-J, s.v. k ( a
3) Gf. Schwyzer I 248. Cyrenean shov/s that the earlier
Greek form cannot have been^Ki^peA<iv as has been supposed.
4) OF. Buck CP 41 (1946) 134.
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Cyrenean v > x . C O c ^ o ^ o ^ o S  , v/hich are also attested
in the same inscription. Unlike
is apparently not otherwise known, and is not entered in L-S-J.
240. k :o A o 6'o  5~ (acc.pl.vCoA<3?Jo5M2.44, 49-4a,1.11.117,121-4a).
In both Ml and M2 uc o X-æ ><ToS denotes a small image, in 
M2 of v/ax, to be burnt, in Ml of wood or clay, and in both 
texts the reference is to images of people, made for magic 
rites. Benveniste has shown that the use of this word in 
reference to small images in these Cyrenean texts (cf. also 
the passages quoted by him from Aeschylus and Herodotus) was 
earlier than its specialised application to large statues.
The latter connotation of jC c /Lo GISo S' arose v/hen the word 
was applied to the giant statue at Rhodes from the third 
century BC onwards. The reason for the consistent spelling 
KCo X caCTo S instead of «CoXoGtSo^ as elsewhere is unknown 
(cf. sect. 79).
241. G ’died' Ml.24-4a.
.
GkCzXjucov in the sense of 'died' is otherwise only
/
known in the participle (Cotyucovcej Homer and in later 
poetry; { ^ e ~ K r a . A ^ i s  used in the same sense in poetry and
/ ' j)
even in Attic prose. Possibly CryCozyuG in the Cyrenean Laws,
is a poetic element. But the semantic development here
1) Rev. de Phil. 58 (1932) 118 f f .
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(from ’toiled' to 'died') may well have taken place 
independently of Epic.
242. {3^Val[62;^^S M2.37/8-4a,
3EG IX 1.52-4a).
9o^\/oc6"Iyu-o5 has in both these texts, the legal meaning 
"liable to the death penalty", not known elsewhere. Most of 
3EG IX 1 is in the Koine, only the end portion from line 72 
being in the dialect. There are, hov/ever, a few other 
dialect forms in the earlier part of the text (see sect. 284).
243. X goj and c5c^ XcN,vA<^ i in Cyrenean.
A detailed study has been made of the distribution 
of (e ) cv , etc. and in the
Greek dialects by A. Braun. v/ill not concern us
here, but only A c ^  found in the oath inscription (M2.37, 
40-4a) and A^A-opc^( attested in the Sacred Bav/s (Ml .12,13,55 , 
74,92). According to her findings À is found in the 
follov/ing dialects: Arcadian, Elean (5/6a), probably Baconian
(cf. Bysistrata and Thuc. 5.77), Megarean (GDI 3045 B4), 
probably Corinthian (attested in Epicharmus and at Corcyra), 
Cretan (v/ell-attested 5/4a), Amorgos (4a), and at Cyrene in 
the oath inscription as v/ell as in Callimachus. As, apart 
from Arcadian, is confined to WG, Braun is justified in
1) Att. R.lst. Veneto 98 (1938-9) 337 ff .
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concluding that in Arcadia may have been borrowed from
neighbouring Doric areas. On the other hand, as Arcadian 
is an innovated form shared only by Cyprian, 
Pamphylian, Homer, once Eretria (IG XII (9) 189*31) it follows 
that ( 9 c X a t  least was established in Arcadian before the 
Dorian invasion.
X
Forms in g el-/g^]1- are v/ell attested in both WG and EG.
A  CO / /
Thus g^ol- ; in Attic-Ionic, in
Arcado-Cyprian, Homer and Pamphylian, j?oXXjopo6i in Lesbian, 
in Cretan replacing A g w  from the third century 
o n v /a rd s; in Aetolian is not attested before the
second century BC.and^is very likely due to the Koine.
Forms v/ith the -£- grade are found in the following areas: 
Thessalian Boeotian Locrian, Phocian,
Delphian Elean (4a, X c-o-j 6/5a),
also in Thera, Anaphe, Cos, Rhodes and Oyrene (in the Sacred 
Laws) and Heraclea. Mycenean ,c|_eromeno should perhaps be
added here; but it may be from the stem k ^ l - seen in
, 1 )
classical Greek XG7V-/CG-A - etc . But although it is
clear that A G w  was unknov/n to EG (or lost in prehistoric 
times?), it is equally clear that g*^el-/g^31-, besides being
characteristic of EG, was also well established in Doric 
1) Cf. Ventris - Chadwick, index; Gallovotti Rljl'>13 36 (1958)118.
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before the Dorians invaded Greece (c. 1,200 BO). This is 
proved by the fact that whereas only the -o_- grade ( ^  oA-, 
(?ouX-, (?oXÀ-) is found in Attic-Ionic Ar cado-Cyprian and 
Lesbian, in WG whence no doubt Thessalian and Boeotian, the 
-£- grade is the rule (cTcr->X.-, cTt^A.-), except for Cretan 
replacing X c w  from the third century. In the 
circumstances it would seem unsafe to attribute the Cretan 
-£- grade forms to an Aechaean substrate. /3ooA-opcoU. could 
be Doricised from Koine as Braun suggests (p.351).
Braun emphasises that is more frequent in earlier than
in later Doric inscriptions, but no conclusion can be drawn 
from this except that dialect did not persist as long as
which eventually gave way before Koine 
On the other hand, she also maintains (p.354) that A G xwv/as 
current in EG before the Dorian invasion. For this assertion 
the evidence is very meagre. It is difficult to agree v/ith 
Braun that a Gx^  was earlier established in either WG or EG 
than the ( 3 c / J^Xcytoctgroup, or to share her misgivings 
about the prolonged co-existence of both (as homonyms) in one 
area.
Braun tries to draw a distinction between the meaning 
of y ù o  in M2 and of in Ml (p.350):... "in quelli
(esempi) con e visibile 1 'idea di scelta di contro
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alla maggior assolutezza delle formule con Arj’v/" . To explain 
the fact that Callimachus u s e d i n  the former sense, 
she suggests that is more worthy of the poetic medium,
either because of its intrinsically stronger meaning, or 
because it was also used by other Doric poets (Epicharmus 
and Theocritus). This kind of semantic hair-splitting is 
generally fruitless, depending too much on the individual 
author's subtlety of mind and range of imagination. The 
fact is that in one Cyrenean inscription we find only 
and in another only with, as far as one can discern,
no difference of meaning. I can only suggest that either
these homonyms were both current in the Cyrenean vocabulary 
and the attested distribution is due to chance, or that
in M2 has been taken over directly from Theran, v/here hov/ever 
Xh/u has not so far come to light (on other elements of 
the same kind in this inscription, see sect. 270).
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C H A P T E R  V 
Notes on Proper Nsunes#
In this chapter, all proper names will be discussed which 
(a) have an unusual formation, (b) are rarely attested elsewhere, 
or (c) are of some special significance (historical, geographical, 
ethnic). Some other names will be mentioned which, although not 
coming under any of these categories, are omitted from such 
standard works as Bechtel, Fick-Bechtel or Pape (see bibliography 
below).
In compiling these notes, I have checked the occurrence of 
most nsunes^^in the indices of proper names of the following works:
Pape-Bense1er, Wtb. d. griechische Eigennamen 1884 (Pape).
Fick-Bechtel, Griechische Personennamen 1894 (FB).
Bechtel, Historische Personennamen des Griechischen bis zur
Kaiserzeit 1917 (Bechtel).
Fraenkel P-W l6 (1934) l6ll FF, Hainenwesen. pt. A.
- - - ^
The indices of the following collections of Greek
inscriptions :
Inscriptiones Graecae (IG):
vols. I-III with supplements of I and II (Attica)
IV (Argolis)
V (1), (2) (Arcadia, Laconia, Messenia)
VII (Megaris and Boeotia)
IX (1) NW Greek dialects ed. min. (the ed. maj. has no
index) (2) Thessaly
1) With the exception of names which are commonly attested outside 
Cyrene and are so listed in Bechtel, Fick-Bechtel or Pape.
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XII (1-3$ 3» 7-9) islands of the Aegaean 
XIV (Sicily and Italy).
The following volumes of IG have not been published:
VI Elis, VIII Delphi, X Epirus, Macedonia, Thrace Scythia,
XII (4) Cos and Calymna, XII (6) Chios, XIII Crete. Vol. XI 
(Delos) has no index.
For Elean inscriptions I have used the indices of: 
Dittenberger-Purgold, Inschriften v. Olympia (DP)
For Cretan:
Guarducci, Inscriptiones Creticae I-IV (Inscr. Cret.)
For Coan:
Paton and Hicks, Inscriptions of Cos (PH).
I have also used:
Supplementum Epigraphicum Graecum I-XIV (SEG)
Landau, Mykenisch-Griechisch Personennamen 1938 (Landau) 
Dornseiff-Hansen, RttcklMufiges Wtb. d. griechischen 
Eigennamen 1937 (DH).
245. (T 7*23"102p): Not in Pape, FB or Bechtel,
and apparently not attested elsewhere. This is clearly the
i
feminine form corresponding to masculine 5* , hypochoristic
from Formed in the same way are: ,
l<0  (Cyrene), AJiK^Xo.6 , ^ K  d (v. DH).
Although all these names except oXc< are in Pape, none of them
are listed by Bechtel or FB, who do, however, record all the 
corresponding masculine forms. S is attested once :
Att. Mitt. 7 (1882) 339 b 10 (Thessaly), and once at
Athens : SEG XII 123, 4l-2p,^ IG II 2l6o.4l.
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Qyo U y A ^ S  (Hl4-la): Not in Bechtel, FB or Pape. Only
one other instance of this name is known to me: IG XII (9) 191 B 51
(Euboea) - 4a. Bechtel does not record any compound of A  ^  
but only R (cVy ) and A  (oZy^ v ).
is attested, but not / A T h e  following (PN) compounds of 
- with the first element ending in are listed in DH (all
in Pape): I (cf. Hom. (Cos
and Cyrene), rôù/X.A>y-c<îV<^ $ with variant reading;; y (not
Greek name), I ( I (Homer), kTç
I( 0 5 ^  « (Thera), ^ ^ S T  , A y^ o6xiju/k.Ov i/|X ,
(Cyrene). To these may be added  ^ (Xjo
quoted by Bechtel who suggests (p# 591) that instead of
TTo ^ o - is due to (( w X  . Likewise, I think, R ^
is based on - according to Bechtel (p.584).
JX,olXTc^ ** is a case form from îCÇo^xoy - and possibly A'jjo<u^ C>vc^ r for 
^  and Ty^uy^Gvyyfor 'Tc^ (^ fX-C?v/t^ T , are modelled on the
semantically similar Icç ,cZ^L^Qrv'^S • is formed from
L C 0 f(_ % = c i C ' 5 , and A  X & l  y U u G ^ ^ y  instead of A - A S :^ -  is perhaps due 
to A   ^ (A represents Persian Haxamani^.
(T9, TIG, Til-4a): Only listed for Cyrene
in Bechtel and FB, in Pape only quoted once from Heraeus: the name
also appears once in IG V (2) 568.4 (Arcadia). The name occurs in
three fourth century Cyrenean texts. For c> -, cf.
Sect. 54.
 ^f i ^ iS tdr (T15-3a): ^/^^^cc9^)oS does not appear in Pape, 
but it is posited by Bechtel and FB for A cTy y at Delos (also
Hom. )• But fl is attested once at Athens:
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IG II Suppl. 1012 bl4. Of also Mycenean A-ki-to, A-ki-to-jo, for 
which Landau suggests , not attested in later Greek,
Furumark, CarateHi: i . Perhaps Akito ?
Pii'^u^CVo5 : The name A"»^o‘KTto3 is known elsewhere
(Samos, Bechtel). Proper names from place names are more often 
derivative adjs. etc.), but is also a
hero-neime and so is not necessarily an ethnic denoting the birth-place
A  yof its bearer. According to Pape, H  «u'xTo’S appears frequently 
as a slave name in the Roman period: at Cyrene, it is the name of the
father of a nomophylax (V6l. 4-la).
^(^Koctoj (T9-4a): Not in Bechtel, but recorded in Pape as
appearing on a Dyrrhachian coin. Possibly the reading should be 
emended to (cf. Chian E  , from cjnrCog^  GDI 5656.13)*
However, if the reading is correct, is probably a hypochor-
2T(
istic from -c k l o S . Amongst other hypochoristics from this stem are
f\vC(^ov/V and also rare outside Cyrene (only recorded for
Cyrene in Bechtel, FB and Pape): A/CCnrt^rv IG XII (1) 764.78 Lindus-3a, 
) /
Inscr. Cret. I lyttos 115*2. Mycenean A-ka-i-jo may be
the ssune name (Landau ?, Georgiev ?).
rVvCGnTc-./(, A kCCnTuvV : V. on n .
A(rCGuI/LC3L : Not in Pape, FB or Bechtel. But Bechtel
remarks p.32: "Auf einem Vollnamen mit ftvCCK/zSt- we ist (\vCC^(S<^
j /
Anaphe" (IG XII (3) 337*7)* For the stem, Bechtel compares
Hes. The fern. Pii^Cru6 presupposes a masc. f\\/^ (^  6^ {
(cf. A1 t^O:^Àc^S / ). But is not attested,
whereas the very similar nrcGn> r"cAx^sis known elsewhere. If
/ X ^  should after all be read in the Cyrenean text, then the
16
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error might be attributed to the fact that this name is preceded by 
A vcGtT— » and also followed by : (Hl8-3a)#
(V6l-la): On this name (also Miletus), cf.
Bechtel, p.44: "Der nsune bezeichnet die zur Person gewordene
oi^ oL C0<_/J cT
(T15-3a) : Otherwise only attested in
Lacedaemonia: BOH 27 (1903) l4 (4a). The related A o K
> S>
attested at Athens and elsewhere (v. Pape). instead of
in this name at Athens suggests that it is of non-Attic origin, (so 
also at Athens). But A i s  apparently unknown.
(T17-2/la): Bechtel gives and
A b u t  not • Although Bechtel only quotes
one name in Larisa-3a) beside fem, names in
, several other names in are quoted by Pape:
AtoT—
Pape wants to regard these forms as errors for -yu^ (5s/^ 5 or in some 
causes due to a blending of -^ la^  and The latter
explanation is probably correct.
oS (Tl4-4a): The only compounds in
 i  / _ /
(from cjtwv*^ ) given by Bechtel are : ^ j , / in
Pape also A o ^ ^ but seems to be unknown
elsewhere.
' < : Almost certainly not of Greek origin : see
list of non-Greek names.
o 5 (T13-3a): Not recorded as a Greek proper name in
Pape, FB or Bechtel, and indeed seems to be unknown outside Cyrene.
But it is listed in Pape as the name of a town on the borders of the
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Cyrenaica, thus it is natural that the use of Aic cos' as a proper
name should be confined to Cyrene. The woman's name which is
/
also attested at Cyrene may be the corresponding fem. form, but 
the old name of the Peloponnese, is quite often used as a proper 
name elsewhere.
(531): Ahero name as well as an ethnic name,
this name does not necessarily denote that its owner came from Argos.
Î ) r (V.96): A hero name. (a
noun not otherwise attested), the father of Argos, is also called 
/I)ç> chr - 0  ^ in Pausanias 2. I6. 4. The use of A ^ ^/jLyf
as an ordinary proper name is not recorded in Pape, FB or Bechtel, sind 
is to my knowledge unknown outside Cyrene.
(m3 etc; Tl?-2/la) : If of Greek
origin, is probably best explained as having expressive
gemination from rather than as due to assimilation from
# But does not appear to be attested outside
Cyrene for Greek (only quoted from Callimachus in Pape and Bechtel, 
not mentioned in FB); Pape quotes the name once for a Persian 
Satrap, but it is unlikely that this name is of Persian origin.
On the ending of see sect. 24?. A Ç would
be a hypochoristic from
(H9-la): This name fmquently recurs in the
Ptolemaic House starting from the mother of Ptolemy I, and is also 
the name of several mythical persons (cf. Pape). Although not 
otherwise recorded as a personal name in Pape, A g  T a p p e a r s  as 
the name of a private person quite often in inscriptions: IG II 956,
1830 (attica), IG IV 83 (Aegina), IG XII (1) 635 (Rhodes), IG 111(3) 
337, 7-2a, IG IX (2) 544. 20 -Ip (Larissa), IG XIV 1582 (Rome:
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IG XII Suppl. 225 (Paros; 6 >,v/oIj A v C i o  -
^ \ (T S oL ^ •
(T13-5a): Pape, FB and Bechtel quote no
name in A but only in A - (before a vowel) / A g A  ^
ft Ç " / X  ^  only Parian (Pape
 ^/Aand Bechtel). But there is one example of n ç  in Attica:
IG I Suppl. 35a 13, on which the editor comments ad loc.: "pro
^ C A - > j  expectares f ( B e c h t e l - F i c k  73) , tamen
constat de lectione." According to Bechtel (p.8o) '-\T is
formed after other names with a noun-stem in -M in the first part such 
as ( yLAy%_x| - # It seems to me that the form (\Ç^ )(^ Uj.yuGv^  could
just as well be attributed to the noun * or even to
progressive assimilation (> y $") from ^ y r . This
last possibility receives some slight confirmation from 
in Attic, which suggests that the second - was short, since if 
the stem here is one would expect in Attic.
A 0 ;D:> J (813 7 - Ip etc): Attested several times in
inscriptions elsewhere: 3 late Laconian inscriptions, SEG XI 546.
4 Roman period, ib. 569*23-2p, ib. 674.4-2p, Athens IG II 956.14, 
Segesta, (Sicily) IG XIV 292 (not in Pape, only quoted for Cyrene 
in FB and Bechtel). FB and Bechtel compare for the ending -oy instead 
of -ioS such names as^ C> , fT c><^TVoXoj *
firCj-^(c^os (v67-3a) : This name is only quoted by Bechtel
and Pape for Chios, and apart from the Cyrenean example seems to be 
unknown elsewhere.
(XujjdS (Tl8-3a); Omitted by Pape and quoted by Bechtel only 
for Cyrene. o/J is also attested at Gerais in Arabia (SEG VII 838-
—28 6—
c.2/3p). In view of the fact that other proper names derived from 
the same name are attested ( ), I find it difficult
to understand why Bechtel should express doubts about Ao|^cxS being a 
Greek name.
i (T9-4a, T15-4a): Not in Pape, FB or Bechtel.
But although it must, if Greek at all, be derived from , a
derivative adjective in - 5 ^ O»-o 5 from another adjective in
seems unprecedented. All the derivatives listed in DH in 
- 6 / Ot\ G-\ C3ry (- oL) are based on nouns where -oH- is
part of the stem: / F  ), i
( Mc>ue<), /LoHcy « o S /KdjL(G\ci'S ( AoLa_o5) ; finally I ^  cbS 
The last named adj. is in fact only used in the neuter plural to 
refer to the festival also termed F i the form in 
here is no doubt analogical.
Since is thus morphologically anomalous, it may be
legitimate to suggest that in spite of the similarity to (3 oS ,
this is after all not a Greek name.
: See on Libyan names, sect. 246.
S ; see on
?> (T9-4a etc): Not in Pape or FB, and only
recorded for Cyrene in Bechtel. To my knowledge, this name, the 
ethnic from , a town in the Cyrenaica, is not attested any­
where else, nor indeed would one expect to find it outside the 
Cyrenaica.
j]o^-C^!S : , the name of four of the kings of
Cyrene including the founder (see sect. 1) does not appear on 
Cyrenean stones as a proper name until the Roman period (S26.l6^ and 
adopted as a cognomen: / VcX-' • |3 J M10.6, M11.4).
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is, however, occasionally attested as a proper name 
elsewhere; in two cases a Cyrenean is concerned:
2 Lo^ IG III 363I1 where the patronymic confirms that the
family had come from the Cyrenaica: ( i^ 'rwvr ccsv
l<loÇ w|v|^ e^ r IG XII (5) 1 Ios. To these may be added an instance 
from Samos SEG I 332,1-late 4a. The adoption of this name at Samos 
may perhaps be related to the fact that Arcesilaus III of Gyrene had
visited Samos to raise troops 100 years previously (cf. sect. 4).
/
B 3 is also attested occasionally elsewhere: SEG XII 237*12-2a,
a Delphian manumission decree, IG VII 133& Tanagra ( l 3 ). 
Although there is no justification for assuming that the persons 
mentioned in the last two inscriptions were of Cyrenean origin, 
nevertheless, these instances are not enough to disprove Herodotus's 
statement that the name was of Libyan and not Greek origin.
c 5 (SlOl-lp, S63): Neither nor any other
name in is listed in Pape, FB or Bechtel. There can be little
doubt that is a variant of which is well attested
elsewhere as a proper name. Other variants are known: thus 
IG II 1329 = S , likewise 6 oMkTc S y ( IG V
(2) 73.83; iSoUCcdf IG IX (1) Ed. Min. I 95,3,6, of which the editor 
says ad loo♦ ; " /3oaC<.^= | 3 " k f  (velut 0  cO/v = alia)
= finally, exactly comparable with the Cyrenean form:
Inscr. Cret. Ill (3) 33 (Guarducci ad loc., p. 6?;
"scilicet pro OoivC^c-cTc^r).
l3<r^ <?v (l8-2a, T7-102p): In origin a Macedonian name
y 1 /
( <  IE bher-e-; i iXj^also attested as a Greek name), it
recurs frequently in the Ptolemaic House, and appears in late 
inscriptions of many places as a proper name, this no doubt partly due
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to the fact that there were several towns of this name: in the
Cyrenaica, Epirus, Thrace, Cilicia and Arabia. As neither Pape,
FB or Bechtel give examples of used as the name of a
private person, the instances known to me are listed below: PH 353 
(Cos), IG XII (3) 633-2/3p (Syros), ib 439 (Paros) mother of a 
Sidonian, IG XII Suppl. 357»49-la (Eretria), IG XII (1) 175*3 (Rhodes), 
IG III 2618 (Milesian, Athens), 304?, 3446-late, SEG VIII 365-2/la 
(Alexandria, Egypt), once at Athens as the name of a Cyrenean:
G* IG II 36-2a; and several times as a
cognomen added to a Roman name: SEG VI 740 (Assarlik, Lycia), IG XIV
1345, 1768 (Rome).
G t oi.v'cTgoJ (TI9): Not in Pape, this name is only listed
for Cyrene by FB and Bechtel nor can I find any instance of it 
elsewhere, although is quite frequent.
(T16): Apart from one instance in a Cyrenean
inscription, I can find no evidence for this name in any other 
source. Perhaps the name is Libyan or the reading wrong.
(T9-4a): ( locust" ). itself
does not appear elsewhere as a proper name, but is attested
twice in the Sth. Aegaean: IG XII (3) ll4o (Melos), IG XII (7) 5^*8
(Amorgos)•
(T9-4A): This form, unknown elsewhere, is a
hypochoristic f r o m ^ ( n e i t h e r  form in Pape, FB or Bechtel). 
One would expect 5^ , and I/Cooo i® i^ fact found.
The only other compound attested from oCju» is 5 •
There are many hypochoristics in f/l
no doubt based on ? but in some cases -t- is part of
--:28Ç)--
the suffix: ( cfc^ 5“ ^ - iG kC o S, - i etc. I would
suggest that - t - in / L oluJ is either due to or
to compounds of where the first element ends in - t “ : e.g.
/
(Cyrene, v. above), 
f o ( T 1 3 - 5 a )  : Attested occasionally elsewhere : IG
XII (9) 243A , 221, B 68, B 139, ibid. 249 A 204, 371 (Euboea), IG 
II 998 (Athens), IG V (2) 323*25, 278.2 (Mantinea), ibid. 6.73 (Tegea);
compare also / c>o«v^ (Arcadia). Bechtel says (p.112) that
/  /
is formed like J (cf. i.d. p. 485) and
(A|^ 3{p*384) ; this last name related to y,
presumably with dissimilation, ov
Hes. ). DH list the following proper names in (excluding -Cu@p5)
U   ^ (To9 o  ^  ,
A HgC5^CXiS^3 , Ml^TTg
In many of these names is part of the stem: M.uSo5 with
compounds, fTo^^I with compounds, / M a
comic word for "blockhead", is explained by Pape: "einer, der sich
y
in die Mamma verkniecht", Sprichwort gewordener Dummkopf". M  
is probably from M<KTc> - after UoC^ u - » This leaves us with M«/|kCu- 
M  (yo -/ . To these may be added
presupposed by o I would suggest that
is from by haplology, and perhaps the
similarity in the meaning of the stems led to 5cJ being formed
X  / /
on the pattern of M  S • But and ( ^
remain difficult.
<9~> cL-y. 2^ ot in Pape, FB or Bechtel. Pape has
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A  y f name of a king of Caria, but it will be seen that
the form at Cyrene is probably not related. Bechtel records no 
names in but is attested once in Elis:
DP 209" 1-la or later ( H A c h o S '  ). at Cyrene is
the name of an Arcadian from Oresthasia (m3-4a). The same name is 
clearly reflected in Laconian IG v (1) 29*l6-2a =
Schwyzer 397 (an Acharnian decree granting proxeny rights to several 
Laconians). As 9 c  gave 6c in Laconian (cf .o'co5T etc. ),
A  dL S may be traced to an earlier oo. ^  cT.<.5 .
The anomalous stem itself presents a problem. It seems to
me probable that, as even secondary intervocalic -<T- was lost in 
Elian and Laconian, J is from an earlier A
a hypochoristic from (attested) 6 vel sim. FB
traced Lac. A  ^ t o  and oG-c (cf. A  oçc^GqJ ), but
without being aware of S .
A (s 25): Not in Pape, FB or Bechtel, and to
my knowledge not attested outside Cyrene. Theoretically, the name 
could be derived either from Bc^oS the island of Rhodes, or (p^)^o5ov 
"rose". As there seem to be no proper names with the first element 
A  A o ^ -  and the second element a state name, A i s
probably from çocT^ ; "Rose of the Demos". As might be expected, 
all names from listed by Bechtel are women's names except
$ a Rhodian: this would, I think, on semantic grounds and
in view of his nationality, be much better derived from /^o^os, 
A X \ / c5" : see list of non-Greek names.
/L G\ T (T17-2/la ) : ^ hero name (Pape), but otherwise
r Xunknown as a proper name. From v ^  "be afraid", FB lists
only ^ Z Z > 5 >  ; perhaps here also. But FB think
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this hypochoristic may go with A. X  i- the
phonetic development is confined to Ionic. Cyrenean in
T17-2/la is better taken as the mythical name derived from 
than regarded as an Ionic form from *
A  > 7=czr-?^  (T13-3a) : Apparently otherwise confined to
Anaphe: IG XII (3) 302. Bechtel classes this under names derived
from town-names, although no town of this name is known. He adds 
that if this name were Athenian, one might suggest a connection with 
the A  I an old Athenian festival in honour of Zeus Polie us.
But while the name is not attested at Athens, there is no
justification for suggesting that at Cyrene and Anaphe is
the name of an Athenian or of Athenian origin.
A^GvCo/v^c S (T17-Z/la): Unknown outside Cyrene, nor are
there any other names from the same stem elsewhere. This name is
probably not derived directly from ^ ç o y C o C v / "sickle" or from the 
bird name l S • For there are two ranges of hills called
A  ocvcfv in the Cyrenaica (cf. Pape), and the proper name is
probably derived from this local place name.
(£ : See discussion of the suffix - ol\/ in Cyrenean
proper names, sect. 247.
(SI): This name does not seem to be attested
elsewhere at all. It is clear, however, that the first part of the 
name is from , the shrine of Zeus at Dodona according to
Hesychius (cf. Pape, s.v. ); compare l £  ,
the priests of Dodona. Two other names containing are quoted
in Bechtal: fc , Clearly, both these
and Cyrenean CZvLXo - (Tii%co5 must be connected with the cult of 
Zeus at Dodona.
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(T13-5a, M5-4a): Not attested elsewhere. It may
/
be a hypochoristic from XvCyT known from Tegea (cf. Bechtel,
^ / , ( 
p. 191), or from T2>5' (Attica), from which Bechtel also
 ^^  / 
derives t-y . Apart from Bechtel only lists
V—  A  ^ XE o  from «cKixpy. But is perhaps better
taken as another hypochoristic from • Semantically,
t^^(LyCx^ is difficult to understand as a derivative of T •
^ (T8-2a, T7-102p): Only listed for Cyrene by Pape,
FB and Bechtel. I take it to be a feminine hypochoristic from
), attested in an archaic The ran inscription.
0<~ r (D5-4a) : This name, although not mentioned
in Bechtel or FB, is attested elsewhere in inscriptions from the
Aegaean islands : IG XII (3) 327#134-3a (Thera), IG XII (9) 243 A 322
(Sytra), SEG II 380.34-2a (Teos). Pape also mentions this as the
name of a philosopher from Cyrene (Diog. Laert. 2.8.n.7*2. ed. Cobet),
and as the name of a writer (Ael. V. h 4.7). , from which
A ^  IDyxx u y derived, is also known elsewhere: IG V (2) 216,
IG VII several times, 3313 etc. (Boeotia).
(T6-lp/2p): Not in Pape, FB or Bechtel, and
apparently not attested elsewhere. It is obviously related to
\  X'
names in from which come hypochoristics such as ov
etc. But hypochoristics are not formed with the suffix - (Ti vLou :
hence X  must be due to some kind of analogy. Names in
"> —  / . 
in DH are as follows: < r ,
Maow Ci/L/, T ^ t  A. CM- . Many of these are feminines from compounds of 
-  K ( ^ S  t beside ^ iT J (so Bechtel) here too, I
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think, N  I 1 /LoC , (not in Bechtel) beside corres-
ponding masculine forms in beside A"^iXGvo5; Bechtel
has no hesitation in explaining on the same lines
although this would be the only name formed from a compound of
0  I - ( G>aLKjyo^^ L T  , -to^r, - C O T  ). As none of
these names end in , it seems most likely that
X.cjC instead of (attested Kc^ ^ cf.
^  /
Pape) is due to confusion with .
M  ocu might be a feminine hypochoristic from
( \ l ^  y , is probably a hypochoristic from X -
CruS/ with expressive gemination of -cS'-. does
not have the appearance of a Greek name.
^ ' Only attested once at Cyrene (Vl8.4-3a), 
but the excellent photo of this inscription in Oliverio's edition 
(DAI II Cir. II plate 57 fig* 2) puts the reading beyond doubt.
There is an entry in Pape, but without a further
specific reference. But apart from this, I can find no other
evidence for the name outside Cyrene. There are, indeed, other names 
in -/ - in Bechtel (
- , but none in ^  ç l^ax^^T-. But cf.
T i/a.c^ (ToLç ^ S  beside etc.
Bechtel suggests that names in - are from a festival
name . Yet the festival of Hermes is called ch^
not which seems to be unattested - at any rate,
is not entered in L-S-J. Although Bechtel is 
undoubtedly right in rejecting the explanation of names in y -
beside names in - as due to the analogy of T 6 v - beside
nevertheless his own proposal is not entirely convincing.
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y
Perhaps (proper name, Erythrae) instead of
is due to the analogy of Ac_o\/oXco^. Aco>v^o^(- might
V  ^have caused o  - to be replaced by -•
(Tl8-3a) : Apparently confined to Cyrene.
Bechtel records only one other compound from - : £.ç /'X
(Thebes), but this form must be discounted as the reading is very . 
uncertain: IG VII (2) 2560: oCo 3 . . The reading here
should perhaps X(X_c>y also attested at Thebes, ibid. 2428.
• On Cyrenean names in , see sect. 24?.
IC u ^  T (Til-4a, etc) : Well attested at Thera: IG XII
(3) 624, 634, 643, 677.2, 744. The name is found nowhere else, but
cf. L c  I ^  ^  ( <3>y IG II 3213* at Cyrene is
thus clearly of Theran origin. The name is further reflected in 
Cyrenean ( ( T  (q.v.) which is a hybrid of U ^
and /CT ^  S •
IXlj (Tll-4a) : This form of the name seems to be
unknown elsewhere, but is also attested at Cyrene as
well as in other places.
E Ù p  W  (D2-4a, Tll-4a): Although not in Pape
and quoted by Bechtel only for Cyrene, this name is attested 
occasionally elsewhere: IG I Suppl. 98.1 bis, 2,4-6, SEG X 407*4l
IG I 931-438/7 BC (public grave of the Argives), IG II 983 call 
form Attica). This name is very likely attested in Mycenean: 
E-u-n]-po-to-re-mojo (Landau p.33: c ).
There are a number of compound names in which the second 
element has the form not . But apart from
» tbe name of many Egyptian kings, the form with a 
dental never appears in the initial part of any Greek name.
- 2 9 3 -
t£ugoc!^o<^S (T13-3&) : Not in Pape, FB or Bechtel and
apparently unattested elsewhere. Indeed, Bechtel and FB record no 
names in except for Attic : IG II Suppl. Add.
373 b. There is also a mutilated form at Cyrene.
: SEG IX ad loc. : 'vel ? '. The name
appears in a votive inscription consisting only of this word (Vll8), 
and therefore could be nominative or genitive, although in the index 
to SEG IX it is listed as the nominative form. Now if . G - 
be read, it may be either the nom. or the gen. of 
Apart from several examples on one Delphian stone quoted by Bechtel 
(Sjll. 241.128, 196, 200-4a), I can find no other instance of 
iZu . But although not cited by Pape, FB or Bechtel,
is attested several times; IG III IO98, 1133, II63, 1176,
IG VII 4173, and IG V (1) 1398.88.
If fco c^^c^v/cT-cS is to be read, then this could be from the 
place of the same name in the Syrtis Major, west of the Cyrenaica 
(cf. Pape). But is known as a proper name in
mainland Greece: IG III II88, 1280 a (Attic), IG XII (3) 57, IG IX
(2) 359.4 (Thessaly).
^ ^  i (TI6) : For the explanation of names from
cf. Bechtel p.307. The only names in listed
by Bechtel (p.507) are CThebes) and V  (sic)
(Cyrene); but the reading of the Cyrenean text is in fact 
On the ending - olv/, cf. sect. 247. Pape quotes no names from the 
stem except the Cyrenean form. seems to be
unknown elsewhere.
2, ^  ^  05 (M3*75-4a): Only quoted by Bechtel and Pape
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for Cyrene, but also attested elsewhere: IG II Suppl. 88 b
(Attica), IG IV 1483. 39 (Epidaurus). V. also on
0 :  This name is confined to Cyrene (TIO, Tll-4a).
See further on I T o l \ ^  Q \ S  .
Q) ( V  108) : Apparently not attested outside
Cyrene. But Q > T i ^ S  appears in Samos (GDI 3712.2, pre-Roman
period). O ^  is the name of several Cretans (cf. Pape).
The inscription (of late date) in which occurs at Cyrene
also contains the name is probably
attested in a fourth cent. BC text : gen. V23. For the
formation of Ti 3 Bechtel compares , ÔG«ç<T(.- 'TXS
etc., but it would be very tempting to connect 0 >oLcT>vV at least
with the Cretan 0  y (with late
Cr^  (T7-102p): The masc. is well
attested (cf. Pape, Bechtel), but the feminine form has not so far
appeared elsewhere.
O  Cr-^ y^ ç • Although this name is very frequent in
Cyrenean inscriptions from the fourth cent, onwards (T9 etc.), there
are remarkably few occurrences from other areas: IG IX (2) 207 c
(Melitea, Thessaly), IG XIV 421 I a 36,66 (Taurominium, Sicily),
IG XII Suppl. 233*22 (lulis), ©  « (TT^5 Inscr. Cret. IV 368.4.
Pape only records p  cj<p=7T3>^  as the name of two Cyrene ans who
were victors in the Olympic Games (date uncertain), and of a writer on
1)
Libya. Very likely the unusual popularity of the name at Cyrene is 
due to the Olympic victors of this name.
(T13-3&) : This form, assimilated from
y, is not attested elsewhere (cf. sect. 100).
cTyCl cToL y (M3-4a) : Unknown elsewhere. In fact,
1) Cf. also Pauly - Wissowa, s.u. Theochrestos.
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Bechtel and Pape quote no names in except and
*oo5* The second part of the Cyrenean name seems to be 
related to the stem c3>C — j <-—> AC - of , seen in names in
-cx><Y» -c^/C&5 etc. But may be of non-Greek origin.
I o t S" < ✓ O C T o 5 (S123-lp) : This form, only attested once at
Cyrene, seems to be unknown elsewhere. I take it to be the Jewish 
name l<^C /n 5 or I. ^ :^ cr^ 3 • The name has been given a more
Greek appearance by the modification of the ending to - i ;=:r>^ oS , 
which forms the second element of so many Greek names.
\tCaOS ; 3 in a first cent. BC
inscription (v6o) is probably the river name, the Caecus in Mysia,
used as a proper name, or the spirit of the river, the god
mentioned in Hesiod, rather than the Latin Caecus. (Cc-t-^ vOo 5 as a 
proper name is also known elsewhere, on the Asia Minor coast or in its 
vicinity: IG XII (2) 74.3,4, 15-3a,96.4,345 Roman period (all Mytilene)
646.9 (Nesos) - the names and are
also attested at Mytilene - lastly 3 XG VII 417
Oropiae (la); Cyme is in Mysia.
: This name is confined to Cyrene only one
certain instance, and that of the gen. T17-2/la.
i / /
Although this name suggests an analysis into and , it
is probably not Greek, which only has compounds in -civc^ not in 
*
iu Proper Names : Cyrenean has the following names
in K ^ T ,  & /AvT,
f ^ . There are 8 Cyrenean names
with the second element in - -, but apart from none
withthe first element in K  c>cC Names in X" - are otherwise
W  Cf-. also Pauly Wiesowa-, s.u. Theoohrest-os-»
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mainly confined to Cretan and Theran. Indeed, metathesis of the type 
o %  t ^  , kCg is common in Cretan. The
same phenomenon is attested in Theran only in proper names in -
and Names in t<oLç^ X- also appear spasmodically elsewhere:
KToc^ IG IX (2) 1191-2 a (De me trias, Thessaly),
K  IG XII (9) 246 A 124,218,ibid. 237 (Euboea),
IG XII Suppl. 512.31 (Tenos), IG XII (1) 962a
(Chalcis); in IG XII (1) 1338 (Rhodes) is probably an error
for l/Cç on the same stone.
Names in at Cyrene are probably to be traced to Theran
and/or Cretan. With regard to forms in - in Euboea, Tenos
and even Chalcis, it should be pointed out that Ionic has o j
/ /
(= \/C<^  ^  I ) beside Attic etc. S*
In this discussion I have assumed that the normal treatment
of -£- is except in initial position (cAçCt^V)^ or final
position ( xr*<-Ç^  ), before -^- ( , or before a vowel
( Ç 6 ). There is also sjome alternation after yu : ju. X 3 T W  /
and uCocpT^ is one of the few exceptions to this rule.
Neither ûÇo^nor I^ol^  5T
is attested outside Cyrene (T13-4a).
\/Z^ ÇoL^ cr3 (T17-2/la) : Unknown elsewhere, but Bechtel has
several names in |/C-c-^ o> J , (/Cv.^  •
5 (T13-3&) : This ethnic is only found once as a
proper name outside Cyrene: IG IV 1483.132. As |A(Oc^S is also the
1) Cf. Schwyzer I 342.
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name of a mythical personage (son of Zeus and Ida), it proves little 
with regard to the nationality of the owner of the name.
: Attested once at Cyrene: V?l-4/3a: (^3
• Oliverio took to be the name of the island,
but when it is desired to indicate that a god belongs to a certain
place or hsis a special cult there, the derivative adj. is always used
( I , never a genitive . It will therefore be preferable to
take in the Cyrenean text as the gen. of the proper name
denoting the dedicator of the votive offering to
as a proper name is also attested once elsewhere: Lc^
IG II 2890.
^  : Only Cyrenean (813). The name seems to
be from (^^a kind of Persian hat (cf. L-S-J) as Bechtel
suggests (p.600).
(ÈH 26 coin): The name of a tyrant of Corinth,
IXo , appears in several other places beside Cyrene: once as
the name of a Corinthian IG XIV II90 (Rome); also elsewhere:
IG IX (1) Ed, Min. I FI. 32-3a (an Aetolian), IG XII (3) 234.10-3a
(Anaphe), Inscr. Cret. IV 197*10, SEG II 26o (3) 3-2a Delphi; also the 
name of the father of Miltiades of Athens. Perhaps the name of a 
famous tyrant would be favoured in aristocratic families.
CQk. : Unknown outside Cyrene. Before
fem. had turned up on the stones (T6-]/2p), and when only
masc. (gen.) had come to light in S4l:
Bechtel was led to assume, because of the preceding feminine name, that 
this was a patronymic derivative form, and therefore an Aeolicism.
But it seems to me preferable to take here as a gen. of an
otherwise unattested ^S”. The only other names from the
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stem known to me are (Thasos) and (Argos),
both in Bechtel. Pape wrongly concluded, solely on the basis of the 
above-mentioned inscription, that was the name of a
town in the Cyrenaica.
• Ao&i , i.e. Oedipus, is, apart from a
solitary instance at Cyrene (T16.4) only known at Delphi where it is
remarkably frequent: SEG I l6?.l-la, 178.11-la, II 275.13-2a, 6 other
examples in this volume, XII 242.3,244.1,243.1,231.8,233.2. This 
might suggest that the man with this name at Cyrene came from Delphi.
The Oedipus myth is most closely connected with Corinth (where he was 
brought up), with Thebes (where he was king) and with Colonus in Attica 
(where he passed his old age); but it was at Delphi that the famous
oracle was delivered to him that he should slay his father and wed his
mother.
A  Grv I : This form of A C o v X  is confined to Cyrene
(M3-4a etc.), see sects. 6o,110.
A  I o O C o  y (M 19 coin): Only known from one instance
at Cyrene (for the form, cf r^coToy), nor would one expect to
find names from A  t e l s e w h e r e .  Nevertheless, the ethnics
, A'T(3 <->G6 o^  are attested several times in other places,
though not at Cyrene; in one case the person concerned is stated to be
a Cyrenean: B G >^ oic^ SEG II 36-2a (Attica), 
Ai(? w 3  PH 36 a 4,11 (Cos), IG XII (9) 36.246-c3a (Styra), ibid.
249 A 203-3a (Eretria), IG V (1) 210.17 (Laconia), IG II 1012-4a 
(catalogue Peregrinorum) 3939 (both Attica), IG IV 732 (4) 11, ibid.
729.13-3a (both Hermione), SEG III 220-lp (Attica),
K( ç>^S6<<, PH 264-Roman period (KF) (Cos), IG VII I893 (Thespiae).
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It is more than probable that all the bearers of these names were of 
Cyrenean extraction.
(T17-2/la): A very puzzling name. This looks
like a derivative in of . The difficulty is that there
is no evidence of any other Greek names derived from this stem.
M  f , according to Pape an 'erdichteter HetMrenname ',
is not a true proper name. As the ending v at least is probably 
of non-Greek origin (see sect. 247), the possibility cannot be excluded 
that the stem too, in spite of the similarity to j , is not
Greek.
(HevoCçojî : Bechtel and Pape only quote this as the name of
a king of Sparta. It is however also attested once in an inscription 
from Cyrene's mother-state Thera: IG XII (3) Suppl. 1303-4a,
The Cyrenean example appears on a tombstone of uncertain date (S19).
M.(ErVXoCi03 (T13-4a) : Not in Bechtel, FB or Pape, and indeed
unknown elsewhere. Perhaps it is a derivative of f " " ! i n  Homer. 
M.Grvl^ oi S' i® also attested in an inscription from Megalopolis : IG V
(2) 110.33.
M  : Apparently limited to the single example at
Cyrene (T17-2/la). But Bechtel gives several other derivatives of
including forms with gemination (p.6o8): M  6T X 0S, ,
cLu (none of these from Thera or Cyrene). The suffix
-oi^o5“ is extremely rare in Greek hypochoristics : only ,
•1 besides cxr o 3. The suffix is in general
1) 2)rather infrequent in Greek. Locker connects the suffix with
-ngho- seen in Germanic -unga. He thinks -(/yoî had once been
1) Cf. Schwyzer I 498.
2) Locker GL. 22. 39.
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fairly common in Greek, but gradually by the historical period was 
becoming rare. It seems to me that - in Greek proper names
at least cannot be connected with Germanic. It is more likely that 
just as Greek has - beside - i(ooy , so - was
occasionally used beside the common hypochoristic suffix •
(Til-4a, T8-2a?): Unknown outside Cyrene,
but the corresponding feminine form, H  k  Acs,oC (-ktX c^ oL ),
is attested at Thera: IG XII (3) 875 (Roman period KF), IG XII (3)
Suppl. 1302.30-2a. Although oL 6'Tc>^  forms the second element of
the compound in a number of names, Bechtel only mentions one other 
name where M i s  the first member: 6 T Z » (Arcesine
IG XII (7) 67#3-3/2a RtTxu o r ). To these may be added
Kv'aLk’ri^ r IG VII 2428 (Thebes), IG XII (3)
1439-archaic script KF (Thera).
cr» 0  i cS" (T13-5a, Tl8-3a): Not in Pape and only
listed for Cyrene in FB and Bechtel. Nor do there seem to be any
examples elsewhere. Bechtel says of this the only compound in
L- that he records (p.322): "Die Annahme einer mit
IM. oc -, r^lo-iÇ>c3 - wechselnden Stammform umgeht man,
wenn man in ('^Acnç c- eine Koseform (etwa zu r^ l ^  if ‘ •►XK c* "Ç ), in 
f I 3 also die AbkUrzung einer aus drei StSUnmen
zusammengesetzten Namenform sieht. Vgl. zi
Elsewhere (p.338), he says that is only comprehensible
if it be taken as an abstraction from a compound name. Furthermore, 
Bechtel is inclined to explain ( r t kl , 11 uç c ix
and on the same lines.
I feel that Bechtel's approach is in general rather improbable
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and unnecessarily complicated. Apart from the fact that the few 
Greek names actually containing three stems in Greek are probably 
in most cases secondary, arising through contamination of other 
names comprising only two elements, the names mentioned are not 
necessarily all to be explained in the same way. - and
r ï u ^ ( ç ) c  - scarcely present a problem, since in
composition is very frequent when the first element is an adj.; for 
derivatives in -r-$ indeed, alternation with goes back to IE
( uCi^cfçoT / It is probably from such adjs.
that 'compositional* was in some degree extended to nouns, even
”£r stems ; for e.g. - in \/Ca^ ^ ^^3 was no doubt felt to
be as much related to kC o c To S" as to . It is from
ambiguous cases of this kind that the extension would have started:
hence, e.g. KTo^ tT c - in several names. Now what of Cyrenean
y
l^otÇL The only other Cyrenean name in - is
tO-çTi (this form is confined to Cyrene, but ICjpdLXi<r9>v jr
is known elsewhere, cf. Pape); and it was this, I think, that formed 
the model for g  t instead of - o - •
f^lcr-JGoov^oT • Although is quite well attested
elsewhere (cf. Bechtel, Pape), the derivative has otherwise
only come to light in Aeolic, and there only as a patronymic adj. in 
place of the genitive current in all other dialect groups : IG VII
2430-4/3a (Thebes), 2?8l-3a (Copae). Thus as a proper name 
is confined to Cyrenean (T17-2/la). There is no reason to trace it 
to an Aeolic source here.
1) Schwyzer I 447-8. He thinks that -^- in composition is probably 
pronominal in origin: more specifically, it is very likely to be
identified with -y- widespread in IE as a derivative suffix.
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(T15-4a) : This name, derived from N  /
A/c^Xo5t River Nile, appears only once elsewhere: SEG III
38=SEG X 435=IG I 983 (early Attic stone); /\/Cr^ A-oS' is attested at
Thera: IG XII (3) 900, IG XII Suppl. 157 b. M  at Thera is
/
perhaps from Cyrene. But in view of the hero-name M  X T  , 
at least need not be traced directly to ths river-nsune.
N  kKZccTi (S113-lp): Unknown elsewhere. Perhaps the
reading is not correct^^: the text is badly scratched on an uneven
rock surface# It is difficult to see what - &i - could be 
related to.
E  z: (V21, Tl8-3a) : This spelling
may represent an actual phonetic change: regressive assimilation of
dz to (cf. sect. 100), or it may be merely an engraver's error
due to the close resemblance of %  and H  (see also on -^ Crxj )
0 1 1 o S (T13-3a): Clearly a spelling for O i ’v/'oy .
Although many derivatives of oiv^o- are current as proper names,
C>i\/oS itself has only come to light in this one instance at
Cyrene (T13-5a). Pape quotes this name as occurring once in the
Anth. Pal. 14.31 and in Jahn's Vasenbuch 17, but it is clear that he
is wrong in regarding O f  x/o t  in the anthology as a proper name.
His reference to Jahn's Vasenbuch seems to be erroneous.
zC/Lu/jiT (Tll-4a) : This form, instead of the usual
;  — ----- 1—
O  3“ (-K-g><-Lrz>3 etc.), is found apart from Cyrene only
at Apollonia ( j , cf. Bechtel). Ov'C^ -^ooc/CcXCrscJc^ 5 
is attested once in Euboea : IG XII (9) 249 B 48. In Greek, -o-
tends to replace other vowels as the compositional vowel par 
excellence (cf. etc.)
1) Cf. Oliverio DAI II Cir. II 2l6.
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T, : (% |^g(JZ%r (T13-5a,
etc.) is attested occasionally outside Cyrene where it is frequent;
IG VII 1888 (Thespiae), SEG VIII
498-94 BC (Egypt), C0 5  rT(,<Lg Inscr. Cret. IV 302-
late 2a. li in Egypt might be of Cyrenean origin.
f T C s /  |3 J , which is only attested at Cyrene (826), is
clearly due to contamination of S with Ic c ,
the latter being confined to Cyrene and Thera (see above).
(T13-4a) : Also attested at Cyrene in the form
(q.v.) with regressive assimilation of the voiced labial. 
Botht forms are unknown elsewhere. is probably a
hypochoristic from TT«?cg> 3  , rather than from 11 c?CjLy?coSf
only attested as a hero-name.
T9-4a) : Attested several times elsewhere.:
rr^cT./Cx-oS IG III 491-lp KF (Attica), IG V (2)
XXVII 51 - perhaps 2a (Megalopolis), IG XII (3) frequent in Theran 
inscriptions (whence no doubt the name at Cyrene), IG XII (8) 376.9 
(Thasos).
Bechtel (p.361 ff) includes TT^C /AT>^3 amongst names from
/CokCT I XTX/cff dat. pi. of /Toi r * all *. By way of confirming this
etymology^^ he is at pains to point out that wherever possible there
is a corresponding compound in I( o^ \^ - or (C I n  some
  /
cases this explanation is convincing: e.g. 11 ol ^  ~ ,
perhaps U  ol iCoL6 c lGuç>(c^ l (Eretria,
- < fc -). But I am inclined to think that most of the
1) p.362: "Dass (CoLcTi zu t und nicht zu ( S g e h d r t ,
wird in den nicht gleichzeitig auch aus Ionien uberlieferten Namen 
dadurch entschieden, dass das Element mit — ' 7CT3-- u.
Verwandschaft abwechselt."
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/
other names Bechtel includes under this head are from x: v.
/
'possess* or K  Ci S » Indeed, in a great many cases there are 
corresponding names in including K 17%-^ 6 i ^  . I do
not mean to imply that these parallel forms alone are enough to 
establish the derivation from 'possess', but from the
semantic point of view, for such names as iCcA 6 ( /4TX o j  in 
particular, the meaning * possessor of horses' makes good sense, 
whereas licAG' ( c )- is difficult to comprehend. The stem
7Z oL - (<C kwa- ), equivalent in meaning to - >  Attic-Ionic
'possess', is attested in many WG dialects, as well as 
Lesbian, Boeotian and Arcadian. But in Attic-Ionic the stem is very 
rare although it may have earlier been more frequent. I would add 
that if the first part of ( L <T t/KZkto5 at Cyrene is from oL( v) (Ti , 
one would expect fI tX'XTbs in that dialect (cf. sect. 85).
X-XoS : Pape may be right in equating T C ,
only attested at Cyrene (Tl6), with rCeOCTGXX o T , but as the latter 
form is not found as a proper name, is better taken as
an assimilated form from C6 with gemination of - X -  of
—  ^the type often seen in proper names. (^C<èS"©^XoS is quite well
attested as a proper name).
T( aCyc : This name appears occasionally elsewhere : IG V
(2) 36.91-4/3a, 4l.36-4a, 43.1-2a (all Tegea), Inscr. Cret. Ill (3)
4o.2-3a. As a Greek name, T{oLy<^\r is easily comprehensible as a 
derivative of and is probably to be so understood at Tegea
and in Crete. But since [iolycb^  ^±a also an Egyptian month name, 
and since the Egyptian calendar was in use at Cyrene in the Ptolemaic 
period, precisely the time when llo6y<>Jv is attested as a proper name
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at Cyrene (T17-2/la), it seems likely at least that iXo^y^-jvat
Cyrene was the month name used as a proper name. On month names as
proper names, cf. Bechtel p.522 ff.
T C TT <r-X(^ o<c , K  T7“lp etc. (no certain
example of any form before the first century A.D.): IT e - k o n l y
appears once outside Cyrene in an inscription: IG XII Suppl. 24.5-3&
(Mytilene); also once on a vase as the name of a hetaera (cf. Bechtel,
Pape). is the name of a town in Caria, and this may be
the source of the proper name at Mytilene. But it is unlikely that
Cyrenean IGc-XGtx is of Carian origin.
(Tll-4a etc.): Although not mentioned by Pape and
only quoted by Bechtel for Cyrene, where it is attested five times,
îT i(^IVCOT is (occasionally) found elsewhere: IG XI (2) 285
(Hestiaeotis), ib. 1324-4a (Halmyros, Thessaly), IG VII 2770
(Acraephia, Boeotia), IG IX (1) Ed. Min. II 391.10-3a (Stratus).
Ff (T15-4a) : Not quoted in Pape, FB or Bechtel,
except as the nsune of a tyrant of Mytilene. However, the tyrant's
name was sometimes adopted as a proper name in other places besides
  /
Cyrene: IG XII (9) 56.326-early (Styra), IG XIV 1195 ft .
(Roman period KF, near Rome).
tCcqS : This Homeric epithet is apparently unknown
as a proper name outside Cyrene (only one example: Tl8-3a).
]cT<s-iXcc>Lv/©;^ 5^ (Tl4-4a etc) : Attested occasionally elsewhere:
SEG VIII 456-2a (Canopi, Egypt - perhaps from Cyrene?), IG XII (3) 
1097.6-Romsin period (Melos, perhaps a Cyrenean sculptor, cf. note 
ad loc. IG), rTo-)oi>cav/Soî also on a coin from Chios (cf. Bechtel,
Pape). This form is probably modified from (also
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Cyrene and elsewhere^^) on the analogy of G  oG X  ‘ c ^ v / ( q . v . ,  only 
Cyrene), X  txlç co^v/(q*v. Cyrene and Styra).
ÏC cy-XX^So^T (D2-4a) : Unknown outside Cyrene, except for
fCcHL-X ccIqJ once in a Tean inscription (cf. Pape). Although so 
rare, the formation of the name raises no problem, since - 1cTo^  y is 
a common suffix in names.
T T oX^ V'oçc>Côc>5'(T17-2/la) : Apparently unknown outside
Cyrene, and not quoted in Bechtel, FB and Pape; nor are there any 
names in - o^ v/^ Q^ cxi^ t?S in Bechtel or DH. The form is probably due to 
a conflation of tC and crrVo - o 5 , as the
editors of SEG IX (348 ad loc. ) have suggested. I i s  
only attested in Cyrene»s mother-state, Thera (IG XII (3) 883), but 
fC<5- X - A j , more common, is known at Cyrene and elsewhere.
(TcrzLc; : Confined to one instance at Cyrene (T10-4a).
If the reading is right, this must be a hypochoristic from 
fToXoSçKooS' (-ôç^ooy ) which is only attested in the Ionic 
speaking area: twice in Thasos: IG XII (8) 280.I8, IG XII Suppl.
337*2: once at Sivrihissar: SEG II 38I 1 6.11-2a. But I suspect
that the true reading is (( \/ (© for ), which is not
otherwise attested at Cyrene, but occasionally elsewhere: IG IX (1)
Ed. Muin. I 82 c 1 (Thermus), FI. 7*8.20-3a, IG XII (5) 395 A 3-3/2a 
(lulis), IG II 1049 (Attica); also in literature (cf. Pape).
(T10-4a): For the formation, compare TXo^/>Jov
from 7C o y .It is also attested elsewhere: SEG X 424 III 8-early
V  , Attica,IG II (5) 952 b 11, IG V (1) 1397-2a (Corona, 
Messenia).
1) SEG XI 842 ff Laconia, IG XII (9) 462-2a Eretria, cf. also Pape.
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TTo ^ cDS* (V120): Although only one instance is quoted
in Pape, this name is fairly well attested, even occurring in 
Gyrene's mother state: IG XII (3) 479.10 - 2p KF, 662 I 7l8-2p,
IG XII Suppl. 1653, probably all referring to the same man, the 
father of one M  IG IV 68?-la (Hermione), IG XII (9) 245 B
6l-3a (Eretria), SEG XI 448 c-2p (Epidaurus).
(Ccrx'c cJ&Av-oy (T13-3a) : This form is not in Bechtel or
Pape, who both have f l <■ o S /-Cr-» o  ^  , but not •
Itcr6~ccTc^toS is no doubt the derivative from TCo ^
Forms from îTcrTt 05 are rare and only found in Central Greece :
TTcrr ( IG VII 209-C200 BC ( Aegosthina), cTo/l S IG VII 2445-
2a (Thebes). The Boeotian areajalso attests ( ( crîTt several
times, which is no doubt a hypochoristic in - ly of from (Icr^wcCco^
^  - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  c
(cf. ). But K e n  t ^ l<dS etc. must represent the
ethnic from f C i cToGt oC ,
7c^ o^ 'j'Lo^  ^ (Vl8-3a etc.): Only once in inscriptions
elsewhere: IG II (5) 200 b, Attica, but the text reads îOç o -
jGvc^o^lCç<?^j(c^c^o, so that a foreigner (from Cyrene?) is probably 
referred to. According to Pape, ( C ^  co/ T is also the name of
the son of Anaximander of Miletus. The suffix - fLi T is
/ r / ^
commonly attached to derivatives in - c-: I T ci S , M  i k C c , 
etc. - C o / y seems to have been extended from these forms to such 
stems as ) etc.
Only quoted by Bechtel for Cyrene 
(frequent, M5-4a etc); neither nor (C^wT“o - y > ^
in Pape. This natme seems to be otherwise only attested once in 
Attica: IG II 568. Names in are common,
of# A g  ( 6 " eic.
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1:^S (D22-3&) : Unknown elsewhere, but Agesilaus
-----------------7- i ^had a daughter called (cf. Pape). Other names in
from XuLj are listed by Bechtel, p. 292.
(Tll-4a etc.): This form which is equivalent to
Attic y (v. sect. 73) is so far limited to Cyrene (cf.
Bechtel, Pape). CJt^ 0 crx»ço3 appears once as a proper name at Athens 
(cf. Pape), also and derivative forms (cf. Bechtel).
T T o ^ c ^ o S  (Tl4-4a): TCoçc^c^^ (from ç o - <  TCo ^
/ A .  /
or ^ ) is rare elsewhere. But from ,
rather than with expressive gemination, is very
frequent.
(V6l-la): Although neither Eo9j.>ooJ nor any
derivative from it are recorded in Bechtel or Pape, several examples 
have in fact come to light : IG III 1248 (Attica), SEG II 10.10,
13-3& (Saleunis), IG XII (3) 712.20-Roman period (Syros).
(Vl6-4a etc.): This name has come to light in a
few other areas : SEG XIII 278.13-230/200 BC (Aegium, Achaea), ibid.
327.22-192a (Pagae, Megarid), IG VII l89.ll (Pagae), IG IX (1)
Ed. Min. I 117*6-3a (Triconium), IG VII I663 (Plataea), IG XII (8) 
277#43-3a (Thasos); also twice in literary texts, cf. Pape.
: Unknown except for one instance at Cyrene:
T 11.40. This is perhaps a hypochoristic in - O ^ o 3 from .
Hypochoristics in - o ç o S  are not common, e.g. etc.,
and have been extended from cases where -cj— is part of the stem:
(Tl8-3a) : Outside Cyrene this ethnic is only
attested as a proper name once, and then only the feminine form:
IG IV 723 (Hermione).
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(M3-4a); "he who begins
the drink-offering", is not quoted by Bechtel, FB or Pape and is 
apparently not attested elsewhere. From this stem Bechtel only 
quotes “t.cTLjv', cfo r j <XoC z> 3 ,
^  iT^y : This derivative form seems to be unknown
outside Cyrene (820). On the suffix - , cf. Schwyzer I 300;
already Homeric ©  Cr ^  (H etc.; -cYTt^V was no doubt
extended from stems like 7Cc. X - , The reason for the long
 ^ is not clear.
2 ‘c'ÇcXn^î (V63): This name is also twice attested in the
Aegaean islands: IG XII (1) 6?7-3a (lalysos, Rhodes), IG XII (8)
279*25 (Thasos).
(T9-4a) : Outside Cyrene £c_->Xc>3 as a proper name
only appears on the Cretan stones: Inscr. Cret. I (8) 35*2, ibid. II 
(10) 17*2. The name also appears once in Theognis (cf. Pape). This 
name at Cyrene, then, is perhaps to be traced to Cretan.
£o : Unknown outside Cyrene (Tl6). The verb
(ÇF'c/v' ) — > is poetic.
(Tl8-3a) : Also one solitary instance of this
name in Epirus: IG IV 1304l 30-4a. Bechtel relates the name to
, not in L-S-J. But it is probably connected with the
stem of *
TczD (V22) : Occasional examples elsewhere: IG XII (1)
764.111-3a (Lindus), ibid. 809-c3a, Inscr. Cret. II (3) 6 E l-2a,
SEG I 170.6-c 104 BC. The ending -vJV is quite often added in
/
hypochoristics to verbal stems of this type: e.g.
yiK/oicc^  V/ •
I Cr~X G-r » : Only quoted by Pape and Bechtel for
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Gyrene (T8-2a?), it is also indirectly attested in Euboean 
I Crik T: (IG XII (9) 24$ B 73, ll4-3a), where - CL - has
been eliminated by haplology.
o S  106) : This name seems to be quite
unknown elsewhere, but the stem ( 1 - appears in
an old name for Rhodes, and in , the old (pre-Greek?)
inhabitants of Rhodes (cf. Pape). This strongly suggests that the 
Gyrenean name is of Rhodian origin.
T " : This form seems to be confined to one
isolated example at Gyrene (T6-lp/2p). But closely related forms are 
attested elsewhere:  ^ IG IV 894.32-2a (Epidaurus), (
(nom., gen. - O T  ) SEG IV 38-3a (Selinus), TyuvoL(SLIG XII (1) 
1058-4/3a (Gasos), IG XII (3) 103*6-2a (Nisyros). Of these forms
only TyLA^x.cToS is listed by Bechtel who regards it as a hypochoristic
from TtyuvoKTc -. It need hardly be explained that i ^  ,
- L are the corresponding feminine forms. The Gyrenean form I 
take to be equivalent to f t with expressive gemination of
-
(Tl8-3a); The name of several mythical persons, 
(cf. Pape),^;cC'^cr^c>3 is not otherwise found in inscriptions.
Pape does, however, record it as a name of a writer from Gyme. But 
o y . appears in several other places: IG XII Suppl.
123.4-2a, 133 (Eresos, Lesbos), IG XII (9) 24l.25-4a (Eretria), IG
XII (1) 315 (Rhodes), also at Athens (7th cent.) Thuc. 6.55*1.
• Probably not a Greek name, see list of non- 
Greek names. On the suffix see sect. 247.
^  oS  Probably from 4^t^o3 attested in Grete,
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cf. at Thespiae (v. Bechtel). Pape quotes once from
Synesius, once from inscriptions: GIG 8376, but there the reading is 
so uncertain that it can be discounted ).
c>T : Unknown elsewhere. = Faustus.
But Gyrenean oT occurs in an inscription probably
belonging to the third century. B.G. (Tl8-3a), and it seems difficult 
to trace the name to Latin at that date. It may be that the 
inscription has been wrongly dated. Or possibly the name is of 
non-Greek origin. At any rate, there are no Greek names in
4> G'-ÇcW c (S48): Apart from Gyrene, this name is only
attested in the mother-state Thera: IG XII (3) 488-2a (C^^Crfwo),
C{>< r (Dl-4a); Only once attested elsewhere:
IG IV 428.1-3a (Sicyon).
Ct>< vCrttjr(S134-lp) : Not known elsewhere: Triple­
stem names are rare. No doubt this name is secondary, formed by a
conflation of ct>t and 0  ; compare also i ,
All these names are attested elsewhere.
: This name is well attested elsewhere: SEG
IV 193.2 (Halicarnassus), SEG VII 1149 (Ire, Arabia), SEG XI 369.22-
113Pf 623-llOp (both Laconia), IG XII (7) 423.8-la/lp (Amorgos),
IG IV 819 (Troezen), IG V (1) 133-2a, 1042 (both Laconia), IG III 1239,
2733, 3401, IG II (3) 802b.46/7-4a, IG XIV 1348-Roman period KF
(Rome), Inscr. Cret. II (10) 17-2/la (Cydonia, Crete),
(Tiffi. IG II 2809 (Attica). This name is obviously to be
equated with the common adj. A-o (i.e. t Xc--» T3 « o^ hLsTv ),
>-oT^6'c5/-i oj^ (T13-3a, T17-2/la): Unknown as a
proper name elsewhere. is a hypochoristic from
o5 « corresponding to Doric ^  Attic-Ionic
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/
has I c Oi S' •
<4^  /A-0 0 5  (8126-lp): Otherwise only attested in Egypt
(SEG I 581.1) and once in Crete: Inscr. Cret. IV 372.3-c2a, but the
Cretan stone probably refers to a Greek from Taucheira in the 
Cyrenaica. The ending - 0 0  S is Egyptian in origin and has here 
been added to a Greek stem.
(D # (T8-2a? etc.): Although only quoted by Bechtel
and Pape for Gyrene, C^t^^'I^Çis occasionally attested in Attica and 
Euboea: 4^ < IG II 4ll4, 4^ IG II
978-3a (both Attica), 4  i IG XII (9) 56.414, 4l5-archaic
(Styra). The suffix -o7^5' here has been abstracted from such
names as K  , C5ç:>occr<^  - 3' ; Bechtel attributed
in to the model of A«S'^ o  , with
from cCr^ c/vc-zM. On the suffix -o'c^r in abstracts such as
o  - T , cf. Schwyzer I 528 and note 7* But he does not 
discuss the suffix in proper names.
4 6T t S' : The name of a son of Neleus (cf. Pape),
only seems to have been adopted as a proper name at 
Gyrene (V120), where names in seem to have been popular
(see below).
4*^ • Confined to Gyrene (Tll-4a). It is
clearly the aorist participle of (cf. sect. 142).
4 ^  oL V  (Tl8-5a): Although mentioned by Bechtel and
Pape only for Gyrene, this name also appears occasionally elsewhere:
IG XII (3) 113-la (Nisyros), Inscr. Cret. II (17) 2-la (Lisos).
On the formation, of. on ( above.
(SllO-lp): Apparently unknown outside Gyrene, and
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there only one instance. But from is
attested at Tanagra: IG VII 503.2-3a. 4 ^ ' ^ ^  is probably an error
for 4 o / W ^ S  or the inverse of hypochoristic gemination, of. •
(I10-4a): Unknown elsewhere. If Greek, the stem
of X 4  \ v/o 3 could only be equated with in , but
this present is only attested in late Greek (L-S-J, s.v.), being
secondary and based on the stem y dv- of ^oLv ,
/
beside present ^  ^  . It would appear, therefore, that either
is of non-Greek origin or is an error for X^  v w  , this 
also being otherwise unattested, but offering no morphological 
problems. Bechtel says (p.464) that Ku\/us is presupposed by the 
Thessalian patronymic X"^VoC-voy IG IX (2) 234.157-3a (Pharsalus).
On the suffix - V  J , see Schwyzer I 463, 370 ff, and sect. 138
above.
This form, attested twice at Gyrene 
(T10-4a, Dl2-4a), does not appear elsewhere. But X  v o ' T  is 
known; IG V (1) 1293.4-3/2a (Oetylus, Laconia), IG V (2) 343.10-4a 
(Orchomenos ), and '• IG VII 2784 (Gopae). On the
formation of , cf. remarks on ^ L 3 above.
For the suffix - V t o  be added directly to a verb-stern such as 
Ç  - (i.e. without the addition of - 6^ 1 - as in 'C ^ ^ -etc. ), 
is very unusual. One might compare N  (T*<i 3 , I (z-X ^  cToC 3 ,
^ (r-Xc^ ^ 5^, But even these could be derived just as
well from the noun-stern as from the verb-stern. And this is indeed 
the more probable solution in the case of A w X ' - cT«>^’S ia 
particular. For - C 5' beside - cVcLcS' added to verb-stems, 
cf. TTOn S /“ C , ^ S  /- S etc.
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X  c/-L ^  ( C n : Only at Gyrene (Tl8-3a): There are many
compounds in c - and a few in ,
X  î>'-Ç t : Attested but rarely elsewhere: X v v
IG XII (9) 36,424 (Styra), probably X 4  IG XII (8) 283.6
(Thasos).
X  (V60-Ia) ; Also in other areas, most frequently
at Tenos: IG XII Suppl. 312.43-3& (Tenos), IG XII (3) 8?2.88-3a,
880.3,13-la, 881.19-la (all Tenos), ibid. 1004.l4-4a (los), IG VII
2427.26-4a (Thebes). The addition of to verbal adjectives
to form proper names is not common, but cf. <4 ‘
c-O cCzjr. For other names in cf. Bechtel p.469-70.
Xlç>v*JV : ^  a frequent name (itacism).
Not attested elsewhere, Bechtel prefers to 
connect this Gyrenean name with o  5 , not otherwise found in
proper names, rather than with <4 ^ / ' ,  a by-form of (p.490,
397). Y'XJjUu only S24, Tll-4a, T9-4a etc.).
246. Non-Greek Names, excluding Roman Names
I do not propose to give any discussion of Roman names which
occur in the Gyrenean dialect inscriptions. All the other non-Greek 
names, as far as they occur in Gyrenean dialect texts are listed
below, and their origin discussed where possible.
ft p. ^  r
l"V> X  ^^  ^  T
X- cTct> p
^ 4" G t V S'
A v  V/ ycG^ V C"
T17-2/la, but also A Jv
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in a Koine inscription SEG IX 128.30-3p.
A v \  <=<fÇ«^ î^ Also attested at Savatra and lystra and
/
Didymi in lycaonia (also o r). The editor of the Asia
Minor inscriptions, W.M. Calder^^ points out that there is a divinity
of Asculum called Ancharia. Indeed Ancharius is a Romain name (cf.
5" IG V (1) 1146.26, fV ^  I cc 
Inscr. Cret. I Cnossos 21.1). Perhaps more probable, in view of the
geographical distribution of - o j  , is the
suggestion of Preisigke (Namenbuch), who is inclined to equate
with from Hagar, with a Greek suffix added
to the Semitic stem.
n f t L jLa> >Lv/ : Persian? See on Greek names.
: Persian
Q p  7^4^^ • Persian
Y ^  : See on Greek names.
: There was a Libyan tribe called
according to Nonius 13*376 (sv. Pape). Thus 3c<^uK is clearly a 
Libyan ethnic, quite frequently attested at Gyrene as a proper name.
^oLj Z^o^lXjoS is attested once in an archaic Theran
inscription: IG XII (3) 812. Although the text consists solely of
this word so that the case could theoretically be either nom. or gen., 
the Gyrenean name leaves no doubt that is genitive. But
before the Gyrenean stones containing S^oü/CJ ^  came to light, it was 
assumed that Theran was nominative and that the name was
connected with the cult of Magna Mater: Hiller von Gaetringen IG ad
loc.: ** S eunuch os sive Gallos magnae Mat r is, cuius cultus
1) Rev. Phil. 36 (1922) 30, cf. SEG VI 431.
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Therae floruisse videtur (v.n. 436-8), comparavit P. Kretschmer." This 
view is also followed by Bechtel, GDI apud 4824. The Gyrenean evidence
excludes einy connexion with the cult of Magna Mater. The appearance of
this name on an early Theran stone is indeed very interesting.
• Libyan, see on Greek names and Sect. 1.
?
r oT from Arabic ghali?
c 3 : Apparently unknown outside Gyrene. It is very
-  - ^  .
probably related to attested once at Orman in Arabia (SEG VII
1178-4p). Dunand, the editor of the Arabian text^\ says that
"est nouveau dans la region". At any rate A- S' is
almost certainly not of Greek origin.
' modified from Hebrew , see on Greek
names
names
k'oOLoivG^ : See on Greek names.
• related to ^ , a Persian hat.
/Lc(?cJ ~ in A c ^ / L c s e e  on Greek
(acc.); Kt o6<T is the name of a town in
Libya (cf. Pape)
See above on Greek names.
/V(tKL3<n6' ^  ?: See on Greek names.
Egyptian month name See on Greek names.
1) Rev. Bibl. 42 (1933) 245, n. 53.
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o p yx
ir^c^Q-is
‘3T4( \ros 
Ac>L
(3T^(oT 7
? : See on Greek names.
24?. Names in - at Gyrene
The following names in -o<lv^  are attested in the Gyrenean dialect: 
A-Çcy-x,oGv(beside , tc, (r9lX.oL  ^k - ^ © X X  i
G ^ oI K  c T ' X  V  , ^  G r v ç  ocv/CoLvy , T ~ ^  V  , 4  o^ o l X c> ^ \ ^ . To these may be 
added a few others which appear in Koine inscriptions : A
(SEG IX 463)/lT3_^^^^ (ib. 433), "Po ^ k Toli/ (ib. 457), J c
(ib. 467). The last four names are clearly of non-Greek origin, the 
same applies to ^ a n d  probably ^
M c r > . On the other hand, the stem of the remaining names is
indisputably Greek, although the forms are unknown elsewhere: (Æ^iCoc^ ,
The problem to be considered 
here is whether -ol\/ at Gyrene is Greek, i.e.: Doric from - <A-aJV as in
JTh^^^oi\r< , or extended to Greek stems from whatever language
etc. belong to.
It has been pointed out that the suffix - (Doric - ol vy' ,
Ionic - , Attic • ) is very restricted in Greek, only appearing
-» /
in ethnics (e.g. I ^  €^), the names of heroes (many in the Iliad, and
there mostly the names of Trojans), a very few other proper names,^and
“T) Of. FB 38A.
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•»     —
in the god-names H  ^ ^  , iC  ^  ^\ ^crX"i o va-, In ordinary
-> /  ^ r /
nouns the suffix is found in Homeric ^zr~>QoL^\y o i a ^ \r,
/  .  /  y
Att.-Ion. /Lo»y-^Gw\^, 7C0  o ^ , X.
Doric, Arcadian v"c< \x , Doric. ?c/ ^ ^  . Doric "c<Tjc-o(^v^ beside
/ r , X  /
Attic Ionic ^ , Attic , tdyu-c^ /av',
finally Doric beside Ionic TT^ c^t . It is clear that the
suffix gradually fell out of use in the post-Homeric period.
As far as the ethnics especially, and even many of the proper 
names in Homer are concerned, a good case could be made out for the 
suffix not being of Greek origin at all. It is not proposed to 
discuss the source of the suffix in detail here. But it is more than 
probable that, as has been suggested^^, it is in part inherited
oLi^ \y , cf. Skt. rt^an-, type), and in part borrowed from another
o
language (ethnics, the god-hames, and some other proper names). In 
some cases, no doubt, the widespread Greek suffix - has been added to
—  / y
an - - stem ( A  \/- , and on the analogy of
kCo $ c/u , y  , here also perhaps 6 / i < A ).
Now, whatever the origin of - ^  in individual words, one
salient fact is clear: in proper names, which is mainly
confined to hero-names, was inherited (or adopted) by EG not WG. For 
WG -o^'/is only established for a few divine names, and the nouns
^ C* , c (TyUuVv", ; but in all cases, both
for the divine names and for etc., there is a corresponding EG
form. It would, therefore, be quite legitimate to propose that all
1) Cf. on ^ou^\/ 1 Schwyzer I 521 and bibliography, especially
MacCurdy AJP 51 (1930) 286 ff., Jacobsohn KZ 57 (1930) 76 ff.
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these forms were borrowed into WG from EG before was contracted
in EG and before o  had become cJ in WG. Indeed, at the time of 
the Dorian invasion - \r was still certainly preserved in EG since 
it was affected by the Attic-Ionic change of to
Ion.- Gr\--.^ v>Attic In the case of even the stem is
Ionic.
I feel therefore that at Gyrene is very unlikely to be
from except in the case of ki A - c y ; is the
name of a hero in Homer* But K, C ©   ^ cXsy^
do not seem to be based on old names in ; in these - dv seems
to have been extended from ^yo^y/etc.
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chapter VI
SYNTAX
In this chapter, only syntactical features which are unusual or 
limited to certain dialects will be discussed.
248. Nominative Case
a) The nominative is occasionally used as a heading to denote the 
subject under discussion, thus:
(i) M2.25-4a: o "The agreement of the
Founders"•
(ii) Another clear example is attested in MI.I3I:
\ / o $ C v « - :  "A third Suppliant, a murderer; he is to make 
supplication..." Here the infinitive immediately following shows that
C^CCrClof etc. must be taken as a general subject heading.
(iii) Probably three other passages of the Laws should also be quoted 
here :
Ml.lll olX KZcxi i ...
Ml.122 ff: (fce^io.5- (coos'll
iC^ Ol-J^ -'JcvoS CfC / . S lOOL. l’lU-t. » .
- is generally taken as a heading in these sections, but
could strictly speaking be construed as the anticipated subject of the 
following clause.
M1.40 ff : ^oS . Cr>
c . - - - - -  - - -
It is possible that here should likewise be taken as a
subject heading although editors have not generally so regarded it, but 
have construed it as the anticipated subject of the following
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conditional clause.
b) D5.3/6-4a: L oi ^  c TX) T 6 ,:cz ^  ^  JC^  1> -^<L
On the nominative here, see sect. 259: probably due to a confusion
with the alternative expression with L^oiçCxpy and the nominative of 
the priest’s name: e.g. (D5*2 ff) ( J cZ-v ‘Hvc-rj o3
£ o  Kc3^G>cT-2r TZo(ç-<?<.ifîoCZoi^.,^
c) M2.5 ff: ÂiCr-Çc Xno-t ©  c^ ç^ oet kr A  Gv (jx. jixL*/ T
lcùD-iyK:A_Cur ^  /ccnlc y kt,t:.A,
"With regard to what the Theraeans (represented by) Kleudamas, son of 
Euthycles, say, ..."
I can find no exact parallel for the construction here, but it 
seems to be an extension of the construction iCc<_£)* oA-^ -^v
^jujèços (e*6* Od. 19.538:*^ vc^ -cr^  - "she will wash
your feet"). Or perhaps it could be regarded as a loose kind of 
apposition (a sort of abbreviated expression), cf. Schwyzer II 6l6 : 
the nearest parallel he quotes is: ( em' ASc^iv/oc c c ) ^
OuyC'olK/ KTolX T^u cTc? l%)u C^ -o v S c^cXG'kCc^-oPs oo"
Ç 0-1 (Thuc. II 34.2).
This passage has been differently interpreted by Ferrabino and 
A. Braun. Ferrabino^^ thinks the grammatical difficulty will be solved 
if we suppose that has dropped out between gP<^‘^cjC4.ctv and
But this was rejected by Braun^\ who preferred to regard IcAGw ^
as a genitive. Both these views are difficult to accept. It is hard
1) RF 6 (1928) 232.
2) RF 10 (1932) 327 ff*
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to see why K  should have been omitted after nor are
there any grounds for supposing that masc. - oZ - nouns had a gen. -US 
in Gyrenean. And it is doubtful whether Braun’s suggestion at least 
would really mend the syntax.
249. Accusative Case
a) There is possibly one instance of the acc. used alone after a verb 
of motion without a preposition: M1.88/9-4a reads in SEG IX 72:
ITO ÇcCTsr ; some editors, however, including Oliverio,
read: CrCT^t ^  It seems to me from
Oliverio’s photo^^ that ... can probably be read.
Certainly, from the syntactic point of view this is the preferable
reading; for the acc. of the end of motion without a preposition is an
archaic construction, which in Greek otherwise only survived in Homer and 
2 )Attic tragedy. On the text, cf. sect. 29 (11).
b) The accusative appears throughout a list of names in T12-3&. But 
there is nothing difficult or peculiar about the use of the acc. here, 
if this is taken to be an honorary inscription. In that type of text 
the acc. of the person(s) honoured is usual, because honorary inscriptions 
are generally in the form of a dedication: "So-and-so dedicated so-and- 
so to (Apollo etc.), i.e. a statue vel sim. of the person named. Often, 
as in this case, the verb o / v / i s  omitted^\
c) In the following passage, the acc. at the beginning of the sentence
4)may be a sort of acc. of respect, or simply an anacoluthon : Ml.68 ff:
1) DAI II Cir I plate 3*
2) Schwyzer I 67 ff.
3) Larfeld Gr. Epigr. 433 ff, 436.
4) Schwyzer I 88: several examples of acc. of respect in anacolutha
quoted from Attic.
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T d v  c f  0  y^<zr^/ (y L iU lT c ^  o i o i | c / v  oCtj^^^cJZi
Ç G  cy^ oC j Sgt-s* —  S<^<TG-, i ^ . ~ ‘ /A .
Maas explains^^i " crw S  <t y <j~xs^  = quod attinet superstitem. "
See further, on the text of this passage: sect. 29 (10).
d) with the acc.
This construction is once attested in M2.l6-4a: ....
* c=v X V / v' . This inherited use of
Os/ with the acc. is also preserved in many other dialects, namely 
Arcado, Cyprian, Boeotian, Thessalian, NW Greek, Messenian, Elean and 
(rare) Megarian (of. sect. 194). However, Cyrenean, even in the fourth 
century texts (e.g. frequently in the Sacred Laws) usually has S (cf. 
sect. 197)^^
230. Genitive Case
a) Sect. 18 of the Sacred Laws (Ml) is introduced by a heading:
KieiS \/ • The genitive alone in headings is very unusual in Greek;
one would expect the nom. alone or the gen. with : Maas
suggests that there is an ellipse of here,^^ but this is not
convincing. The nearest parallel to Cyrenean 1 KiCn6' v '  is to be found
4)in the well-known Andanian inscription where there are separate 
headings at the beginning of the various sections, thus at the beginning:
uCX-u then line 11 simply: VcTc, G 3 ♦ line
13: ^ . Here the omission of in the later headings
looks like a kind of abbreviation and probably does not represent a 
construction actually in use. And the same explanation very likely holds
for at Cyrene. Buck takes as a gen. of
1) RIF cl.NS 6 (1928) 412
2) cf. Buck 107, Schwyzer II 268, 433
3) loc. cit.
4) Schwyzer Del. 74 
3) GD 137
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respect, and regards it as comparable both with the gens, in the 
Andanian inscription quoted above, and with the (normal) gen. after
ÎÛ the Gortyn Law-Gode (Schwyzer Del. 179.4 ff); but 
a more unusual type of gen. of respect is to be found in the following
passage of the Law Code (IV 23): Tov t-GvCvaS x kt-c t.
T^Tv oUjZ^S KgGy/L^ ^cccrv"... ."the father is to have control of his
share with regard to the children and the property, and the wife
(likewise) with regard to her own property". Nevertheless, examples of
this type cannot be regarded as entirely parallel to the genitive in
headings or titles. The construction in the Gortyn Code is to be
found in a number of legal texts,but the genitive in headings is very
unusual; Schwyzer only quotes examples from Pergemum and Delphi and does
2)not mention the stones from Cyrene and Andania.
b ) KAog  ^  y S'
Oliverio translates^^: "II Curete di Creta". But one would
expect the place where a divinity is worshipped to be indicated by a
qualifying adjective, not a dependent genitive, which would be most
unusual. This inscription was rather carelessly engraved on a very 
porous stone, which was clearly badly weathered when Oliverio’s photo was 
taken. I find it impossible to distinguish the last letters after
but as there is no room for more than two letters at the
end of the line, a reading such as o  ^  is excluded. If the
reading is right, I would suggest that Kjo ^ is the gen. of the
woman’s name This would be a Koine form. Perhaps again
1) of. Schwyzer II 130 for further examples from Crete, Boeotia and Attica
2) Schwyzer II 131, also 133 for the same construction in non-legal 
contexts.
3) DAI I Cir. II l66.
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dialect is admissible. Then the meaning would be "Koures.
(The gift) of Kreta" (On  ^see also sect. 245).
c) V48-V53.
I have tried to show that these texts can only be regarded as
simple dedications. Most of these contain the gen. of a divine name
( o L ) which I have suggested means: "(sacred to)
Zeus, the Eumenides etc." The human name is best interpreted as the
name of the giver, whether in the nominative, e.g. "Eurudamas (gave
this)", or in the genitive "the gift of ....." To have the gen. of the
divine name and the nominative of the human name in a dedication seems
2)
almost unparalleled in Greek inscriptions; Larfield only recognises 
gen., dat., or nom. alone, or nom. (of dedicator) with dat. (of 
recipient). But there are a few inscriptions elsewhere comparable with 
the Gyrenean stones, which are discussed in the paper mentioned above 
(along with the supposed religious significance of these and similar 
texts).
d) There are several passages in Cyrenean where a partitive genitive 
is found alone, although one would expect to find it qualified by
And, indeed, there are generally parallel passages at Cyrene or elsewhere 
in which ^  ;Co is used.
(i) Vl6-4a:_ co'ST S' oy ^
V" ........
In such dedications of war-spoils, XIRZ) X is
usual. Taking T X  s Tz^v to mean "which I took
from the enemy", Oliverio quotes in support of his interpretation SIG 48 
(Arcadia, 5&) • i ^ ^  crv' cTcr Gj
1) Philol. 100 (1936) 233 ff.
2) Gr. Epigr. 433 ff*
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'C<-oV' O y M - i D i t t e n b e r g e r  compares SIG 48 with
SIG 49: "C t/v c oc (^ crcoccc/v/ T^AoyK^.os/ , and ibid. 29
(Athens 48o B.C.): A < 5 g v "oC v o c  cTt o ^ U
oX: Ajp. X  C?'v'qgoTG Ç C“C UXr-K-^ -^C<^  ~C0n/ 203
In all these passages Dittenberger takes T Z Z h A e w i t h  .
But it seems to me that in most of these cases at least / ^ A  v-
could be construed as a normal type of possessive genitive. Thus the
Cyrenean passage will then mean: "   the triremes which I took at
Cyrene belonging to the enemy ....." It will be noticed that in all
the remaining examples â d o is at the end of the
sentence. Possibly, therefore, this genitive should be taken as 
independent of the rest of the sentence, at least in SIG 48, 49» thus:
48: "They offered Apollo a tithe (of the property) of the enemy, having
seized it" - or more exactly: " .... a tithe, having seized it,
(namely, of the property), of the enemy"; 49: "The Kortunioi (offered)
a tithe (of the property) of the enemy". And probably also SIG 29:
"The Athenians offered the stoa having seized the arms ..... belonging 
to the enemy". In support of this interpretation with regard to SIG 48 
and 49 in particular, it may be pointed out that the general meaning of the 
text cannot be that a tithe had been seized from the enemy, but that a 
tithe of what had been seized already was being dedicated according to 
custom^) by way of thanksgiving for victory and for the material 
advantage of the rest of the spoils won.
It may be, of course, that in the Cyrenean inscription and SIG 
29, is to be taken with CrA and
interpreted as an abnormal use of the genitive alone without .
1) Rouse, Greek Votive Offerings (1902) 100 ff.
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However, with regard to the Cyrenean example in particular, the instances 
listed below of the genitive used alone where one would expect of/CO , 
must be taken into consideration.
(ii) V33"4a: îCo cXKXJ K * oPFi «-jx/
V54—4a: t ^  cxu 'cTirCu k ”
It is clear that whatever the significance of these
inscriptions, they are identical in content, and have the same meaning.
According to Oliverio^^ they are dedications to Hecate made with the
proceeds of the sale of birds and puppies which had been offered to the
goddess, "oppure anche con I’equivalente di essi, corrisposto alia
divinitk in danaro". This would seem to be the correct interpretation.
Very improbable on syntactic and other grounds is Ferri’s view of the
general meaning: ".....  i cani no dovevano orinare ne gli uccelli
2)spruzzare stereo". The guardians of the temple were to keep the 
birds and dogs away!
(iii) Ml.44 ff: o=T^
TXt-AGtO o  J S' 3 : but in line 36 ff we find:
..... O O K  Vol. S' cTco/CoUToc .....
also line 6o ff : cu oLâTô CXs S'.*<r.X A  .
In the first sentence quoted the partitive genitive has been
j>
used alone, whereas in the others ^ 7 ^  has been added. There is no
j
cause for emending the reading in Ml.44 ff to oo<K^ ^
<Tx , as is generally done (cf. SEG ad loc. and sect. 29 above).
e) The use of X in the following passage seems unusual: HI.12 ff -
la: oLs>^'Trrs/' ^ kTo'-c
1) DAI I Cir. II 174 ff.
2) Abh. Ak. Berlin (1925) 33
3) On the partitive genitive, cf. Schwyzer II 102 ff.
o
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"he is to be free from liturgies and from any other work connected with 
the village". Oliverio^^compares Eus. Hist. Eccl. 488.4:
7Zo^vVt^\/ A  Cn X C T O i  ^  ^  olACn c ooçj^XoobiThe Cyrenean
instance is of course slightly different in that ^ tocv G  Ç cannot
be construed as dependent on ^ . Nevertheless,
j p
although i^Xc> G  must strictly speaking be taken with :
"he is to be free from ....", it may be that I fzpO ( G Q ^ ^ v )  ±q used 
in this way here because of the proximity of ^ T r c o n  which 
ct^ TCO is perhaps loosely dependent,
f) DI. 1?—4a V.
This phrase, occuring in one of the Accounts of the Demiourgi,
j
is preceded by Ct ^ ccSn^  (i.e. the amount of money going out, being spent)
and followed by a number. The construction is doubtful, but (^ csvSxp  ^IoL\^
trjG6cpCv must be either acc. sing, or gen. pi. Most probably it is the
latter, i.e. a gen. absolute (WG - <T - A  ). I take /\6Xo( v
J
to be from G<X G6o( with the usual Cyrenean contraction of G<X to .
One then may translate: "Expenditure, when the occurs
(or: are in progress?)". In Attic one would expect y Gv
251. The Article as Relative.
The article, in origin a demonstrative, a usage which still 
survived in Homer,is employed as a relative in a number of dialects: 
Homer, Herodotus, Lesbian, Thessalian, once in Boeotian, also Arcado- 
Cyprian; in WG only in Heraclean (rare), Cyrenean and late inscriptions 
of Delphi, Elis and Crete. This innovation probably took place
I
independently in the scattered WG dialects (see sect. l66). But inall 
these dialects ^5 survives beside the article in the relative function,
1) DAI II Cir. I 126 ff.
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and eventually with the spread of the Koine, ousted the latter 
completely.
252. Injunctions in the Cyrenean dialect
In Greek injunctions may be expressed by the imperative, the 
future, or the acc. and infinitive; also sometimes o p t . i r v  k V o 01S
Pi K ^AG j cnSo^v/etc. The use of the future in an emphatic sense so that 
it becomes equivalent to an imperative is common to many IE languages.
It is difficult to say how far the infinitive in this function is 
inherited; in this case the usage has probably at least to some extent
/ p /X,
arisen through the ellipse of some finite verb such as , O Gr c with
which an infinitive is habitually used to convey an injunction. But the 
acc. and infinitive so frequent in decrees could be treated as indirect 
speech. It is now proposed to examine the distribution of the 
imperative, future and infinitive in Cyrenean injunctions.
In M2 which contains not only the decree passed by Cyreneans in
c
the fourth century, but also the O'g rCcUV or agreement allegedly drawn 
up by the Theraeans before the founding of Cyrene, the infinitive is 
employed throughout the text of the first decree and in most of the 
second. But in the latter part of the second decree, in stating the 
punishment for those who refuse to take part in the expedition to Libya, 
the future indicative or imperative is used:
line 37 ff : O cTGr i tcXgv..... yu/uo'CGs/o^C KpGi
^  oi <^ oL^— oGloC. o cTg oZ r30
ycW ^ o^crv o^'cfcAc^e^V
The imperative is also used after the end of the first decree (lines 
21-22): To c X v X a '  cnT CXTt __
1) Buck 101, Schwyzer I 614-3, II 639 ff « 642.
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The usage is identical in two honorary decrees from the first 
century BC, HI, and H2: HI has the infinitive throughout the decree;
only the last sentence after the end of the actual decree has the 
imperative (line 1? ff.): ‘Co-i à o  /Gx, oZ o jUvxDc T o  4 ^ ^
..... H2 also has the infinitive, except in two 
sentences stating what is to happen to those disobeying clauses of the 
decree ( <f Cr i C T o-'v  N X  .  X  _  A  ,
line 4o ff, 4-9 ff), where the imperative is used. This passage is 
a striking parallel to line 37 ff of M2, with the imperative under 
exactly the same conditions. This evidence suggests that though the 
infinitive was usual in decrees (reported speech?), the imperative might 
be used when special emphasis was required.
In one inscription, also a decree (M6.2/la), the imperative is 
used throughout, never the infinitive. As the imperative is more 
frequent than the infinitive in injunctions in the K o i n e , t h e  
imperative in this text is probably best regarded as a Koine element, 
although in general dialect forms are used.
In the Sacred Laws (Ml), injunctions are usually expressed by 
the future indicative, with a few exceptions: sect. 2 has the
infinitive ( O o  G  ^  ), sect. 6 (line 27 ff) has infinitives (4 times) 
except for once at the end, sect. 13, which is rather
fragmentary, attests the infinitive once ( © w G v  ), but otherwise future
( Oi Ç Crc ). But in the last three paragraphs of the
inscription the picture changes. Sect. 18 begins with futures
P *> P  ^ç\
( 0 N/0» jUL , 3 ^ Q Ç 0 -^Grv) , but after quoting the formula c-o
?  ^ p ->
CG ^ *, there is a sudden change to the acc.
and infinitive. There is even a change to the second person in the
1) Schwyzer II 3^0
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subordinate clause beginning eXCrv <5cr vc«c Xro i   Sect*
19, on the other hand, starts off with the infinitives ( XCnLc 
but then switches to the future (AKXiXX»<TG-i 
finally once more an infinitive: ^ ç c/^(T^ 3  G  , in the same way, 
the last section of the Sacred Laws begins with infinitives 
( 54 i«< :G Â X rU C :v , A c rv   ^ t (To  ^c  ^ G j c ^ G v  , G i  ,
v X , but apparently changes to the future at the end (£^u XCr-i ), 
The last few lines of the text are rather fragmentary. The abrupt 
changes of mood in the expression of injunctions in the last three 
sects, of the Laws is part of the generally awkward and obscure style of 
this portion of the stone. According to Larffeld^^ the infinitive or 
imperative for injunctions is more frequent than the future in Sacred 
Law Codes.
Note ; It should be noted that in lines 16-20, the futures do not 
represent injunctions, but simply state that pollution will be incurred 
under certain conditions: compare line I06 ff, where the present
indicative is used in stating the pollution to which a household is 
liable if a woman has an abortion.
253. The Use of the Particle vX^ Gin Cyrenean
The particle is never omitted with oL>. ^ the relative, or
with the temporal conjunctions in Cyrenean when these are followed by the
subjunctive. However, in many dialects there are examples of the
subjunctive alone without vOoL in such constructions in many
dialects, i.e. Homer, Arcado-Cyprian, Cretan, Locrian, whence also in
2)late inscriptions of Delphi and Riocis.
254. The absence of the Optative from Cyrenean
There are no exemples of the optative attested in Cyrenean.
T5 Gr. Epigr. 321
2) Buck 138, Schwyzer II 313
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But in some dialects, the optative has survived in remote future 
conditions: Cretan (frequent), Elèan (frequent), also Locrian,
Delphian, Phocian, Achaean, and the N.W. Greek Koine, in Corcyran, early 
and sometimes later Argolic, and Attic-Ionic; in relative and temporal 
clauses: Teos, Crete, Locris, D e l p h i . I n  the Koine the optative
was gradually replaced by the subjunctive with a particle, and is no 
longer known to Modern Greek. In some dialect areas, the optative 
seems to have fallen out of use rather earlier.
233. New Constructions
a) + dative: M1.84/3-4a: CWi o^vx<^ v
"under the same roof as her husband", o <=^^ 0 J with the dative is
b) ZTGiLGs + accusative: v68-3a: 6
not otherwise attested.
J
2)meaning: "having celebrated the Karneia." This transitive
construction of is not recorded in L-S-J.
236. Pleonasm
a) D3*17 f f : GVv/v' ^oG-u>jV^ Cbu ç  o2,v'
.cÇc ^  oG S' CrxrcXcTXAo ^ 0-05
"..... the ox-limbs fetching 13 staters, (that is) the limbs of each
animal." The last phrase involving the repetition of serves
to clarify
b) Ml. 30 ff: ipCoi_jt ~ZTT\i^ jL 0//X0 (/ j . . - 'CT^ >Ccx cT
,.,,, The repetition here is partly for the sake of emphasis, 
but also corresponds with other awkward features in the style of the 
Sacred Laws (anacolutha etc., see sects. 238, 239).
1) Buck 138-9, Schwyzer II 337-8
2) cf. Oliverio DAI II Cir. I 106-7
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c) Perhaps one should also include here HI. 12 ff-la: <SO
O^-aJ T T 3 > / XT oLKyCrs L%r7_J ^  ^  rCcPL^ oG-aTS X  * C rÇ  ^  T V 'V '
X g  O 3 _ TXv/ V ^  vXo< v > T T a5^ 7Ci3C\/T>OV
The second kT«x«-a. or XG- is superfluous here, unless the reading is to
>
be amended to r<<^v'> GgJi^ c/xjv (see sect. 29 (3 )).
237. Asyndeton
A few examples of asyndeton are attested in Cyrenean:
a) M2.16 ff: KT ocJC  ^ç  £,2. tÇ G^ r <dTor XOcTg 770  ^  ^. .
<5^T3-A %/\/ , . . kc =<_znZy ^  ^  KTïXa. To Vc xov . . .
b) Twice in Ml there is asyndeton between participles:
Ml.38 ff: KZpcS^oLÇ o^  G o  7j3^  Vyr v.erv . . ,7CgoSr^^<j(s
cAo'trijs ^ \ x , .  _. 9  w(TG^. ^ , .
Ml.68 ff: TX^ "6%  Jo-ox ctLxôs oOvi^r\r
(x T ty — o L X  < T O  'o < l^ o X V  G c y o L ^  A T C O /L tq  G v i
Q ^ € X f\ m m (on the reading here, see sect . 29)*
238. Ellipse
The commoner types of ellipse in the formulaic expressions 
employed in votive and honorary inscriptions, well-known in other areas 
also (e.g. the most common, omission of the verb v / C n S ^ i X G K 0 6 ) , 
will not be mentioned here.
Many passages of the Sacred Laws are rendered obscure either a) 
by the omission of a verb, b) by the subject being unexpressed, or c) 
by the change of subject being unexpressed. In this respect the Laws 
differ markedly from other inscriptions even of the fourth century: 
the style of M2 and M3 is very much smoother and more lucid.
Each type of ellipse in Ml will be discussed in turn.
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a) Omission of the verb
(i) Ml.26: i cX><cy. .**which it is not lawful to
sacrifice ..."
The omission of the verb "to be" in impersonal constructions is 
of course common in Greek.
O o _ 'î
(ii) Ml.21 ff: ^ c  ^cr6l oL /\A\XT V vC‘^'<-a, oZy v«^<_
KT Xi fp A oX V a2 V cJ)^ c—> G>°Ox ~TVkJ
cKrZ* c/A  ^ £/<X(5gv^XJ0 5 0<jlc L
Cl/xvv/ (j Cr C /T i A  %T<>C\/c:[.
"Whatever concerns the oracles, is lawful for everyone, both holy and 
profane, except (for oracles) from Battos etc.; (to seek an oracle) 
from anyone where a man has died, is not lawful for the holy; (oracles) 
of the shrines are lawful for everyone".
This translation is my own; I have ventured to construe this 
passage rather differently from earlier editors. It will be seen that 
the verb "to be" is omitted not only in the first relative clause here, 
but also in all the main clauses (in which forms the predicate).
(iii) The verb of saying has been omitted in MI.II6: c/t Gc-- (<7^ 4 ^
o^TTr
)Cc C 3  AXT2^<V^^V-^ . - . . T^ytx.Crgoi' /CX\/Cljv^
"If he does not know, (he shsill say:) "0 being, whether you be man or 
woman", having made the images, ... he is to offer them a portion of 
everything".
Here, however, the quoted passage in the second person beginning 
makes it clear that a verb of saying is to be supplied,
b) Ellipse of the subject is frequent:
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(i) Ml.l ff : A  /CO .. J w/(:>jL/L(:Ti s: yu.(rvo)
T ^ v  Acc^Oixi^/
"Apollo gave the oracle; having used purifications etc., (they) are 
to inhabit Libya".
(ii) Ml.4 ff: ^06^  i. v o , < c ^  &>o Cv ;cZ(0 (j~6
UlC/k TCTuKuO^ x^
/
"If an epidemic comes upon the land, (they) are to sacrifice before 
the gates ..."
(iii) Ml.26 ff: kCl ^   ^^ . ©vJcTc^ < (o/^c^cC^ o T<
vz^yjoS  ^ KroTi ^
"If (a man) sacrifices a victim which it is not lawful to sacrifice, he 
is to remove the pollution ..."
(iv) Ml.43 ff: 0^ 1 y-^-p^aCZX. Sc-yCocJT^ . ^ f ,
Cno'cX^ ji-A. X. (Toi. 5' jj^ o'-iTX. kTcx-,^ ^  CS  ^ .
"If property is subject to a tithe, having evaluated the property,
(the owner) shall purify etc."
(v) Ml.106 ff: ^  ^
S û^<C  ^ 7 ^  Î /C~o c/-vX^ y
£p^ C (r KZX. (fl cT^ t  ^^  C~C^ ( 0^  \J C-^
cv ) i/C{^ oC ^ ’^OtC. o A
"If a woman has an abortion, if (the foetus) is discernible (i.e. formed), 
they (the household) are defiled as from a dead person; if it is not 
discernible (i.e. formed), the house is defiled as from a woman in 
childbed".
It is noteworthy that the household is mentioned explicitly in 
the second clause, but not in the first, where a vague plural is used,
c) Change of subject is unexpressed in several passages:
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(i) Ml.53 f: fCuc JcnccxCCSbS Je 703 -
9^v/^£  ^ «: cï^l/ (Z3:rt^ Tcr^ ^  ^
/Cç ^x-XTi <J^c^£ |5o>00V|6' O, Cri" I KTX, .  .  -
s Zj- u TZl-^  v^cT^A  ^VCo^  cRj(Tcr 9c6C-v cTLjcT''
Cr>Zi. ~r^ Cr^ Hi , uC tT l^ oC.Cg ^ C f vTe- ^rF^nT^c^
/^^C—»(iVw ^yc  . . K^S-cwL^ j^y ç f
A AzyA-^ A-^  ^ ^  w  .  ,  TXv/ cAc-  ^oc_.X^ '^
"If a man dies being subject to a tithe, when they (?) have buried the 
man, on the first day he (the nearest relative?) shall bring what he 
wishes,... but on the second nothing, ... and he shall neither 
sacrifice nor go to the tomb. They (?) shall evaluate him at the
largest amount he is worth ... He (the relative?), having purified the
temple of Apollo, ... shall sacrifice the tithe".
On the anacoluthon involved in {^ cAaT^ L 1]-^ followed
by o>V"ST-|G , see sect. 259.
(ii) Ml.65 ff : KTc^  cfc-yc'c^ >^ x^ s' Cn^
6C ^   ^ ^C' <f^ ADsb ’
&>| ( f C~ydXCI j^t^Cc/S /L ^
( V L cT^_  ^. Âl^ .)crxS)<-^  T^~yC «< cf^
Ti\/ <f TQ"v c/V ^o^cTv  ^ 5' K  *tX.
"If a man dies subject to a tithe and the remaining children are some 
of them living and some dead, he (?), having evaluated the property, ••• 
having purified the shrine of Apollo, ... shall first sacrifice ..., 
and then shall sacrifice the tithe before the altar". But as to the 
live son, he shall purify himself etc."
(iii) Ml.ill ff:. fK-OiTi O S  ?s:; kC C-^ i/C-C-yu.c^  <9 ^ ,
) j?  ^C\ t —  <-
CSC ( T  oisy Cn iCi <5 i t/^oL ((T i fj< ^  CTl ( V'o j ox
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^ J c
^UTZ"\/ /C^ cTt:-^  ;Cl^ vV T^tS*
^ 1  cTc' /cv. c%-%^ KZ:\,^ ( C^j^cxUo-y ^  6*^ /0 ^  <t> /C^i
X_;crcrA<v^A-^^y ^ (XI y-^ L-Çy /CoC ( ( T C ) V ^ < - y u ^ ^   ^
o uy-^ ^ 'Cs 7C ç> o  c- ^ c-i  ^ .
To attempt a translation of this passage is perhaps to render 
obscurum per obscurius; the following version is all that can be 
offered: "A suppliant brought in^^; if he is sent to the house, if he 
(?) knows from whom he came to him, he shall pronounce his name for 
three days, but if he has died ..., if he knows his name, he shall call 
him by name •••" Throughout the rest of the passage the subject is the 
same and so it will not be necessary to quote it. Beyond the heading 
cv<:<2r?ri0  5 vC-doS (see sect. 248), there is no further
indication of the persons involved, although the subject clearly 
changes more than once. As a result, the text is very obscure to a 
modern reader entirely unfamiliar with the procedure described.
c
d) The noun oC\y has been omitted in Ml. 101 ff:
r/ y \fQ-xj 6 ^  ^ V  o.^v/  ^ fC
A- Cr^  c/ C=\j iS CA  ^ CA \
Compare above a) (v) on MI.IO6 ff ( < v^crv and then more
c. ?
explicitly, .0^
e) m4.2 îîi^a^<Ccn. s cTcTZ^ Crtf^ >oi^ cr oT ZCc-Axy - there follows 
a list of places with the amount of corn received by each. For the 
reading^&^^<:5^ T , which is my own conjecture (the editors all read
), see sect. 29* Instead of^r^GOaS' here one would
1) The usual rendering of as "foreign" is, I think,
difficult because of .
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expect %ro (T6 oc^, but there is certainly not sufficient space on the 
stone for this reading to be adopted. If [^>^6 o be read, one
must assume that the main clause has been suppressed: "To how many
(states) the city gave corn, (sc. is listed in this inscription vel
e-
sim. )". There is no need to suppose that the use of C (To^ here is 
abnormal•
f) V57-3a:  ^  CroC  ^T
9  c-e>-iS' Cv Ta.v
As Ghislanzoni says in his edition of this text^\ v/i K^CT^»/ ) must be 
supplied with N  C r .
259* Anacolutha and Mixed Constructions
a) D5.5 ff-4a: ^  0 -C . . .
On the series of stones containing the accounts of the 
Demiourgi, the eponymous priests and Demiourgi are denoted either by a 
genitive construction: e.g. D1.2 ff: (r^yC^ M  ( kso -
^ —A  ^ cj}) ( A-o f\ )yyCc/-j^y<. C\/ y _
e CT—u A
or by a nominative construction: e.g. D5.2 ff : \ &iç <X^
KC cfx
/<^uzs\[s) ^Ac^cy-?cA.eu<r/ Kr,;fc:-. vV.
Generally, one finds the same construction (gen., or nom.) 
employed to indicate both the priest and the Demiourgi, but there are 
a few exceptions: D15,27,31* Probably D5 also belongs here. The
text in SEG (IX 15) reads Ti-y-û^;çX f^oXoTî;L~--Jf^v/D/^oJ
(more names) ... i T'C^co^'Cd S There is little
1) Rend. Acc. Une. VI 1 (1925) 410-1.
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doubt that the true reading is:^^0 c-cx [ A, ^  y ^  ( Tt .
The fact that the nominative construction preceded, may have been a 
contributory factor in tcxTî S' being written for  ^ 3
after \ • the anacoluthon here is at any rate best
attributed to a confusion of the two constructions.
b) There are two passages in Ml which do not construe:
(i) Ml.53 ff: oik rCcwL <^ 6^r-vC^ÂT^-$ G-uovx o</v/^ c> ç>
Oii I  ^yC- c/JC . w , £To V —
^   ^ t c ^ . 6^ y C \  ^J-^ Crv  ^ c  £ ,  ...
ccr^ . , . (To^5 . _ _ .
For a translation, see sect. 258 c (i). The anacoluthon here is of 
an unusual kind: the plural participleK/CTlx2c^_xL/L^ c^-zvxO^is followed
by a series of finite verbs in the third person singular ( 6^ <STîr->
etc.); the general obscurity and involved structure of the passage is 
due to the repeated change of subject without the persons concerned 
being specifically mentioned.
(ii) Ml.68 ff: TTTv 5 V  y
olI/^u x ,i ^  t ^ ç c / v  C-s^ TXc t
V .  .  , Z^T yC ^  (3^  c T é v c :-< i:C ^ v /
On the amended reading of this passage, see sect. 29#
may be a loose use of the accusative of respect, or, perhaps better, a 
kind of accusativus pendens (see sect. 249 c).
c) D3.11 ff: I cr8  U  d 3
R  T ç c ^ <  j Xcrçi -- -----
Cç>c^Y 7 ^   ^^oça-1 S iKlDf 3 . - .
f<s\y5, ' ^ i S ^ ç y V ‘-(5 yry^>^i (TcTvT, p , 6 i  c-5
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( ^  y O^-XJ A v ^ l l X x ,  _ Jk^u^ s / O  —yl^<
iCcL^U. T Tztqx^^' G i ^ ; ^ o 5 s "  w  -  -
Oliverio translates: "•••• uscita: per i sacrifiai; alla arkos
per (il) vitto; ad Artemide ••• per le spese inerenti al tempio (sacre); 
alla sacerdotessa •••• (il) vitto; •••••" Oliverio does not offer any 
explanation of the syntax of this passage. If \ oLç oS^'iJ <Cl oc ^  is 
genitive singular, it might be a sort of heading, cf. Ml.llO^I yCCriT 
(sect. 250 a), but if it is accusative plural, it is difficult to 
interpret the construction. after must be
genitive singular, since the (acc.) plural of 'C^oxz^ep<. would not be 
used here. Perhaps should be taken as a partitive
genitive, or should ellipse of ^ b e  assumed? In several instances 
the commodity on which money has been spent, is expressed by <E—5 acc.,
once by TCcrT^ ( with acc., and twice certainly with the nominative 
singular : c probably also in two other cases:
(3 cTuvS II. 14,15, where accusative plural is unlikely.
260. Word Order
a) The Position of 777 5 (etc.), in conditions and
indefinite Relative Clauses
There is some fluctuation in the order of etc. in
conditional and other clauses both in Cyrenean and elsewhere. The 
usual order in WG is: ^ etc. ( /) “7< S kC<=*4
And to this Cyrenean generally conforms, thus:
oLk { ^  eta.) kQ: Ml.4,8,18,26 etc.
Ml . 106 , 112 , 115 ♦ 125 1 130
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(/</) fe «Ce M1.41,50,76,86,103,113/14,126,127.
cCx Ml • 17 •
J »  d r"
(/o^  etc.) Ml.95,99,107,115/6,125, M2.33,37.
oZl Ml.42,62,130.
Less usual, but probably not irregular is:
aC^  y-%_G-v cT(7 M2.51 (contrasting with £>L\. Së' in
line 33). But Cyrenean once attests the unusual order:
c/La. C ^ Ml . 40 .
Although I can find no parallel for the position of _^ here,
many WG dialects have both X) S' and 'TCi S  , thus :
Cretan T( Ç but also o&x '^Sî Coan oti/<^ l/C<j^ 17 ^
beside 7T  ^S ; Phocian and once Aetolian 77^ as well
as Cr>« T7 5 kd cxi ^
In EG the normal order is cA oi ^  / /CO:: XTI ^  , but the
position of varies : Attic-Ionic cTg  17 J, Arcadian
cA  ^di\/ "T7 S $ Cyprian <r <Gt ^  (but also S Vc^ o< ),
Lesbian (xLx, ( cTér ) ( V" ) 1T( ^  , Thessalian KSC: eC^ .
Boeotian usually cfc-^ /C^  O j »  but once %7 and once
17 5 kCvC (with the WG order). The order /cA KZoc^  c7 5
appearing sometimes in WG is thus clearly due in general to the Koine, 
but in the case of Coan probably more specifically to neighbouring Ionic,
b) The Position of the Patronymic
Normally, the genitive of the father's name immediately follows 
that of the son, both at Cyrene and elsewhere, but in one early 
inscription from the fifth century the father's name (with the article) 
is added at the end of the sentence: Vl-5a:
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Usr/'T^  o The freedom of word order here finds
occasional parallels elsewhere in archaic inscriptions. Even more 
unusual is the position of the parents' names in the following Theran
inscription: Schwyzer, Del. 219-6/5a: A \
i KT><-Çv/OvcC Q G çJvt rCiU-^
A  .^ wGo<i^ 7"0 1 - "Agloteles... son of Entipatidas and Lakarto". An
archaic Boeotian inscription also has the patronymic deferred to the 
end of the sentence: GDI 2731: T d\/
TO/ TTxtt^CT. ? T 0 5  ,
It would appear that the position of the patronymic did not 
become fixed in some areas at least until as late as the fifth century, 
when the influence of Attic-Ionic may have been in part responsible for 
the patronymic appearing uniformly thereafter directly after the son's 
name •
c) The following phrase is found in two honorary inscriptions : IX S 73^ 71 
-Try LOGOS' H51 H7)# The usual word order is:
• • * « (TQr^ Qrs r ^  v/ or I \/ S • • • Qr\ 1 can
c—
find no other instance of or Qs/GvC-^ being inserted between
the article euad the noun it qualifies^^.
261. and UL<^S in late Inscriptions
In all the earlier inscriptions the father's name is always
<—
expressed by the genitive alone. But in a few late inscriptions o l c >J 
or is inserted after the father's name: H12-la:
H12-la: ^  TTon:,AuuJ
H4-lp:  ^ cTt o 5' ^ oj OvoS* 3 etc.
1) Cf. Larfeld, Gr. Epigr. 385-6, Dittenberger IV, index verborum.
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H22-lp: (/^ (TrC/i^  ^«LJr~2-.^^ _
v44-3p: /Sc-r'r, P>~yzc -^> L^-<.
V73-lp; ^ X  , p  G-^3-tSTX ^ A  ■ I ^  3Gs/o-u J S)t/
V79-lptJUk. , 3c-X:^<=r^'c^ k:X. H : ^ p T l  è u ^ .
It will be seen that in all cases Roman names or partly Roman 
names are involved. Thus it seems fairly certain that the inclusion 
of otCrC and a latinism, being a translation of
f(ilius) f(ilia), usual in Roman inscriptions.
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chapter VII
E x te r n a l In f lu e n c e  on th e  C yrenean D ia le c t .
262 U n l ik e  m ost o th e r  G reek d ia le c t  a re a s , C yrene was geo­
g r a p h ic a l ly  i n  a c o m p le te ly  i s o la t e d  p o s i t io n .  I t  i s  th e  
t y p i c a l  l a t e r a l  a re a  b e lo v e d  o f  th e  d ia le c t  g e o g ra p h e rs . B u t 
i n  a more s i g n i f i c a n t  sense C yrene was f a r  fro m  is o la t e d .  As 
an im p o r ta n t  t r a d in g  c e n tre  w i th  a r i c h  c o a s ta l a re a , C yrene 
was i n  c lo s e  co m m e rc ia l c o n ta c t  w i th  th e  G reek m a in la n d  and 
th e  is la n d s  o f  th e  Aegaean. I t  w i l l  be seen i n  th e  f o l lo w in g  
s u rv e y  o f  th e  d ia le c t ,  t h a t  t h i s  a m b ig u ity  i n  th e  p o s i t io n  o f  
C y re n e , g e o g r a p h ic a l ly  is o la t e d ,  b u t m a in ta in in g  m a n ifo ld  r e ­
la t i o n s  w i th  th e  o u ts id e  w o r ld ,  was r e f le c t e d  i n  th e  n a tu re  o f  
th e  d ia le c t  a ls o .  F o r w h ile  many a rc h a is m s  were p re s e rv e d  as 
m ig h t be e x p e c te d  i n  a l a t e r a l  a re a , th e re  were many l i n g u i s t i c  
in n o v a t io n s  and s ig n s  o f  in f lu e n c e  fro m  o th e r  d ia le c t s ,  p a r t l y  
a t  le a s t  a t t r i b u t a b le  to  th e  d iv e rs e  hom elands o f  i t s  
c o lo n is t s .
263 A lth o u g h  th e  m o th e r - s ta te  T he ra  was an is la n d ,  i t s  r e l a ­
t io n s  w i th  n e ig h b o u r in g  is la n d s  were so c lo s e  t h a t  i t  ca n n o t be 
te rm e d  an is o la t e d  a re a , n o r  can i t s  d ia le c t  be c a l le d  ' p u re ' 
D o r ic .  In d e e d  th e  c o n c e p t o f  a pu re  d ia le c t  i s  r e a l l y  n o th in g  
m ore th a n  a t h e o r e t i c a l  c o n s t r u c t ,  o r  r a t h e r  a b s t r a c t io n .
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Strictly speaking, no dialect can be pure, i.e. unaffected by 
other dialects, unless completely isolated both by geographical 
position and total lack of contact with other areas. And 
since most Doric states were exposed to the influence of their 
neighbours, whether areas belonging to the same or a different 
dialect group, it follows that scarcely any Doric dialect re­
mained pure in this sense. It can be said, however, that 
there is a body of isoglosses, shared usually by at least 
several Doric dialects, though sometimes more restricted, which 
characterise only this group and clearly distinguish it from 
EG, and in the later period, from the Koine. When a dialect 
shows even some of the more important of these characteristics, 
it is safe to postulate that at least in the early period, this 
dialect belonged to the Doric group, and that even if there are 
a considerable number of typically EG characteristics, these 
are to be attributed to later stages in the history of the 
dialect.
Thus the dialect of Thera and the other islands of the 
South Aegaean show numerous important Doric characteristics, 
but also many features otherwise typifying the EG group (e.g. 
l3oo‘>' not (2,^j,'‘l'^7c<iAÀv^not , These are to be
attributed to the influence of neighbouring Ionic, after these 
Dorian tribes had emigrated from the mainland and established
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themselves on the islands of the South Aegaean.
264 Early Cyrenean stones show most of the outstanding 
features of Doric, but even in the fourth century, there are 
important inscriptions with a few forms neither typical of 
Doric in general, nor otherwise characteristic of Cyrenean. 
Indeed, perhaps the most outstanding feature of the earlier 
dialect material from Cyrene, is a certain lack of homogeneity 
among the more important texts.
In this chapter, it is proposed to discuss: first, the
nature of Cyrenean before the influence of the Koine, this of 
necessity mainly from fourth century texts, and, secondly, the 
gradual intrusion of Koine forms in the dialect. To talk of 
* pure' Cyrenean in relation to the earlier texts, would per­
haps be misleading, unless it be understood that Cyrenean was 
almost certainly never at any stage a pure Doric dialect.
For it is probable, almost certain, that by the time Cyrene 
had been founded, the dialect of the mother-state Thera and the 
neighbouring Doric islands had already to some extent fallen 
under the cultural (and linguistic) influence of their powerful 
northern neighbour, the lonians.
265 6th century BC,
The dialect material from the fifth century is meagre: 
Vl-11, VI7 , V49, all very short private dedications, V?4, a
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public dedication o^) • TI3 , one of the tabulae
militum, a long list of about 100 names5 D6 , D7, both very
fragmentary, record public accounts of the Demiourgi. There 
is almost nothing on the stones of this period which is not 
generally typical of Doric;
U. retained VI-8 (sect. 35)
- u j C o o D ?  once (sect. 6 6) 
c- S cêv/Ç D7 (sect. 86)
-n- retained in/(■ ô t > (gen.) TI3 (sect. 95 I c) 
Proper names in TI3 (sects. 9 2,
97, 183)
-(ox in gen. of -i- stems TI3 , VI7 (sect. I56c)
-oL in gen. of masc. -oi- stems TI3 , VI7 (sect. 153D
VI7 (sect. 15-2) 
with apocope of TI3 (sect. I8 8)
There is a very interesting feature in T13; it has C<^  
from Cro in the stem of names (KXCu-, M  , but gen.
- kcAeo: (three times, never gen. -KXt-05 ) • The closure of 
G-o to is shared by Ionic and Aegaean Doric, but is not 
in general a Doric characteristic. If the change took place 
as early as the 7th century, as has been thought (v. sect. 6 0), 
then forms in u- at Cyrene are no doubt directly derived
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from Theran. Then in the gens, in ~krX<Br>s of TI3 , - 0 5  may 
have been retained or restored on the analogy of gen. -o^ in 
other stems not ending in -G-. One would hesitate to suggest 
that the fluctuation between stem krAc-u - and gen. was
proof that the change Go 7>g-o  was only in process of being 
established at the time when this stone was inscribed. And 
it is unlikely in any case that the development is independent 
of Theran.
266 6th / 4th century BC.
Dated 5Aa are a number of Cyrenean coins (MI3-2I, M24-26) , 
and one brief dedication to Apollo ( c T V 1 2 .  The coins 
are of very little value linguistically. There is usually
only one proper name on each coin, and even this sometimes 
abbreviated. This material offers only a few of the most 
usual Doric characteristics:
di retained in all positions (sect. 3 5)
-toS gen. of -i- stems (sect. I56c)
eo in Qeu- once, and in -c- 0 5  gen. of masc. -s- stems 
twice;
once also gen. which is to be explained in the same
way as comparable forms in in TI3 .
267 4th century BC.
The main body of Cyrenean dialect material comes from the
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4th century BC: M l,  the Sacred Laws of Cyrene, M2, recording
the oath of the Theran colonists, M3 , the (TUXoc inscription,
(see appendix) 5 M4, recording donations of corn to cities on 
the Greek mainland in time of distress, Dl-5, 8-2 0, public 
accounts of the Demiourgi: 5 tabulae militum: T9 (about 80
names) Til (about 100 names), Tl4 (about 10 names), T15 (about 
17 names): M5, a list of officials at the end of an inscription
otherwise in the Koine^: many votive inscriptions, one of­
ficial: Yl6 , all the rest apparently dedicated by private
citizens: 713-15, 23, 34, 43, 48, 50-55, 59, 76, 78, 124, 127,
1 2 8, 1 3 0, 137; one tombstone: S22.
I n  t h i s  g ro u p  th e  f o l lo w in g  g e n e ra l D o r ic  fe a tu r e s  a re  
fo u n d :
cC retained in all positions (sect. 35)
-X\-/-1T( retained (Tç oc^ e etc.) (sect.95)
-ky- etc.> -(TK- (t o G ^ os" etc.) (sect. 94)
-ss- retained (e-^ <5i ) (sect. 79)
(tcTd^^C'v^o 3 ) (sect. 8 7) 
gen. of masc. -vl- stems (sect. 67)
-loy gen. of -i- stems (sect. 156c) 
dat. ot (sect. I6 3)
 ^O f. Buck CP 8 (1913) on M ic h e l I9 3, an A rc a d ia n  d e c re e  i n  
h o n o u r o f  an A th e n ia n ;  o n ly  th e  names o f  th e  A rc a d ia n  o f f i c i a l s  
a re  i n  th e  lo c a l  d i a l e c t .  T h is  s to n e  i s  p ro b a b ly  f o u r t h  c e n t .  
BC.
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o i c c a s  reflexive, c4j-( "Csa S' etc. (sect. l64)
nom.pl. article (sect. 165)
-J- in fut./aor. of verbs (sect. 14-2)
infinitives in (sect. 128)
S' 3 sing, imperfect of verb 'to be' (sect. l4-8b)
W'lTt- 2 sing. pres, indie, of verb 'to be' (sect. l4-8a) 
0 ^^  present participle of verb 'to be' (sect. 14-bf.) 
'WJ'oS', (sects. 1 9 5, 196)
0 C|^ \/cic- etc. (sect. I82)
oK«i, To<To.l,ox3ow:-=>i(sect. 169)
o ( sect. 168)
e (sect. 167)
(sect. 170) 
exîl 'if (sect. 172)
►tic (sect. 177)
conjunction (sect. 176) 
d? 'until' (sect. 173)
-K'oCîTtoc- in lotiCisCÂTio <_ etc. (sect. l85)
x:cA(<r^ Crv) ( sect. 203)
/COT( (sect. 205)
in compounds (sect. 202) 
oCv? (or abbreviation for div/oi ?) (sect. I88)
ToLç - (sect. 33)
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(sect. 1 00c)
(sect. 36)
(sect. 183)
(sect. 76)
(gen.pl.) (sect. 217)
Zt^v-oj (sect. 161)
(sect. 39) 
ovu^ywC(sect. lOOh)
(sect. 221)
(sect. 100j - acc.) 
coA-tot'O.y (sect. 220)
olCcrK<=^ <^ J (sect. 216)
c^TG:J-tOj(sect. 100)
^<-|)t^j^(sect. 24-3)
These forms need no comment here; a full discussion of 
the evidence will be found in the sections referred to. It
will be noted that most of the features listed here are either
inherited archaisms (e.g. -jucc^ v inf. suffix, x^ kCtxi etc.) , beside 
which EG appears to have inherited a different form (inf. -Vo/.c, 
etc.), or to have innovated (WG Tc, EG Gc ) , or dis­
tinctive developments where EG has given a different result 
(e.g. (x^o > WG o^ , EG 0 0  ^ ty etc. >  WG UG, EG (T in oGCToj / 
o<fo5etc.). The body of isoglosses forming the fundamental
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contrast between WG and EG are well represented in 4th century 
Cyrenean,
268 Of rather a different nature are those features shared 
with only a limited group of Doric dialects:
G o  (sect. 60B) ; also Ionic, and Aegaean Doric, 
Corinthian (and Corcyra) and Megarian.
X by contraction <  eG, oo (sects. 57, 66)
,co by compensatory lengthening (sects. 39, 4l); 
also Arcadian, Laconian (and Heraclean), Elean, Lesbian, 
Thessalian and early Boeotian, Argolic, sometimes in Aegaean 
Doric including Theran, but there usually replaced by c-c 0 0  
of Attic-Ionic, especially in contraction.
^<^G^(sect. 55) 5 also Attic-Ionic, Rhodian, Coan, 
Theran, Laconian (and Heraclean), Argolic, Delphian.
(^<G|0.(sect. 55) 5 also Delphian, Rhodian, Coan,
Theran.
-03, -GS< -ovÇ , -Gv5 (sect. 86); also Thessalian, 
Arcadian, Theran, Coan.
vS, v/c XÔ, X"C ( ) (sect. 96) ; also
Arcadian, Argolic, Megarian and Corinthian colonies, and, 
probably independent, late Delphian and Cretan.
sub j. (sect. 122c) ; also Theran,
Cretan, Lesbian, Arcadian.
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G ce-' sub j. (sect. 121); also Cretan and Heraclean.
Short vowel aorist subjunctive (sect. 123); also 
Lesbian, E Ionic, Coan, Astypalaean and Cretan.
Infinitives in in thematic verb stems (sect. I30) ;
also Theran, Coan, Cretan, Argolic, Heraclean, Delphian, and 
Arcadian in part (Tegea only).
Infinitives in -Gv (and in contract verbs
(sect. 13 0); also Coan, Theran, Calymnian, Argive and Delphian.
(sect. 132).
in participles also Arcadian, Messenian and Cretan.
XG v/'^i<( sect. l40) ; also Cretan.
j>
i(Tc^  (sect. 15O) . forms also Cretan and
literary Doric.
oxn v/05 gen. (sect. I6 6) ; also Arcadian, Homer, Attic, 
Delphian, Cretan; cf. Lesbian, Boeotian, Argolic crTx-.
OL ,5^ (beside ttcx ) (sect. l65j,k); also Attic-Ionic, 
Arcadian, Lesbian, Thessalian in part, Theran and Central 
Cretan.
7k,çoCZc '^cz>S (sect. 183); also Cretan, Coan, Theran and 
Theocritus; cf. Attic-Ionic ,
GvcAoi, ejoi (sects. I7 8, 179); Cvdoi also Lesbian, 
Epidaurian, Syracusan; also Thessalian, Cretan,
Syracusan.
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GS (sect. 176); also Cretan (^G-Tc' es), 
cf. Homerj^<C6c^oL G5 .
W"CDc^cc5v (sect. 77); also Delphian, Heraclean.
(sect. 1 6 0); also Attic-Ionic, Coan, Theran. 
(sect. 153a); also Epidaurian and literary Doric 
and Attic tragedy.
(sect. lOOd) ; "also Attic-Ionic, Coan, Theran,
Delphian, Locrian.
ç^ ^^ p-cG-Ç^ o5(sect. 221); also Astypalaea, Nisyros. 
XGvo(sect. 243); also many other Doric dialects and 
literary Doric.
Only a few of the features in this group represent pre­
served archaisms: thus, participles in short vowel
aorist sub j., and , all surviving in the historical
period in only a very limited group of dialects. The short 
vowel aorist subjunctive was known in Aegaean Doric (Coan, 
Astypalaean) as well as Ionic, and was no doubt in use in Thera 
also, at least at the time of the foundation of Cyrene. The 
same may well be true of participles in c^KCîfùL, But there 
were Cretan and Arcadian colonists at Cyrene, and these areas 
may have been the source of also seems to
belong here, and the full grade of may be due to
Cretan.
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Apart from these archaisms, the majority of the remaining 
forms represent innovations which in most cases undoubtedly 
took place after the Dorian invasion and so are only common to 
a limited number of Doric dialects, in some cases shared by EG 
areas geographically contiguous: -o3 , -es ovr,
< Go ; by contraction and compensatory lengthening;
W.; infinitives in - ev ; gen.^/v/o^ ;
W A o c  , Cjo( ; i6'txo5 ; ; subj. cTovc=^v/,
6" oLc ; Gvobcj^cCV, ^ ^  *
6i, ou by contraction in Theran is best attributed to 
Ionic influence. That some of these forms are not attested 
in Theran is probably due to lack of material or perhaps in 
some cases to later Ionic influence.
and look like a Cretan
element in the Cyrenean dialect, no doubt brought by the Cretan 
colonists.
(?ctxj5 , and are not characteristic
WG forms, but, confined as they are, apart from Cyrene, to 
Attic-Ionic and Aegaean Doric (but RxrrXAwvalso NW Greek, 
or tuUk Central Cretan and Arcadian) , are clearly loans from 
Ionic into Aegaean Doric and therefore in Cyrenean almost 
certainly represent a Theran element. Remarkably, cn is
not generally characteristic of Aegaean Doric, but only of 
Thera.
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269 The next group drawn from fourth century Cyrenean texts 
concerns much more isolated phenomena. These features are 
either confined entirely to Cyrenean, or, if found in other 
dialects, appear to be independent innovations in Cyrenean:
-OlG-, -(2ri^ -<T - o ( s e c t .  8 5); also
Lesbian.
in T'CrAec'cÇoçe^ 'Cc-^  etc., os ^
C/ (sect. 60d, 110), beside - Cncrv'G-/-GuvIT- in 
comparable forms elsewhere.
( s e c t .  7 3 ) ;  c f .  T he ss . b u t  C re ta n
c^0 i> jç-, A t t i c  - .
£  o <cïS-;GG0 c (but also (sect. I54b) :
cf. Aeolic, Homer, N¥ Greek, Corinthian colonies, Pamphylian.
XoXc(fKiv^ (sect.-I56e) - only Cyrenean.
-QnTGi in dat.pl. of - Gu>5 nouns (sect. I57h) - only 
Cyrenean.
gen. A g^ o S (sect. 159); Rhodian cj:>(Xxo5, Delphian
Relative use of the article (sect. 166); also Arcado- 
Cyprian, Lesbian, Thessalian, once Boeotian, Heraclean (rare), 
late Delphian, Elean, Cretan.
In (sect. I8I) ; also Pindar, Theocritus
and Callimachus, Attic inscriptions (4th cent, onwards).
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Â33 (sect. 59); cf. Rhodian rjXR.
(sect. 114-) ; only Cyrenean.
(sect. 9 6); only Cyrenean, cf. Cretan
■= GtTo^oCl .
2 sing. aor. subj. -fes (sect. 123); perhaps also 
Aeginan 6'%X.6'ET, Cyprian pcrn/y-tSs".
(oL(, yuA.c'-CO-i (sect. 14-9) ; only Cyrene.
Aco^çCx.^Çvoc (sect. 54-ÿ, 6 0c, 14-3) ; 
cf. Laconian Heraclean ér^ >oG-rçc^ -^<je^  etc.
(sect. 8 1); cf. Homer etc.
J--OV (sect. 233) 
oT’vct (sect. 212); also Hdt. 4-.155, Pindar,
Callimachus.
(^ oI|So^ Ao5 (sect. 100a); only Cyrene.
;cj&rc7CicyA^ (sect. 211); only Cyrene.
(TeYCalZ)l(sect. 104-) ' subject to a tithe' (only Cyrene).
rçirï35CoCC^ 0 --iv(sect. 213)
KoXodcy'small clay or wooden image' - in this sense 
only Cyrenean (sect. 24-0).
é>ç^c5c^ -5 ' house' - in this sense Cyrenean only; 
usually 'roof, cf. Cyrenean ut:3^ (’o-cÇc,S, ^ oçcscÇci y (sect. 239) 
AoZjOüÇ<^ p!c(sect. 225); only Cyrene.
GKi^'died'; of. in Homer, poetry and
in poetic and literary Attic ( sect. 24-1)
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\y c v uS ' ashes' (sect. 228); only Cyrene.
(sect. 230); only Cyrene.
There are a few archaisms which seem to have been pre­
served only in Cyrenean: aor. subj. 2 sing. - 0 3  ; (but
this may really be a matter of spelling);
'small image', according to Benveniste, this was earlier than 
the meaning 'large statue*.
Some of the forms listed here are common also to other
dialects : — ot<5"—, — <( —crv^ 6—, — GvC^; — i in dat. of
consonant stems (only once attested in Cyrenean £ 0  
beside vjjc in the same period), gen.AG^oS ; relative
use of the article; Ot^(^o/Scr ;
but these must be regarded as independent innovations in 
Cyrenean. Indeed, -Sg in Pindar and Callimachus is probably 
to be traced to Cyrenean, and from these poets to Theocritus 
(cf. o T k C c I ) .
A number of other forms not found in other dialects are 
even more clearly independent Cyrenean creations: -GvcT- in
V etc., /\&\/(r*y 0 5  , & /cZiyuvVGCv w ; XToXt ;
-e^d I dat.pl. of -QruS nouns; ; xgvcTp^c , instead
of ; T ' f * c T o 3 5 o^o<^o5
'house* is clearly a secondary semantic development from 
'roof* .
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Several words are attested only in Cyrenean, but in matters 
of vocabulary it is particularly difficult to tell the real 
distribution in the absence of material dealing with similar 
topics in many other dialects. However, the Cyrenean words 
concerned are: 3  cn vc  ^xxrTf t ^
ofkccG" . Whether
* died* represents an independent semantic development, or 
is somehow borrowed from poetry, must remain uncertain.
Many of these phenomena listed as isolated forms or as 
independent Cyrenean innovations may of course have been 
characteristic of some other dialects. But only the acquisi­
tion of further dialect material could establish this.
270 The three groups of forms so far discussed as charac­
teristic of fourth century Cyrenean, whether typical of Doric 
in general, or of only a more limited number of dialects, or 
forms confined to Cyrenean, or due to independent innovation in 
that area, will give a general picture of the dialect as a 
whole. Against this background must be set a fourth group of 
forms which stand out in clear contrast to the first three:
AKy^G|&s^y(M2) (T15) (sect. 35)
Ç-0 preserved once in gen. - (DI8) (sect. 60a)
Gc, ou by contraction in: (Til.3),
G (M2) , gen. (M2) (sects. 57, 66)
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ec by compensatory lengthening in fcTC-iv.^ v (M3) 
Ki^ oC-cp-Ç-tv/ot<- (M2) (sect. S?)
-O'-’S", -<£oS<'-OvS) "GvJ Î Gr^  S (M2.32) Ot^^octoo^^
(M2 .13) (M2 .2 7) TDoÇ o o 5" (M2 . 27) "TOo
(M2 .29) (sect. 8 6)
-Grtjvc- preserved: hti,<-XoCx:Ae^ svCoj, M2 .31, %rkGrovnr5 
M2 .^ 1 ,o>K:G-«TrTr<&s M2.*+3, and perhaps S' ib.1^/15
(sect. 60a)
gen. (Scrdpjo©eîî-/^ (M3) T^v- (x:^ <3-€cn5^) (M2) 
(sects. I52g, 153c)
iÆo|_^ <rj,<rS^ '^ (M2) (sect. 1^2) 
ota'To^ -w>^ t5 '5v- (M2) (sect. 107)
^çc-,j^Gvo5 ( M l )  (sect. 135, lW+)
7 (M2) (sect. 143) 
o^ (<x<. 5 cvX'Gs (M2) (sect. I36) 
gen. A^-o5 (M3) (sect. I6I)
j^ x<,v" oi-jj Tov (M2) (sect. 163b)
KrotG- (M2) TTTftr (M3) (sect. I6 9)
(Ml) (sect. 193)
-^ç«s-6'oçÎLa/-(M2) (sect. 205) 
ùcn (Ml) (sect. 180)
K^’^ Q^5(M2) (sect. 1 08)
KTc/3 a-;^73^  (Ml) (sect. 1 08)
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c-rcp (Ml) (sect. 73)
(Ml) (sect* 72)
Many of the features listed here are in general typical 
only of Attic-Ionic: (^ < <^ ) ,
(—) <L£^ o  (^ cts^ >>-o D v / ' j  "cz-jv" o^c^ L>o v^) j -(jcT- not in
7COTC' (also Arcadian) ,
C^o 6'oTuu%/; oCCr* , Ko&SU /Cc^; K/J9 ' ^ '“<r>s is Attic,
jo<sv and Ionic ( yu^v also Homer).
Characteristic not only of Attic-Ionic, but also of Theran, 
though not otherwise Cyrenean are CrC, oo by contraction and 
compensatory lengthening.
I have already suggested that some forms not generally 
typical of WG, but common to Aegaean Doric (with Cyrenean) and 
Attic-Ionic, are best explained as due to Ionic influence on 
Aegaean Doric, probably in part earlier than the founding of 
Cyrene in 63I from Thera. Here may be included not only (?ooy 
and^A/coAA cv V, but also contraction to ec oa, not o-» , and 
Go o u  by compensatory lengthening of which there are also a 
few instances in Theran {ouç^) . Judging by M2 , which re­
affirmed the rights of Theran colonists to Cyrene in the mid­
fourth century BC, quite close relations were kept up between 
Cyrene and the mother state at least down to the fourth century 
BC. It need, therefore, cause no surprise if Cyrenean shows
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signs of later external influence attributable to Theran. It 
seems to me that many of the forms listed above are best ex­
plained as loans from Ionic into Theran, from where they also 
came to Cyrene: ^
and (/CocD are Attic and Koine, but they may well
have come to Cyrene by way of Ionia and Thera, since Ionic 
shows signs of Attic influence as early as the fifth century BC. 
It appears likely that Kx>|u-^ (r«iiC^ oo\/is also to be traced to 
Ionic by way of Thera. Only two forms with - <r- in the aor. 
of verbs are attested in Theran: 6' GDI 4-706.166-
late 3a., beside  ^ j ec on the same stone;
4-705.12-2a, both these stones show considerable 
signs of Koine influence. Perhaps both and
were borrowed into Theran from Ionic; however, considering the 
date and nature of the texts where they occur, this conclusion 
is not necessary. Nevertheless, Cyrenean may
corroborate the view that this word was loaned from Ionic.
Gen. pi. - instead of WG  ^oL^  is found only twice in 
fourth century inscriptions: (M3) and Tc^v
( KLgc ^oc^ wv^ ) (M2). As the are otherwise only
known from Attica and Amorgos, it seems likely that the
mentioned in the Cyrenean text are from Athens, 
and that the Attic word has retained the Attic declensional form.
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Likewise qualifying K.ç>o^o<5^v, itself a loan probably
from Ionic rather than from Attic, has the form characteristic 
of Attic-Ionic (but Theran has 7Co8 erfo5 ) .
in is remarkable, as ai is almost al­
ways retained till a late period. Quite probably "eve 
was a loan word in Theran from Ionic, although not attested in 
Theran, and came by this route to Cyrene, preserving the Ionic 
form of the stem. Whether we should read in­
stead of with the usual Cyrenean form of the
participle, must remain uncertain, > is of little
significance since it merely means that the bearer of this 
name or his forefathers came from Attica or Ionia.
o^vCijov^cT^ is a hybrid, with usual WG extension of -^ - 
in fut. and aor. of verbs, but without the contract form 
also the rule in WG futures (i.e. -ô'Gvo etc.). The non­
contract future is typical of EG. A comparable form in fourth 
century Theran (DaS'a-v-'uc GDI 4-765) suggests that the Ionic
future form (without contraction) had established a foothold in 
that dialect. <rv is also a hybrid form with WG
-J- , but Attic-Ionic ephelcysticon.
/"C/S, too, may be regarded as an anomalous form for 
Cyrenean, in view of For
?|(?c^ s/'c^ S would be typical of Attic-Ionic, whereas the other
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foms, being without parallel except in Laconian and Heraclean, 
cannot be attributed to any external source and must be classed 
as independent Cyrenean innovations.
More difficult are the forms in -owy, -e^5 (cT-ovS, -GvS) 
in M2 , beside the usual Cyrenean -oy, -ey (also M2). Theran 
normally gives -os , - cj , but there is no evidence for the 
fourth century, and in the late third the Epikteta inscription 
(GDI 4*706) has always -o5 < -ovy, but several times s
not - 5^ 3 . And there are many Koine forms in the same text.
It seems therefore a priori not unreasonable to suppose that 
because of Ionic influence -oc>y/ alternated to some ex­
tent with - 0  5/ - G3 in Theran even in the fourth century and 
earlier, and that it is to Theran that the forms in -ooy -c-vy 
in M2 are to be attributed.
Also confined to M2 are three participial forms in -GcrvC-, 
to which may perhaps be added. Cyrenean
otherwise always has in participles (cf.
in D2, D1 etc. and similar forms in later inscriptions). But 
Theran would have or -G-uvC- (cf. 4-th cent.chJGe<svX(
in 4-772 for the spelling go ; for participles in -GoVC-/ -r-ovC 
the only evidence is ^^chjNrC‘^5'^695.15-3sl) . It there­
fore appears that these forms in -G^ yvxr- are to be attributed 
to Theran (Attic and the Koine have - ç^ on^- with contraction).
- 3 6 7 -
-k A ^ T  in Dl8 instead of the usual spelling in
the fourth century, is probably to be explained like the forms 
in Go in TI3 (for which see discussion of fifth century inscrip­
tions above).
Gen. AloT in M3 is not the typical Cyrenean form. 
is otherwise the rule and is also usual in Theran and Elonic.
But the reference is this case is to Au (M3.11:
TOO /VuK>o(L>o), in origin an Arcadian cult^ which
was adopted at Cyrene, no doubt brought by the colonists from 
Arcadia. The cult-name has at Cyrene preserved the form in 
use at the cult’s place of origin.
in Ml shows a morphological innovation 
paralleled only in NW Greek (where also ^  gives G-i not , as 
in Cyrenean etc.), and is probably taken over from Delphian.
It in fact occurs in the introductory passage stating that the 
Laws are the result of an oracle from Delphi. There are no 
other examples of the middle participle of contract verbs in 
Cyrenean.
Most of the forms, then, in fourth century inscriptions 
which are exceptional for Cyrenean and not generally typical of 
the dialect, can be traced to Theran, if we suppose considerable
 ^Cook, Zeus I 63ff., but esp. 89ff.; cf. Hdt. 4-.203, for the 
cult at Cyrene.
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lonic influence on that dialect, rather more than is directly 
evidenced by the somewhat meagre Theran dialect material. In 
many cases it is a question of the loan of individual words or 
word forms : Tv^ o GocTo-'V/',
G*T^o ^  j O t G' Oj A'*"'*’
( (êiZi S ) » directly
from Attic: (g e n . , To these we
may add Delphian Ç^e-*y-t^ ev^ s , and Arcadian (Avyc«k/i<A) .
To the loans probably to be traced to Ionic through Theran 
may be added other forms showing signs of morphological in­
fluence: (^oov/-ov$ , and the hybrids of)< cj c^ vxtgs, cA^ c^ti^ o^cijC-v, 
all from M2 . Also confined to M2 are a few other forms show­
ing phonological influence: forms showing by contraction
(but once also Til), and by compensatory leng-
j
thening, (but also vUv M3), -0 0 5 , -c->r<-Q\<s , - Gv j,
and - vTG preserved. All these last features are directly 
traceable to Theran.
Now it is highly probable that the forms I have classed 
as loan-words from Ionic via Theran were established as the 
normal Cyrenean forms, but this was certainly not true of those 
forms showing abnormal (for Cyrenean) phonological or morpho­
logical traits. The most significant fact about this second 
group is that, apart from /t^ ( r u j i n  Til and ttc-tcttsv/o/\/
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M3 , they are only found in M2 , the only Cyrenean text directly 
concerning her relations with the mother-state, wherein the 
rights of Theran immigrants to Cyrenean citizenship are reaffir­
med, and what purports to he the original oath sworn by the 
colonists is appended. It appears likely that the Therans had 
a hand in drawing up this text which directly concerned them, 
and that this is the reason for the many signs of secondary 
Theran influence on this text^.
It has long ago been pointed out that the cradle of the 
Koine was the Aegaean^, where as early as the fifth century the 
lonians came in some measure under Attic domination and the 
foundations of a common dialect, to which other Greek areas 
were later to make their contributions, were first laid. Yet 
both at that time and long before Ionic exerted influence on 
the scattered Doric-speaking islands of the South Aegaean; and 
this not only on islands politically insignificant such as 
Thera, but even on Cos and Rhodes, which had some standing. In
 ^Buck, CP 8 (1913) 133ff«j discusses material showing that 
generally inscriptions concerning parties from different states 
are usually in the dialect of the state in which they are found, 
or of the person(s) setting up the stone abroad. The few ex­
ceptions are all due to some special circumstance.
 ^A. Thumb, Prinzipienfragen der Koineforschung (Neue Jahrb. 17 
(1906) 2 6 2: “...die ersten welche eine gesprochen haben,
waren jedenfalls lonier, die die Sprache ihrer attischen Herren 
gebrauchten ..."
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all cases, the local dialect shows many signs of Ionic in­
fluence hy the historical period. It will therefore arouse 
little surprise that at Cyrene too in the oath inscription con­
cerning relations with the mother-state, features borrowed from 
Ionic into Theran should make their appearance.
271 4-th / 3rd century BC.
There is very little material to be discussed here: 2
coins (M22, 23); 3 private dedications (V70-72), all very
short.
The only interesting dialect feature here is ^  '
in the divine name (V70-72) (cf. sect. 90) .
However, already in this period there are signs of Koine 
influence: gen. -oo M23 (beside gen. - cco5 on the same coin),
and perhaps gen. instead of expected (V7D .
Whether gen. -00 should be attributed to the nationality of 
the engraver (Theran? Ionic? Attic?), or whether it reflects 
Koine influence on the dialect as a whole at this period is 
impossible to tell with certainty. But since in the main bulk 
of the material gen. -cuwas one of the most persistent dialect 
features, well attested even in the early Christian era, - o u  
on this coin is probably due to some exceptional circumstance.
Equally difficult to account for, and for similar reasons, 
isl<^oqTx^5, if the reading is correct. For retention of
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was perhaps the most long-lived of all WG dialect features. 
Oliverio read J C g b u t  the last two letters are not 
clearly distinguishable on his photo^; possibly ^  is
the true reading (see on this name, sect. 24-5).
272 3rd century BC.
Although not extensive, the 3rd century material is quite 
varied: D22-25, public accounts of the Demiourgi: two
honorary inscriptions, HI6 and 18, both set up by private 
individuals; two tabulae hominum T12 (about ten names) , TI8 
(c. 75 names); VI8 , a public dedication by the strategoi.
V66-6 9, dedicated by telesphoroi. V58, V75, dedicated by priests, 
725, 726, 731-3 3, 7111, 7114-, all private dedications.
Interesting dialect forms from this period not attested 
earlier are:
3rd pi. aor. passive e'ryi^odSev (sect. II8) 
the n a m e O e a ^ o ^  (sect. 56, 67) 
the stem of (sect. 219) (Cretan and
Cyrenean only)
'the man (official?) in charge of
the spoil'? (sect. 224).
Besides many typical Doric features, some forms less wide-
^ Oliverio, DAI I Cir. II no. 47.
^ ibid. photo 25, fig. 49.
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spread, but characteristic of Cyrenean and already mentioned
above in connection with fourth century texts, were still in
use in the 3rd cent. : eu<G*D, names in Sc^v-,
?
e^or, and confined to Cyrenean: - GVC- in participles of
contract verbs  ^ and in
ÆGvx^^oS • and the name
Very few Koine forms are attested in this group: one
proper name in - (T12) , dat. (V75) , (V75) ,
and, almost c e r t a i n l y , 6 ( A S (V58) . In the last case, 
although the damaged state of the stone makes the reading un­
certain at this point, no alternative conjecture suggests 
itself.
The name in -|Gv- (<yc?v/^-) is not necessarily Koine, 
but could have come from any area where postconsonantal {" was 
lost without compensatory lengthening of the preceding vowel 
(e.g. Attic) . V ephelcysticon in (beside
in the same text) could be Ionic (see above on 
in the fourth century), but is probably better attributed to 
the Koine. This is a Koine element which in general spread 
rather early to other dialects from Attic-Ionic. is
rather an early example of simplification of the long diphthong, 
found in Attic inscriptions from the second century BC onwards, 
and in late inscriptions of many dialects. Probably of little
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or no significance from the point of view of the impact of the 
Koine on the dialect, it is part of a general phonetic ten­
dency in Hellenistic Greek to monophthongise both long and 
short diphthongs^. (Ç^cL<s'i has the usual Koine form^ of
the gen. of f nouns.
Thus the only significant Koine forms in this period are 
of a morphological nature (v ephelcysticon, gen. - ), and
are confined to two dedications by priests.
273 Ird / 2nd century BC.
Only two short dedications have to be considered here: 
V42, a private dedication to Artemis, and V80, the dedication 
of a priest to Ceres. There are no Koine forms in either of 
these unimportant texts, nor, for that matter, any outstanding 
dialect features.
274 2nd century B C .
The following inscriptions have come to light from this 
period: D26-34, public accounts of the Demiourgi. one
honorary inscription HI3 , two lists of officials, one of 
priests, the other of priestesses (Tl, a fragmentary text with 
about five names, T8, rather longer with about 30 names), and
^ Schwyzer I 192f. 201 f ., Buck 35, Debrunner, Gesch. d. gr. 
Spr. II 102.
^ Schwyzer I 575.
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the following dedications: V28, 29, 56, by private persons,
V 36, 4-0, and probably 102, by priests or priestesses, and VI9 , 
a very formal dedication by the people of Cyrene in honour of 
one Philon, for his services to Ptolemy, his family, and the 
city.
Apart from usual dialect forms (e.g.^ preserved, cu< 0 0 ,
lUç-j etc.), the following less common features are
attested in this period: VI9) , Crs < (VI9) ,
Cro<eo, names in (T8), and -ycAujTb. (T8), (T8) ,
( f o v t ( V 4 - 0 )  , relative use of the article (VI9; .
It is interesting that the two most outstanding dialect charac-
c.
teristics here, (TovcoZ^ ( i(Xg c o n l y  Cyrenean
and Cretan, -csiôU < confined to Cyrene and Lesbos) , and
the relative use of the article (Lesbian) Thessalian, Arcado- 
Cyprian, and early literary Ionic, but in WG otherwise only 
Heraclean, late Delphian, Elean and Cretan), both appear in 
fairly formal dedications.
There are, however, a few instances of Koine ce-ç- for 
dialect \ oi^- in 2nd century inscriptions: (nom.
sing.) D28, Tegcmx.(neut. pi.) D33, t'c-ff >vV36, with
itacism.
275 2nd / 1st century B C .
Three texts belong here: M6 , a decree of the Cyreneans
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in honour of Ptolemy and Cleopatra, T17, a catalogue of names 
of considerable length (c. 14-0 names), and a dedication, ap­
parently private, to Apollo and Artemis (V39).
The following common WG characteristics occur in these 
inscriptions: -os<-os^S', oi retained, <-0 <  00  , cX < o  (gen.
pi. <  -^Vcuv) , cv <  G-c?, (cg.ç>-, names in Kçocc- and B00A-,
-toy gen. of -i- stems, apocope of in (M6),
infinitives in -<Ev of thematic stems (M6) , 3 pi. imperative 
« V ( > u v ( m 6 ) ,  (V39) . Mainly confined to Cyrenean
are: (M6) , nom. pi. (only Cyrene, M6) ,
(M6) , (only Cyrene, M6) ,
instead of u seems_ to be a case of transfer to the
-(?%-/ conjugation (sect. 14-3), but confusion between - 6w  and 
-c/c/u verbs is also quite common in the Koine^. and nom.
pi. o-t" oLZ (M6) are typical both of the dialect and of the 
Koine.
X
IjOvCGodc (M6) instead of dialect  ^ GgtS ‘ is Koine, and 
so perhaps (M6) (cf. l^o ^ i beside
in the fourth cent. BC, sect. 154-) . V39 has the Koine form of
a proper name: T V < y s \ / c < - ^ .  There are no Koine forms in 
TI7, but itacism is frequent ( G( for c , never vice versa).
i Cf. Kretschmer Entstehung der Koine 14-.
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as is only to be expected, since the development of 6 to a 
long close monophthong, finally identical with T  - a general 
Greek phonetic development, not specially related to the Koine^ 
- seems in the main to have been complete by the early second 
century BC (see sects. 36, 4-3).
The spelling (once) may, if not an error, be
a sign of the change in late Greek from pitch to stress accent.
There is thus very little trace of Koine influence in this 
admittedly small group of stones.
276 1st century BC.
A considerable quantity of material has turned up from 
the first century BC: a number of honorary inscriptions,
several set up by the people for services rendered to Cyrene:- 
HI for an unknown individual, H2 for Barcaeus, son of 
Theochrestus, formerly priest of Augustus, H5, also for a 
private individual, H9 , for Arsinoe, daughter of Zenion, HI2 
for a Roman official, H14- set up by the people of Arsinoe for a 
private individual, HI5 by a priest in honour of Dionysus, HI7 
by a private individual on behalf of his wife. The following 
dedications belong here: V6O-62, and probably 63, are dedica­
tions by the nomophvlakes; V4-1 a private dedication, and V35
^ In Boeotian this change had taken place much earlier, i.e. by 
the 5th cent. BC (Buck 3 * 3 D •
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dedicated by one Quintus Lucanius Proculus, a proconsul, for 
the safety of the emperor from an epidosis of the priests of 
Apollo; also here one sepuchral inscription 876 (15 BC), and 
two tabulae sacerdotum, both very short, T2, T3 .
The most usual WG characteristics such as retention of ol , 
oi<^S^ gen. -IOS' in -i- stems, infinitives in -J^ (?y/ are still 
the rule in this group. Of the less widespread WG features 
which are typical of Cyrenean, the following are attested:
<Gv^ S, -oS < -Ovy’, Cru<Qro -0 0. by compensatory
lengthening, -J- in the future of verbs, infinitive
of thematic and contract verbs in -Gy (H2) , and of contract 
verbs in (H2) , Attic (H2) , nom. pi. Tot
(H I)  , T o T  I (H 1 ,H 2 ,H 5) , apocope of in (H2,H 5) ,
and of in T ( H 5 ) , (T(fcxro- in a name,
/:oAio<.vQj-^S(Hl) .
To these must be added a few forms mainly confined to
Cyrenean: - e n  6^ - ,  -oG icT-, - c n ( T - < 5  -  - ,  -o^v/6~-, -  (H2,
->
H5) including o v in H5, nom. pi. H çxT i v o q-s^
(Hl4), and I (T 2 , T 3 ), acc. pi. I'oig'C-t, (H2) , infinitives
(H2) , finally the hybrid (H I )  with
the Koine form of the stem (WG o)(2o^) , but Cyrenean -c-v^ î?- in 
the participle of contract verbs.
Unfortunately, all the examples of nom. pi. - &>s in - c-v^ S
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nouns in Cyrenean are 2a (once) or later (7 times la, and Ip); 
this form is probably due to the analogy of the nom. pi. of 
consonant stems, whatever the date of the innovation.
Acc. pi. Tx.0 e5 at Cyrene cannot be directly related to 
the spread of - M  to the acc. pi. of consonant stems and - ;>Z- 
stems in the Koine from NW Greek. In the acc. pi. of -CruV 
nouns, Hellenistic Greek took over the ending - GiS current in 
Attic in -c- and -o- stems, and replacing (Attic) -Ga.5 ^.
c
Possibly acc. pi. is based on the analogy of Cyrenean
nom. pi. -Cry in - o-uS stems, beside Koine nom./acc. pi. -
c,
of consonant stems. Alternatively, acc. pi. may be
based on the proportion Koine To-uJ : Cyrenean - Koine acc.
pi. /o^ (fC->5 : Cyrenean x (cf. sect. I57f.).
Although there is no reason to doubt that the spelling 
-cn<T- etc. in forms earlier containing -vK"- represents the 
actual dialect pronunciation in the 1st century BC, it is highly 
probable that <rv cr> (TcX , with -cr» Gx instead of - or
Koine -Cr»cX, as well as the anomalous and is
artificial, based on literary Aeolic (v. sects. 128, 14-0) ^  and
 ^Wackernagel, IF 14- (I90 3) 367-373, Blass-Debrunner 4-6.2.
^ For mixture of Ionic, Aeolic and Doric in late Greek writers 
(the Neopythagoreans etc.), cf. Thumb, Die gr. Dial, im Zeit- 
alter d. Hellenismus (I9OI) 29.
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that none of these forms are representative of the spoken 
dialect.
On the other hand, is the sort of hybrid one
would expect at this date: as in many other individual words, 
the Koine form of the stem was taken over (cf. oKcrtfoy etc.), 
but the morphological ending typical of the dialect was re­
tained.
However, there are many signs of Koine influence in these 
inscriptions. In many cases, it is only isolated words or 
word-stems that are affected: thus, in <9xr^ (fÇx/Trc-S (HI)
(H2 , V35, V6 2) , beside (^0 - (V4-1, HI and usual in H2) , 
dv (HI, no examples of KX in the 1st cent. BC) ,k <^o c-=rc> y , 
/Zgoj beside csTi (both forms in HI, H2) , -^ <2vo - in a proper 
name, and the stems of the names (V6l, V6 2 , HI5) ,
(V6l, V62) , /i>ty-A-'i^ ^^ i.S'iYè^) .
But in other cases inflexional classes are affected; im­
perative -Tvu6 D^iw(Hl, H2) , the declension of - c-uf nouns: acc.
sing.T l e s i  ( H 1 4 )  , gen. sing. -c?v-jS in lé-^ C-vt-sy (V62) , 
ç^^ i.c-Ç'ei^ 5(V35) , -c-'LJcS'; in the hybrid UfG-vyOC (H2) .
Gen. sing. and dat. pi. -6-u Gi, and imperative
are Koine, but the acc. sing, of - eroS nouns is usually 
-iq in the Koine^. -e-s. is Attic which suggests that this
 ^Schwyzer I 575-
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form in Cyrene is essentially literary. There is only one 
instance of -Oo for dialect -co : (T2) .
This evidence seems to me strongly to suggest that though 
the Koine pronunciation was adopted in the case of some indi­
vidual words (e.g.ÔGwçGw) , on occasion alternating with the 
dialect form (tX0 -/cGç-^ /;cçoy) ^ in general the morpho­
logical, and even more strikingly, the phonological charac­
teristics of the dialect were still in common use. In view 
of the nature of the evidence, especially that relating to 
phonology, it would, I feel, be quite arbitrary and unjustified 
to dismiss all or even some of the dialect forms (except those 
which are anomalous and probably artificial) as mere archaistic 
spellings, and not as fairly closely representative of the 
actual pronunciation of the time. The fact that where there 
is a difference between the pronunciation of the dialect and 
the Koine, the Koine form appears even spasmodically only in 
isolated words, and scarcely at all in whole classes of sound 
groups, speaks strongly against the assumption that there is 
much artificiality in the spelling.
277 1st century BC/lst century AD.
One honorary inscription and one tombstone belong here:
H3, a dedication by the priests of Apollo, in honour of a priest 
for his services to Rome, the state and his religion, and 827*
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These inscriptions have the following widespread WG and 
Cyrenean features: i"j< g-G- in imperative 2 sing. (S27) ,
S ^ -OSC-cf^y, fV0  -, gen. in -i- stems, but
also the special Cyrenean nom./acc. pi. i^ 0 e^ (H3), and
(H3) . On 1^2^ 0 0 -5 , see the discussion above of 
the same forms in the 1st century BC.
There are no Koine forms in these texts except 
(827).
278 1st century AD.
The material from the first century AD is considerable: 
dedications: V77, dedicated by the priests of Apollo on be­
half of the reigning emperor, 7125, dedicated by a priest, V64- 
by the nomophvlakes. V73, 774-, dedicated by one Claudia Venusta, 
daughter of Claudius Kartisthenes, to Hecate, 779, by the same 
woman to Demeter, 7111, a dedication by Titus Claudius 
Ptolemaeus; the following honorary inscriptions: several set
up by the people of Cyrene, H2, and H22 for Claudia Arata, H7 
for a gymnasiarch Olympias, and HIO; the dedicator of H20 is 
unknown; one of the Tituli Viatorum belongs here P4-; finally 
a large number of sepulchral inscriptions: 877, 891-137,
8139-1^7.
The usual dialect characteristics are well attested in this 
group: cu < oo, oi retained, U|<<SrG in (in a proper
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name), e u  < 6-0 , <  CW, -oS-<G-ovr (H7), C'^  <C-vS (H22), iVg.-,
-i- stem gen. in -los, nom. pi. I xxfT(
O
(H7) , aorist of -J^o verbs in -J-, l ce-Lucuv (with itacism,
Vlll).
Gen. - x:Ac-7d3-(SI3 3) is WG (and Arcadian). The less usual, 
but normal -KcAcuy of earlier Cyrenean has been eliminated here. 
Classical Attic -icXCocF^was adopted by the Koine, but late 
Attic (and the Koine) had Gen. -oC<r-2o in masc.
- d- stems is frequent on the tomb-stones, but not significant 
as this is the usual ending in the Koine as well as in WG.
The same is true of v^ oio?.
There are many signs of Koine influence in these texts: 
the forms of individual word-stems: (7125),
(Hecate) 774-, and in proper names: -[?<uuAo- 764-, ^
jZf (with dialect - c/)- S127,^ l f ( w i t h  itacism and dia-
lect -oi. ) 8143, SIO9 , 8l3 3, ' " A ^ o S I 3 1 ,
names in -|c^- 826, 8103; word-endings; gen. sing. -(j^ t?va-u5 
V73, 7 4, 79 (all dedicated by Cl. Venusta), the usual Koine 
ending, gen. pi. S9 8; -cov' is Attic, is more usual
in the Koine^. The gen. of -1- stems on the other hand was 
unaffected, and - ( 0 5  is in fact a very persistent dialect
 ^8chwyzer I 580.
2 Schwyzer I 579, note 4.
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feature in many areas. v  ephelcysticon in 814-4-, is an
Attic-Ionic form which early spread to other dialects, includ­
ing Cyrenean.
Remarkably, Tz-ru instead of T^ >Jv
or rather occurs as early as the fourth century (M2 ,
see above on 4-th century texts) . There was attributed to
the fact that Kçyr6~<s7fa'> was itself clearly loaned from (Attic-) 
Ionic, but in these late inscriptions, it is fairly certain 
that the replacing of dialect tocva by Koine T W  v, had no causal 
connection with /cgo<r<3cToy.
There are only a very few examples of -o- stem gen. -ou 
in 1st cent. AD texts, beside a great many examples of :
H7, P4-, 8119, 8134-, 8137. Now there is one interesting tomb­
stone which strongly suggests that -co represented the actual 
pronunciation, and was not merely a spelling. 814-5 has nom.
gen. CcUdLo and Now in late texts from
Cyrene both in the dialect and in the Koine, o is quite often 
written for go, but never for -Oo (8EG IX 3OO, 504-, 54*3 , 614-, 
1 7 5, 1 7 1, 1 8 7, also LJ> for o , I6 6, 726) . The only certain 
examples for o for o u  are in Hebrew names (l«r|cro<u>5 6 8 3,
1 cxoT» r 704-) and so can be discounted. The spelling here 
indicates that the shortening of long vowels was well under way 
before dialect -g  ^ was displaced by Koine - o u . The long
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persistence of -cJ in the pronunciation is also confirmed by the 
confusion (from the 3rd century BC onwards, but rare before the 
first century BC) of gen. -cu and dative -cue (pronounced by 
then as -cj).
There are several examples of itacism at this period (HIO 
<^o6c, 394-, Sill, S124-) . Conversely,'rTcrA^ CKi S121 is a spell­
ing for T l ( u . .  Prevocalic e was more open than in other 
positions, and so in late texts where Gn “ c , was sometimes 
denoted
It is worth noting the complete absence of Koine forms in 
honorary inscriptions of this period except for gen. Ai (Tccou 
(H7).
279 lst/2nd century A D .
Three inscriptions will be treated here; H20, a very 
fragmentary text where neither dedicator nor dedicatee are 
known, T6 , a list of priestesses (about 36 names), T7 (102p) 
also a list of priestesses (about 5C names).
The following dialect forms are found on these stones: ^  
preserved, G-u <e-o^ oq ^ names in -/?u o A o c (T6, T7) ,
(T7) , (T6) , in (T7) . But there
are several names with the Koine form of the stem: RgcUir- (T6) , 
krleo- (T7) ; also CrT V H20. Even in Attic-Ionic there
1 Buck 3 1.
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is fluctuation between G-ts-/fc5.
In the inflexional endings are attested: once gen. - o o  in
-o- stem (T7) , once gen. - (T7) .
These texts are of little help in estimating the extent 
of Koine intrusion in the dialect, since most of the words are 
proper names.
280 2nd century AD.
The inscriptions with dialect forms from the second 
century AD are few in number: two honorary inscriptions Hll
(very fragmentary), set up by the city of Cyrene for the Roman 
emperor, and HI9, set up by one Lucius Orbius; four public 
inscriptions recording the building of temples: M8, M9 (frag­
mentary) , MIO, Mil; also M7 - the purpose and meaning of 
this text is uncertain; finally, the following dedications:
V45, a record of dedications to Artemis by various citizens,
■738, a dedication to Apollo and Artemis by the priest of Apollo 
on behalf of the emperor, and V117 (a fragment) dedicated by a 
priest.
These texts have several common WG dialect features: d. 
retained, gen. -w < gen. , (nom.) [oLçcroy , a
name in (V45), and finally the specifically (late?)
Cyrenean nom. pl.io^^CrS . Cyrenean i —' (but with
itacism) is attested in MIO, Mil. On the other hand, the form
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(V117) is a hybrid, but probably not an artificial
c_
form. is found in NW Greek and the Koine: the
Cyrenean form has Doric
Parts of some of these inscriptions are entirely written in 
the Koine. Thus in HI9 only the names of the eponymous priest 
at Cyrene have the dialect genitive forms (-uj<-oo, -c-uy< 
-<GoS, as well as dialect/Koine - d . < -<^0), while the rest of 
the text is entirely in the Koine. The latter part of MIC and 
Mil, drawn up in almost identical form, is entirely in the Koine 
including the date given by indicating the consul in office at 
Rome. The first part of both texts (up to MIO.7, and Mil.5) 
is mainly in the dialect (i.e. d  retained, -cu<-oo,
c—1 j hut MIO has once ("Tc^ s^  ^ and
Mil -o<-> in the gen. endings of the name of the emperor 
Aurelius, and both stones -«s'- in the aorist of -Joj verbs.
V45 is mainly in the Koine except for dialect forms in the stem 
of a few proper names and once gen.To^S ( ; the in­
flexional endings here are always Koine apart from retained 
often in the nom. sing. m8 has -w alternating with -«uc in 
the genitive (only gen. - u j c  in M9, twice). Koine 
and ( S i c b y  contrast with (nom.) . M7 has a
proper name in ©<3n>- instead of dialect Although V38
C U  _ ___
has the unusual dialect , it also has Koine and
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G . Itacism is frequent in this group of inscrip­
tions.
Apart from i.>/(:)<3-5, there are no dialect characteristics 
of a morphological nature. The stem seems to still per-
y >
sist, is probably a Koine word,
and therefore has the Koine form of the stem. Unfortunately, 
the stereotyped nature of these texts severely limits .the 
possible variety of dialect forms. Obsolete dialect features 
still survive in a few proper names as might be expected. But 
it is more than doubtful whether the remaining dialect charac­
teristics which are all phonetic in nature really represent 
the pronunciation current at that time, at least among the edu­
cated class who must have been responsible for these formal 
inscriptions. It seems highly suspicious that in more than 
one text there is clearly a definite choice operating to de­
cide which part of the text shall be in the Koine (see on HI9 , 
MIO, Mil above). It is nevertheless quite conceivable that 
there was by this period a certain amount of fluctuation in 
pronunciation between and, perhaps, gen. -00/-0 0 .
Also of some significance is the fact that the only in­
scription in which the dialect remains fairly pure and con­
sistent is of a religious nature, a dedication set up by a 
priest (V38).
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281 2nd/3rd century AD.
One dedication (VlOl, by a private person) belonging to 
this period only consists of two words: ICo^ ç
The only dialect form is -cJ. in which may or may not
represent the actual pronunciation, at least in some sections 
of the populace. Otherwise the stems of both names have the 
Koine not the dialect form {-(ioui- not not
. Gen. -oo not ~oi in the masc. stem is
typical of the literary not the spoken Koine.
282 3rd century AD.
The only inscription with dialect forms certainly belong­
ing to the 3rd century AD is a dedication by a priestess to 
Artemis, an extremely interesting text (V*+^ ) . There are 
several dialect forms: beside the common genitive - u j <^-o o
(twice, in Roman names'.), also (TC-ucnd/. with the distinc­
tive Cyrenean form both of the stem and the suffix, gen. 
with the persistent dialect form of the stem, and the general 
Doric form of the case-ending (but 'true' Cyrenean: ^ e - o y  ) , 
and with the dialect form of the stem and the Koine
form of the suffix. Gen. -w twice is typical both of the 
dialect and the Koine. - c-ct is a Koine form; the
dialect would have (cf. acc. pl.).
The possibility cannot be denied that 1^ -  in
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and. the more specifically Cyrenean / survived in the
spoken Koine at Cyrene till the third century, since - still 
predominates in second century AD texts. Nor would it be 
unnatural that the divine name should have retained
the local pronunciation. On the other hand. Judging from the 
second century evidence, it is most unlikely that gen. -oo in 
-o- stems here represents at this time the actual pronunciation. 
Since in the present feminine participle of thematic
verbs is the form consistently in use in Cyrenean(even the 
earliest inscriptions known (4-a)% it may even in this, the 
latest period, be a genuine part of the local dialect, and not 
artificial and archaistic.
283 In the above account, an attempt has been made to give a 
series of pictures of the dialect at successive stages of de­
velopment. The chronological grouping was of necessity in­
accurate and has no doubt meant in many cases - even assuming 
that all the dates assigned by the editors are fairly correct',
- that inscriptions separated in date by as much as eighty 
years are discussed together. Although undated texts have 
been left out of account altogether, the general picture would 
scarcely be changed by their inclusion. Undated texts may be 
quite numerous, but consist mostly of brief dedications and
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tombstones; in fact, it has been possible to include all the 
important texts. Even with these rough methods, the resulting 
picture of the dialect at different stages, showing how it came 
more and more under the influence of the Koine, is precisely 
the sort of picture one would expect. This implies that the 
written form of the inscriptions gives a fairly close represen­
tation of the spoken dialect.
28^ Dated texts with dialect forms extend from the fifth 
century BC to the third century AD. Signs of external influence 
begin in the fourth century, but consist only of loan words, 
most of them probably from Ionic by way of Theran (<<^6?vo5,
etc.); some of these forms 
had in turn spread from Attic to Ionic. A very few inflexional 
forms were borrowed from other dialects in exceptional circum­
stances and cannot be regarded as well established in Cyrenean: 
gen. pi. (Attic) , gen.Aio>J (AuK«c«c^) (Arcadian),
Cb crS (Delphian). Morphological and phonological 
features traceable to Ionic via Theran are all confined with 
very few exceptions («^ KTGT<c-cG,\/o<iv M3, Til) to
one text, M2, and are therefore to be attributed to the special 
circumstance that this inscription deals with relations between 
Thera and Cyrene. Therefore these anomalies in M2 are not at 
all typical of Cyrenean in general. However, one would indeed
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expect the first signs of external influence to consist of 
loan-words.
A word should be added here about 8EG IX 1. Most of this
stone is in the Koine; only the end portion from line 72 is in
the dialect (M5). There are, however, a few dialect forms in
the earlier part of the text: lines 8/9 line 72
line 32 line 24- (acc, pl.), line 52
with the meaning "subject, to the death penalty". 
These few local forms may have crept in because the stone­
mason was a Cyrenean (the stone contains the text of a decree 
of Ptolemy I reforming the constitution of Cyrene).
285 4-th/3rd, century inscriptions attest gen. -oo once,
once perhaps in Both these forms are perhaps to be
attributed to special circumstances since uj<cro and d. are 
very persistent characteristics of the dialect. In the third 
century come the first signs of Koine inflexional endings being 
adopted: gen. -e^ -oS in an -CruJ noun and v/ ephelcysticon
(once each) are found in two formal dedications by priests.
The only trace of Koine influence in the second century BC is 
Tcç- in two accounts of the Demiourgi and one dedication by a 
priest. In the 2nd/lst century BC period, apart from the 
Koine form of one proper name , the dialect has
given way to the Koine only in the endings of crvGo'S't and
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£(.jo'CUyiÇ<s'i (dialect - . This seems to be part of the
general tendency of mainy dialects to give up the most unusual 
features first. On the whole, however, this tendency does not 
appear to have been very strong in Cyrenean. In the first 
century BC the signs of Koine influence are much more frequent, 
but still mainly confined to individual words and word-stems 
(S^w^j {Crç_ beside (e^ ç>-, oL>/' once but no examples of , 
beside ÀXfTi, and several proper names such as 
etc.), and a few morphological suffixes; gen. -Cvos in -GuS" 
nouns (twice in formal public dedications), this already at­
tested two centuries earlier at Cyrene; acc. -Cr^, which is
Attic (Cyrene etc. and Koine - M ) , and so a literary form; dat.
r '
pi. (dialect / i), and the Koine imperative
-XVjGo.^u Gen. -ou, of which there are occasional examples
in Cyrenean from the fourth century onwards, only appears once
in the first century BC.
How with the exception of two short texts all the material 
from the first century BC consists of formal public inscrip­
tions. Here one might expect artificial forms, but few are 
found, and those only in an inscription in honour of 
Theochrestus, formerly a priest of Augustus ,
S t S ^ v ) ' ,  based on Aeolic, they suggest a
literary source. It is clear that most of the morphological
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and phonological traits of the dialect were still preserved at 
this time. Indeed, there is no indication that up to this 
period the written form of the inscriptions did not give a fair 
representation of the spoken dialect. Fluctuation in spelling 
between Koine and dialect forms (-^ otT c//cçor, ^
-6->/-oo) probably corresponds to a fluctuation between these 
variants in the spoken language, since the replacement of one 
form by another is always a slow process.
In H3 (la/lp) there are many dialect features but no Koine
forms. In the first century AD, apart from many forms of 
proper names and one or two isolated words ( cc- 
- Hecate), there are several morphological endings typical of
the Koine : Crj^<r(rv, gen. (in three dedications by
Claudia Venusta), gen. pi. (S98) . In one case (gen.
SI33) , the typical dialect form (- kcXc-uj) has been 
eliminated in favour of a more widespread WG form. There are 
several examples of gen. -ou (masc. -o- stems) in private 
inscriptions (tombstones), but only once in a public inscrip­
tion: )UL (TKCcu H7. In fact gen. here is the only
Koine form in an honorary inscription of this period. But a 
scrap of evidence has come to light confirming that gen. 
is not merely a dialect spelling at this period for Koine -0 0 , 
but represents the pronunciation still actually current with at
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least some groups of the population at Cyrene.
The material of the lst/2nd century AD (2 lists of 
priestesses and another fragment) has several Koine forms of 
proper names and two inflexional endings typical of the Koine: 
-o- stem gen. -oo> (once) , gen. -iC^oilooS.
For the first time in the second century AD, although 
there are still many dialect forms, clear indications emerge 
that the use of the dialect was at. least to some extent arti­
ficial: in several inscriptions dialect and Koine forms are
confined to specific parts of the text (e.g. dating). By this 
time the morphological characteristics of the dialect have al­
most entirely given way to Koine forms (only dialect 'îo^ çsey). 
Dialect features are otherwise all of a phonological nature.
And in fact one would expect phonological features to be the 
most persistent; but even these are open to suspicion in the 
second century AD.
The only inscription assigned to the third century AD in 
the dialect has some remarkable forms : , gen.
Typ C-cr, To/piCGu gen. - w  of -o- stems. That gen. -cu
may be merely a spelling at this time is suggested by the second 
century evidence. But the stems of the other words may re­
present forms retained in the Koine at Cyrene - and the same 
may be true of attested at all periods in Cyrenean
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(never -oo<S>i), Gen. -GroT (general Doric) may have been a 
variant^ in use beside (Koine; - which apparently became 
established in the dialect by about the first century BC/AD.
286 The history of the Cyrenean dialect and particularly the 
infiltration of the Koine provides a striking confirmation of 
Thumb's contention^ that the late Greek dialect inscriptions 
with Koine admixture give a fair picture of the spoken language. 
There are very few forms in Cyrenean which have the stamp of 
artificiality. The local dialects gave way before the Koine 
earlier in some areas than in o th e r s ^  as the Koine spread out­
ward from its place of birth, the Ionic Aegaean. The Ionic 
dialect disappeared in the third century BC, and e.g. Thessalian 
and Boeotian (through pressure from neighbouring Macedonia and 
Attica?) by the first century BC. On the whole, the old 
local dialects persisted longest in more isolated areas such as 
Laconia and Cyrene. That the local dialect survived so long 
at Rhodes (to the third century AD) is probably due to the 
important political and commercial position held by the island
^ Is its retention partly due to the analogy of consonant 
stem -oS ?
^ Griechische Sprache im Zeitalter der Hellenismus 37.
3 Thumb, Zeitalter -^Off.
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(and the Rhodian confederacy) in imperial times.
As might be expected dialect features persisting longest 
vary from place to place. Often quite exceptional local 
characteristics were clung to tenaciously. For example, per­
fect participles of the type and -=>i6-/-cnS etc.
<r-Ü-V <S"-/-w5 were very persistent in Lesbian, infinitives in 
in Rhodian. Likewise at Cyrene such unusual features 
were retained as in (la) , -cs^ rt^ x. in fern,
participles (G/.^ 3p'.) , nom. pi. (2p) . In
fact, there is little sign in Cyrenean that unusual local 
characteristics tended to be lost early. However, there is 
evidence that outstanding local peculiarities were at least 
ignored in the spelling as early as the fourth and third 
centuries in some areas on the Greek mainland: e.g. Laconian
and Argive loss of intervocalic -(T-, Arcadian (T( 9 “ T<S, 
■Tzkjai - ÂjXG-rv etc., Slean j for Probably the lateral
position of Cyrene was responsible for her stubborn retention 
of -cO 633 etc. But the intrusion of the Koine followed the
same general stages at Cyrene as elsewhere (e.g. gen. 
quite early, but long retained), although there was a
good deal of local variation in the form of Doric/Koine mixture 
in imperial times^. Buck^ talks of a Doric Koine, but this
I Buck 174-5.
T Kretschmer Enstehung der Koine 
3 176ff.
- 3 9 7 -
seems unjustified. What he terms Attic Koine is not merely 
a modified form of Attic, but as was recognised long ago by 
Kretschmer^, incorporated elements from many dialects. It was 
a lingua communis in more senses than one.
Wahrmann contends^ that in late inscriptions of the first 
and second centuries AD, dialect forms occur more often in 
public than in private inscriptions, and on this basis deduces 
the existence of a dialect Kanzleisprache. a sort of local 
written language, a modified form of the local dialect. But 
having no literary backing it was finally overwhelmed by the 
Hellenistic Koine. As far as Cyrenean is concerned, it can 
only be emphasised that nearly all the material from the first 
century BC onwards, whether dialect or Koine, consists of 
formal public texts and tombstones; the public texts are 
usually honorary inscriptions which did not come into vogue in 
Greece until the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC (along with the 
growth of consciousness of the importance of the individual), 
and formal dedications, often by state officials. As far as 
one can see, if the morphological endings are a fair sign, the 
tombstones, mainly from the first century AD, tell much the
^ Enstehung passim.
^ Prolegomena 24-.
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same story as the public Inscriptions. There does seem to be 
a tendency however at all periods in Cyrene for inscriptions by 
priests to use a purer form of the dialect than other inscrip­
tions at the same period. But there is not enough evidence to 
establish whether there was any real contrast between public 
and private inscriptions at Cyrene.
287 Knowledge of modern dialects makes it very hard to believe 
that the Koine became the only spoken form of Greek in use in 
Hellenistic times. The total absence of dialect inscriptions 
after the third century AD led Thumb^ to this conclusion. But 
one should perhaps rather infer that although all traces of the 
old dialects may have been lost, apart from forms which were 
adopted from various areas in the Koine^, - none seem to have 
been taken over from isolated Cyrenean, as might be expected - 
new local (variant) forms of the Koine gradually developed. 
These new local dialects did not appear in written texts, 
because, whereas the old dialects had also served as the local 
written language of the independent city states before the rise 
of Macedonia, the cities of Greece in imperial times were never 
independent. Just as they did not assert themselves poli­
tically, so they no longer asserted their local linguistic 
differences.
^ Zeitalter 33.
^ Kretschmer Entstehung der Koine passim.
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Appendix.
'^JaÔqcrac
o A02 rxj
' ZTC/ " cru c  o  "CC ]w|iacrLv ÏTCuwv
  % T 3 ---- C73---- T] ijxay^pa ôè ipeTrjt <\J
 e u  e u  ]Y 3ipog Ta6* 6pai nal Anouei 5
' "CZ; zjo —  |j.e] tCova Trjvbe h6Xlv r u  
17-l8letters ]N apXa bteXuGT] xat &%ovwp,ai
jvTQi al jxev fev Taicr TcoXiaaiv 
%a] Ta Tog vojjioç, al 5e ï:v twl lapwi 
Tw Atoç Tw *OXüjj,aiiw * EXXavoôixav %v AeXcpoiç 6no 10
Twv fev tJwl lapwi TU) Aloç TU) Aunaiu) bTto tujv
èv--------- ]vaiç Î)7C0 Tu)V 0ea|jto0eTU)V nOI[ -
12-131 etters T]aç &7[0vwp.aG nai toi Ta aoXa ^yxaXeaavTeg
h]ai To 3[XT]0oG TU)Y %ocL TOI au[i7cpeapeoaavT8G &%o
Tag &[xaç tcoXloç AlyXavwp 'AXeÇavbpu) feç KXeiTopa Tag 15
*Ap%a5 lag W e p  r u  tu)v ïv Tp^yeiwi &7i:oXu)}ievu)v
î)oio TeiaiXau) xai tots ctüXov feXocrap,eg 6htw TaXavTwv %ai
cpuyav KXsLTopioi xazeyvov TeiaiXaw %ai Ta xp^ oc'^ cc è6a-
(xeocrav wai XHP^^^^vTa aÔTOv bjco STopcpaXiwv bybcjTov
èàcjHŒv, ZTopcpaXioL 5e &TceHTeLvav* feg MeyaXav IIoXiv avv 20
Kapvfjbai Tu)i Z%ov5apxw cruXa Ta tcot* *AnoXXobojpovjov
aôXu)i5ov p.vav XXXX. tioti Nixiav TO|i cpapp.aH07iu)Xav
pvav &v Teyeai tcoti Aap.ai0i5av 'OpecrGaatov ii(vav)^[
fev TU)i lapwi TU) Aïog Tw Aoxaiu) tcoti Xapwva Toy X^ >^ ov [x(vav^[
èv *âXi itOTi Tog nept OiXwva ol feyevovTO cpiXoTcaiôa '^aXav-
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Tojv 6exa xevTe* fep, Mecrcravai tcoti Aeiviav |J.(vav)-^ C^,[ 5-6ie-fcters 
•jtOTi Qopoîtibav Tov [ (jflTpaToyov p.(vav)[,* fey KopivSuL i tfuv Xoai 
TUI ’EnixXeuG icoxi 2 ip,uvi6av toXovtuv xpiuv 9-101etters 
-jtoxt] AaiAaxpLov xov jbrixopa p,(vav)Ç * i(A MaXui [ 11-12 letters
ÎCOXL xov *OX«p,]î[i,ov ix[ a] V IlaXaioxav xpuov x[ aXccvxwv-------  30
12 11. ]XY.QN ÔUUV xaXavxuvL 15-16 letters
1 5 letters ] AI cruXov 6ieXo0^ 17-18 letters
18 letters ] EBYZTPA[ 19-20 letters
6 1] eXo 9[ n# f I * '
33; ? IGP. S^ e.ch (oo, At (?o -
Gc;çc3tx:<=>y 6ecfc. 2.i^S^.
I am grateful to Professor P. Ghamoux for an apograph 
of this unpublished inscription which he has kindly permitted me 
to use for my thesis. . ■ '
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Note on the Greek Indices
Index I ; Only those Cyrenean forms are listed here which 
receive special discussion. Many forms which are regular for 
the dialect, but of no particular interest are not included, but 
such material may easily be traced by reference to the Table of 
Contents. Cyrenean naines discussed in chapter V have not been 
included.
Forms in bracket indicate words from Pindar and Callimachus 
which are probably of Cyrenean origin.
Index II: Proper names mentioned in Chapter V are only included
where they have received special discussion.
For the sake of Convenience, Mycenean words have been 
listed separately at the end of the second index.
All references in the indexes are to sections.
Index I 
Cyrenean Words discussed,
( i )
^ ky}jjô 54
A.CPEOC 216
&:5q 233
&Ô LEwg^ 236
&EL 53, 75, 180
àEpyov 53; 102
ai 165, 1663 268 
al = el 172
al \j.x] Ti 7ca 260
&XXT) 168
à|-b£ 162, àjJLwv 162
&jj,og 73, 162
^Apiwvog 78
àv = ava 106, 188
àva 106, 188
àvaipe0r)L 69, 125
avaXwi-ia: 106
^AvaÇaôpov 98
àvezTELvav 116 
àxaV Tfj }JL e Vw V 143, 275
àxo 189, 250
^AjïoXXüJV 100, 268, 270
àxoXojp-evwv 29 
èTiop'üTi'aCovTa 91, 95, 224 
^àjioxpet 144
^Apijxa 78
■^ A]p laTovooç- 66 
'Ap l'CTpxoç 100, 105
&PHOQ 218
'ApTOj-Ll'g 100
ag 67, 173
-aaaa 94, 131, 132
aTsppg 100 
aTtg 166
auTE i 170
aiJTOjiaT tÇe.v 107, 116, 270
a&Tog 164
aô TO g au TO V 164
 ^AcppôE LTav 105
àxSuvTi. 70, 125
6w 73, 74.
ga|3aXog 100
Bapatptg 100
( i i )
paaaXpa / -p 38, 15? 
BcxTTog 1 
Bepsvixcc 105 
BepvLxa 105
pour
Fa Lo
Ypocpe L
160, 268, 270,
Poog 160
278
Aiocrxoup Lôa 90 
ÔLwpîaoaav 226 
(6po|xecrL 157} 
ôuvcLVTaL 122
6uo 183, 6u(a)v 
6cjpecr0cii 130'
76
6a|.L8pY6VTojv 60, 115, 133, El'oava.
221 ^
ôajiepYog 221
ÔGLjJLOpYOÇ 221
oapioTsXecr IV 79, 155
6si"|t 102
06%a%8VT6 184
ôsxaToç 104, 214 
bqXpTGCL 97, 243
opOEL 29(8), 102, 144 
■^ 6r|cre iTccL 29(8)
ôfjo'riTa.L 57, 102, 144.
6ia 190 
Ata.iXe [o ]vTog 60 
Ôiôwv 128, 276 
A Log 161, 270
183
epbejjLog 100, 183 
/w p 42
35
Ejlpavaiog 35
Elppva, 35
. eig 86
# « #
191
èxape 241, 269
sKacrxfa. 131
6X0 10* a. 131
8XT LpaCTBVT L 60, 110, 113 
èxTog 192
èX (Atpuav} = èç 109, 194
EXXooixw 66
è|i7i:pocr0e 193
Av 194, 249
èv5oL_ 178
( i i i )
èvôog 196
êvexa 196
èvvT]- 55, 183, 284
èvvT]cr. 55, 183
èvTocpLov / -a 77
eÇappvcü 183,
É^oi 179
èÇopocpog 239
&6og 192, 198
èÇoucTLav 85
èmapewjJLevo L 54, 135, 143
èoieipT 121
èjit 199
£Tii6T]|jL8[ov]Tac 35, 60,
133, 270
èiiL ta.peug 73, 108 •
è7i i7ieiJ,cp9r] i 69, 125
èpcTEva, 76, 100
EjpcnXai. 89
èg 197
ècTLov 86
Ècro-L 79, 148
-60'0*1 154, 157
eruatpr]ag 50, 75
^ETeapxoç 55
CTO g 73
EiSecTTiep tôeacr i 154-6 
Eijçppavop 275
ècp" lapeug 73, 108 
ÈcpopSUWXOTWV 147 
èxucri 85
Zt]vog 161 
Coov 72, 102
(wL 71, 146 
Cwcri 85, 146
fj 168
pPcüVTorg 54, 133, 143, 270
f|l7ie 59
ri|jLaTL[a] 74
pvaTog 92
f)pyaacrŒTo 142
148
^aaav 55, 132, 148, 250
GavacTLi-Log 242', 284
-8,6 181, 269
08Ci|io08TOJV 67, 152', 153, 165,
270
(iv)
0eaaeXoç 100
(08UÇ 60)
08wp8VT8g 56, 60, 61, 
276
Gnpcc Gs 181, 269
0UCT8 L / Gucrr] t 123
Lapo[T8uw 219
Lapeat 75
Laps LT8UW 219
Lap8ug 33. 73, Lapse
1^7, 276, 280,
[laplpag 157, 
284, LapeucTL 
276
lapLTsuu) 219
ta.[p l t ]8Uw x o t w v  147
lapog 33, 73
L8p8lT8UW 219
LX8C7LC0V 250
txvuv 228
(ppvag 35, 43
tcrai 150 
LacTGjisvog 87, 142
idaavTGc. 87, 142'
" I O'[t ] tag 100
xcc 177, 253
xa0am8p 108
xaG'sTog 73, 75, 108
xaGwg 108, 171 
xaXXisTpg 237
xaXXtcTTT] tog 232 
xaXov 52, 238
xajivw ; exaps 
Kapveaôag 38
(Kapvetaoag 38)
Kapvrjdôag • 38
Kapvr]ôag 38
xapuÇt 154, 156
xapcpeojv 155
xaea 106, 200
xaTayyriXe i 82
xaeapeLvaL 85, 129
xaeappsv 81
XŒT8Xr]Xeu0i) ta 140 
xŒTsaxcaÇav 47, 74 
xaTtaaoa 85, 94, 132
-xaTLot 185
XGTo tx L^ acr t 85
xaTTL08V 106, 128, 200, 276
(v)
KXsapxoc 55
xo LTarrip lov 229
xoXooog 79, 240
xopicraaBiov 127., 142, 152,
270
xopav 90
KoprjCTLoig 90, 95
Kpp.TLpg] 250, 271
Kupava 35
Kupevaio 38
Kwpqg 90
Aepuct. 30:, 100
ÀEVTLXog '60, 110, 133 
Xcxog 110, 157, 159
Xewv 243, Xr] i 243
XpiOTrip 212, 284
A lpua 100
Auct LopaTpg 100
\ir]va 85
piai 122, 123, 149,
(ILCCVE L 149
[XLaae'L 149
jiLv 163
Moucratog 85
|iwp Labag 187
[JLCJpLOL 187 
MupTo 278
Ne Lx 1.711710g 36 
NLXL7i7iog- 7.3 
NLx[o]up[og?] 
vLv 163
vo|i[o jxwxLpog
^6V- 92
Se uÇ lç 100 
;i]v- 92
90
29(6), 235
|j,ayLpw[ t] 36 
lieOTcc 176
|jLETa 201, 203
[XT]9eva. 73
MpXLXLw 39, 97
c c
0 a TO =
(/
oc 251
6y6oav 102 
oL / TO L 165, 166, 268 
olxeovTeg 60, 133 
olxtÇovTeg 136, 270
(vi)
olxLCTTrip 212, 269 
“Oicra 85
oxTax LOXpX 10 L' 186 
h OVT-LTtaTpO 260 
ôvupa 100
6 TIT] 168
OTIU L 167
0p0wTa.L 65
ôpvixwv 217 
opocpog 239
6o:ia 73
[oajooig 29(1), 258
oTt'Vog 166
Tiaxae LTG.t 114
71 a pa 106, 202
Hap a t p ig 100
7iappscovTa( g) 54, 106, 
143, 202
7iapxaXeG'at 106, 202
7iapXapuv 106, 202
Tiapopeypa. 225
7iapTL0[e]jX8V 106, 128,
202
Ilaaeag 85
IlaTaXXoc 100
He XT] a 278
TI8pL 204
718 p laxTp La 222
TIT] 168
7iLaaa.L 79
TcXaacravTeg 88
TiXev 131
TtXeovT- 54, 60 
ÏÏXu}j,vao'TLj 105
7I0 L8 LoGa L 130
7ioXLavo[iog 220
TioXLGTag 219
TcoXicroLv 154, 155, 156
710 T 8 169
7I0TL7I Lappa 211
Tipag LOTog 183
7cpaTog 183
133, Tipo 206
TipoyEyovo LOa Lg 85, 140, 276
7ipoxXT]a La 223
Tcpoaoôojv 165, 187
(twv) 7ipoo'o5ojv 67, 152, 153, 165,
270, 278
7ipLjpog 66, 73, 206
IIupL-xog 90
(vii)
(ja{i,aov' 38 
CLYEV JUX), 143, 157
atTwv 231
cTîiopôa 1.05
crxopoôav' 105
a7ii3pa|.LLvoç 215
cTTaXa. 97
CUV 207
cru vacxp iteu o  1000. 227
auvTcavncoc 98
2w- 54
ZojTT]p0l 154/
"LQL/\AC1 108
T S 0 p  LTCTCCOV 73
TEXe0cpop£w 255,
T e X £ 0 c p o p e v T E ç -  60, 110,
:LL5, 133
t e X euv 60, 75,
T S X E W  L 75
T S V T Œ U  96, 114
T E T p a K  ixtiXlo L 186
T i l l a g e  t o V 234
T t p , r ) T T ] p E ç  212, 284
T  i{jLwvTa30cr.v 127
Ttp,u3)(og 66
TOI = 0 1 166
TOTE 169
Tptç 156, 183, TpL0L
TpL0xai5Exa' 156, 184
Tp tTOTta'TEpwV 213
156
UTtapYovTwcrav 127
208 
209
UTiwpocpoç 239 , 2 55
UTIEp
t
U7CG
0XE tac to LÇ 36
OpaaaajiEVGç 87, 142 
-CjQcov 54
XapLv 210
Xc tpxj0t 85, 154
X£pva0ot.ç 101
XnXtot 83, 186
Xpetp-evog 57, 135, 144, 270
tioog 93 
wVE00aL 130 
51, 272
Index II
Greek Words quoted apart from Gyrene an.
(viii)
INDEX II
ayopa-vojiog 220
dyopa^L'g 95
6yopa0 tg 95
dYopa00Lv 95
à-ôeXçpoQ 216
àôtqg 236 
à £5-: 000 a. 131
al = £l. 171
al = aI£ L 180 
ale 180
aleL 180
a.l.ev 180
alf£i 102, 180
air] 180
at L 180
Î
alvonaTep 213
atpeBeig 270
^AXe 0LOL 89
 ^AX0a.Lj_L£vr)c 245
C"AYaL|JievT]ç)
^AX%ixnog 73
àXXoTŒ 169
&XXUIÔ6 167.
dcjXLv 107
àfLLwv 162
djjijis 140
àjjLjieouv 162
àjJLjJ,£T£pOÇ 162
àpieuv 162
àp,7i:£Xr)X£i)0£v 140
àjj,cpa.v0tg 95
àv 177 
tv = a.va 106 
à. va 106
à.V aYp acpT]0 £ L 149
^Avôoxiôqg 245 (Avooxoç)
àVT L 95
àvw0a 193
àvwvujjioc 100
&% ]X%5, 189
àjtavTrjjievoç 143
fccanJEuiv 247
^AtielXouv 100
^AtcsXXwv 100
( ix )
&7i:600oua 149
&%r)VTT]p,Evog 143
 ^Atc L.a; 246 ( ^ Ajt l o g),-
^AtcXo u v 100
djcu 189
àpYog 102
<à?]peva. 80
XlpETawv 247
àpicTTepog 100
àpxTog 218
àp0rjv 76, 100
èpxaj-Loç 100
^ApTep,LÇ 100
àpTi 95
A^pxcc[i8vrig 245 (id.)
 ^A0k aXaji L o g 103
ŒTL 166
&TpE:0Tog 81
a60auTou 164
auTauTov 164
auTiv 186
auTov 164
auTO0auToi) 164 
au TO %) 170
auTou £0ev 164
auwg 73
-axog 245 (MtTruaxoc) 
ûxpt 176
“ au V / - av 247
1.73
pa.6po|itoç 63
Pa0o£Lo 63
Baxtg, BaxXLC 245 (Baxtg)
PauiXaeç 157
Ea,00 tXa 245 ( ' EpaTaa iXa)
Ps^aXog 100
PePqXog 100
PeL'Xo[iai 243
PeXXojiaL' 97, 243
P luua LGav 85
poa0Ew 63
poXXo[xat. 97, 243
poXojia L 243
poor 160
pouXop,at 97, 243
pouwv 160
powv 160
(x)
PwXo[xat 243
Pojr, pcov 160
pWT LCLVE L p a  95
Ya-pepyop 221
Yaf epYor 221; .
YExaGa 131 
y e p a ç  54
YEwpYog 221 
Ypa|i|j,aTeog 15?
Ypacpeur 7 6
Ypacpw 7 6
YPoccpw L0 1 85
Aajia 10 loag 245
( Aap^a 10 Lôar)
OCCMT]r 125
5ajj. L o f o p Y E  L 2 2 1  
oap, L o p Y o r  2 2 1
6a|i L w p Y O C  2 2 1
Aav 161
6apxp,a 103
ôeaToi 122
6er|0oj 102
bei 102
be i/ beLT0 L 144
6sLXojiaL 243 
oevôpov 216 
ôeÇtTepoç 100
ôcw 1X%
6ni ice
6r]Xo{j.a,L 243
ÔT]{j-LoepYoc 221
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